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Climate Change/Global Warming Lies scientifically exposed, by The Resistance 

 

                                                                              http://globalwarmingdenier.wordpress.com                            
                                                                                        Email: undergroundpress@bigpond.com.au 

                                           INTRODUCTION                               (© Copyright protected  2010) 

1] Everything in the galaxy is controlled by the laws of physics, now and  in the past. Same laws will be in 

the future. Those laws are the best guidance for predicting the future climate. Any discoveries from past global 

warmings and coolings that don’t fit the laws of physics are a mountain of destructive, harmful garbage. In 

other words: concocted by the ‘’Researchers’’ in the past, to justify their fat salaries and expenses. Oxygen and 

nitrogen are  998 999 ppm in the atmosphere, comparing of 280-400ppm  of CO2. When oxygen and nitrogen 

warm up for any reason, they expand – they did, they do now, and they will expand in the future. Where they 

expand up, the temperature is minus --90⁰C and will be just as cold in 100years! They intercept 

appropriate amount of extra coldness – shrink and fall down, delivering the extra coldness to the ground. In 

minutes. Because of the planet’s fast spinning eastward+ winds – that extra coldness falls somewhere else. 

Therefore; part of the planet can get much colder or warmer, and it happens all the time; (otherwise, wouldn’t 

be any winds, to keep readjusting). But the whole planet’s atmosphere cannot get warmer or colder for more 

than few minutes. Self adjusting mechanism is brilliant /infallible, the laws of physics say so. The laws of 

physics are regulating the self adjusting mechanism; to be same warmth units in the troposphere every day of 

every year and millennia, not  CO2 or the honesty deficient ‘’climatologists’’ 2] Ice Age can be on part of the 

planet, other part simultaneously gets warmer than normal. Because of hostile senate, Mr Rudd didn’t succeed 

to abolish the laws of physics, not even the winds. Overlooking those laws is = not being interested in the truth.  

          As the author of the book, and spokesperson for the Non-believers in the Global Warming Lies, I 

have all the scientific proofs, beyond any reasonable doubt that: there is no such a thing as Global Warming 

2. There is bigger Climate Change coming soon, than what the Alarmists would prefer, for their propaganda  3. 

Water (H2O) controls the climate exclusively  4. CO2 + H20 in (gas state) are not global warming or global 

cooling gases. When more of them in the atmosphere = create milder climate. Which means: cooler days – 

warmer nights – not warmer planet.  5. Extra CO2 is more essential for prosperous corals than even for the 

trees. Without continuing to name all the scientific proofs I have, the populist propaganda is shocking, when 

compared with the truth. Environmentalists are destroying the reef /environment; making the climate from bad 

to worse, by presenting themselves as defenders and Protectors. The truth is completely opposite than what they 

stand for = the results will be devastating. They will succeed to change the climate in Australia from bad to 

worse, without any global warming. CO2 has nothing to do with the climate – H2O controls the climate. 

If is known what is on our website and in my book; wouldn’t be any carbon tax, or methane tax, or 

repossessing farmer’s water, or destroying the coal in the ground, to convert it into methane + heat +ash 

     When the top Snake oil Merchants on the West realised that there is no warming – they adopted the term  

Climate Change as a Fig Leaf; to cover up their shame for lying about warming. Reference that: it will happen 

in 100y is simply the sleaziest trick;  because they know that: the Urban Sheep will not remember in 100y from 

today, to ask for money back. Plus the money will be squandered long before 2100. I have the worst news for 

them. I have all the proofs, now! They overlooked the laws of physics (most Skeptics too). The laws of physics 

were same one million years ago, 2 000y ago as today; they will be same in 100y from today. When you learn 

the truth, you will know what was, and is possible – what is not, and why not. Reasons for the Alarmists’ 

successes are: they succeeded to trick  the honest Skeptics; to disregard the laws of physics = to use most of the 

Alarmist’s misleading data/charts + the bias media controls what people are allowed to know, what not.  

         If the whole truth is known what is in my book + articles; Kyoto Protocol and the phony Green 

movement would have being only a sick joke in 4-5 months. The media occasionally print some articles from 

the Skeptics; if that text has no real proofs. Misleading advertising brings big revenues to the private media. So, 

when TV news and acres of space in their papers are lying that: producing less CO2 will stop the climate from 

changing, is not ‘’cash for comment’’ Comment can be honest, correct, comment can be informative. What they 

are doing is: cash for misleading propaganda and for silencing the truth.’’ Commercial ads are part of their 

profit, nothing wrong with it. But silencing the truth, no both sides of the story is: guillotining freedom of 

speech. It’s for you people to ask them now: why are they scared from the truth?  Why is the media ashamed of 

what are they doing, that they have to sacrifice freedom of speech??! On the other hand,  ABC & SBS Pty Ltd 

is the Nerve Centre for all the misleading. That is: abuse of privileged position + misappropriation of 

taxpayer’s funds! Doctrine of separation of power between political party and ABC &SBS is dead. Therefore 

Glasnost in Australia is dead. Needs urgent Perestroika in ABC &SBS Pty Ltd, to save the democracy.    
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If not one molecule of CO2 is produced for next 100y, the climate will keep deteriorating, because CO2 has 

nothing to do with the climate. Climate was changing from bad to worse in Australia 300 -500y ago; when was 

more eucalyptus trees than today, less cars on the roads and much less electricity was used. Covering up that 

H2O controls the climate = to prevent improving the climate, is a grotesque crime. Brainwashing the kids in 

school and university that CO2 is a global warming gas, is a crime. Because the Anarchist are brilliantly 

organised, they have strategically the most important positions, the taxpayer’s cash, the microphones. The only 

way to bring the truth to the public is; solid undeniable facts, I have all those facts. Because of the complexity 

of the issues, keep reading one article after the other; please don’t skip sentences or paragraphs, to avoid 

missing links – you will have all the proofs and facts. Science in simple language;  everybody can understand.   

  

Malcolm Turnbull said that: if happens that is no global warming, at least we planted some trees. Wrong! 

Billions of dollars rip-off, to silence that water changes climate, is more devastating than WW1+WW2 

combined. When you burn a 5 ton big tree – is left 1kg of ash. The rest was H2O + CO2, gone in smoke. Trees 

need H2O+CO2  for survival and prosperity. Human body is made 25% of carbon. Yes, your body, without 

carbon, you wouldn’t have existed. Some day, when the whole truth is known; badmouthing carbon will be the 

biggest joke. Carbon is essential for trees, grass and crops – is delivered by the CO2 molecule. Less CO2 = 

Green is the most pathetic phrase ever concocted – they are brainwashing the kids in school with it; by the 

educators = it’s the biggest crime of the new millennia.  1. Air pollution is big city problem, no different than 

noise pollution. To silence every tractor, every bird in the bush, will not be less noise in the city. 2. Tree in 

Sydney park with 1000% more CO2 is healthier than tree in Birdsville. There is much bigger chance the moon 

to collide with the earth in 100y, than less CO2 to stop the climate from changing. Both heavenly bodies have 

puling gravitational power – nothing between them to stop them from smashing into each other. If you collect 

billions of dollars ETS to prevent collision in 100y, you would be committing same tactic, much smaller crime 

– the proofs are all in. There is no global warming – big climate changes are  ahead – climate is in constant 

change – water controls the climate – climate can change for better or for worse. Everything is scientifically 

proven, now. If you survived and defrosted from  the Nuclear Winter by year 2000, they predicted in the 

eighties... Global Warming is exactly the same, only much more cash,  rip-off and brutality involved.  

There is lots of thin air inside their crystal balls for harvesting from, but the truth should and will win.  
Please get involved, help us to bring the truth to the nation and the world, it’s of greatest national importance 

 

           THIS IS THE TRUTH, FROM WHICH THE MEDIA IS SCARED FROM, AND IS SILENCING IT 

                                                                                                                  (© 11/2009 – Stefan Mitich) 

           This is a condensed version of few facts from my book ,,Kyoto Protocol is: the biggest Organized Crime 

on the planet.’’  Printed November 2009.  Here are some contemporary and most urgent topics.  

      There is no global warming. 2. CO2 is not global warming gas. 3. Climate is in constant change, it’s 

necessary; to prevent the genes for adaptation and diversification from degenerating in everything living. 

Stopping the climate from changing is same as stopping the seasons from changing. Fixing the Climate Change 

is same as ,,fixing the winds and the tides’’ . Protagonists are using the term ,,Climate Change’’ as a Fig Leaf, 

to cover up their shame for lying about their Phony Global Warming. Time to stop with the ,,Carbon Footprint 

lies’’ and start implementing  Carbon Fingerprinting the beneficiaries from the misleading propaganda. Their 

only prosperity is; confusing the Phony Warming with the normal, constant climatic changes.  All proven: 

there is no GLOBAL warming; human can change the climate, for better and for worse. The sooner the 

top instigators are exposed, the better for the climate and humanity. Human can improve the climate. Especially 

in Australia, because Australian climate is gone in opposite extreme (the driest continent). Saving extra 

stormwater to attract extra clouds from the sea = better climate.  Yes, day before the industrial revolution 

started, was the lowest ever CO2 in the atmosphere = insufficient amount for prosperous trees and crops. 

Denying a bit extra CO2, to improve prosperity of trees and crops; for them is to be Green…?  

                                                                                                                                                                                              

TIME TO LEARN ABOUT: THE BRILIANT SELF ADJUSTING 

MECHANISM  FOR TEMPERATURE IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
          Please note: the only reason the Skeptics lost every battle is: because the protagonists put in the same 

basket the CO2 + the non-existent GLOBAL warming + the big climatic changes. They are all barking up the 

same wrong tree; because both sides have wrong starting point. Here is where the silly mistake is: Fact 1. 

Oxygen and nitrogen are controlling the temperature in the atmosphere, not CO2.  Fact  2.  99% of the planet’s 

atmosphere is made from oxygen and nitrogen. Fact 3.  When for any reason the temperature in the 

atmosphere increases, in split second, oxygen and nitrogen expand. Fact 4. Into space where the troposphere 
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expand, when it gets warmer, is minus -90⁰C.  Fact 5: that COLD space in which the atmosphere expands 

when warms up – cannot be warmed up, because in 24 hours the planet is gone million miles away, by orbiting 

around the sun. Intercepts in seconds the appropriate extra coldness, to counteract the extra warmth – instantly 

shrink back to normal volume, not to intercept too much coldness and prevent extra cooling. Fact 6: When for 

any reason the earth’s atmosphere cools (as in solar eclipse) the oxygen and nitrogen shrink instantly – to 

intercept less coldness, until equalizes. Not Skeptics or Anarchist are taking into account the only important 

factors = they are all wrong. O+N are 998999ppm of the atmosphere, CO2 is 270-400 ppm. Those 270-400 

ppm of CO2 cannot stop the oxygen and nitrogen from expanding when warmed up. Fact 7: O+N when 

warmed up for any reason, expand through the walls of a hi-tensile steel of a hand-grenade.  

If your car radiator was enlarging as soon as the engine gets warmer; depending on the extra 

temperature - the volume of enlargement; would have being doing what oxygen +nitrogen are doing in 

the atmosphere. (imagine to have radiator as a piano-accordion; only imagine, don’t do it – will attract 

attention and will open the Warmist follower’s eyes) When warmed, where the air expands up, is much 

colder than in front of your car. And that space will never warm up; because of fast orbiting planet 

      I am challenging you all; to scrutinize my formula:  ‘’EH>AE>ECI’’  

{Extra Heat > Atmosphere Expands >Extra Coldness Intercepts}  

I know that I am correct, I know that only my formulas can make quick involuntary euthanasia to the Kyoto 

Protocol. Appears that, because for the Skeptics 98 was the hottest year; is their biggest proof – not easy to let 

go. Even though that data +charts are completely wrong. Because the top promoters in IPCC don’t believe in 

GLOBAL warming themselves (they concocted the misleading data) = they can’t take the Skeptics seriously. 

Only if the Skeptics declare that: climate is changing – but nothing to do with CO2 or warming = exclusively 

water changes climate – human can change the climate with H20, not with CO2 – many climatologists will spit 

the dummy in days. For the Alarmist Q: can you start telling: how much the planet will be warmer a month 

before you collect your fat superannuation – not in 100y!? Because they know that in 100years from today, you 

will for some reason forget to ask them for money back, when proven that they are  lying. 

      Few simple questions: Q: 1. When you warm up oxygen and nitrogen for 10 minutes, 

why they don’t start shrinking after 5 minutes? Q.2: Why they don’t stay expanded for 

another 3 minutes, after they cool to the pervious temperature?  Q: 3. Why they expand 

more, when you warm oxygen and nitrogen by 5-6⁰C, than when you warm them only by 

2⁰C? Q:4. Do those two gases (from which the atmosphere is made of) expand when they 

get warmer, shrink when they get colder, because they have nothing better to do? Or 

because their function is to control the warmth and coldness in the atmosphere; to have 

same warmth units in the atmosphere all the time; day and night, summer and winter of 

every year?! Answers to those 4 very simple questions will make the Alarmists to regret that they ever 

started with phony warming lies. Those questions and much more are answered and proven in my book, heat 

and coldness change places constantly, but  extra heat in the atmosphere is not accumulative. Misleading 

themselves, and the society that: there are warmer and colder years; is same as saying that: the planet’s 

atmosphere is warmer at lunch time by 12⁰C, than before sunrise. If it sounds stupid, is because it is stupid 

antique, outdated 18-19-20 century Paganistic beliefs.   

       Locations of warmth and coldness constantly shifts, for many different reasons and that’s what they are 

confusing with GLOBAL warming; or GLOBAL cooling. O+N are so sensitive for change of temperature, by 

expanding and shrinking; that the whole debate about GLOBAL warming is so absurd. The instant expansion of  

those two gases propels the bullet from the barrel of the gun. Here is example: when you warm up your 

bedroom – the air expands = 20% out the door. Where do you think those 20% of air is gone? In the yard? No! 

There was already air in the yard! Those 20% of the air from your room is gone up. To increase the volume of 

the troposphere by few cubic meters – to intercept enough extra coldness, to counteract the extra heat you 

produced in your room. Fortunately, the extra coldness didn’t drop down into your room, to defeat the purpose. 

Instead intercepted that extra coldness; because of spinning of the planet eastward + winds  – it has fallen a 

1000-2000km west. The more you warm your bedroom – the more coldness falls somewhere else in that 

process. That is not warming or cooling of the planet – just shift of warmth and coldness. Same as ripples in the 

pond. Ripples don’t put extra water in the pond. The bigger the ripples = the bigger the groves in-between. 

Unfortunately human activity is warming the air above the land = the extra coldness intercepted to counteract, 

falls always somewhere west of land, is always the sea = less evaporation – evaporation is cooling for the sea. 

Less evaporation = less water in the air = quantity of the atmosphere decreases. In other words, extra CO2 to a 

small degree compensates to the volume and quantity, for water deficit in the air.   
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        When they refer that: planet’s atmosphere will get warmer by 5⁰C,  or in the past was 

warmer by 10⁰C, or 3⁰C,  they cannot understand that: if the atmosphere warms up by  10⁰C, or 

3⁰C,  or 0,5⁰C,  that: the atmosphere instantly expands by a kilometer, or 50m into a unlimited 

coldness of minus -90⁰C? That air that expands extra up, collects extra coldness – shrinks 

instantly = heavier per volume = drops down as shotgun pellets to the ground to bring that extra 

coldness to equalize. Can you imagine: if the first 7km from the sealevel (where the air density 

is the greatest) warms by 4⁰C, the volume of the planet’s atmosphere would expand into the 

heavens for another 1km. If the atmosphere stayed expanded another 1km extra for 24 hours – 

would have intercepted and redirected enough extra coldness to the ground to freeze the 

tropical creeks and rivers. Laws of physics, boys!  Air does expand when gets warmer, but 

shrinks to previous volume as soon as intercepts enough coldness = back to normal. 

Temperature and climate are in constant change, if they stop – winds will not exist. But 

the temperature in the whole planet’s atmosphere cannot increase or decrease, because of 

the perfect self adjusting mechanism. My theory is very simple: when air gets warmer = air expands; 

on the ground average is +15⁰C, into the space where the air expands is -90⁰C – difference of 105C. It’s 

same as: if your body warms up by 5C, but instantly your arm goes into temperature of minus  –80C; blood 

circulation would have equalized – in this case extra cold air falling down. Is not the best example, is it? 

Anyway, when you learn how correctly everything functions – you will be able to find good definitions / 

examples. You will be able to detect, in future concocted lies; what part is the lie, why and what is the correct 

version. Laws of physics control everything, not the shonky climatologist; they only control the Urban Sheep. 

Oxygen + nitrogen don’t wait to get warmer by 4-5⁰C, then to start expanding. They start expanding up, 

instantly; when get warmer only by 0,001⁰C. Therefore, if the whole atmosphere cannot get warmer by 

0,5⁰C, how can it get warmer by 5degrees?! Ice age on one hemisphere – air becomes colder than normal, 

obviously. Because is colder for prolong period; from the opposite hemisphere lots of air gone to prevent 

vacuum. Opposite hemisphere with less air = much hotter days /seasons. The laws of physics say: ice age 

cannot be on both hemispheres simultaneously. Because, if the air shrinks on both hemispheres = releases 

less heat = equalizes in a jiffy. Same with extra warming on both hemispheres simultaneously is not 

possible even theoretically. Because in that case, the whole atmosphere expands up instantly – intercepts 

extra coldness and equalizes in a jiffy. 

The proper variation: when the northern or southern hemisphere gets colder for any reason – the air on that 

hemisphere shrinks – the winds bring extra air from the opposite hemisphere,  to prevent vacuum. That makes 

the opposite hemisphere with less air = less air cannot intercept enough coldness on the edge of the stratosphere 

= on that opposite hemisphere is warmer days and more extreme than usual. The last two years in January was 

the best examples. Arctic winter in Europe and USA – extra heat, bushfires in Victoria SA, WA. But if the 

shonky experts were researching what happened last 2 years in 1000y from now  in Europe – they would have 

declared as mini ice age on the whole planet. If they were researching in Australia – they would have declared 

the whole planet’s warming by 4-5⁰C. Usually the months of extremity is remembered and recorded, the rest of 

the many months in the year gets back to normal – they don’t want to know about it – is boring. People can’t 

get scared with normal...  That kind of phony global warming and cooling I call: Children’s see-saw plank 

affect. I.e. the more one side of the plank goes up = the more the other side goes down. The colder the northern 

hemisphere gets – the hotter southern hemisphere gets, to counteract. Both sides of the plank cannot go up or 

down simultaneously – that’s what the laws of physics and Mitich formula say:   EH>AE>ECI  

That’s why I am correct and all of them are wrong! Another version: Lets say for example: if both hemispheres 

got colder for some reason /any reason. In that case, the whole atmosphere shrinks – intercepts less coldness for 

few minutes – equalizes and back to normal. Or both hemispheres get warmer for any reason = atmosphere 

instantly expands up– intercepts appropriate amount of extra coldness to counteract the heat – as soon as 

equalizes - volume of atmosphere instantly back to normal. When is solar eclipse, moon, Venus or Mercury 

between the sun and earth, they reflect lots of sunlight not to come here, but doesn’t get colder even for one day 

– the self adjusting mechanism is perfect / infallible. The laws of physics say: ,,as long as O+N  expand when 

they warm and shrink when they cool – the whole planet’s atmosphere cannot be warmer or colder for more 

than few minutes. Not now, not 98, not 5BC, not a million years ago, not in 100years from now.” 

        Regularly the sun flares come to the planet. sometime bigger, some smaller – temperature doesn’t 

change one bit. Because they don’t last long – self adjusting mechanism is perfect + even the oceans act as 
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shock absorbers if solar activity lasts for more than a month. B]Sunspots are made from pure carbon – carbon 

gets to the surface of the sun – than sinks down again – because carbon is much heavier than hydrogen. Factor 

2. They have  ignored that: oxygen and nitrogen are greenhouse gases, not CO2! Normal greenhouse has 

transparent glass roof . Same as O+N are transparent to the sunlight – they let the sunlight  down to the ground. 

Sunlight warms up the ground – then O+N as perfect insulators are slowing cooling, same as the affect of a 

transparent glass roof on a normal greenhouse. Factor 3. Another factor they have ignored is: in normal 

greenhouse, when the air gets warmer – air expands = big percentage out the door. I.e. volume of the 

Greenhouse stays the same – quantity of air decreases. In the Kyoto Cult’s greenhouse  (in nature) when air 

warms up – volume of the atmosphere increases, quantity stays the same. (CO2 actually ads to the volume 

and quantity) If they were interested in the truth – would have discovered what you are discovering now – the 

truth, everything  proven beyond any reasonable doubt.   

         The idea they got for CO2 producing global warming is from  H2O clouds. Actually that admission is 

in all their literature. You will find it on page 44 in the National Geographic from May 98. I was reading 

similar lies in a big book years ago; so, it’s all in details explained in my book. They gave water cloud as 

example. Admitting that CO2 makes same affect  as H2O in the atmosphere.  They are intentionally 

comparing normal cloudy weather with the “Dirty cloud”  It says: when it gets cloudy, it gets warmer, because 

it traps the heat below. So, for them is the same with the dirty cloud. It’s only designed for deliberate confusion 

and to mislead. When it gets cloudy, the temperature on the ground increases, because the cloud is slowing the 

previously accumulated heat on the ground from escaping (slowing the vertical wind). Please note slowing, not 

stopping as roof in a normal greenhouse. Because at the same time the cloud is preventing some of the 

sunlight from reaching the ground, after 2-3 days of cloudy weather, it actually gets colder than it was last 

year on the same three days, when it wasn’t cloudy.  In reality, that is not the case always, depends what time of 

the day the cloud arrives. If the cloud cover starts in the morning, the day temperature stays cooler. With the 

dirty cloud (CO2), which is supposed to stay permanently, time of morning or evening doesn’t apply. We 

already have that kind of Greenhouse; otherwise planet earth would be like the surface on the moon, pristine, 

pristine. Trees don’t like extreme day and night temperature. More oxygen in the atmosphere, more CO2, more 

H2O, they all make milder, less extreme climate, NOT WARMER PLANET.    

         Furthermore, the temperature distribution on different altitude in the atmosphere changes. When is 

extra H2O or CO2, or both in some part of the atmosphere; the rule is: upper atmosphere gets fraction warmer – 

on the ground milder, less extreme – days cooler – nights warmer. Unless is a thermometer in every cubic meter 

of air, up to the edge of the troposphere – correct data/charts of the warmth units is impossible to calculate 

correctly. If it was possible – would have being showing that: every hour of the day and night of every 

month and every year and millennia is same.  Unless they abolish the winds + shrinking and expansion of 

O+N, global warming and nuclear winter are cheap lies for big rip-of. Oxygen and nitrogen make 99% of the 

atmosphere (998 999ppm). They control/adjust the temperature, not the new breed of white collar criminals, 

referred as Climatologist /marine biologist. About 0,5 of the air is water, only on average 350ppm CO2 (please 

note: not evenly distribution of CO2, nobody talks about it; why?). If you have 99kg on one end of the scale; on 

the other end 0,035 milligram – which one will control / tip the scale? O+N regulate the temperature; (you will 

learn now, how they are destroying the oxygen; by badmouthing the methane), another terrible crime.  

       2. When the sun intensity increases = evaporation increases = water cloud reflects some of the sunlight 

never to come to the ground, plus intercepts some of the sunlight kilometers up, where cooling is much more 

efficient. That heat intercepted up; never comes to the ground. It’s correct that similar effects are up in the air 

from the CO2 or H2O clouds. They intercept some heat during the day = colder on the ground. Then at night, 

because the proportion in difference of temperature between upper atmosphere and on the ground is less = 

slows cooling at night. That is (I have given the name) ‘’Shade Cloth Affect’’ definitely not greenhouse affect! 

Fact 1: Roof of a normal greenhouse doesn’t reflect or intercept sunlight, doesn’t expand. Fact 2: CO2 + H2O 

in the troposphere do. Fact 3: the sunlight comes from the other side of the CO2 or H2O clouds. Fact 4: direct 

interception of the sunlight is much more than those clouds will intercept from secondary reflection what goes 

up from the ground. Overlooking all those facts cannot be of complete stupidity – it’s because of sick ideology. 
 

B] Compare the temperature between Burma, Thailand, on the same latitude as tropical part of Australia. Same 

distance from the equator, same amount of CO2, same sunspots affect; but different climate. Fact 2: On that 

little island in mid Pacific, between day and night difference in temperature is 3-4⁰C, compare with Simpson 

desert (or some place in Brazil jungle). H2O dictates the climate, definitely not CO2. Fact 3: That little island 

in mid pacific represents mote atmosphere than Australia, Europe and north America combined. Compare how 

many thermometers are  in the atmosphere above the oceans, with the monitoring going on the abovementioned 

continents. Fact 4: Simplify even more; there is bigger number of monitoring places on the northern 

hemisphere, than on the southern. If you summon up the temperature from all those 6000 thermometers that are 
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monitoring the atmospheric temperature for IPCC, then divide by the number of the monitoring places. Instead 

of comparing for individual years – compare for the 30 days after 22december against 30 days for after 21 of 

June equinoxes = it will show that the planet is warmer in June by 7-8 degrees than after Christmas. Even if it 

gets warmer on the places where most of their 6000 thermometers are – other places, under the laws of physics 

gets colder instantly! Atmosphere is not as human body. I.e. if under the armpit gets warmer by a degree = the 

whole body is warmer by that much. Atmosphere works the opposite. One place warmer – another cooler. 

Europe / USA can get warmer by 8⁰C – Oceania needs to get cooler by 0,8⁰C, to equalize. Because Oceania is 

10 times larger than Europe / USA. Compare if Oceania has 10 times more monitoring places than Europe/USA 

Inaccuracy is plus /minus 7⁰C. 

If any of the active Warmist / Skeptic get outside the city, you can learn what is more than correct, by yourself: 

you can see 10km radios +10km up = 700km3 of air. There are horizontal and vertical winds. From those rocks 

over there, vertical wind goes up – behind there, vertical winds go in direction down towards the swamp – on 

the other side – vertical winds go fast up from that red exposed soil to the sunlight – further there vertical wind 

goes in direction down towards the rice paddies -   behind the wind goes upward from the farmers house walls / 

roof. Those winds slow when the cloud comes above… but depends on the angle the cloud approaches and its 

altitude… then those winds speed up again, but not at the same speed… red soil is warmed faster than the rocky 

outcrops.  After sundown 2h, from the sandy soil and that house change directions. From the red soil and the 

rice paddy / swamp change direction after midnight; but very slow speed.  

 

Those vertical winds are attacked by horizontal winds that are on different directions every 90m. up. Sometime 

SOME winds travel at 3knots – others at 27knots – others at 50knots and rearrange the temperature constantly – 

than some slow down – other speed up. Who is recording the DIFERENT temperatures on every few cubic 

meters that is changing every 10 minutes in the year, in the space you can see;?!?! The space you can see with 

your eyes, without moving, area of 600 000 different temperatures and those temperatures change every 10 

minutes. There are 6 000 thermometers monitoring for IPCC on the whole planet! Only 1% of thermometers for 

what is needed, to monitor the space you can see with your eyes. How many thermometers you think you will 

see in those 700km3?!?! How much larger area on the planet you cannot see without mowing?!? Be honest to 

yourself. Not 100-200-300-600 years ago… NOW they have 6 000 thermometers for the whole planet that is 

sending them data.  

 

They don’t know the temperature in the troposphere for last year; but they pretend to know for year 1700. If 

that year was warmer by 0,2⁰C or colder than the previous year… look at their charts… what was the 

temperature 345km NE of Wellington? People didn’t even know that New Zealand existed at that time… What 

about 432km SW of Hobart,  at 357m altitude on the year after, on 4 of July at 9,35AM; or 456km SW of 

Easter island on that same time of the day at 69m altitude? Is Easter island not on their globe? Easter island in 

Pacific represents 20 times larger atmosphere than Europe + USA. Was it cloudy on that day? When gets 

cloudy – upper atmosphere gets warmer – on the ground cooler; but that rule is only for daytime; at night is 

opposite; but not if it wasn’t cloudy… depends on the thickness AND altitude of the cloud, also. Com-on 

‘’leading scientist with charts”… the  lowest human excrement on taxpayer’s expenses. The temperature 

‘’charts makers’’ should be declared for what they are. Would you buy a used car from a temperature chart 

maker?! Because of them, billions of $$$ are getting ripped-off, because of them, tremendous damages is 

getting done to the economy, environment and to kid’s brains in school and university. People shouldn’t profit 

from crime; existing law says in Australia.  

 

With that lousy accuracy, when they state that: one year was warmer or colder than the next by 0,05⁰C, it’s only 

admission that he or she is honesty deficient! Would you buy a used car from con like that?! For correct data 

must be from every cubic meter of air equally, for every 10 minutes; from the ground to the edge of the 

troposphere. Otherwise is all bull. That’s how reliable their data collection is.  They collect data on 6 000 

places on the planet / not evenly distributed. It’s essential to have from 6 000 trillion places data to be 

collected, for every few minutes, before can start talking about reliability. They are not interested in correct 

data; because correct data would have proven them wrong. Tragically, the leading Skeptics are using the 

alarmist’s  data as factual..  They mislead the honest people. CO2 is 320ppm – oxygen and nitrogen that 

regulate the temperature are 998 999 ppm.  As long as all of them ignore the facts = they are all: doing 

same damages to the truth and to humanity!!! When you see on their charts: one 
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year was little bit warmer – then next 0,2⁰C cooler; or even warmer by that much… to 

make one embarrassed to be human… All those temperature charts must be kept; for 

when time for truth and reconciliation comes, hope will be soon… prolonging = more 

damages done! You cannot compare one unknown, with another unknown. Nobody 

knows what was the atmospheric temperature last year… they are even comparing it with 

5BC, 1200AD…?! (most of them are ‘’pretend Skeptics’’) 
 

When is cloudy, or extra CO2 in the atmosphere - those molecules intercept some of the sunlight = less hot 

on the ground. Then at night H2O or CO2 cloud slow cooling = slows the vertical wind. In clear sky area days 

are warmer because of no dimming from the H2O or CO2 clouds = cooling is faster after sundown = colder 

nights. On the other hand, the more CO2 + H2O clouds up = cooler days- warmer nights = doctor’s order for 

growing healthy, happy prolific trees. There is milder and extreme climate, not hotter and colder planet   

 

My Formula is: EH = AE = ECI  (Extra Heat = Atmosphere Expands = Extra Coldness Intercepts.)  Now 

listen very carefully, please: when planet Venus or Mercury is between the sun and the earth, it reflects and 

intercepts 4% of the heat/radiation from the sun of coming to the earth. Next step, hypothetical: if some other 

object was blocking the rest of the 96% of the sunlight from coming to the earth - Sydney temperature would 

have been minus –190°C, instead of plus +30⁰C. From -190 to +30 is 220⁰C difference. So 4% from 220°C  is 

(8,8°C).  So, the day when Mercury is between the sun and the earth for a day, the whole planet is supposed to 

be colder by 8,8°C than when Mercury or Venus are not between the sun and earth, but it’s not. Instead of that, 

the whole atmosphere doesn’t accumulate enough extra coldness, to cool one bottle of beer, during the eclipse. 

It’s because of the brilliant self-adjusting mechanism; planet earth does with the expansion and shrinking of the 

N+O elements. It is so precise that the instant when Mercury blocks part of the sun, the temperature on the 

earth adjusts itself , so that nobody even pays any attention!!! Heat in the planet earth’s atmosphere is not 

accumulative. When the moon or other heavenly body eclipses part of the sun – on the earth, where the shade 

is, it becomes instantly cooler - air instantly shrinks there – from other areas on the planet the horizontal winds 

instantly bring some air to prevent vacuum = planet’s troposphere instantly becomes smaller = intercepts less 

coldness (or releases less heat, if you will) When there is any kind of eclipse, the meteorologists don’t even 

take it into consideration for predicting the next day or next week’s temperature.  

Gases don’t expand on heat and shrink on cold for fun or from boredom, but because of the creator’s laws of 

physics, they have important job to do; now you know the reason why. Mercury or the moon reflect more heat 

from the sun not to come to the earth’s surface in one eclipse for one day, than all human activity has produced 

heat since Julius Caesar was warming Cleopatra’s bed, until today. Today is Saturday and Mercury is between 

the sun and the earth. Next Saturday Mercury is not going to be between the sun and the earth, it’s like if next 

Saturday one extra sun, of the same strength, was warming the planet earth for 28 minutes. Do you know how 

much extra heat the sun deposits on planet earth in 28 minutes? That much less heat in a week, unless you are 

into some astronomy; you would not have even known that today Mercury is blocking part of the sun, but not 

next week; because the temperature doesn’t get affected. Thanks to instant expansion and shrinking of the 

atmosphere. They say that in 100y from today, the planet’s atmosphere will accumulate 5⁰C extra = 0,5⁰C 

every 10y. The self adjusting mechanism that can adjust  8,8⁰C in a day – cannot adjust 0,5⁰C in 10years?!?! 

And that’s all the fuss and rip-off is about. It’s the same as when you go from the northern hemisphere to the 

southern, you should have fallen of the planet without gravity, but you don’t even notice, because of the other 

trick the creator invented, gravity. So, please no more flat earth, Global Warmings, or Nuclear Winters!...    

No matter how additional heat is created in the atmosphere, it is wasted same day! Atmosphere by expanding 

and shrinking is the most sensitive and perfect gadget for adjusting. Increasing pollution in the atmosphere is 

increasing, adding an extra cooling agent and shield. So, the Cult’s Greenhouse is different than normal, decent, 

honest people’s Greenhouses. Normal, decent people spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to build 

Greenhouses and make day and night temperature closer. What is the difference in the temperature in inland 

Australia, it’s extreme, from –5 to + 40°C in 12 hours = no trees. On a Pacific island, the temperature from 

midday to midnight cools by 3⁰C. In that same time, in the desert cools by 35⁰C, in 12 hours. That is 32 degrees 

more cooling in the desert in 12hours – because during the day gets much warmer, than on the island. 

      Experiment: attach to your body some object at +31°C. After 10 minutes attach another object at -90C. 

It’s not the same; your skin will tell you. In a normal greenhouse close to the ceiling temperature is +31°C, in 

Kyoto Cult’s  greenhouse’ ceiling is -90C. Can the dirty cloud prevent the expanding of O+N when they get 
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warmer? Oxygen and nitrogen when decide to expand (when are warmed), they expand trough hi-tensile walls 

of a hand-grenade. Nobody takes in consideration of O+N expending and shrinking in change of temperature = 

I hate to say it; but I am the only one correct!!!   

          In the Kyoto Cult’s greenhouse, the ceiling temperature is minus -90°C. Are you the one who will 

believe your skin, or the Cult’s do-do? That’s what they are using for comparing the air pollution with the effect 

of normal Greenhouse. I have logical and scientific proofs for every anomaly in temperature for in the past. No 

more: it’s possible, can happen, 90% probability... all those con phrases are for leaving backdoor open.  The 

laws of physics prove; that is all lies about global warming. Even the Milutin Milankovich theory about 

wobbling of the planet is big Climate Change = shifting warmth and coldness; most definitely not global 

warming. Unfortunately, climate Change Skeptic academics as big city slickers; cannot comprehend that: 

people can change the climate for better, with saving more stormwater on the land. Every extra litre of 

stormwater saved on the land = evaporates a] improves the climate b] attracts extras clouds from the sea  c] 

increases the volume/shield of the atmosphere d] water drained in the sea = not one extra molecule in the air.  

        Fact 1: earth’s atmosphere is made 98,9% of oxygen and nitrogen. They expand and shrink accordingly, 

precisely always, from the change of temperature. CO2 cannot interfere with their shrinking and expanding. 

Fact 2: O+N, the more they are warmed up – the more they expand, into a space of minus -90⁰C.  

Fact 3: O+N don’t shrink before they are cooled, they don’t stay expanded  

after they are cooled to previous temperature. Shrinking and expansion is instant 

by change of temperature,  no need 100y for O+N to react.   

 Fact 4: as soon as they collect appropriate extra coldness, they instantly shrink,  to prevent extra cooling.                                           

Fact 5: O+N are transparent, same as glass sealing on a normal greenhouse – invisible to the sunlight. 

Fact 6: O+N are perfect insulators, slow cooling, same as glass roof on the normal greenhouse. 

 Fact 7:  in a normal greenhouse, when the air warms up – air expand – percentage lost, 

volume stays the same. In the Shonky’s  Greenhouse (in nature) when  the air warms up for 

any reason – volume increases –quantity increase. If extra CO+H2O is in the air as better 

shield. (the air is O+N 99% /998 999ppm.   H2O 0,5%, CO2 is only 260-400ppm.                                

Fact 8:  if the shonky scientists around the planet were interested in the truth, would have stumble on some 

of my truth, by squandering billions of dollars in research. Proof that is nothing scientific in their science.  

Fact 9: My Formula: EH = AE = ECI (Extra Heat = Atmosphere Expands = Extra Coldness Intercepts) 

makes Involuntary Euthanasia to all Kyoto Protocol Cult’s Mythology. Reason my book is silenced by the 

media. If the media were doing their job – exposed all the truth from my book = the swindlers in the scientific 

community wouldn’t be able to do the damages they are doing now = the biggest part of guilt is on the 

politically bias /corrupt  media. Silencing the truth, doesn’t make the truth to go away – only crimes increase.  

                                    CARBON, THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENT                                                                   
Carbon has being the most misrepresented element. Carbon is life giver. Carbon is a rainmaker. They put 

carbon rods in the centre of every battery, because carbon is the best for absorbing static electricity and a good 

electricity conductor. That’s why, where is humidity, CO2 increases condensation, CO2 is the rainmaker. 

Scientists overseas are using fine salt to encourage condensation = rain. Unfortunately salt particles stay there 

for hours only, CO2 goes up and stays for 4-10 weeks. Humidity has static electricity, needs CO2 molecule for 

condensation = rain maker. B] CO2 absorbs  much more coldness at night then oxygen and nitrogen = makes 

it perfect for condensation = rainmaker. CO2 is essential for the vegetation, good for the climate, good for the 

environment. CO2 is not an atmospheric warming or cooling gas.  

Reason for the Genesis of Global Warming was, because: CO2 can collect unusual amount of 

warmth by intercepting the sunlight; unlike the transparent oxygen and nitrogen. Same as when 

you put a lump of wood and a lump of steel on the sunlight – the steel will accumulate much 

more heat than the wood. With everything they use only half of the truth and discard what 

doesn’t fit their theology. The other half of the truth is: steel and CO2 can absorb much more 

coldness at night, than oxygen and nitrogen, up in the air also! Reason CO2 is used to make 

dry ice! That part is overlooked. Up where the CO2 goes, cooling is much more efficient also. 

Unless one believes in flat earth that: the sun is shining 24 hours a day on every spot on the 

planet. At night CO2 collects much more coldness. Daytime CO2 intercepts some of the sunlight never 
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to come down to the ground. Up there cooling is much more efficient. All that makes CO2  to create Shade-

cloth Affect, definitely not greenhouse affect! Keeps cooler on the ground during daytime, by intercepting 

some of the harmful sunlight up – then at night slows cooling = day and night temperatures closer (similar 

affect as H2O does, when  abundant in the atmosphere. Fact: CO2 intercepts better UV than ozone can! 

remember the fuss about ozone?  

Imagine 1000 hot air balloons scattered around the paddock –they represent oxygen and nitrogen atoms.  Only 

2 balloons are attached to a gas bottle – gas bottle represents the carbon atom in the CO2 molecule. All oxygen 

and nitrogen atoms are invisible to the sunlight, but not to the carbon atom. So, the sunlight is on all of those 

balloons – but they don’t get inflated. In the morning the sunlight warms up the carbon atom in the CO2 

molecule – that warms up the two lucky atoms of oxygen that are attached to the carbon atom in the CO2 

molecule. Those 2 oxygen atoms inflate/expand, same as the hot air balloon gets inflated by the heat from the 

gas bottle. That makes during the day CO2 to go in upper atmosphere = away from your nostrils and air filter 

in your car. Then, when sundown, the carbon atom in the CO2 molecule cannot intercept the sunlight, to keep 

the two oxygen atoms warm. Carbon as heavier – becomes burden (same as if you stop the fire from the gas 

bottle = stops warming the balloons = they drop down and the trees /crops are most active between 8PM and 

5AM, consuming CO2 as much as they can. The more CO2 they consume – the more prosperous they are. CO2 

is their building block /essential. Lying that: less CO2 = green, is a tremendous crime. Brainwashing the kids… 

and the grown ups, that never matured. 

          You cannot see the CO2 in front of you, because is small amount. Same as you cannot see the humidity in 

the air, but you can see the cloud – because of the concentration of H2O in gas state. But you can see the smog 

from bushfire. That smog is high concentration of H2O+CO2. You can see that they go up, because they are 

warmed from the fire. Same way CO2 goes up 6-7km, when CO2 intercepts the sunlight during the day. When  

it goes up, reflects some sunlight, never to come to the ground; intercepts much more sunlight, to keep itself 

warm and that sunlight never comes to the ground (dimming affect). Yes it’s warmer in upper atmosphere, 

but if the shonky experts ask any grown up person, will tell them that: up there cooling is much more affective. 

Well, you cannot call the Greens’ followers as grown up persons, mentally. In many cultures / languages 

‘’green’’ stands for immaturity, as tomatoes /capsicums. On English, the Reds become Green… it’s unnatural. 

For average person should be enough to realize that: CO2 is not a greenhouse gas; because is intercepting the 

sunlight up, where cooling is much more efficient. But for the Australian climatologists, ecologists, marine 

biologists and most of the media, I will stop them from playing games, by extra explanations and proofs: lets 

get into basic 1. Even though the temperature on the sun’s surface is up to 4 500⁰C, that heat doesn’t warm our 

planet. For example: if you create on that mountain far in the horizon heat of 4 000⁰C, you cannot warm even 

your hands from that heat; even though is only 7km away. 2. On the edge of the troposphere is -90⁰C, 

therefore, the heat itself doesn’t come from the sun. What warms the planet is radiation of different colours of 

the sunlight. CO2 intercepts that radiation up in the air, oxygen and nitrogen don’t; ozone doesn’t!!! 

Because they are fully transparent to the sun’s radiation that creates heat = if part of that radiations is 

intercepted by the CO2 few kilometers above your shoulders and the soil on your street = less radiation comes 

to the ground (dimming / sun-umbrella). Kilometers above the ground intercepted, where cooling is much 

more efficient. CO2 intercepts radiation, as in your house fire alarm. C] the way those alarms work is: there is 

very small radiation in the gadget that points at a sensitive point. When you burn something in the fry pan = 

releases smog, CO2. The smog gets in-between those two points = radiation is intercepted by the CO2, the 

thing starts screaming. All you have to know that: all year around between those two points is oxygen, nitrogen 

+ ozone, but they don’t intercept radiation, CO2 does. So much about the lies about ‘’ozone’’.   

Q: how much it cost one second-hand fire alarm and a cigarette burning under it, comparing with the taxpayer’s 

money squandered by the shonky researchers??? Cash makes many scientists to prostitute their diplomas. The 

climate from changing Stoppers. The bias media will not ask them, You my friend, on behalf of the honest 

people should ask them: 1. How much cash for carbon they need, to stop the climate from changing? 2. Do they 

prefer Australian contemporary climate; in which animals, trees, properties and people burn in bushfires? Do 

they know that in Japan, Germany is much more CO2 than in Australia, but is no intensive bushfires? With 

much more CO2, they have much better climate, because H2O / desert dictates the climate, not CO2 !!!     

NASA, for financial interest went in the Alarmist bandwagon. If something terrible is ahead – their funds 

double – if everything is normal ahead – their budget goes down by half. They are not stupid. I have already 

proposed to them: when a cosmonaut gets out to repair something on the space station; when is on the sunny 

side, cosmonaut needs sunlight reflective uniform, not to burn. But the challenge is: to let him in the shade of 
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the space station, outside for 30minutes. Unless they pump lots of heat into his uniform, he would be stiff 

frozen in minutes. Because when he is on the sunny side, he intercepts the sun radiation same as CO2 does into 

the upper atmosphere. But when he is in the shade, imitates what oxygen and nitrogen do in the air, because 

they are transparent/invisible when exposed to the sunlight, the affect of O+N is same as when cosmonaut is 

in the shade of the space station. CO2 affect in upper atmosphere is as cosmonaut on the sunny side.  

Oxygen and nitrogen (from which 99% of the atmosphere is made of) are Greenhouse gases. They let the 

sunlight radiation to the ground, radiation produces heat; then oxygen and nitrogen as perfect insulators = 

slow cooling. Same as transparent glass on a normal greenhouse. Lets the sunrays trough – they produce heat 

on the ground. Then the glass sealing slows cooling = same as O+N do in the atmosphere. If you want to prove 

what CO2 does up in the air – sprinkle some soothe from your chimney on the top of the glass of a normal 

greenhouse = inside will get colder!  Because CO2 is not a greenhouse gas!  CO2+H2O are.  H2O+ CO2 are 

most beneficial for mild climate ‘’SHADECLOTH AFFECT GASES.’’. Not a Greenhouse affect gases!  

2] When in a normal greenhouse air warms up, it expands, percentage out the door- loses quantity, volume stays 

the same. b. In the Kyoto Cult’s Greenhouse (in nature), when air warms up, volume and quantity increase = 

big difference! Plus extra CO2 increases by fraction the volume of the atmosphere. That increase of volume in 

the atmosphere goes into space of -90⁰C. Time for swindlers preaching  GLOBAL warming, to start learning 

about those basic factors, the laws of physics! Professions with knowledge in the laws of physics should 

step in and prevent the new breed of white collar criminals as Climatologist, Ecologist and Marine 

biologist of destroying the climate and the western society. Crime shouldn’t pay!!! 

1. Dirty cloud (or water cloud) reflect some heat, intercepts some, where cooling is much more efficient than on 

the ground, during the day (Nuclear Winter effect). 2. At night slows down cooling, by slowing the vertical 

wind (global warming effect) to compensate. 3. Those two factors cancel each other. The bigger dirty cloud 

= the more mild climate. 4. When for any reason the air warms up - expands. 5. Where the atmosphere expands 

up, it is colder than on the ground by 105°C (on the ground +15⁰C, on the edge of the atmosphere - 90⁰C = 

105°C. They believed first in factor one, that: CO2 reflects and intercepts heat, where cooling is more efficient. 

They believed in factor one, and promised us a Nuclear Winter for the year 2000. 

Because they didn’t take into account the other 3 factors. Now they promise global warming by disregarding 

the other factors and using only what CO2 does during the night. Global warming is as real as their Nuclear 

Winter for 2000. Emphasizing one factor and disregarding all other factors used to be called cherry picking, and 

then became Shonky Science at its best. It’s same as saying: it will be daylight 24 hours – of course will be 

global warming. Or: it will be 24 hours from now with no sunlight = will be cooling. Only flat-earth believers 

(the Progressives) can believe that is possible 24hours sunlight on every square meter on the planet. 

              Cover with smoke over the fire large transparent sheet of glass. Then put it 3 meters above the ground, 

on a very sunny day. Monitor the temperature below the glass and compare with the temperature 2m away. You 

will see that: under the glass covered with CO2, is much colder. In the atmosphere, the CO2 cannot be as thick 

as you coated it on the glass. But if you collect all the CO2 above your head up to the edge of the Troposphere, 

would be similar amount. More of it = better shield! To experiment, you don’t have to go 6km up in the air to 

make fire. Make a fire 6km away from you, on a hill, make another fire same size on your lap and monitor 

which fire will burn you more. By the laws of physics, the heat goes up – coldness goes down. If the heat is 

intercepted up – never comes to the ground.  That is during the day. At night, because of the proportion in 

difference of temperature with upper atmosphere and the ground is less = slows cooling. That makes milder 

climate = most favorable for growing big dense trees.  Less hot during the day, slowing cooling during the night 

= those 2 factors cancel each other. It’s not global warming if the days are cooler, nights warmer.  CO2 + 

H2O give similar affect = more of it in the air = better climate. More of both in the air = perfect climate for 

trees. More CO2+H2O = GREEN!!! With 550 ppm of CO2 in the air – trees, grass and crops are more 

prosperous. Even the biggest swindlers admit that, because can be proven. Q: how can they get away with 

repeating that less CO2 = Green + rip-off?!?!?! hello western media!!! 

        Who is the clown to know that 151 years ago was the best amount of CO2 for the atmosphere. The 

trees say that: ‘’those clowns are lying!!!’’ Atmosphere was completely depleted of CO2 before the industrial 

revolution; but people were inhaling more CO2 than today. Because they had to cook and warm themselves on 

fire. Now electricity is produced outside the big city, in nature, where extra CO2 is needed. The vegetation in 

7-8km radius around a coal powered electricity production is much healthier with 1000% more CO2, than 

300km west. People are healthier than before electricity use. If in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne the cars and 

buses are replaced with horses; horses leave behind lamingtons, lots of it. Will need high-hill shoes to be 

replaced with gum boots in all the capital cities. Would need 5 million extra horses in Australia – lots of extra 

land for grass and hay.  Almost all the ringleaders of the Organized  Crime that were in  Copenhagen; not one 
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of them mentioned ‘’overpopulation’’ – not to offend China, India, Brazil, the Pope and the Muslim countries – 

because for the cult is only important their signatures. Overpopulation is striping the remaining vegetation 

as locust. They know that: the more vegetation deteriorates = the more cash and power the cult’s  leaders get. 

Serving Self-interest. The Hypocrites use CO2 by exhaling, for their vocal cords, to badmouth the CO2... Isn’t 

that sick? The air that you are exhaling out of your lungs;  inside the bubbles of beer/ champagne has 300000 -

400 000 ppm of CO2.  

Fact 1: before the industrial revolution, CO2 was depleted to dangerously low level for trees and crops prosperity. 

Fact 2: trees and crops are healthier/ greener on 500 ppm of CO2, than on 300 ppm.  
Fact 3: CO2 intercepts UV,  infrared in the upper atmosphere during the day = cooler on the ground.  

Fact 4: in the upper atmosphere cooling is much more efficient than on the ground 
Fact 5: when more UV, infrared is intercepted up = less of it comes to the ground and on your skin for melanoma. 

Fact 6: CO2 intercepts more sunlight than ozone, oxygen and nitrogen can, CO2 is umbrella during the day, 

blanket at night = less air-conditioners during the day – less electric heating in houses during the night.  

Fact 7: CO2 intercepts much more coldness at night than oxygen and nitrogen, makes it opposite than greenhouse gas  

Fact 8: the two factors above cancel each other = CO2 is not a global warming gas 
Fact 9: H2O in the atmosphere is not a global warming gas also.  H2O+CO2 are ‘SHADECLOTH Affect Gases’’ 

Fact 9: CO2 intercepts the sunlight /UV 1000% better than ozone can do. 
Fact 10: the trees and crops should tell; what’s the appropriate amount of CO2 in the air – not the extremist cult. 

Fact 10: trees are much more prosperous around a coal powered power station, than away where is not enough CO2.  

Fact 11: CSIRO have done the experiment that: with 600 ppm of CO2, trees and crops are much healthier 

and more prosperous. That experiment is overlooked. Which makes Dr. Megan Clarke (boss of CSIRO) as one 

of the biggest criminal / traitor  in the country!!! 

                      THE MEANING OF CLIMATE CHANGE  
It started with Nuclear Winter for the year 2000. By the year 2000 everything will be frozen,  because of the 

dimming affect from pollution. By the year 1990 they had to change the version in opposite direction; because 

the countdown for year 2000 was close. The Swindlers in East Anglia university that were and still are coning 

the world about the phony Global Warming are in the building named Hubert Lamb building. Prof. Hubert 

Lamb was actually promoting Nuclear Winter for year 2000. 2. Another move that gave them the idea, was the 

ozone hole. Most probably the ozone hole was always over Antarctic. It would be preferable  some extra UV to 

penetrate to the ground on the coldest place on the planet, Antarctic. Nevertheless CFC is very unpleasant for 

the lungs = by that white lie, they were doing bad for Antarctic’s climate, but good for your lungs. 

Unfortunately, it was no money for them into benign use of CFC. CO2 is odorless, essential for life on the 

planet, good to increase it in the atmosphere – when they realized the power they got for CFC = they attacked 

CO2, with the idea for much more power and billions of dollars.  Plus people to forget that we were promised 

Nuclear Winter in few years, from the seventies, eighties, by the same International Organized Crime. (IOC) 

Climate is in constant change. It’s essential for evolution. Almost every living thing has the 

gene or genes for adaptation and diversification. If climate stops changing – those genes 

degenerate – after long time, sudden climate change happens = those living things get extinct.  

Most of genes in everything living are junk genes /degenerated, but not the genes for adaptation 

= proof that climate never stopped changing! They want to stop it now, with carbon rip-off?!  

Even the Skeptics have BIG problem to separate Climate Change from the phony Global Warming. There is no 

such a thing as GLOBAL warming – but climate is changing. Human cannot produce GLOBAL warming; but 

human can change the climate, for better or and for worse. H2O exclusively changes the climate. 1. Sea 

currents have being and they are responsible for the biggest climatic changes in the past. To mention few: a. 

Splitting of the mega continent Gondwanaland, she was a biggest desert. 2: South American dry land coming 

close to north America, changed the sea-currents. 3: South America coming too close to north America (less 

than a kilometer, made opposite affect for the sea-currents). 4: Making Bering Straights narrower. 5: African 

and European surface mass joining on the western point. 6: Opening of Gibraltar Straights. 7: Smaller but extra 

difference made even opening of Bosforous. Tides and currents control the climate. Can human stop the tides? 

Senator Brown is portraying himself that he can stop these currents+ tides with big carbon tax. B] Tony Abbott 

believes: that Julia Gillard can stop the currents+ tides in the oceans, but she doesn’t want to do it. (I am writing 

this on day before the election). Tony just said on TV: ‘’the Prime minister promised to fix the Climate Change, 
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but she didn’t’’ To fix what, Tony? Climate is not a car, Climate Change is Red’s Gospel.  To fix climate 

change is same as: to fix the winds, or to fix the tides in the sea.  That’s what Greg Hunt, Payne, did to him.    

Do you like the climate to stop changing? Do you want Australian climate, in which animals, trees, properties, 

even people burn in a bushfires? The Climate from changing Stoppers are speeding the climate  to change for 

worse – to justify for lying about their phony Global Warming. Less water on the land = day temperature goes 

up. That is not warming – just making dryer climate, with Senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia. 2. 

Another climate change is from winter into summer climate... seasonal climate change. It’s same as if senator 

Brown, Al Gore, Tim Flannery can change the season’s climate, with carbon levies... can they make to be 

spring all the time? So we can save electricity on heating and air-conditioners. If you are kind to make it to be 

only spring and autumn, no more summer and winter, please, would be perfect, don’t delay.  

Other ways H2O changes the climate is 1] topsoil moisture 2] water storages on the land 3] extra H2O in the 

atmosphere. Human can do something about those, has being doing, but has being doing opposite for the last 

28years, with ‘’Bob Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia’’ Those 3 factors are localized Climate Changes, 

but indirectly affect the world’s climate. Because they produce extra humidity = volume/shield/density of the 

planet’s atmosphere grows + extra humidity on the land produced = less destroying and keeping the clouds 

away from land. I.e. dry heat produced in Australia – destroys the moisture produced in the surrounding waters 

that belong to Indonesia, Timor and as raw material for renewal of ice around Antarctic. It’s time to start with 

real science, no more ABC & SBS’s, IPCC’s  poo-boo!*  

Not just the extremist  Cult, but eminent Skeptics have problem to understand that: wetter climate doesn’t mean 

hotter. B] hotter days doesn’t mean hotter planet. Wetter means = milder, days and night’s temperature close. 

Dryer means extreme, days extra hot – nights extra cold. That’s where the evil is. Because CO2 has nothing to 

do with wetter and dryer climate – the Organized Crime twisted the truth. So that they can blame CO2 for 

climate changing. The Skeptics unfortunately are falling for the trick. Compare Sydney with Coober Pedy west, 

on same latitude; or Brisbane with Birdsville. Climate change has nothing to do with any phony global 

warming. If you travel from Cooktown to Perth, will take you 2 weeks, and you will encounter 90 different 

climates. Did 90 Global Warmings and cooling happened in 2weeks? What was changing the climate 90 times? 

In the past, natural topography and geographic positions was dictating the climate. Then one of the animals on 

the planet learned how to utilize and produce artificial fire. That was for creating dryer climate = more extreme. 

After, the same animal learned about agriculture. With agriculture, climate can change for better, for worse, or 

even zero affect. Irrigation produces topsoil moisture and H2O in a gas state in the air, when water evaporates. 

That’s positive. To irrigate, usually needs to build a dam and save stormwater on the land during storms. That 

accomplishes the 3 positive factors for improving the climate. The best example for human improved climate 

in the history is parts of Asia, with rice paddies. Climate doesn’t discriminate between natural water storage as 

swamp, river, lake; or dam, canals, rice paddies; they all improve the climate.  

Australia is opposite example, regarding climate deterioration. The smallest continent, situated in the middle of 

the biggest waters on the planet... but is the driest continent. Clouds are avoiding Australia as cars around traffic 

island. Those clouds if get in = better climate. If topography was by chance appropriate – would have being the 

wettest continent, because of the most favorable geographic position, but is not. Topography was substituted by 

building some dams in the last century = climate on the east-board of Australia was improving. Then the 

Tasmanian evil Devil arrived on the scene. No more stormwater was allowed to be saved on the driest continent 

since 82. Power got into his head.  

Water makes water, same as money makes money. If you save money – you get interest/dividends on the top of 

it. Clouds avoid dry land, especially if no permanent water storages, no topsoil moisture and no H2O in the air. 

The only difference because clouds get inland in Brazil, is because the ingredients for attracting the clouds from 

the sea are inland + the ingredients for keeping the clouds away from their land is not produced (dry heat). In 

Australia is opposite, because of topography. Australia has being getting dryer for the last 23-25000years.   

The farmers in southeast corner of Australia started to improve the climate last century. By building dams, 

irrigation, they improved the climate in the south-eastern part of the continent. (where the big vote is). When 

farmer’s water evaporates, they have no possession, or control of it. It improves the vegetation and attracts extra 

rain inland. Especially Murray river irrigators, they created a buffer zone between the desert and the big capital 

cities on the coast = in their water catchment areas climate/rainfall improved. Unfortunately, the climate on the 

rest on the continent continued to deteriorate as it was doing before the white fella. By stopping the Tasmanian 

dam to be built – Bob Brown’s power got into his head; dam was built no more.  (Tasmanian hydro dam would 

have produced more electricity than all the solar panels on the planet) 
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Before that, the extra moisture the farmers increased, was counteracting the extra dry heat increasing on the rest 

of the continent = some kind of weird balance. The atmosphere on the continent is one same weather zone. The 

extra dry heat on the rest of the continent regrouped and is retaliating. Victorian bushfires were the best 

example what is ahead – only on bigger and bigger scale. The populist cult is skillfully working to speed up the 

process. To cover up for lying about the phony global warming – they are repossessing farmer’s water “for the 

environment...?’’ Somebody forgot to tell the good people in the big city that: farmers are in the environment.   

Especially cotton farmers in Qld + NSW are using lots of water for flood irrigation, especially in dry days, 

when is most essential. That water evaporates and makes the buffer zone, to protect the water catchment areas 

for Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. When that water is removed, to fill up lake Alexandrina, Coorong in the 

estuary of Murray river, where is already humidity from the sea... is not going to increase the rainfall. Just 

hypothetical: even if it does increase the rainfall there – extra rain in the estuary will not put any water in the 

river. For them that is irrelevant. If they wanted extra evaporation in those lakes – channel with seawater would 

do the trick. It is important for the International Organized Crime (IOC) to remove the buffer between the desert 

and water catchment areas for the big vote = when the bushfires increase around those cities, when they are 

imposed to drink filtered sewage water = they will be ready to pay $300 for a ton of carbon, not $5 or $20. The 

desert dry heat that was fighting farmer’s water on Murray– will be on the outskirts of the capital cities. Not 

only bushfires, but bigger house fires also. Congratulation Don Henry, senator Brown, Penny Wong and ABC 

& SBS Pty Ltd, botanical name (the Lefty’s Trumpets). Worse climate, more droughts will justify what the 

Snake oil Salesmen are  doing. To bring climate change for worse in Australia first. We are leaders in 

environmental deviancy – we are even proud of it…!?  

The word ‘’to protect’’ is used too often. It’s noble thing ‘’to protect’’ no matter if is people, animals, birds or 

trees. Unfortunately, all of them need extra water on the driest continent on the planet –Australia. By draining 

as much as possible stormwater into the estuaries = is not to protect, but to destroy. If a person needs blood 

transfusion, because he or she doesn’t have enough blood; instead, the doctor was squeezing out of his body as 

much blood as he can = would have being unethical, illegal = a crime. Those shonky experts are draining as 

much as possible stormwater into the sea; water that belongs to Australia, to induce speedy deterioration of the 

climate. To cover up for lying about the non-existent global warming.  

They are killing the second bird with the same stone; don’t you worry abut that! Destroying the profitable 

export cotton farms is a benefit – so that the fanatic cult can demand more money for education and hospitals. 

2. To produce cotton – is getting sunshine + CO2 from the air = organic fiber. Less cotton – needs more 

synthetic fiber, which comes from non-renewable crude oil. 3. Cotton shirts and the rest can be used as mulch 

in the garden – synthetic fiber produces more toxins, for longer than shopping bags. Bird no. 3 with the same 

stone: when less farmers are irrigating in Qld, NSW irrigation area –humidity will decrease - the evaporation 

rate will increase = the surviving farmers will have to irrigate extra, to compensate for less moisture in the air. 

Because the Organized Crime has no intention to give them extra water = the remaining farmers will have to 

pack the swags = CO2 and the enforced Climate Change will be blamed. City folk might not understand what 

extra evaporation means, so here it is: when is humid, it takes you days to dry the washing – when is very dry 

air = washing dries in minutes. Well, with crops and other vegetation; they vacuum every moisture from the 

ground – into the air, to protect the foliage = must have extra irrigation, to compensate for less moisture in 

the air – or belly up. Irrigation produces humidity = vegetation benefits. Less irrigation = less  H2O in the air. 

What about the surrounding trees and grass that rely on irrigator’s produced moisture for the air? The trees 

belly up – the Organized Crime will blame the carbon. Another bird with that same stone: with less irrigation in 

Qld. NSW = more dry heat = the clouds that were bringing occasionally rain in the areas, will start to avoid 

going inland. Less rain = less water in Murray-Darling system. Salt is soluble compound. Water washes the 

salt from inland into the sea. Less rainwater = salinity increases – blame the enforced Climate Change. Mineral 

salts are necessary for plants/trees, same as for animals; including human. The evil is in the imbalance between 

rainfall and evaporation rate. If low evaporation – high rainfall = farmers must introduce those salts with the 

fertilizer. When evaporation is higher than rainfall = the result is opposite – accumulation of salt. That’s their 

ideology – to make the air even dryer. Now one farmer’s humidity produced in the air was helping surrounding 

farms and trees in the hills. It’s not enough, but is like one hand helps the other to wash. Remove percentage of 

farmer’s water down to the estuary = you make the fight against the dry heat produced inland as chopping one 

arm to a person – to fight even bigger enemy. The traitors of this country in ABC &SBS + CSIRO know what 

they are doing; unfortunately, the society doesn’t know what the traitors are doing. That’s why the Swindlers 

changed the name from Global Warming to Climate Change. They realized that CO2 is not a global warming 

gas – by unnecessarily repossessing water,  scorching the land, they  do enforced, speedy climate change for 

worse.  
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Queensland’s minister Stephen Robertson said: it’s not worth building dam, because water evaporates from 

dam. It’s tragic to have ministers on responsible positions, that don’t know poo from clay about water / 

environment – to make decisions about water/environment. Same comment I heard from Camarad Turnbull. 

Please help me to inform the nation and the world before they succeed. Delay is not in the nation’s interest. 

Delay is actually not in their interest also; because: the bigger crimes they commit. Let this paragraph be their 

warning. When global warming doesn’t happen, but climate is changed for worse in Australia... the swindlers 

cannot rely anymore on: in 100y the suckers will not remember... everything is proven now, in my book. No 

maybe, can happen, 90% possibility; but  definite all 100% proofs! CO2 has nothing to do with the climate – 

water controls the climate. More water storages inland, more topsoil moisture, more H2O in the air above the 

land = better climate for people, for trees and everything on the land. For plenty examples, look overseas. 

South of the Australian subtropics the clouds come from southwest,  because of the earth’s Centrifugal Force 

phenomena. Thanks to the tremendous dry heat created in the tropics and subtropics – less and less of those 

south and south-western clouds arrive on the land for two reasons. 1. Dry air created from the north expands in 

every direction and is guarding those clouds to avoid land, or to deteriorate in the dry air. 2. Second reason is 

indirect, but much more devastating. In the book is extensive text and proofs on the subject. ** 

In Australian tropics and subtropics, most of the rain comes from the east and from the north. Because of the 

planet’s spinning eastward = the clouds and moist air even as stationary – it appears that travels  west = should 

bring the rain. Unfortunately sometime the dry heat created inland is so strong, repels even cyclones of going 

inland. Moreover constantly repels normal clouds. My proverbial ‘’clouds are avoiding Australia as cars around 

traffic island’’ not because is too much CO2 around Kyoto city and Beijing, but because of senator Brown’s 

Water Embargo on Australia. No rainclouds inland = more dry heat created – chain reaction = climate change 

for worse – blame the phony global warming…?

When global warming doesn’t arrive, but climate continues to change = money back, with modest interest. Plus 

penalty for denying working people from improving the climate by saving extra stormwater. All the stormwater 

wasted cannot be recuperated retrospectively! Everything is in my book. Cannot say one day: but many 

scientists believed. No, they don’t believe, they are involved in the biggest crimes – silencing my truth is the 

best proof that they are not interested in science or the truth, or what is for improving the climate. I have 

proposed in the book: temperature should be monitored on Easter Island, where is no influence of heat from 

bitumen or factories, transport. That island to be declared: Kyoto Cult Swindlers free, so they don’t manipulate 

the evidences. 

            Climate smart = is ripping-off the desperate for feeling smart + the innocent. CO2 has nothing to 

do with the climate! Climate Smart is another term for: laundering the taxpayer’s money and 

mortgaging the future. 1] CO2 is not a global warming gas. B] Anarchists and Skeptics completely 

overlooked the self adjusting mechanism the planet’s atmosphere has. Both are stumbling in the darkness, in the 

crap theories created for the last100years. The only way to get to the truth is, to clear the desk and work with 

what is known, reliable; not with some childish theories. Some science disciplines are all theories, some only 

part. The laws of physics, chemistry, arithmetic are the most reliable sciences. They were same 1000y ago 

and 10 million years ago; they will be the same in 100y and in 1000y from now as they are today. Relying on 

those is = as travelling in time. So, rely on what is reliable – none of their theories fits in.    

 When increased sun activity – those colours of the sunlight warm the surface of the water = evaporation 

increases. Not just that evaporation is cooling process, but the second benefit is that: the extra evaporation 

increases clouds. Increased interception of infra red 3-5km up in the air; the benefit is double again a] 

reflection part of the sunlight from clouds, never to come to the ground b] whatever the clouds intercept extra 

sunlight up, where cooling is much more efficient. Compare the temperature on the ground where you are, 

with the temperature 5km above your head. In cold place, warm air cools much faster. Plus extra rain brings 

extra coldness to the land /seawater. If not one molecule of CO2 is produced in Australia for the next 100, the 

climate will keep changing from bad to worse. Because H2O changes the climate exclusively, on many 

different ways.** More water saved on the land = more water to evaporate– evaporation is cooling process - 

that water attracts extra rainclouds from the sea = milder climate. Now those clouds are avoiding the continent 

as cars around Traffic Island, because, the tremendous amount of dry heat produced inland that is denying the 

clouds to get in. Needs to be done everything opposite than what the Green People are demanding.  Need to 

abolish senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia,  urgently!!!  

We are having enforced Climate Change – to make Australia even dryer; because is no such a thing as Global 

Warming or Nuclear Winter. Most of them avoid to use the words Global Warming, same as they avoid to use 

Nuclear Winter. There are some exceptions. From East Anglia and some USA universities, where the top 
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swindlers are; they cannot say to their apostils; to avoid mentioning Global Warming, same as they are already 

avoiding the Nuclear Winter; because they cannot deliver warming. As you can appreciate, some of those 

apostils are genuinely believing in the crap = if they are told the truth = many will become whistleblowers. But 

for majority of the swindlers, when they keep repeating Climate Change, Climate Change; climate was 

changing 300-500y ago; when was much more eucalyptus trees in Australia than they intend to replant – it was 

less cars on the roads and much less electricity was used – then even the most sophisticated swindlers state: yes 

but this is because of the global warming. The same way bias media made you to forget about their Nuclear 

Winter, now they are making you slowly to forget about the phony Global Warming. They got stuck only into 

Climate Change, knowing that climate never stop changing. Compare how many times in the media is said the 

words Global Warming – with the number of times repeated ‘’Climate Change’’, shouldn’t be their salvation!!! 

Fact 1:  if they were worried about the world’s climate – they would be actively promoting less population. 
Fact 2: if they were interested one iota in the climate, they would have being for saving more stormwater on the land. 

Fact 3: instead, they are against building dams to attract extra rain and improve the climate on the driest continents 

Fact 4: the Organized Crime are for taking farmer’s water from NSW +Qld, to drain it into the estuary lakes.  

Fact 5: humidity produced by the farmers attracts some rain, is the buffer zone for the dry heat from inland 

deserts not to get to the water catchment areas for Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne – where the big vote is. 
Fact 6: if the Murray-Darling irrigator’s moisture produced in the air is removed to the estuary; the dry heat will not 

turn back to the desert, but will increase evaporation +bushfires around the capital cities and smaller cities in-between 

Fact 7: more and bigger bushfires makes creeks and rivers dry = squandering money for desalination and 

filtrating sewage water makes more people to support the Organized Crime and their mythologies.  

Fact 8: when some farmer’s water is repossessed = less humidity in the area produced = with less humidity 

evaporation increase – remaining farmers will not be given extra water to compensate for more frequent irrigation. 

Fact 9: with less water storages, topsoil moisture and humidity in the air = the clouds will start avoiding Murray-

Darling water catchment areas as those clouds are avoiding the tropical rivers that are dry for big  part of the tear.  

Fact 10: with less rainfall, Murray-Darling will have much less water, the lakes in the estuary will be dry again = 

blame the carbon, instead of senator Brown’s and Flannery’s water embargo on Australian continent.    

Fact 11: All the rivers in Australia are one weather system. If there was more dams on the tropical rivers = 

less dry heat produced in the tropics – the winds would have brought less of that dry heat inland, to Murray-

Darling – that would have decreased evaporation,  increased rainfall = extra water in the rivers. 

Fact 12: Victorian bushfires didn’t happen because is too much CO2 around Kyoto and Beijing, but because 

for the previous 11 months, dry heath was coming from the north and northwest. Was vacuuming the moisture 

from the trees from the mulch and from the soil = preparing it for intensive bushfires. Organized Crime have 

being against saving the Australian tropical stormwater since 82. If that is not premeditated murder, what is??? 

Fact 13: around Stuttgart, Detroit, Kyoto, Beijing; where the biggest concentration of CO2 is, the climate is 

perfect, no big bushfires – for what reason the ABC’s jet-setters / Swindlers never noticed that?  

Fact 14: they know that 300-500y ago Australian climate was deteriorating from bad to worse, if they 

blamed the indigenous people for their factories, cars and electricity overuse at that time – the indigenous 

people would have shown them the middle finger. On the other hand, the private media is kissing ABC’s ass, 

because of self-interests + because of the Media Watch show, to get big millions from government’s  

misleading propaganda ads. 
 Fact 15: dryer climate – day temperature goes up- but you seldom hear about the night’s temperature comments. 

Fact 16: Australian tremendous dry heat produced is destroying the moisture in Timor and Arafura sea, that 

moisture belongs to New Guinea, Indonesia, Timor, Antarctic and southern part of Africa.  

Fact 17: same heat is destroying the moisture above Indian and Southern Ocean that suppose to be raw 

material for replenishing the ice in winter around Antarctic. Hello prof. Flannery, senator Brown! 

Fact 18: it’s in their interest Australian and world climate to deteriorate 

= to cover up for lying about the phony global warming. 

Fact 19: the longer all of them silence the truth from my book = the bigger their crimes grow. 

Fact 20: climate is in constant change, CO2 has nothing to do with the climate. 

Fact 22: if not one molecule of CO2 is produced for the next 100y, the climate would have deteriorated much faster.  

Fact 23: if money squandered for CO2 are used to build dams and save extra water on the land, climate will improve. 

Fact 24: Australia is surrounded with the biggest waters on the planet – is the driest continent… 

Fact 25: Australian tropical dry rivers are on same latitude as rivers that are tributaries of Amazon river. 
Fact 26: the only reason rain goes to Amazon catchments areas is because of permanent moisture and swamps. 

Fact 27: for the weather/climate is same if is swamp, lagoon, extra small dams or rice paddies = climate improves. 
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Fact 28: if lots of small dams are made on the semi-dry creeks that are supplying water the 

tropical rivers = fish + vegetation in the surrounding areas improves – birds and animals 

increase tenfold.= the same extremist cannot solicit money for saving birds / native animals, if 

they become prolific ( Slow death from dehydration is the most cruel – but profitable for them).  

Fact 29: it’s in the Swindler’s  interest everything to get on the endangered and extinction list, for more 

power and cash. When animals, birds and trees multiply in plague proportion – they cannot rip-off the taxpayer 

and solicit for money = self-interest of the Multinational Organized Crime is making the destruction of our 

wildlife and vegetation. Destruction of the weather/climate /economy.  

Fact 30: evaporation on the planet can be increased, only if more stormwater is saved on the land = more 

water in the atmosphere = the quantity and volume of the atmosphere increases = better shield from the sunlight 

during the day – better shield from the unlimited coldness that is on the edge of the troposphere  during the 

night. Means, milder temperature, days cooler, nights warmer. With extra CO2+H2O in the atmosphere – better 

trees and more productive crops. 

Fact 31: less water on the land – less to evaporate = atmosphere shrinking. More 

dry heat produced on the land = destroys more humidity created above the sea. 

Smaller atmosphere = less shield from the sun during the day – less shield from 

coldness during the night, for everything that lives on the planet. * 

Fact 32: not one of the shonky experts will tell you that: with 30% less humidity 

produced by the farmers = 25% less rain will come to Murray-Darling water 

catchment areas. More dry heat from the desert will go to the outskirts of the 

eastern capital cities. Less rainclouds will come to the short rivers and creeks 

east of Murray – the water supply for Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne. 

Fact 33: not one traitor of the country calculated the contribution of farmer’s produced moisture in the air; 

contributed in preventing the deterioration of climate for last 100years. What the climate would have being 

around the eastern capital cities, minus that contribution?!?! Economist Ross Garnaut  will not tell you what the 

health of the economy would be today without those farmer’s and water contribution; for a real reason.    

            (CO2)  CARBON GEOSEQUESTRATION  STUPIDITY                  

by the Snake Oil Merchants        ©     

     Geosequestration of CO2 as an experiment,  nothing bad happens, but 1,000m
3
 of CO2 is out of sight. 

It’s the most deceiving, because it works on quantity. CO2 is made 34% of carbon and 66% of oxygen. When 

continue to compress more and pump it deep down, that is irreversible, the damages start. When you compress 

millions of cubic meters of that oxygen as part of the CO2 molecule.  Oxygen is even raw material for making 

ozone. Oxygen decommissioned from doing its job. Oxygen is not only for your lungs, but as perfect 

insulator; with decreasing it in the atmosphere = more extreme day and night temperatures. Here is some data, 

so you calculate yourself my friend:  how many cubic meters of air is depleted to zero oxygen, to be 

buried for one metric ton of carbon only: Metric ton is 1,000kg. CO2 is one carbon atom to 

two atoms of oxygen. For one kilogram of oxygen needs 80m³ of it at sea level. About 21% of 

the air is oxygen. How many hundreds of thousands of cubic meters of air needs to be zero 

oxygen, only for one ton of carbon?  

        Winds will not allow that to happen, it will mix, but it is depleting the atmosphere of oxygen. How 

many tons of CO2 do they intend  to bury in the ground, did they say? Keep multiplying! Then you will 

definitely get extreme climate all over the world. Warmer days, colder nights; with less oxygen in the 

atmosphere as insulator. B] When density, quantity of the atmosphere decreases – evaporation decreases. Less 

water in the atmosphere + less oxygen or CO2 in the atmosphere = quantity of the planet’s atmosphere 

decreases = with thinner atmosphere - even less evaporation + smaller atmosphere = less shield from the 

unlimited coldness at night, which is on the edge of the stratosphere – less shield from the sunlight during the 

day = hotter days, colder nights. That is suitable for the extremist cult. Needs more heating at night – more 

air-conditioners for cooling during the day. Trees suffer in extreme temp between day and night. Because trees 
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have lots of water in. Water’s rapid expansion and shrinking on change of temperature is  a terrible 

‘’decompression affect” All the mad destruction, just to make worse climate = to fulfill their prophesy at least 

about Climate Change – because they cannot bring Global Warming. Plus squandering big money for 

burying CO2. Oxygen and carbon are needed on the land and in the atmosphere to do their job. Not for sick 

extremist propaganda, to be decommissioned and buried in the ground. If not one single molecule of CO2 is 

produced on the whole planet, Australian climate will deteriorate from bad to worse – because water changes 

climate, not CO2. More extreme weather /climate, hotter days – colder nights is not global warming – only 

Climate Change. 

Who is the Clown to guaranty that 151 years ago was the 

most appropriate amount of CO2 in the atmosphere? CO2 

has being depleting for millions of years and 150 years ago was to critically low level – 

insufficient for the vegetation. People in the normal Greenhouses introduce 300% more CO2 

than is outside, for best prosperity of vegetables. Trees need much more CO2 than 

vegetables. Trees and crops shouldn’t suffer for lack of CO2, because is too much pollution in 

big cities! Yes, human can change the climate – but cannot create global warming. Example: drain 

swamps, lakes, rice paddies’ water into the sea, reposes farmer’s water = less rain comes on that land in future 

= that is climate change. Rudd and Julia call the Skeptics: Climate Change Deniers – the Skeptics don’t even 

understand what they mean by that – so they are denying. Boys, human can change the climate for better and 

for worse, but cannot produce global warming, no need of global warming to improve or deteriorate  climate!  

Carbon has being depleting for millions of years in the atmosphere and on the surface. When become 

insufficient to sustain vegetation – the good Lord has given brains and knowledge to human, to produce 

artificial fires. When that was not sufficient – bigger brains followed, to use the fossil fuel. It’s time the 

promoters and Skeptics to analyze correctly the amount of carbon lost in the ground and on the bottom of the 

sea – not to be seen for millions of years:  

 1. Every molecule of methane created has one atom of carbon in it. Because methane is heavy, sinks up to 

3km  deep in the ground. 2. Most of the rivers drain into the sea and lakes. Those rivers bring lots of organic 

derbies and mulch, all made from carbon.  Big part of it is cemented on the bottom, never to see the daylight. 3. 

Even thou the promoters say that CO2 is accumulated in the atmosphere, to stay for 100years; the truth is: the 

more of it is in the atmosphere = the more of it falls into the sea with every rain – stays in the air only for few 

weeks. Corals, shells collect the CO2, keep the carbon for themselves –release oxygen for the fish. 

When corals/shells are dead, stay on the bottom of the sea for millions of years. 4. The algae in 

the sea collect more CO2 than all the forest on the land. Unfortunately, algae are short – get 

covered with sediments, other algae grow on the top of them = carbon deficit in the air. 5. 

About 99% of all the fish get eaten by other fish = their poo with carbon in it gets cemented on 

the bottom. 6. The new big deficit of carbon in the air is created by human. Many nations still 

don’t have even sewage treatment plants for the big cities. Even the ones that doo, eventually 

with increased population, all their poo ends up in the sea. Part of it gets covered on the bottom 

with other sediments. That ex food is made from carbon. 7] 5 billions more people now than 

130y ago = more poo goes in the sea, made from carbon. 

Instead of rejoicing for having available carbon in the air to sustain healthy crops and trees, we suppose to bury  

the CO2 in the ground at great cost. The lunacy doesn’t stop there. CO2 is 2 parts of oxygen to one part of 

carbon. Oxygen as the best insulator, is needed in the atmosphere – not to be decommissioned in the ground 

for millions of years. Because of the northern extreme cold winter, lots of oxygen and nitrogen is going north = 

extra hot in Australia with less shield + less of it to expand into unlimited coldness and redirect it down. Why 

should industries bury at great expense more oxygen in CO2 geosequestration? It’s the mother of all lunacies. 

Today, as I am writing this, millions of dollars is spent on experiments how to collect CO2 and pump it in the 

ground more efficiently. The only reason they are still doing it, is: because, editors of the newspapers that 

received my book are blacklisting it. Until now was to blame the opportunist scientists and academics, from 

now any damage done to the environment, economy; or to the society – the buck stops with the Media   
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All the remaining coal reserves on the planet can fit in Darling  Harbor. Can you compare the amount of water 

in every sea and ocean with Sydney Harbor? The problem is that: carbon should be valued as essential element; 

instead all the evil is blamed on it. Carbon is not bleaching the coral. Coral is made from carbon; and calcium 

that is in the farmer’s fertilizer. The seawater is not acidic – it’s too alkaline; and alkalinity is increasing in the 

sea!!!  Only if the real problems are known, appropriate solutions can only solve the real problems. 

Fact 1: in CO2 molecule is twice as much oxygen than carbon. With geosequestration, more oxygen goes 

in, than carbon. Oxygen as perfect insulator; is needed in the atmosphere, to shield from the unlimited coldness 

that is on the edge of the atmosphere. When too hot – to expand and intercept extra coldness. 

Fact 2: with overpopulation, much more sewage (made from carbon) goes and is buried on the bottom of the sea. 

Fact 3: carbon as the most essential element for life, is needed on the surface – not 1km down in the ground 

Fact 4: depleting of carbon and oxygen with geosequestration is gross crime, misleading and rip-off 

Fact 5: CO2 geosequestration is for decreasing volume and quantity of the atmosphere. 

 Fact 6: in Sydney parks the trees are healthier with 1000% more CO2 than in Birdsville and Coober Pedy. More 

CO2 + H2O = healthier and more prolific trees. Carbon levy is legalizing extortion, FLAT RATE TAX. 

Fact 7: around Kyoto city and Beijing is 1000% more CO2 = much better climate than in Birdsville. 
Fact 7: just the research for carbon geosequestration is squandering tax dollar = to lie that carbon is not needed 

 

                                                    Methane (CH4)       (© Copyright protected  11 / 2009)  

Methane  is the most misrepresented gas       

To cover up for the damages they are doing / damages in progress, by using methane 
for misleading; Warmist used another dirty trick. You will be shocked about those 
damages; first here is their trick: 

The good Lord made, methane to be produced as a compound with other HEAVIER elements 
TOGETHER. By itself, methane is odourless; but is very smelly, when produced. The ‘’smelly’’ 
bit is the organic particles, the sinker; to make it to sink in the ground. After, those organic 
particles disintegrate deep in the soil. Warmist to discredit me, they point that; methane is 
not as heavy as air. Well, they don’t have to tell; how does it sink? Why is so much of it in the 
ground for fracking, how did it get their; you are not suppose to know. Many times they go to 
Antarctic, Greenland and bring lots of lies. For you is cheaper to believe them, than to go 
there in person and see that they are lying. But for methane is NOT necessary – because all of 
you are producing it! Admit, that it smells, when fresh, is not odourless! 

Same as when the cow is belching, or releasing methane from the other end. 
‘’METHANEGATE’’ is to cover up the smell. Well, unless the Green People go behind every 
cow, elephant, bison and instantly purify the methane = they are lying, to use methane for 
destroying the grazing animals. P.s. methane produced from coal doesn’t smell; that’s where 
the ‘’canary in the coal-mine’’ comes from. In the coal-mine the good Lord didn’t need to 
invent something, to make methane to sink, because is produced in the ground. Organically 
produced methane above the ground, is never in a pure form. You don’t need to go and sniff 
the cow’s exhaust, grass clipping from the lawnmower after a week smell same as the cows 
methane. Simple proof of Warmist ‘’Methanegate’’. Please read the rest below, to see what 
they are really covering up; it will knock your socks off:: 

Experiment: in a transparent bottle, catch some methane from cow, sheep, or your 
own; let it on the sunlight for few hours (as long as there is oxygen in the bottle also – 
to imitate atmosphere. In couple of hours that methane will turn into 2 droplets of 
water;  magic. Methane doesn't stay in the atmosphere for 10 years 

Creation of every extra methane molecule, as a by-product creates 4 brand new 

oxygen atoms, or = extra ozone (O3) isotope. For every molecule of CO2 collected, 

the grass need to collect two molecules of H20.  Two molecules of  2H2O + CO2 

= grass. Cow + grass = CH4 + O4.  If you are given job to create one molecule of 
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methane (CH4) you have to destroy one molecule of CO2 + two molecules of H2O 

(water). When you take the carbon atom from CO2 and 4 hydrogen atoms from the 

2 water molecules = you make one methane (CH4) molecule; the leftover bits is 4 

brand new free oxygen atoms.  Is that bad?  We have plenty water in the ocean, but need extra 

oxygen in the air.  

 

2. Natural gas was in the ground for millions of years – oxygen as free agent in the atmosphere 

was just as long. When burning one molecule of natural gas (which is 95% made from 

methane) is destroying 4 atoms of oxygen in the air. Hydrogen atoms bind with oxygen = 

create new molecules of water. We don’t need extra water in the sea, but extra oxygen in the 

atmosphere. With depleted oxygen, fuel in the combustion chamber of the engine instead of 

exploding to push the vehicle – is smoldering and creates more carbon monoxide (CO). Carbon 

monoxide is harmful, not CO2. More green grass = less CO. They are against saving stormwater/ 

dams. Why is the Australian media supporting the traitors of this country and humanity?!?!  
 

CO as heavier gas than CO2, stays low at eye level. When inhaled – warms up in 

the bloodstream and collects the oxygen from the blood, to become CO2. Depleting 

oxygen in the bloodstream makes every organ in the body to deteriorate faster. 

Especially the brains and the muscle tissue, as the biggest users of oxygen. Because 

burning  natural gas destroys the biggest amount of oxygen than any other fossil 

fuel; reason is dignified by the propaganda machine. B] when fossil fuel is 

converted into CO2, algae, corals, trees, crops and grass collect it – keep the carbon 

for themselves – release the free oxygen. On the other hand, when burning natural 

gas – oxygen that was in the atmosphere as free is converted into new water .   
 

Only creating extra new methane, reverses that process. Splits the CO2 molecule + splits 2 

water molecules to create methane molecule – as bi-product releases for every methane 

molecule extra 4 oxygen atoms in the atmosphere. Because they are obsessed to blame the 

CO2, the truth and what is normal or positive is silenced; methane used for badmouthing / 

destroying our grazing industry. What is in my book is easily proven now; not in 50-100 years. 
Millions of dollars are spent in research how to destroy methane.  Mr. Rudd has given another 20million dollars 

to CSIRO, to accomplish their modification of bacteria that produces methane in the digestive system and to 

‘’save the planet from cow’s fart’’. In other words, section of CSIRO are bigger threat to everything living on 

the planet than 100 Al Qaedas. Have in mind that: Turnbull was minister for climate, when the experimentation 

started to modify bacteria that produces methane in the digestive system – to inhibit methane instead.    
    

Methane is heavier than air, sinks in the ground, same as water from shower. The difference is: 

water in the ground is converted by the thermal heat into gas state and reverses it back into the 

atmosphere, to join the clouds = preventing of losing the water deep in the ground. On the 

other hand, methane in gas state is heavier than oxygen and nitrogen on sea level = 

sinks and stays in the ground for millions of years = natural geosequestration of 

carbon, without the oxygen in it. Geosequestration of CO2 on the other hand  is: 

decommissioning of oxygen, which is needed in the air for many reasons.   

Burning natural gas is the most harmful for the atmosphere. Extra 

methane creating is the best for the atmosphere, and for the climate.  
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Unfortunately the extremists hate our grazing industry = they badmouth methane. Wool and 

cotton are the most aggressively attacked products. Because they are profitable for the country. 

B] because wool, cotton, leather are renewable – not producing them = more plastic and 

synthetic; which is made from crude oil = non renewable recourse. C] after using your cotton or 

woolen shirt, shoes and socks – you can use them in the garden as mulch. Synthetically made 

fiber and leather last for many more years in the soil than shopping bags, and release extra 

toxins. If it was any honesty by the Green People, cotton and wool would have being treated 

same as renewable energy. Unfortunately they are always honesty deficient.  CSIRO with 

taxpayer’s money is researching how to modify those methane producing bacteria; to turn them 

into bacteria that will inhibit the methane into the digestive system instead.  Same methane 

producing bacteria in the cow’s intestines are in human’s also (more so in the vegetarian 

Green’s intestines, the snake oil consumers; that multiply on strict diet on Bulshit only). 
  

It’s essential for all placenta animals, they need the methane producing bacteria.  Creating 

methane in the digestive system is for 3 reasons. 1] Because is never food in the whole length 

of the intestines at the same time – methane gas is to keep the intestines in round shape, in the 

parts where is no food. Otherwise those parts flatten = twisted intestines – without surgery = 

painful death in 10-15 hours.  2] Methane is constantly created into intestines to slowly push the 

already digested food on the way out. Otherwise in that very warm place, the already digested 

foods dehydrates – get cemented. Using laxatives for more than a week, the body starts to recognize the 

laxatives as food and become inefficient. Who will give laxatives to the elephant, giraffes, buffalo, bison, cows 

and wildebeest? Unless the phony environmentalists get inside their intestines to shovel the already digested 

food for 2-3 meters on the way out = death to all grazing animals. Without grazing animals, the carnivore will 

not survive much longer. The superior Frankenstein bacteria that CSIRO is modifying, will spread by tourist’s 

intestines to every continent in weeks.  The Green people are objecting about modified cotton and canola. If 

you don’t like modified canola – just don’t eat it. But the superior Frankenstein bacteria will not ask for 

permission to get in your body. The rate of multiplying of the bacteria that produces methane is second to none. 

Everywhere you seat on the grass, they are there. Can get from the front or the back end, in days  in every 

placenta born animals. Those bacteria protect the vegetarian environmentalists more than anybody.  Q: why 

they don’t object about modification of the bacteria that produces methane – to inhibit methane instead? A: 

their lives are less important for them than badmouthing cow &sheep. B. they only do what their ringleaders tell 

them to do. That makes them the biggest victims to the professional Swindlers.  
 

3] Another reason the methane is essential in the digestive systems of all the placenta born 

animals – including human is: the body has two protective mechanisms: a] methane b] the 

white blood cells. Apart of processed food from the tin, all fresh food is covered in bacteria. 

Methane fumigates most of  those bacteria and viruses. The only bacteria that is left, is the 

bacteria that produces methane and the bacteria that can tolerate methane – the good/essential  

bacteria. Occasionally some harmful bacteria tricks that defense mechanism and needs antibiotics to be treated. 

Fortunately those bacteria live in isolated places and are easy to control. Without methane for protection,  

the beneficial bacteria will be destroyed by the thousands of different harmful bacteria. 

Because methane is their defense mechanism also. Maggots and shonky scientists don’t like 

methane. Not only human, but every animal without methane will resemble a road-kill after 

10-20days, covered in maggots, other bacteria and viruses inside. Because of regularly 

food/moisture available in the intestines– harmful bacteria would breed in days. 4. The good 

bacteria turns the food into useful enzymes for the body. Harmful bacteria and fungi that 

cannot tolerate methane, turn the food into toxins. Without methane as defense mechanism – 

white blood cells become completely useless. All that, just to badmouth the cow and & 

sheep – to destroy our grazing industry.  Because of burning lots of natural gas – it is 

essential to produce as much as possible extra methane! It’s proof that they don’t use 
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honest science for anything. They are for destruction of everything normal. CSIRO modifying 

that bacteria; by using taxpayer’s dollars,  is the Mother of all crimes / lunacies. 

In England foot and mouth disease escaped from the government laboratories onto the green pasture. So can 

that modified superior bacteria for inhibiting methane in the animal’s digestive system. To interfere with the 

normal natural processes. If that bacteria escapes, will change the world beyond recognition. (Extensive proofs 

in my book)  Bring some Glasnost back in the Australian media please!!! Irresponsible media = 

catastrophes follow.  

            Do they really worry about methane harming the climate? A] Same people are actively demanding only 

organic fertilizer to be used. Never say how much methane is created, to produce one beg of organic fertilizer. 

B] did you know that:  all the rainforest on the planet is carbon neutral? The amount of carbon in a form of 

CO2 the rainforest absorbs in one calendar year – the same amount of carbon releases in the form of CO2 + 

methane. All the fungi are converting the organic debris on the rainforest floor into CO2. The other half is 

converted into methane, by the beneficial bacteria. Rainforest is factory for producing methane. Rainforest 

is factory for producing CO2 + for turning half of it into methane. If methane is 21 times more harmful for the 

climate – rainforest is the biggest factory for turning CO2 into methane. Yes, the shonky  scientists, media  and 

academics are informing that methane is 21 times (2100%) more harmful for the atmosphere than CO2. Instead 

of accepting my truth and realizing that: if methane is spread into the atmosphere – UV burns it in minutes – 

because methane is most volatile gas. They lie that methane will last 10y in the air. Even if is 10y of darkness, 

small flame ignites it in minutes. Why did you think they invented ‘’candlelight romantic dinner’’? dinner = 

methane = dry throat /watery eyes – candle = no watery eyes = romance possible, thanks to the candle – no 

waiting 10y for romance. Outside if is darkness for 10y without sunlight/UV, methane is heavier than air –sinks 

in the ground. If all the surface of the planet is covered by concrete – how many fires from cigarette-fire to big 

fires; the winds are constantly bringing methane to be instantly burned. Because methane is heavier than air – 

doesn’t go high. Many Skeptics /experts adopted that methane lasts in the air for 10y. and most of other 

Warmist’ lies, as facts. If the Green extremists thugs were worried about methane, why they want millions of 

wildebeest, millions of bison, gorillas, elephant, caribou, moose, giraffes, zebras? Those animals are very big 

producers of methane. Why, why, hypocrites, why?!?!?!... 

CSIRO should be stopped from accomplishing their modification; destroyed what they accomplished, as it is of 

utmost importance and urgency. Modifying that bacteria will make more damages than WW1+WW2 combined. 

Plus it is irreversible, cannot contain that bacteria once is in nature. After the WW1, Biological Warfare 

has being outlawed under the Geneva Convention. Australia is a member of the Geneva 

convention. Why that shouldn’t apply to the criminals in CSIRO? One cannot think of anything worse than to 

modify bacteria that can live in animal’s environment of 37⁰C. Will spread on every corner on the planet in few 

weeks. We suppose to hate the grazing animals = destroying the livestock. In other countries would be the 

biggest crime ever on the planet.  They love their animals. Modifying that bacteria = depleting the oxygen in 

the atmosphere. Oxygen is not only for your lungs; it’s perfect insulator for the planet. On the edge of the 

atmosphere is minus -90⁰C. Less oxygen in the air =that coldness comes a bit closer to the ground= more 

extreme temperatures between day / night. That is not global warming, but more extreme climate. Better give 

up CSIRO criminals,  now!!! That crime if accomplished is irreversible. All details in my book. ***** 

       When you include  that: those big flames on the oil rigs are turning oxygen into water 

molecules, by burning natural gas. B] from Russia piped natural gas all over Europe. C] Middle East 

supplies lots of gas + American, Australia, Chinese production. D] natural gas has few different names, but is 

all same stuff as cow’s fart – including the gas on your bar-be-que. E] CO2 is made 2 parts of oxygen to one 

part of carbon. Geosequestration of CO2 = burying much more oxygen with it. All that is depleting oxygen in 

the air. Creating extra methane is, reversing the process = increasing oxygen in the atmosphere. They 

constantly brag about   11000 scientists support the theory that CO2 produces warming + methane is 21 times 

more potent global warming gas than CO2. That tells everything for every individual of those 11000 con 

scientists. When the mob pretend to use science for rip-off and destruction of the democratic west = biggest crimes.  

By the way, natural gas is the best to be used for city transport; because releases less CO2 than petrol. That’s where the 

recommendation stops. Former monarch of Banania, Commissar Peter Beattie legislated to outlaw the electric hotwater 

systems – because electricity is produced from coal. Reality: electricity is produced outside of the big city – where the 

vegetation is desperate for more CO2. Because of the criminals in the scientific community – they are even building 

natural gas for electricity power stations. Even though gas releases les CO2; CO2 is essential for green vegetation. 

Unfortunately, gas burning is the most harmful for the atmosphere and the climate, because is turning the oxygen into 

water molecules. Oxygen regulates the warmth in the atmosphere. 2: using electricity produced from coal, outside the big 
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city is the best. A: every molecule of gas burned in the city; destroys /depletes the oxygen in the city, where oxygen is 

already depleted. B: burning gas, every molecule of gas produces one CO2 molecule. Inside the city, for gas heated water. 

Coal produced electricity outside the city, CO2 for the vegetation; increasing gas burning in the city = releases the CO2 

in the city + depletes the oxygen tremendously. Thanks to the criminal scientist’s shonky science and lunacy.  

Fact 1: Creating extra methane (CH4) is natural geosequestration of carbon, without oxygen in it, at no cost to us. 

Fact 2: putting methane in same basket with CO2 is sick. Methane is volatile, UV burns it in minutes if is in the air.  

Fact 3: CO2 is fire retardant gas, H2O is fire retardant (not when H2O is flushed in the sea during storms). 

Fact 4: methane is heavier than O+N on sealevel = it 

sinks in the ground and stays there for million years. 
Fact 5: creating extra methane is essential to at least partially compensate for burning lots of natural gas that is 

destroying the oxygen in the atmosphere – methane making is as bi-product making brand new free oxygen in the air. 

 Fact 6: producing methane is: fumigating in the digestive system 

thousands of harmful bacteria and viruses, protects the good essential bacteria.  
Fact 7: destroying the defense mechanism (methane creation), tops the stupidity, lunacy and arrogance. 

That makes part of CSIRO public funded criminal organization, almost as bad as ABC &SBS Pty Ltd.  

Fact 8: if tropical stormwater is allowed to be saved – climate / trees and grass to improve – 

dung beetle and good bacteria will sequestrate more carbon in the ground than all the remaining 

carbon in the remaining coal reserve in Australia. Getting mulch in the ground by the good 

bacteria is improving absorption and retention of rainwater = that is improving the climate. 

Simply, rain washes CO2 and any other pollution from the atmosphere into the ground. 

Remember that: day after the rain, the air in the big city is better than day before the rain. If the 

tropical stormwater is saved on the land, to attract extra clouds from the sea, to improve the 

climate -  lots of extra carbon geosequestration by the rain. Think the space between Townsville to 

Broome. Compare this with the ideology of the Green traitors of this country. Flannery, Karoly, Don Henry, 

Mark Scott, Megan Clarke, Ross Garnaut and others will be asked one day; all those questions and facts in 

court of justice, under oath. 

Fact 9: we need climate change urgently in Australia. Climate change for the better, to be 

green as in Japan, China and Germany; where the biggest concentration of CO2 on the planet 

is. Extra CO2+H2O = climate improves – extra Green People = climate deteriorates. 

  Fact 9: biological warfare has being outlawed after WW1 under Geneva Convention, Australia is 

signature to it. CSIRO by turning the most essential bacteria that produces methane into Frankenstein superior 

bacteria to inhibit methane is the biggest crime ever. Not just for humanity, but for everything living on the 

planet. More methane created = more oxygen in the air, oxygen is raw material for ozone. Oxygen is insulator, 

protector of the planet from extreme climate. Oxygen is greenhouse gas, for regulating the temperature in the 

atmosphere! Less methane = less oxygen 

Fact 10: attacking methane, is the best proof that is 

nothing scientific in the Shonky’s science. (Stefan’s proverb) 

Fact 11: CO2 geosequestration reduces the oxygen in the atmosphere permanently. B] burning 

natural gas in industries = reduces the oxygen in the atmosphere permanently. C] burning 

natural gas on in those big flames on thousands of oil rigs – reduces tremendously the oxygen, 

permanently. Modifying the methane producing bacteria, into bacteria to inhibit methane is the 

biggest crime ever, for the last 65 million years. Crime in progress, by CSIRO. When I ask an 

active Skeptic to help me present the truth – I am ridiculed instead. Because they have being 

demonizing the methane in the past also. Thy are doing Warmist dirty job, on people’s expense.  
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Skeptics and Alarmist are against producing new methane. Please become non-believer instead 

of Skeptic. Simply: burning methane turns oxygen into water. Lots of gas has being burned and 

will be burned = lots of oxygen converted into water. Producing new methane reverses that 

process, how can that be bad? Reason why Alarmist and the Skeptics are scared to 

acknowledge my work and my book. Their narrow vision is harming the climate, not CO2!!!  
 

THE TERRIBLE SMOG FROM THE COOLING TOWERS                                                
S. Mitich (© Copyright protected 2009)                              When you burn a car tyre, the smock is black = CO2. When 

you burn wood, the smock is not just as black. Because wood has water in it = the smock is from CO2 + H2O. 

Old timers remember the steam trains. They were producing separately 2 different kinds of smog. One black, 

one whitish. When is a big bushfire; by the colour of the smog, you can judge what was the moisture content in 

the mulch that is burning and in the topsoil. Of course the suffering trees release the last drops of water from 

the bark to cool themselves in the flames. So, bushfire smog its never black.  

One of the biggest highlight for scaremongering for the last decade is: showing the smog 

coming out of the cooling towers of the coal powered turbines for electricity production. They 

can zoom the camera to the top of the chimneys, to film the CO2. Unfortunately, the chimneys 

are very toll –the wind disperses it, not much CO2 comes out for scaremongering. Therefore 

skillfully they zoom over the cooling towers, to show you the steam as smog – the opening of 

the chimney is usually 30m above your TV screen, so you cannot even see it. That smog coming 

out of the cooling towers looks terrible, doesn’t it? BOO!!! (the Swindlers in the electronic 

media are growing lots of mushrooms with that smog, especially ABC & SBS Pty Ltd ) 

To be fair, sometimes they show whitish smog spewing out of a toll chimneys also. (but that is from burning 

natural gas, not from coal; sometime from refining sugar). If you condense it, would be soda water. Burning 

natural gas turns the hydrogen in it, combines it with oxygen from the air = water.  They are scaring you with 

distilled water on the driest continent on the planet again. Are you scared enough, to give them your money, or 

you need more scaring? BOO-BOO!!! Around the coal powered electricity producers, the vegetation is much 

better – than 300km west, where is not enough CO2, or that smog from H2O. Which clown can guaranty that 

130y ago was the best percentage of CO2 in the atmosphere for the trees? In reality 130y ago the CO2 was so 

depleted in the atmosphere – the vegetation was suffering. Farmers in the ,,real Greenhouses’’ make fires to 

produce 300% extra CO2 for healthy prosperity of their vegetables. Because even today is not enough CO2 in 

the air for best prosperity. The trees evolved before the present commercial vegetables; when was much more 

CO2 in the atmosphere and got used to higher percentage. Around Kyoto city the trees are much, much 

healthier/better climate than around Birdsville and Dubbo; where is not enough CO2. Ironically, the sick 

slogan ‘’Cut CO2 to be Green’’ = prolong misleading aggressive propaganda makes  people  blind... 

Just for the record; those cooling towers are for 2 different reasons. Reason 1. When the steam 

comes out of the turbines, goes into those cooling towers that are almost full with water. The 

steam condensates in the water, to be reused again – only small amount is lost in the air. 

Reason 2. That hot steam keeps the water hot in the cooling towers; as you can appreciate, it’s 

easier to boil water that is at 95⁰C already, than to boil direct water from the creek or a dam 

that is at 20⁰C. Now the politically bias media found number 3 use for those cooling towers – 

for fear-mongering. BOO - Smarties! If you are a taxpayer, ABC is using your money, to con you. 

Next time when you see whitish smog coming out of any building or chimney, you know is water 

(H2O). Accept if it’s in that regular ad on SBS,’’ to become vegetarian’’. They superimposed 

gray colour over the whitish smog from the cooling towers = to look even more terrible. To 

become vegetarian – to save the planet? Misleading advertising suppose to be illegal in Australia... Extra 

Methane production is the most important under the present circumstances; to counteract for the damages done 

to large amount of oxygen in the atmosphere, by burning natural gas!  (the whitish smog spewing, stupid) 

The explanation is in the book + in the registered letter that accompany it to the president of ABC. They stopped using 

that ad soon after. Now the same ad is on again. They got green light from UN, the misleading propaganda must continue 

– no matter how devastating is. Most of the media is ashamed to admit that was all lies. Plus eminent people from the UN 
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from General Secretary Ban ki-moon to the local Bulshit Merchant reporter that have being promoting the phony global 

warming, don’t want to lose respect = the sustainability on the planet is much, much less important than their ego.   

Fact 1: they are showing the cooling towers instead of opening of the chimneys, because that distilled water 

as steam looks scary = fear-mongering is big currency and power over the Urban Sheep.  

Fact 2: scaring the people with distilled water from cooling towers, on the driest continent on the planet; 

shows the control over the people Swindlers from the media command. If the truth is exposed – they will not 

get the respect and the financial rewards they are getting now. Reason they persist with same lies.  

Fact 3: using the steam from those chimneys and methane to promote vegetarianism –misleading ads used to be 

illegal. They should  apologies to the public, not to reimburse the Suckers that are donating money = for some justice 

Fact 4: Australia is predominantly Christian country, Muslims eat meat also. It is degrading for not-so 

ignorant to constantly show that ad; SBS is benefiting financially and for promoting their phony global 

warming by that ad, they should be made to public apology as many times as the ad has being on, to the 

Australian graziers, poultry and pork producers. To apologize to parents that their kids see on TV and think that 

eating meat is destroying the planet, think that their parents hate them for giving their own children meat. 

 Fact 5: if Muslims and Jewish people were trying to destroy our pork industry – would have being a crime, why is 

not a crime for the extremist psychopaths that are against /defaming, destroying our meat industry with sick lies? Media 

Authority are skimming taxpayer’s money – but permit constantly, that ad to be on the extremist SBS.  

Fact 6: if they believe in their theology, they wouldn’t be telling such a cheap shameless lies, 

confusing H2O for CO2.  Why the media never ask: how many ALP backbenchers honestly 

believe in the phony Global Warming Crap?! No, not in Climate Change trick, we know that 

climate is constantly changing, but do they believe in Global Warming? From 100 ALP 

politicians not one is sceptic? About 60% don’t believe in warming. Up yours too, media!!! 

      SEA RISING OR NOT, FROM THE PHONY GLOBAL WARMING    ©  

Future of the planet is colder, not warmer, but don’t hold your breath. Production of heat and radiation on the sun is 

produced by joining 4 atoms of hydrogen, to produce one atom of helium (fusion) . But if you measure 4 atoms of 

hydrogen, they are heavier than one atom of helium. The difference; mass is converted into energy = the sun is shrinking 

= smaller fire = less heat. My job is now, to prove that: even though is no such a thing as Global Warming; if there was 

one, hypothetical – the sealevel will not rise! So, you can realize that they talk about science, but never use science and 

are wrong on everything. Pardon, the only science they use is in lying, scientifically brainwashing the people, full stop.   

Nevertheless, large object can slam into the sun = increase gravity/pressure = the sun to become more powerful. It’s only 

theoretically, but to prove to you that: even if the phony warming was for real, that doesn’t make the sealevel to 

rise.  O.K: The seawater doesn’t have the luxury to expand into the unlimited coldness when warms up,  atmosphere does 

=  therefore, seawater can get warmer and colder. By getting warmer = evaporation increases – evaporation is cooling 

process + more evaporation = more clouds to reflect + intercept some sunlight, where cooling is much more efficient + 

more rain, rain cools the seawater. That’s how bring itself coldness from 5-6-7km up, by rain.  But that process is not 

instant + when too much humidity increases in the air – evaporation decreases, even if the water gets warmer that is the 

drawback for the water. Especially if is not enough CO2 in the atmosphere to speed condensation. Plus cannot reach into 

the unlimited coldness as the air can, when expands. I keep saying ‘’the unlimited coldness’’ because; where air expands 

when atmosphere gets warmer - because the planet spins around the sun = the orbiting makes the immediate empty space 

outside the stratosphere, to change by million miles in a day and doesn’t come to that same space. Can the extra 2-3 

degrees heat on the planet warm the empty space up to the nearest star? Maybe, but we are not even going that way. 

Imagine: you have a bucket on the bottom of the swimming-pool. If you bring a bottle of water from the shop 

and tip it into the bucket – the bucket will not have more water than before you empty the bottle into the bucket, 

because the bucket was already full.  Then try to empty one cupful of water from the bucket, then try to empty 5 

cups or 20 cups of water = the bucket will be always full – because is surrounded with lots more water from the 

swimming pool. Comparing the bucket with the swimming pool water, or comparing the planet’s atmosphere 

with the coldness in the empty space from here to the Alfa Century-the neighboring star, is fair, isn’t it? Reason 

extra coldness or heat in the planet’s atmosphere is not accumulative is: because oxygen and nitrogen expand 

when warmed up – shrink when cooled. Unless the Anarchists, or the Skeptics can prevent that function = 

warming of the WHOLE planet’s atmosphere is not possible by 5-6degrees; or by 0,5⁰C, as the Skeptics are 

shooting themselves in the foot by using Alarmist’s data. Part of the atmosphere can get much warmer or colder 

and always does. But if one part gets warmer, another part of the atmosphere must get colder. That’s what the 

laws of physics say = that’s what my formula says. Anybody disregarding my formula = is disregarding the 

laws of physics. Let’s get into the nitty-gritty now.  If Venus slams into the sun – the mass of the sun increases 

= extra heat (put another log on the fire) But because it might happen, we have to prove beyond any 
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reasonable doubt that: real global warming of 5 / 6 degrees, does not increase the sea level, not 

even for one millionth of a millimeter!   

I am saying 5-6 degrees because: they predicted warming by 5⁰C, but when was a conference or election coming, they 

went for 6⁰C. Actually, when somebody was desperate for funds and grunts from taxpayers, or as queue jumper on the 

Gravy Train, they were going for 7⁰C, occasionally. Please adjust your gadget to start increasing the temperature from 

now every day, and in one year planet earth will be warmer 4°C or 5°C. Does not matter, actually in my calculations 6°C 

warming will drop the sea level a fraction more.  Now, did you adjust your gadget, so we get real global warming of 5-

6°C? We need real global warming! Every atom and molecule from the North to South Pole, plus 5 / 6°C extra. Same 

with every molecule of water in the sea, on the ice, from the North Pole to the South Pole… that’s global warming, 

horizontal winds spread that extra warmth everywhere! Happy now?  

       Water in a one-litre container full, or (10cm
3
) is only one kilogram heavy, when water is at +4°C only. 

That’s what we are interested in, the magic number (+4°C). The unit for measuring kilogram has being 

established by using the weight of one litre of water at +4°C temperature as standard. Water below +4⁰C or 

above  +4⁰C is less than a kilogram, because when water gets colder or warmer than 

+4°C, water expands. About 81% of the water in every ocean and every sea combined on 

the planet is below +4°C and about 19% is above +4°C. In warming of the seawater by 5 / 6°C, 

81% of the water in every sea and ocean combined shrinks and 19% of the seawater expands. 
Please note, seawater, not shallow lakes, but every sea and ocean on the planet that is connected one to the 

other. If you take one litre of seawater at +4°C and let it cool down 5-6°C, about 5% will overflow. Or reverse - 

it will shrink. I am saying about (5%), because of irregular impurity. As salt / mud and other impurities don’t 

react the same as water to changes of temperature. In 1km deep water expanding 5% = 50m. If 2km deep ocean 

=100m expansion! Or shrinking, if water gets warmer   

       Probably you will say: no, the water in the sea yesterday was +30°C and plenty of it, you had a swim. First of all, 

have in mind that from 55 parallel north to the North Pole and from 55 parallel South to Antarctic, the surface water does 

not get much over +4°C. In the tropics warmer water above +4°C does not get deep.   

               When you go diving, say about 15m deep and you scratch yourself on the coral, you start bleeding; your blood is 

a blue colour. Why, unless you are from a royal family, your blood looks blue, because the water close to the surface has 

intercepted the sunlight that register red / UV. Actually every colour of the sunlight that produces heat is intercepted close 

to the surface. Sunlight reaches up to 100m deep, but when you go down to 90m, you will get more light from a wax 

candle than from midday sun on a clear day, and that light does not carry or produce any heat. Why nature or God if you 

will, made it that way? Whoever made the laws of physics with these phenomena succeeded in two very important things, 

to get oxygen + warmth down to the bottom together.  

        Surface seawater by splashing collects oxygen, plus the rain brings oxygen. Then the current mixes that water 

with coldwater that is not deep. Reason is to get that surface water down to 3/4/5 and 6°C. Water at those degrees is the 

heaviest and in the split second that it gets to those degrees, every molecule drops down towards the bottom like shotgun 

pellets. No losing time, but taking that collected oxygen from the surface to our relatives down towards the bottom. And 

some warmth of course, +4°C is not warm for you and me, but for those critters on the bottom it’s hot. Nature’s important 

aim is to get the surface water, that is replenished with oxygen, down quickly. The only way to get it down is to cool it 

quickly. Therefore cold water must be close and ready to cool it. Therefore if you dive to 20m and maybe it’s still over +4 

it’s not from direct sun’s heat, but by mixing the warm and cold water.    

          I had remarks by alarmists that: only the surface warmwater that is already warmer than 4⁰C will get much 

warmer, the colder water below will stay same temperature. When they realize that lies have being exposed – they resort 

to any trick. If you are in doubt, or any alarmist tries to muddy the truth, I will insert only small part of the explanation 

that is in the book. The truth is: when surface water warms up = warmth gets to the bottom also. By the process that carry 

oxygen to the bottom from the surface – heat goes down with it. (water exchanges heat slower than air) 

        Where the surface water in the sea is about +3 +4 +5°C +6 and +7, it’s easy and quick to get oxygen 

down (you will find most fish below on that spot, but don’t tell anybody). Just surface water is heaviest at that 

temperature collecting oxygen from the air and sinking  towards the bottom. With the rest of the ocean it’s more 

complicated. We are talking about the first 5mm on the top that is in direct contact with the air, say water at 

+27°C on the surface. The laws of physics do a small trick. One molecule takes the warmth from the molecule 

next to it- to evaporate, upon evaporating makes a refrigeration effect to the other molecule. That other 

molecule by losing its heat - loses volume, because its temperature goes closer towards +4⁰C (which makes it 

colder - heavier than the surrounding water molecules).  That’s how it gets oxygen and warmth to the bottom. 
      Another phenomena from the laws of physics that never fails, comes from the bottom. By the law of physics, the 

heat goes up = the water on the bottom gets colder. When it gets colder, being below +4 degrees - those molecules are 

trying to expand. Because of the tremendous pressure on the bottom cannot expand, instead - the coldest get squeezed up 

to the top by that tremendous pressure on the bottom like- get squeezed to the surface as in fizzy drink. Yes, if you get 

powerful magnifying glass, you will see cold water molecules coming from the bottom as in fizzy drink constantly from 
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the deep water. Please note; from deep waters, not on shallow Barrier Reef. 

       Jumps to the top - brings coldness - cools the warm water molecule on the surface that is replenished with oxygen 

next to it and makes it to sink. Therefore the Creator invested lots of material to make the moon at an appropriate distance 

and by help from the wind and tides mixes the water on the surface constantly. All that process takes a minute or two. It’s 

a mechanical pump that never breaks down, or is in need of maintenance. Just by using the laws of physics.  

By seawater getting colder = expands by 5%, which means: one kilometer deep water expanding 5% = 50m. If is 2km 

deep = 100m expansion / sea-rising, when seawater gets colder, not warmer. To experiment: put 

a full bottle of seawater at +4⁰C in your freezer, by the time cools by couple of degrees, will explode. The 19% of the 

water that is above 4⁰C in warming will shrink, but 19% is much less against 80% that expands in warming 2. Water 

above 4⁰C doesn’t react much in change of few degrees like the water that is below 4⁰C.  3. Which means: when the 

seawater warms =shrinks,  doesn’t expand!!! 4. Calculate the cost of the experiment of putting a bottle of water at 

+4⁰C in your freezer to have correct/reliable experiment result; with the amount of money the Global Warming Industry 

rips-off, for monitoring the sealevel rise. Those money should be returned to taxpayers + public apology for lying + to 

compensate for the damages done by using their lies as evidence.  

          1] ice will melt in global warming and will bring the second flood! Panic, what are you waiting for?! 

2] Ice that is above the water, when melts; it doesn’t increase the volume of the water. 3] Ice that melts on the land cannot 

increase the water level to compensate for shrinking water in the sea when gets warmer. The smart asses noticed that in 

the last big Ice Age was much more ice in north America and Europe = therefore the sealevel must have being much 

lower (please note: the Big Ice Age wasn’t the way is portrayed by the science. Southern hemisphere was warmer at that 

time, not colder. That’s when Australian vegetation was turned from rainforest into desert). Many people blame the 

indigenous people for turning Australia into desert, but they are wrong.  During the big ice age, the sealevel was higher. 1. 

As we explained, seawater expands when gets colder, not warmer. 2. During that time, Gibraltar Straight didn’t exist. 

Mediterranean, Adriatic, Aegean, Black and Caspian sea where swamps. If hypothetically: somebody closes the Gibraltar 

Straight + Suez canal=Mediterranean system will be dry in 200-300years. Because of high evaporation by the dry hot 

winds from Sahara, but no sufficient tributaries’ water to replace the deficit.( at that time Suez canal /Gibraltar didn’t 

exist). All that water was in the oceans.   

         During the ice age, the air on the northern hemisphere shrunk – lots of air from the southern hemisphere went 

north, to avoid creation of vacuum = with 15% less air on the southern hemisphere = days were much hotter, nights colder 

= death to fauna and flora. But Brazil vegetation recuperated, Australian vegetation/ climate gone from bad to worse. 

That’s why is so easy to improve Australian climate – just do everything opposite than what Bob Brown, Don Henry and 

Tim Flannery demand. Nothing to do with CO2, but everything to do with H2O and their depravation of the land of H2O.  

 

 On the polar caps, the amount of ice doesn’t depend of any bloody warming or cooling; but 

completely depends on the amount of raw material - to replenish its ice during winter. For 

example, hypothetical: if the planet gets warmer by 5⁰C, Antarctic will have more ice, because 

of higher evaporation in the sea. 2. If you have a pipe, to redirect that  ‘’terrible smog’’ from 

the cooling towers ‘’ that they are scaring you from; if you had enough of it – you have on 

Antarctic/Arctic enough coldness to make another 15km thick ice on the top of the existing ice 

in one season. Ice starts defrosting only when the temperature goes above zero. On Antarctic 

continent  average temperature is -35⁰C. The average temperature is twice as cold than in your 

deep freezer! On the polar caps ice melts from below, from the thermal heat, constantly. Sumer 

and winter, day and night. White ice is full of air as polystyrene, protects the thermal heat from 

the biggest coldness on the planet in the air. That’s how the warmth is eating the ice from 

below. All depends on the raw material delivered by the winds – moisture in the air delivered to 

Antarctic is replenishing the ice by freeze-drying the moisture from the air. The shonky experts see 

that is no rain or snow there = think that the ice is 65 000 years old. There is no old ice on Antarctic. Ice is 

constantly melted from below – one year is more replenished from one side, another year on the opposite side. 

Depends if is El Niño or La Niña year. Definitely doesn’t depend on the temperature. I can show you 

temperature of minus -60⁰C in the Permafrost, with no ice. CSIRO has a Division of swindlers on Antarctic. 

Yes, Antarctic Division of Organized Crime. They cannot notice the real facts, because they don’t fit their 

established theology.  Antarctic is the wettest continent on the planet. Touch the ice; you will 

see, is wet. Antarctic is intelligent, to keep its water in ice form, Australia can keep it in dams; if 

it wasn’t for the oppression from the same organized crime. Ice or dam water is H2O /wet. Antarctic has 

lots of lakes under the ice; topsoil on Antarctic contains more moisture than Brazil’s topsoil. 
         Antarctic’s ice is not relevant for me, because I am not into fear-mongering as they are. What worry’s me is 

the winter ice creation around Antarctic, on the water. The so called Crushed Ice. Ice that is renewed by 

freeze-drying the moisture from the air, to create ice over the water, to protect the critters from the tremendous 
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coldness in winter. I have given the name of that ice ‘’the Whale’s White Greenhouse’’. That ice as insulator, 

protects the warmer water below that the currents bring from north. Protects the krill, plankton and every critter 

as shelter from the tremendous coldness above the ice. When winter starts – the air over Antarctic shrinks a lot 

= becomes heavy = the earth’s Centrifugal Force pulls that heavy cold air north and we get those ‘’Highs’’ for 

many months. To prevent creation of vacuum, low-level moist air from Indian ocean goes south. The more the 

International Organized Crime denies the Australian tropics to have the stormwater that falls there to be saved = 

the more dry heat goes west into the Indian ocean (with spinning the planet eastward) – dry hot air moves west 

= the more moisture in the Indian ocean destroyed, that belongs to Antarctic waters, is destroyed = less 

moisture gets to the southern polar cap. Look on the weather report west of Broome, Geraldton; almost same 

size area as Australia above the ocean is almost permanently no clouds. That’s the evidence of their  crime =   

Tim Flannery’s & Bob Brown’s ‘’smoking guns’’ 

***************************************************************************************** 

      Less ice created, because of less raw material for it, the swindlers blame the carbon. 

Whale’s food is decimated under the winter Whale’s Greenhouse – no problem –they are 

spilling crocodile tiers about the whales...???  CSIRO has Antarctic Divisions of  Liars, on 

taxpayer’s expense...  To make the things even worse, they are intentionally damaging the ice 

around Antarctic by ice crusher ships   a] to show to the politically bias media that ice is 

disappearing  b] in their twisted minds, they think that: ice is white, reflects the sunlight – when 

is damaged, hopefully they can produce global warming. Ice is like glass, brittle. When they 

make lots of corridors – the ruff sea brakes million times bigger chunks – icebergs float north 

and melt = water exposed prematurely without shield from the tremendous coldness. By the 

time the currents bring warmwater from the north to around Antarctic, is about -2⁰C.  Minus ice 
for protection, that water is exposed to temperature of -50-70⁰C = another smoking gun. 
That prematurely exposed water, plus water denied sufficient raw material for winter ice to 

cover – water gets much colder = kills living critters, plus currents  take colder water to Great 

Australian Bait = less evaporation = less rainfall in Australia = even more moisture destroyed 

over Indian ocean. Some of those freak cold currents will get to Barrier Reef. Warmer water 

doesn’t affect the coral as they are lying, but colder water will destroy the reef !!!  
 

As long as South Poll is on Antarctic – she will always have plenty ice; because she is land surrounded by 

water. Arctic is different set-up. Arctic is water surrounded by land. Arctic’s ice is melting for 4 different 

reasons, none  of those is CO2 or the phony global warming. 1] the higher evaporation in the Mediterranean 

system – the more water is needed from Mexican Gulf. Gulf stream increases – needs to siphon more water 

from Arctic Ocean – Arctic Ocean to compensate, gets more warm salty water from North Pacific via Bering 

sea = even the Northwest Passage increases /enlarges; surviving ice become much thinner. That warmer salty 

water is eating the ice from below. 2] When Arctic’s waters are exposed to the winter coldness – water 

accumulate extra coldness a] blows as ripples and intercepts the moisture created in Atlantic, before reaches to 

Arctic’s water, to replenish winter ice. Instead drops it as snow in Europe and north America = no moisture left 

for ice replenishing on Arctic’s water = chain reaction has already started. (Januaries for last 3 years was the 

best example). 3]most of the Russian rivers drain into the arctic – freshwater spreads on the top of the heavier 

salty water and protects the ice. Lots of the water from those rivers is used for farming and industry = less fresh 

water into the arctic… plus to compensate for permanently siphoning to go south to Mexican Gulf – bigger 

intake of warm / salty water from north pacific… They are obsessed by carbon… shameless criminals! 

       Disappearance of ice in Arctic Ocean in the past; produced what the Shonky experts are calling The 

Mini Ice Age. It was for different reason, but same as the last 2 Januaries, only prolong periods = it becomes on 

larger scale. Then people built the Suez Canal = small percentage of the evaporated water deficit in the 

Mediterranean +Black sea started coming from Red sea = less water needed for the gulf stream every year = ice 

repaired itself on Arctic Ocean. Now Sahara is growing, River Nile is to a trickle, Danube for last few years had 

only half of the water than before. Gulf stream increasing = is eating more ice from below in Arctic –Organized 

Crime is ready to blame warming – even though Arctic’s water is getting colder with less ice. As I said in my 

book: those nuclear Ice Crushers cost lots of dollars and Roubles to build and maintenance = they are not built 

to make only 100m corridor. The Swindlers are like flies on a s**t all over Arctic = they need lots of corridors 

made for the shonky climatologists and bias media. Vandalized ice, via Labrador and Norwegian currents goes 
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south and melts = that is the second reason ice is disappearing on Arctic Ocean. The Swindlers hope that with 

less ice to reflect the sunlight = they can bring us small GLOBAL warming; to get themselves out of trouble.  

In reality works opposite, as you can see that last January, the Arctic winter chased away the psychos. They 

don’t want to show colder – only warmer Arctic. Without realizing that: water as mirror reflects the sunlight 

same as white ice does; but water exposed to the Arctic coldness without ice as shield in winter, accumulates 

much more extra coldness. For that to be known, the bias media must stop silencing my book – before much 

worse ice age establish itself than the last big one. Because, the colder northern hemisphere gets (laws of 

physics) = hotter days in Australia = bigger bushfires – therefore Arctic indirectly affects us. You have being on 

notice media, since I sent to all of you copies of my book in the beginning of 2010. Now will be worse ice age, 

because Gibraltar and Bosforous are opened for business. During the last big ice age was no Gulf Stream, to 

spread the extra coldwater from Arctic to Mexican gulf Baltic and Black sea. That current is same as if your 

shower pipe goes instead trough insulated wall – to go trough the deep freezer – when is no ice to protect the 

water from the Arctic winter. (lots of proofs and facts in my book how the big ice age started, and why it 

stopped) Definitely it didn’t start because of carbon levy and it didn’t stop because they started using lots of 

cars and electricity.  

             Coal seam gasification lunacy  

Coal into gas, they will be lucky to utilize max of 10-12% from that energy; the rest wasted – from non-

renewable recourse…  When they pump oxygen, to burn the coal deep down in the ground = the heat makes 

coal to release methane. Unfortunately, methane burns much better than coal = that fire burns the newly 

produced methane first, instead of coal = 85-90% wasted, just to con the nation that CO2 is bad for the 

environment. How pathetic was the political ad during the previous election; coalminers urging 

people to vote ALP, to protect their jobs…? By burning billions of tones of coal in the 

ground?! If you still don’t believe me, simple experiment in controlled environment can prove me 100% 

correct and save big billions of dollars of Australian coal not to be sacrificed, just to promote the misleading 

propaganda:  

They burn the coal in the ground – by that heat - coal produces methane – they intend to capture it, before the 

methane burns also. Light a wax candle and look at the flame. The flame is red and hot, but inside the 

flame is a bit of cold blue colour. That is the thing they intend to capture, before becomes red = 

before touches oxygen and turns red /hot. Problem is that; they have to continuously pump air in, to 

keep the coal burning – with that air, the methane already produced burns 

first, instead of next layer of coal, because methane is much more 

flammable than coal. Therefore, the methane produced, most of it will 

burn in the ground, instead of coming to the surface, for them to capture it.  

In controlled environment experiment: in a chamber start fire on a cubic meter of coal. 
When the coal starts burning – inject a cubic meter of methane into the chamber also, 
(as if it was produced from the previous ton of coal) = you will see that the methane 
will take the flame and the oxygen from the coal and will burn first!!! So, when methane 
is created in the ground from coal – the next oxygen will burn most methane first!!! 
Experiment 2: light a candle, on the one side of the candle put a lump of coal; on the other side, on same 

distance release some gas from the oxy torch – monitor if the coal or the gas from the torch will start burning 

first. That gas in the torch is made from methane (CH4).  Same happens with the methane released in the 

ground by the burning coal. Or as New Zealand coalmine disaster... Because methane is the most flammable. 

              If 10-12% of the methane is salvaged… that is very conservative estimate. The fire deep in, will get 

out of control = they cannot stop it if is any fault in the ground for oxygen supply. No, I didn’t mean an inferno; 

but small hole from rotten root / crack in the soil made from shrinking, by the soil getting backed from the heat 

+termite tunnels; all those vents will supply oxygen – the coal will keep burning – releasing methane and 

methane will burn any chance oxygen present. They don’t know in which direction the fire is progressing. 2. 

there is faults in the ground + termite tunnels that will supply oxygen to that fire. Most important, the oxygen 
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they are pumping in, to continue burning next ton of coal, will prevent most of the methane from coming to 

the surface. Same as when you light a oxy torch = the fire is long, but as soon as you release the oxygen into it 

= the fire shortens. Those simple cheap experiments can save billions of non-renewable recourse. That coal is 

Australian asset. The only reason is getting burned in the ground is; to promote the misleading 

propaganda that Australian trees, crops and coral don’t need carbon = gross Green lunacy on country’s 

expense = crime!   

By burning the coal in the ground – farmers don’t have to worry about polluted ground water. Because by 

burning the coal deep down – that produces lots of heat – heat by the laws of physics goes up = will evaporate 

the water in the ground = you are not going to have ground water to worry about.  2] Heat going up is baking 

the soil up like brick = that soil will not accumulate moisture during next storms… Of course after that heat is 

slowly exhausted – the burned coal will make more space as a water drainage for future topsoil water. Another 

negative is that; with some water sinking in, in future – on many places the soil will collapse. Not very cheerful, 

is it? Speaking of the heat released in the ground – if that heat was released for the boilers to produce electricity 

– wouldn’t be wasted as they do now. 2. If you think that the hydrocarbons from the coal are all turned into 

methane – you are bloody wrong. Biggest percentage is turned into carbon-monoxide (CO), that gas might 

haunt you... only fraction of that methane released will come to the surface to be captured. The rest, under 

pressure will saturate the soil deep down. People believe that: it’s gas = must go up to be captured. Wrong! 

That methane gas is heavier than the air in the ground = air will not push it up. Floodwater will be pushing it 

up slowly - for many years, after the company is gone. Those companies are doing that, under the banner: to 

protect the planet from CO2 and from the non-existent global warming. To keep the fear alive and prosperous. 

Lots of gas from destroying the coal in the ground is lost. Lots of energy is lost.  Politicians let those companies 

to burn coal in the ground exclusively  to keep alive the CO2 fear-mongering. 

Only in 1944  coal seam gas was produced by the Nazis. The only reason they were producing it was; because 

was emergency. They needed the fuel for the war machine. Russians kicked them out of Stalingrad = no fuel 

from there,  Rommel lost in north Africa = no fuel from there = therefore they did it for war emergency. There 

is no any emergency to destroy the Australian coal = only reason for burning /wasting it in the ground is, to 

support their lies that CO2 is bad, gas is good; which is destructive and all back to front. 

Nobody knows the distribution of coal down. When the logs were deposited by nature to produce coal, the 

terrain was not as today. 2. When people are mining – they leave pillars, to support the soil above. Pumping 

oxygen deep down to burn the coal, fire doesn’t plan for pillars on critical places. The soil will be collapsing 

when get saturated with water and the tractor vibrates on the surface. No other justification for destroying the 

coal reserves, only as I said: to keep the fear alive.   

If that coal is burned into electric power station – the heat is not wasted to bake the soil – your crops and the 

trees benefit from released CO2+H2O in the air. 2. Half of that methane gas released by the burning coal will 

saturate the soil and stay there; rainwater sinking will be pushing occasionally, up into the air. 3. Swindlers are 

lying that methane produced by sheep and cattle is bad for the atmosphere = it’s the biggest lie. 4. Drew Hutton 

defending the farmers is same as dingo defending the lamb from the sheep dog. Hutton / Brown would pull the 

farmer’s  guts out, as dingo does to the sheep, given half a chance. 5. The more distance you have from the 

snake – the safer you are. 6. Same goes for the farmers in Tony Windsor’s electorate, where senator Brown has 

being circulating to exploit the struggling, suffering farmers. 7. You farmers are producers – they are for the 

destruction of the farm, destruction of the environment – they are for turning Australian climate from bad to 

worse. Denying a person water to drink is bad, but person can go and find himself water. Your crops and 

animals, trees are suffering and dying without water in dry season, because of senator Brown’s Water Embargo 

on Australia. The Organized Crime are experimenting how to stop the cattle from producing methane, ask 

them: what the burning coal in the ground produces?.What percentage is collected? Ask them what is the real 

reason? It’s for mudslinging at the sheep&cow + to keep  the Phony GLOBAL Warming fear alive.  

Instantly, the Friends of the Earth, as ‘’professional undesirable protectors’’ became farmers protectors...??? 

People on the land, stop being naive! Don’t go in bed with snakes – you will get bitten. You farmers are friends 

of the earth – not Drew Hutton and his thugs. They are lying that CO2 changes climate, instead of H2O. Hutton 

is one of Bob Brown’s leading thugs for Queensland. They are for denying water for the driest continent. The 

more the land is scorched = the more power they get. The more climate is destroyed without water on the land 

= more everything on extinction list = the more cash they solicit from the suckers + taxpayer’s cash. Them by 

calling themselves as ‘’friends of the earth’’ is an insult to human intelligence. You farmers irrigate when the 

earth is dry and hot = produce humidity in the area for the surrounding trees and for better climate. You 

introduce crops on the land, you introduce cattle and sheep on the land; to trim the grass and convert it into 
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organic nutrients for the good bacteria and for the dung beetle. Hutton and similar are for the grass to be burned 

in bushfires and ash washed by storms / winds into the sea. 

 Hutton and his thugs are against dams, against saving stormwater for the land. You know how much the 

land needs extra water in long dry season. 2. In Brisbane, where he is; if is no water – they build white 

elephants for desalination water and filtering sewage water. For the land, Hutton is against saving extra 

stormwater. Extra water =evaporation decreases = less irrigation is needed. Extra water on the land, attracts 

extra clouds from the sea.  Extra water in the air = less bushfires in few months. That improves the climate, 

they need worse climate. 3. Companies are burning that coal in the ground,  because the Organized Crime (in 

which Hutton is a Ringleader) are lying to the nation that CO2 is bad for the trees, grass and crops. Hutton is 

big part of the crime, not a solution. Give him a shovel to do some honest work – the professional Swindler will 

f**k-off. He is against improving the climate in Australia. He and Bob Brown & Flannery are against dams.  

Should the steel producers be exempt from carbon rip-of? 1] CO2 doesn’t produce any global warming. 2] 
CO2 is not a Greenhouse gas. 3] Converting iron ore (Fo), or boxide into metals is releasing the oxygen from 
those ores into the atmosphere = more free oxygen. Why should they be penalized for that? Will the Japanese 
and Chinese steel mills pay same tax to the International Organized Crime; when they are producing the steel 
from Australian iron ore and coal ?!?!?! 

                      The new breed of White Collar  Criminals  
 Did you see on SBS’s show ,,inside story ’’ Prof. John Church from CSIRO, from his report on climate, 

stated that: ‘’on the edges on Greenland marked with red; the ice from the surface started melting. That water 

will penetrate to the bottom and as lubricant will make the ice to slide into the sea... Boo!!!’’  Overlooked that: 

the amount of ice on Greenland, Antarctic, Himalaya, doesn’t depend on the temperature; water freezes on 0C⁰. 

Entirely depends on the amount of raw material available, to replenish it on the top every winter. Because ice 

on those places is melted by the thermal heat constantly, day and night, summer and winter from the bottom! 

Why would that ice need water from the top as lubricant? 2. Because of pressure, the ice on the bottom is 

airless/transparent ice. Transparent ice has the highest viscosity, same as engine oil. Australian taxpayer 

needs lubricant, because has being screwed/raped by section of CSIRO and all of ABC &SBS Pty Ltd, 

(taxpayer’s institutions).  Why would that ice on the bottom need water from the top for lubricant? Even if there 

was no creation constantly water from melting ice on the bottom. Hypothetically; if you had to scoop droplets 

of water from the top of the ice and deliver it in buckets to under the ice somehow; by gravity – water goes to 

the lowest points in the creeks and gullies; where is constantly liquid water there; from melted ice by the 

thermal heat. The friction for the ice is big boulder rocks and hills sticking into the ice, water doesn’t climb 

over the rocks and high hills. The Organized Crime made mockery of the great national institutions, section of 

CSIRO + all of ABC & SBS. Taxpayers needs lubricant, not Greenland’s or Antarctic’s ice; they are 

mercilessly screwing the taxpayer, do you agree with me? Hello hardcore traitor, Dr. Megan Clarke!!!  

The amount of ice on the polar caps strictly depends only on availability of raw 

material for making ice (moisture in the air). Greenland is wedged between 

Atlantic and  Arctic oceans = plenty ice. On same latitude, where Greenland has 

1km thick ice; in Norway is grazing land. Same distance from the north poll, but 

Norway is away from the winds that bring moisture north. To make it even clearer: 

on same latitude east of Norway 2000km is permafrost = same coldness, but no raw 

material for ice. When ABC is scaring you that ice on Antarctic will melt: tell them 

that: this peasant Stefan says that: the amount of ice depends only on the amount of 

raw material. Plenty coldness there, to make 10km thick ice in one season.   

Prof.  John Church on the same show was telling: water is like mercury in the thermometer; when 

mercury warms up = expands, same as the water in the sea! He had done  report on behalf of CSIRO 

about climate.  The boss of CSIRO needs paper bag over her head, for employing dozens of liars as that prof. 

John Church.  Most of the water in the sea is below 4C⁰ (39F⁰). Water below 

+4C⁰ (39F⁰) expands when get colder, shrinks when gets warmer! If a 

professor doesn’t know that, what is he doing in CSIRO? How many more of them don’t know that, or don’t 

want the people to know? Greenland is in the northern polar cap. As long as Atlantic produces enough raw 
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material for ice, Greenland has nothing to worry, the problem is the ice that covers Arctic’s water. We must tell 

the world that the reality is completely opposite: for the Arctic’s water without ice as shield is same as 

climatologist staying in winter darkness on the north poll only in black shirt on. Black is not 

reflecting the sunlight as they say for white ice; but water accumulates extra coldness! That 

extra coldness the currents take south = colder water expands = seawater soon up. Same goes 

for damaging the ice over the waters around Antarctic. Water without ice as shield in winter 

brings colder water north.  (lots more details in my book).                           

Therefore, the last Backdoor exit has being closed for them. When soon the sea starts to rise 

rapidly; they cannot say: it’s because of global warming, ice is melting.  Water in the sea 

expands when gets colder! Put a bottle of seawater in the freezer for experiment. After that 

experiment at no expense , expose  the CSIRO +  all of ABC & SBS Pty Ltd The truth is in the 

interest of the nation! The truth should win!  +  (even if you don’t like the whole truth, you 

should read the book. Napoleon said: successful general is the one who studies the enemy’s knowledge and 

weapons). Misleading the nation that: if people produce less CO2 – the climate will stop changing; is covering 

up that water changes climate. Intentionally deceiving the people is; premeditated crime/murder.  Brainwashing 

the ignorant = inciting violence = inciting violence is a crime under the existing federal law. ABC, time to stop 

your crimes, before the weather, climate gets out of control. By then, people will be able to feel the extra 

coldness – global warming crap will not be fashionable. Because extra stormwater saved on the land = 

improves the climate. There is no Global Warming, my formula will win:   EH=AE=ECI (Extra 

Heat=Atmosphere  Expands=Extra Coldness Intercepts) My formula should be on every bumper sticker, any 

person believing that the truth should win. My formula eliminates all the lies and prevents concocting new 

ones. If you are interested in the truth-justice;  say it to the world with my formula. In my book are extensive 

explanations and proofs about the Big Ice Age; how things function on the polar caps, in the deserts and on the 

mountains, in the seawater. When you learn correctly = you will know for yourself  how  to judge when they 

tell new lies and what is correct.       
        

The biggest highlights for the last 15 years for the electronic media was; scaring people by 

smog from the cooling towers + ice falling from the cliff into the sea. On the top of permanent 

ice, few centimeters of ice melts. Because white ice is porous – that water from melted ice sinks 

into the ice – because ice is very cold – refreezes that water again. When water from 4⁰C 

freezes again– it expands by 11% as a wedge. That makes the ice to expand, that makes glaziers 

to move = whatever is on the cliff = it falls down in the seawater and melts. Completely natural 

process, but is used for scaremongering. During the big Ice Age, up to 2km in one summer 

from that same spot was falling in the water. The colder it is = more ice refreezes and expands. 

I forgot no. 3 highlight for fear-mongering: extra CO2 suppose to destroy the rainforest. If 

you burn a 5 ton tree, 1kg ash left. The rest was H2O+CO2 gone in smog. Trees are made from 

carbon. They are demonizing carbon, carbon is essential food for the trees + deny H2O to the 

trees, because they need Australian stormwater to go into Pacific…? To save it for next 

generation…?!   

Fact 1: water is not like mercury, Megan (boss of CSIRO). Mercury only expands when 

warmed up. H2O shrinks when is below +4⁰C and is warmed up! Why 

lying by the CSIRO scientists about what is known even to high school children?  Why federal 

bureaucrats are silencing my book – misleading the politicians? Not to self incriminate themselves 

Fact 2: much bigger percentage of the ocean/salty water is below +4⁰C than above. All that water is ready 

instantly to shrink if warmed up. Only small percentage is above +4⁰C that would expand if warmed up. 

Fact 3: water above +4⁰C is not sensitive in change of couple of degrees warming, before 

reaches 75⁰C. Water below +4⁰ is very sensitive in changing by few degrees warmer or colder. 
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Fact 4: they cannot scare the people with the truth that: if the seawater gets warmer - will shrink = 

that will not scare the people; they will love larger beaches. Proof that the swindlers /psychopaths 

from the Organized Crime have lots of their own problems. 

Fact 5: ice on Greenland and Antarctic melts constantly from below, by the thermal heat, not from the top.  

Fact 6: proof that nobody from the fanatic Cult has ever worked deep down in the mineshaft, to know about the 

thermal heat. That same thermal heat from below melts constantly the ice, day and night, summer and winter.  

Fact 7: white ice is full of static air = perfect insulator. Protects thermal heat from the unlimited coldness in the air.  

Fact 8: reason they are lying that Antarctic is the driest continent. The topsoil on 

Antarctic contains more freshwater in liquid state 

than the topsoil in Amazon jungle. The truth is: 

Antarctic is the wettest continent !!!  

No need to go to Antarctic, just touch the ice in your freezer – you will see that ice is wet. Lots of new ice is 

created every winter by freeze-drying the moisture from the air – to compensate for the melted ice from below.  

Stop telling lies that Antarctic is the driest continent! Touch the ice in your deep freezer – you’ll see that is wet. 

Australia is the driest continent, touch the desert dust; thanks to Bob Brown, Tim Flannery and the rest 

of the Swindlers in the Organized Crime.           Antarctic is the wettest continent!!! 
Fact 9: the amount of ice on the polar caps is zero affect from warming or cooling. It depends on the 

amount of raw material for replenishing its ice every winter. Permafrost doesn’t have ice, only because of lack 

of raw material for creating ice, not because of warmth! 

 Fact 10: because Arctic Ocean is surrounded by land = not much raw material for ice; any damage of the 

existing ice by the Organized Crime is bringing the world to a devastating new Ice Age.  

Fact 11: arithmetic is reliable science: until few years ago, Atlantic was producing moisture for 0,5m of 

snow in Europe and north America – the rest of the moisture was for renewing the ice on Arctic Ocean.  

Fact 12: because the vandalized ice is not shielding the water from the tremendous coldness = water 

absorbs extra coldness, with double strength – as ripples, that extra coldness intercepts all the moisture in USA 

+ Europe =more snow there - no raw material for renewal of Arctic’s ice – double whammies.  

Fact 13: reason the organized propaganda machine pissed-off from the northern polar cap 

after January is; because they don’t know that: even though was coldest winter – was less ice 

made over the Arctic’s waters. Soon when they discover that, they will be back there, to blame 

the CO2 and to vandalize the remaining ice. Hello CSIRO + ABC & SBS Pty Ltd.  

Fact 14: when many corridors are made with those big Ice Crushers ships, the ruff water easily brakes big 

icebergs, the currents take them south in warmwater = Arctic’s and waters around Antarctic absorb 

much more coldness = that kills krill and plankton – which is basic food for most marine 

critters, including whales. So much about their crocodile tiers about the whales. 

Fact 15: that extra coldwater from Arctic will spread down to Mexican gulf, then to Black 

and Baltic sea = rainfall will decrease in eastern USA + Mediterranean = they will blame the 

CO2, instead of the enforced Climate Change, by them.  

Fact 16: from the waters exposed around Antarctic, to the unlimited coldness 

without ice – currents will be bringing that extra coldwater north = less evaporation 

= even less rainfall in Australia – they are already blaming CO2 for it. 
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Fact 17: senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia destroys the raw material for making 

ice on and around Antarctic. When the seawater get colder = sealevel rise, warmer it gets = 

sealevel goes down.  Hello CSIRO!!! Hello Tim Flannery – traitors of humanity!!! 

Fact 18: same water embargo is destroying the moisture created in the northern waters, that belongs to 

lands from Port Moresby to Sumatra. Then the Australian Swindlers are blaming Indonesia for their bushfires.  

Fact 19: not one of the swindlers called Climatologists has ever counted or taken in 

consideration; the Australian created dry heat, how much moisture in the air of the 

surrounding waters is destroying. Proof that why they are not interested in my truth, they are 

not interested in the climate. Actually is proof that they prefer climate change for worse. 

Fact 20: when some freak current brings some of that extra coldwater to the Barrier Reef – 

they will blame the carbon, instead of themselves. Now they are exposed; what they are really 

doing. Please spread the information. Put the spotlight on them. Tell everybody to download 

this text = the Organized Crime will lose interest to vandalize the ice, on the polar waters.  

THE BIGGEST THREAT TO BARRIER REEF ARE, THE MARINE BIOLOGISTS  (©) 

  Constant scaremongering that: carbon is bleaching the coral, global warming will destroy the reef by 

2030. The only reason marine biologists cannot be called: the biggest scum of the earth is: because they are on 

the water. Unless the real problems are known to the society, no real solutions can be applied. Deceiving the 

people with phony problems = the real problems are growing bigger. Who is to blame? Let people be the judge   

1. Global warming – doesn’t exist! 2. Acidification – the sea is alkaline, not acidic!      3. Climate 

change – yes climate is changing, more than marine biologists would prefer for their ideology! 

Climate in Australia is changing for ‘’dryer Climate’’ apart of the marine biologists + ABS 

&SBS, who else believes that: where the corals are – will get dryer?!?!?!!! * 
         Climate in Australia will get much dryer. Apart of the marine biologists + politically bias media, does 

anybody believe that: where the corals are, it will get dryer? (coral actually prefers drier climate)  Wetter 

climate means more sediments washed on the reef = bad for coral. Wetter means reef water gets 

too much oxygenized by freshwater from the hills = bad for coral, more silt; coral is cactus of 

the sea). By the way, Barrier Reef is safe,  because the Dividing Ranges are close to it = no big water 

catchment areas to wash on the reef. The trick is; to move the clouds on the western side of the Divide. The 

only way that can happen is; if the creation of dry heat is decreased inland = to improve the climate. Carbon 

levy has the opposite affect, because deceives the people that: if they produce less CO2 – climate somehow will 

stop changing. But if continues to change (climate constantly changes) it’s your fault, people! You should have 

started paying immediately ETS, when they suggested! In other words: they have everything planed.  Wrong!!!  

         Clouds prefer to be over land. But, when you fly from Cairns to Sydney, can see that all the clouds are 

on the beach. Why? Clouds are created in the sea by evaporation, but in most places in the world, the clouds 

instantly go overland. Reason is: the good Lord made the ‘’mirror affect’’ sun-reflection from the surface of the 

water. That makes the secondary reflection for the clouds from below = lifts the clouds higher up. That mirror 

affect reflection of sunlight from the most of vegetation doesn’t exist. (accept from some eucalyptus forests. 

They have silvery colour leafs – to imitate semidesert and repel clouds away from land.) Otherwise, if you 

implement geometry; the angle the sunlight hits the water = reflects as billiard ball up = is affective up to 20km 

over the land – to push the clouds further inland = west of the Divide. But is not happening, because no 

vegetation with dark green leafs + the tremendous dry heat from inland is the most 

important factors for making the clouds to go as cars around traffic island around 

Australia. The land of the Long White Cloud is because: they don’t have the dry heat created inland. For the 

clouds, big or small – coming towards New Zealand from the sea is same as car going downhill. Stays overland 

because the winds cannot push it away over the sea again on the other side of the island. Because, for the cloud 

to go over the sea again, would be as car going 40 degrees up steep hill, because of the glare from the seawater. 

On the other hand, going from the sea over Australian land, to penetrate trough the 

dry heat is as car against brick wall. That brick wall sometimes repels even 
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cyclones not to go overland. Imagine the millions of smaller clouds that are kept 

away from the land. Imagine the humidity from the reef that is avoiding the land!! 

   Those factors are controlling the climate, not CO2!!!! If any climatologist intends 

to become honest – please contact me, you will learn a lots of beneficial truth /facts, for the good of the country. 

In other words: the top elite in the Organized Crime know that is no global warming – reason 

they swapped it for less scary, Climate Change. Even though the fact is that; scaremongering 

is the most important part of their theology. Problem the kitchen cabinet had is: if they use 

the Greens and impose tax – the truth get exposed = their traditional supporters would never 

forgive them. But if is bipartisan/‘’multiparty’’ = they can wash their hands that: everybody 

believed in the swindler’s scientists = it was bipartisan.  

1]Conservatives not to be able to climb moral high ground. 2. Another reason the extremist are 

desperate to impose carbon tax is: soon the people can see that is no global warming = if 

carbon tax is not imposed now = lies exposed. But if they rip-off the people with carbon levy – 

when global warming doesn’t eventuate = they can clime  that: the Kyoto Cult cooled the planet 

with your money. Disregarding that CO2 production since 97 almost doubled and will go 

another 30% up, for the next 20years. Do you think the popular media that are part of the 

International Organized Crime cannot notice those facts…?    Back to the reef:  
1.Coral is made from Calcium-Carbonate. The only way to get its carbon is; by CO2 getting washed from 

the atmosphere by the rain. The only way to absorb it, is: by mixed CO2 with salty seawater. Calcium as 

soluble element, washes from the land for the coral and shellfish. When some calcium washes from the 

farmer’s superphosphate into the sea – it’s extra bonus. I hope that the honest people can connect bleach = 

bleaching. Acidity comes from nitrogen + sulphur compounds, not from CO2. That acidity from nitrogen, 

SO2 is essential for the algae that are giving the beautiful colours and protection to the coral. 

Otherwise coral by itself is white as a porcelain. Nitrogen is also essential for all the algae and 

the seagrass. (Remember the Swindler’s resent crocodile tiers about the dugong?) 

Coral evolved and was most prolific, before was any trees, before was any coal deposits or 

crude oil/natural gas. All the carbon trapped in all trees + grass + coal deposits + crude oil 

+natural gas, was 10% in the atmosphere, about 90% in the sea and lakes. Because rain existed 

– rain washes CO2 = most of it was in the sea, not in the air. The pH in the seawater was 

lower than today, because of extra sulfur in the water! Every continent was a desert = was 

not much rain on the land to wash sediments. Because was tremendous abundance of carbon 

available in the seawater at that time = made the coral to be a lousy carbon collector = the 

more CO2 = better, healthier and more prolific coral. It was more nitrogen, sulphur at that time, 

because was no trees and grass to compete with the primitive critters as coral and algae. Was no 

fossil fuel with sulphur stored in the ground. Nitrogen +sulphur was more abundant – the algae 

that protect the coral need it for their survival as much as they can get.    

CO2 was most abundant, when coral was most prolific, 1500% more CO2 in the seawater than 

today. 2. H2O to start condensation in the atmosphere, it needs CO2. Together they fall down 

as rain; rain is pH7, pH.7 is pH. neutral, not acidic or alkaline, but neutral! Anything above 

pH7 is alkaline. Higher alkalinity harms the coral more, than lower. With 7,5pH, water would 

have being much more gentle to coral /fish. To bring the seawater down below pH7, would 

need the acidity from thousands of planets equal to the earth. Tragic part is that: the warm coral 

seawater doesn’t absorb much CO2. That makes coral between rock and a hard place. I.e. 

cannot survive anymore in cold waters, because is too much oxygen in it – on the other hand; 

warm seawater can keep much less CO2. You can experiment with shaking warm beer, with 

salt in it. Salty seawater shakes constantly; when warm = beer gets flat much easier = loses 

CO2 (the bubbles in beer are CO2 molecules). You have seen bubbles on the seawater when 

splashing. The more CO2 in the water = more bubbles. Those bubbles don’t hearth anybody. 

The M/F marine biologists Swindles enjoy those bubble baths. Same as the bubbles in 
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champagne, made from CO2, produced by the evil farmers, paid by the Urban Sheep. Coral 

is desperate for extra CO2!!!! Much more desperate than the trees. 

Easy to prove. The bubbles in bread /beer / champagne are 899999ppm CO2  

Blaming CO2 for making the seawater acidic is pretty sick. CO2 is essential 

building block for the coral, same as for the trees. The sea is already very 

alkaline. Lots of extra magnesium, calcium, salt and potassium as soluble elements 

are coming by the floods from the land into the sea and are increasing the 

alkalinity. They are blabbing about the ppm of CO2, but never say: what are the 

parts per million of calcium, magnesium, potassium and salt as highly alkaline in 

the seawater!!! Let me tell you another fact: acidic water comes to the reef 

from the rainforest creeks / rotting leafs. Amazon + Congo rivers bring 

more acidity into the sea.. nitric / sulfuric acid, how about chopping their 

rainforests, dear Swindlers. To blame CO2, is not just sick, but 

destructive! Carbonic acid is almost not acidic. coral absorbs the carbonic acid to become 

25-30% of his body. Carbonic acid is essential, your body is full of it; when your body burns 

the carbohydrates – releases CO2 – attaches itself to hydrogen – as carbonic acid, to travel to 

the lungs; and CO2 out. When you get from Yorkshire to London – you are not getting in 

France, but still in England =when the pH in the water goes from 8,3pH, to 8,1pH, is not 

getting acidic, but less alkaline = that is improvement for the coral and fish. (experiment on 

your eyes: seawater and rainwater effect, fish have eyes also) – less alkaline water = less burning.  
Unfortunately acidity doesn’t survive, because is made from  organic compounds. Magnesium, calcium and 

potassium as basic elements +salt compounds just keep accumulating in the water. High alkalinity bleaches 

the coral + lots of extra oxygen in the water bleaches the coral,  not CO2.  

1] bleach as hydrochloride, kills the algae that give the colour and protect the coral 

= bleaching. Chlorine in the city water supply and in the swimming-pools ends up 

on the reef to help the bleaching. Most of the household cleaning sold in the shops 

contains bleach. The amount of bleach and bleach products used between Brisbane 

and Cairns are unknown to me, but is possible to find out. If you don’t know – is: 

because the marine biologists are not interested in the truth = it’s in their interest 

the coral to get bleached. Bleach is pH 13= very alkaline. Extra acidity in the 
seawater is essential, to counteract the constant increase of alkalinity!!!! 

 

2]  long time ago, the environmentalists were justifiably complaining that; people should use 

only bio-degradable soap and detergents. People were reluctant to use bio-degradable for 3 

reasons. 1. The cost was double.  2. Needed to be washed twice – to get some result. 3. If the 

washing stayed in the cupboard for more than 3 days – the washing starts to be offensive to the 

nose. B] To make normal commercial soap and detergent, it needs to boil caustic soda and oils 

or fats together. Caustic soda is very, very alkaline. When the lunacy quadruplet, the electronic 

media went into overdrive; that we must use the water from the laundry and shower on the yard 

as gray water (to justify why the stormwater must be drained into the sea = to save it for the 

next generation + because Pacific doesn’t have enough water for digging the lowland islands).  
 

Brainwashed’’ city’s farmers’’ on the beach for using that gray water, to be progressive. Rain washes those 

thousands of tons of caustic soda/bleach, household  cleaning products from the towns onto the reef =handy to 
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blame the normal farmers and fishermen. Caustic soda/bleach melt the algae that protect the coral. 

Industrial oils, olive oil, fat from the bar-be-que, kitchen gray water washes on the 

reef. From the backyard, from the sewage treatment plant, everything ends up on 

the reef. Oils smother the coral above low tide level. That coral is dead, or on the 

dead bed.  (Ironically, those oils and fats are doing positive for the coral below low 

water mark, by depraving the water of oxygen). Coral cannot tolerate highly  

oxygenated water. When coral was most prolific and adopted to low-level, oxygen 

as free agent was less than 0,1% in the water. Big difference, isn’t it? That’s why 

coral is sheltering around the planet in waters depleted of oxygen, as refuges.   
 

3] by overpopulation on the planet – more and more of those fats and oils end up in the sea. 

Oils and fats are not compatible with the seawater = spread on the top, as invisible foil. Water 

in the sea can only replenish its oxygen from the air. By splashing in the air – collects oxygen 

(not when on the top of the water are those oils and fats). 2. Those oils prevent evaporation. A] 

evaporation is cooling process for the water = less cooling. 3. Less evaporation = less rain. 

Rain is cooling process – brings coldness from high up. 4. When water evaporates, as 

humidity, is in direct contact with the oxygen in the atmosphere = replenishes itself with 

oxygen. As clouds in the air collects extra oxygen – falling down as rain, collects even more 

oxygen. Stormwater cascading from the hills replenish extra oxygen. Because of the decrease 

of rainfall – big part of the year, big part of the seawater around the planet doesn’t contain 

enough oxygen to sustain fish. They blame the fishermen. Is not overfishing, but  lack of 

oxygen in the water.  
             The only positive affect of overpopulation is; producing extra CO2. Rain washes the 

extra CO2 in the water, coral, seagrass algae collect the CO2, keep the carbon for themselves – 

replenish the water with oxygen. If it wasn’t for that positive contribution – most of the 

seawater would have being unfit to sustain most variety of fish; especially fish as tuna that need 

more oxygen than others... thanks again CO2. (the propellers of outboard motors increase 

oxygen level in the water = good for the fish, not for the coral) If people know what is in my book – 

when they park their bout above coral-turn the outboard motor of, instantly. If no coral below – the outboard 

motor is replenishing oxygen for the fish – good on you fishermen, 95% are modern fish, they all need more 

oxygen than is in the water now. Big areas, for big part of the year are oxygen depleted; cannot sustain 

fish; thanks to the misleading propaganda. 
 

Yes, by less evaporation, because of oils and fat – the reef water cannot cool itself. That doesn’t bother the 

coral. Coral in the past was able to tolerate cold and hot water. That is not any problem to the coral. Coral today 

prefers warmwater for different reasons. The only things that predate in evolution the coral, are the algae. 

First, the algae were collecting CO2, releasing oxygen from it in the atmosphere. When the coral evolved, the 

atmosphere had 1% of oxygen as free agent. The rest of oxygen was all in the H2O+ CO2 + Fo , SO2 

molecules. Coral helped in releasing extra oxygen from the CO2. Algae + coral, shellfish supplied the 

atmosphere to up to 4-5% of oxygen (now is 21% in the atmosphere, 2% in the water). When the coral was most 

prolific for millions of years, in the sea the oxygen was less than 0,5%. That’s how the coral likes it. Today, 

coral is sheltering in waters depleted of oxygen. That’s why it prefers warm water. Water that is on the bottom  

above +4⁰C – is oxygen depleted. Why?   

Only one litter  of water at +4⁰C is one kilogram heavy. (that’s how the learned people invented 

the kilogram as a universal unit for measurement). Water below +4⁰C, or above, expands and 

changes the specific gravity per volume. Therefore, if the water temperature on the bottom is 

any degree above +4⁰C = is heavier than the water on the surface = there is no water 

circulation = no replenishment with oxygen = only shelter /sanctuary for the corals, coral 

predates  even the dinosaurs. If the water on the bottom gets below 4⁰C, that water starts to 

expand – the water-pressure squeezes it to the top – cools some water molecules that are 
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smothered with oxygen on the surface – those molecules become colder = heavier = circulation 

starts = water increases oxygen level – those algae that protect the coral dead = coral bleached. 

There is big, big possibility in the near future for freak currents from Southern Ocean  to bring 

water at much below +4⁰C to Barrier Reef. Extensive explanations in the book. Another way the reef 

water gets occasionally over-oxygenated for the coral, is by monsoonal rainwater from the hills… 

No, not from the rain falling on the reef. The reef can tolerate that much oxygen with no 

damage. Plus that freshwater stays on the surface. It’s the rainwater that comes by the rivers 

from the hills. We discussed how rainwater get saturated with oxygen. During storms, the rivers 

bring lots of that muddy water onto the reef. Muddy river water is as heavy as the salty 

seawater. That heavily oxygenized muddy water pushes the salty water away and, as a big 

iceberg is saturating the coral with too much oxygen and mud. If dams are made on those rivers 

– in the dam the mud settles – oxygen gets slowly depleted. So if the next storm pushes the 

stagnant  water out of the dam onto the reef = not much oxygen and mud in that water. Do you 

know if the marine biologists are for making dams; or belong in the other mob that is against 

saving water on the driest continent on the planet??? 

I will tell you why: If extra water is saved on the land, that makes milder climate, more trees and no more 

species on endangered list. With extra water on the land, everything becomes abundant. Who will be the loser if 

the climate improves? Who will be the loser if birds, animals, trees become prolific? Who will be the loser if 

the coral become more prolific??? Conflict of interest exposed! Warmer water doesn’t harm the coral. In Red 

Sea of Negev Desert is beautiful coral – much warmer water than on Barrier reef. Up there is no rivers to bring 

lots of extra oxygen and mud. Not far from there, similar temperature, similar conditions, but lots of human 

introduced industrial pollutants =  coral dead. Marine biologists are screwing our 

Barrier Reef, ABC and most newspaper’s reporters are the 

reef’s Pimps, by promoting lies / silencing the truth.   

4. When boats go on the reef for a whole day or more; for the poo not to stink, they put Formaldehyde on it. 

Formaldehyde is just another name for Formalin. It kills everything living for many years, after released in the 

water.  Instantly kills the algae that cover and protect the coral = bleaching. Then continues to kill fish and 

anything that eats the fish. Instead, carbon is blamed by the shonky Experts. Everything living depends on 

carbon for existence.  Recently some coral was bleached in Torres Straights by some boat dropping the 

unwanted  about 200m2 (half a football field area) of coral was completely bleached next to the jetty. Daniel 

Bateman reports in Cairns Post: coral bleached between Horn and Thursday island, because of Global 

Warming. Believe me that: between those two islands is much more than half a football field area. But if he 

pointed the truth = future crimes could have being prevented. Plus, for them is the most important to con the 

people that: the Phony Warming is bleaching the coral. In the Torres Straights, localized warming of the 

water of 200m2 is impossible! The constant currents water going from Indian into Pacific – then back in 

opposite direction every 6 hours; stronger currents than in the fast flowing river. Unfortunately, the Marine Park 

Authority is telling him crap, knowing that: Daniel and Cairns Post are doing their dirty job for them, to con the 

nation (their own free role of toilet paper).  Coral loves extra CO2 and warmer water! Now you know why 

in the past coral lowed coldwater also, but not now.  Because when coral was most prolific – too much oxygen 

wasn’t an issue – but for the coral,  is now. Fish unfortunately (as more modern in evolution)  need extra 

oxygen. Reason many varieties of fish avoid the reef.  

There is more Marine Biologists diplomas in Australia than fishing licenses. Yes, tourist spend money to come 

to the reef, but the reef belongs to all Australians. Why from that profit we don’t pay of the foreign deficit. Why 

the marine biologists are multiplying faster than the Queensland’s cane toads?  Brainwashing the kids in the 

university that CO2 is destroying the coral – coral is made from carbon, you idiots! The phony global warming 

is destroying the economy, not the coral. Climate changing to dryer is suitable for the coral – detrimental for 

everything else. Climate can change for better also. Because ETS didn’t eventuate, instantly astronomical extra 

levies on tobacco, electricity, mining. Must collect extra revenue to reward the promoters of the phony 

warming; otherwise many of them will spit the dummy, admit that CO2 is not warming gas; water changes the 

climate. The spoils will not go for building extra dams – to improve the climate / protect the reef from mud and 
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too much oxygenated stormwater. Will be intercepted to reward increasing  number of the leeches. Farmer’s 

calcium is good for the coral. Farmer’s nitrogen is essential for the algae that protect the coral + 

extra seagrass/algae for the herbivore critters in the sea. If no herbivore – will not 

be any carnivore fish. Bleach, chlorine, caustic soda, ash, destroy the coral and 

everything in the waterways. It comes from the city, not from the farm. Another thing 

that harm the living things in all the waterways is something they put in the laundry detergent /liquid, to keep 

the washing fresh in the cupboards for long time. Small part of it gets attached to the washing – over 99% of it 

with the water goes out of the washing machine.    

Sugar farmers are marine biologist’s best punching bag. Fertilizer that is good for the farm – is good for the 

seagrass, for the algae – including for the algae that protect and give beautiful colours to the coral. 1] the run-

of from the sugar cane in those creeks, abundant fauna and flora. 2] sugar cane is the biggest 

vacuum cleaner for CO2 of any plant or tree on the planet. 3] sugarcane collects 500% more 

CO2 than rainforest. Sugar is export dollar – rainforest produces lots of acidity that ends up on 

the reef- they say acidity is bad for the reef b] rainforest produces lots of CO2 + Methane. They 

demonize those. 4] sugarcane collects 2000% more CO2 than eucalyptus forest. Sugar and 

molasses is converted CO2 into food – eucalyptus forest goes in smog. Hello Marine Biologists!!!    

The shonky marine biologists wouldn’t be able to do all those damages, if the media was doing their job. 

Reporting both sides of the story – those marine biologists / ecologists wouldn’t be able to use the media as 

their roll of toilet paper = the media to do their dirty job. Therefore one day soon, when the truth is exposed; the 

shonky experts can justifiably blame the media i.e. if the truth was not silenced by the media – they wouldn’t be 

going that far with destruction and misleading. The water in Antarctic ocean + north Atlantic + in Arctic 

Oceans is getting colder, not warmer as the Organized Crime predicted. Only real, honest, not bias science, 

can prevent the destruction of the reef, climate and the environment. The ingredients at the moment are 

opposite... bias media + shonky science in sick ideology = catastrophes guarantied. Environmentalist’s  

predictions of catastrophes is same as arsonist predicting when your house will be on fire.. no need much 

brains/skill for that. It needs sick brains for that. (now temporarily, because of sudden movement of tectonic 

activity, lots of hot vents  on the rim of fire has opened and the seawater is warmer/extra rain – will not last.    

1] Blaming the innocent farmers for coral bleaching is a crime. Marine biologists saying in Cairns Post that: 

extra monsoonal rain protects the coral by cooling it... even their own records say opposite. Remember the 

bleaching in 98+99 cyclones? Only important for them is to sneak into the text: Global Warming + Climate 

Change. It only shows that they don’t have any respect for the people in the media. Why? If people in the media 

had any respect for themselves – they would have printed both sides of the story = will get instant respect 

from the shonky experts – will get respect from the honest Australians. After couple of months would get 

respect from their fanatic followers also. Those fanatic followers are fanatic for being constantly brainwashed. 

Imagine when they find out that: even after the media was presented with the truth, they increased the 

brainwashing, instead of presenting the truth. Most of those fanatics believe that is the truth what comes from 

the media; otherwise they wouldn’t be fanatics. When those Green fanatics find out from other sources that they 

have being duped, denied the truth by the media + they have being used for destruction  by the Organized 

Crime; they will get very, unhappy. Higher temperature doesn’t bother the coral. That is only trick by them to 

promote the phony global warming, by exploiting the ignorant + the bias media + to avoid fixing the real 

problems and the real threats to the reef.   

It’s in Marine Park Authority’s  interest the reef to suffer = bigger funds, more cash and power for them = 

conflict of interests. Those Green fanatics have being brainwashed to think that they are doing positive. 

Therefore, the Desperadoes in the media, which persist to con the people that: producing less CO2 will stop the 

climate from changing, that are silencing the truth are: the biggest threat to the reef and the climate. No both 

sides of the story = no democracy. Josef Göebbels lasted from 1933- 45 = 12 years. From Kyoto Conference is 

13 years. You are on the losing side boys, think now. It’s the best advice you will ever get. Repeating 

constantly same lies, doesn’t change the truth, only the damages grow.   

Bleach + products with bleach in it + chlorine + soap and detergents made with caustic soda + 

formaldehyde + most important  too much oxygenated stormwater from the hills are bleaching the coral.  

Carbon, calcium are essential for the coral, they are made of it. Nitrogen is essential for the algae that are 

covering the coral + for the seagrass /algae that feed the herbivore in the sea. No herbivore = no carnivore fish, 
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no whales. Hello Organized Crime...   ‘’the marine experts Charlie Vernon, Will Stephen, see in their crystal 

balls that by 2030, all coral will be dead. The same Marine Buccaneers  told us in 97 that: in 2030 all coral on 

Barrier Reef will be dead because of extra CO2. By now  at least 33% should be already dead. At that time, the 

increase of CO2 was grossly underestimated = by now 50% of the coral should be dead. Com-on Swindlers!.. 

The biggest understatement since Homo-erectus invented the language is: ‘’we didn’t explain 

enough to the public about carbon tax, CO2 and climate change’’.   Haa, haa. Just 

by saying that sentence, tells what they really are. Tells everything what they think about the ill 

informed public. No subject was ever more talked about, especially not for the last 15years. Try 

the truth for a change, swindlers. Explain what is in my book. For the last 20y they used every 

trick/lies they can think of – still majority of people don’t buy their Bull’s compost. Seasons 

changes are just as important as other climate changes. Is it possible to inform the public: how many times for 

the last 15yrars on ABC &SBS was mentioned the term ‘’seasons changes’’ compare with the repetition of 

‘’Climate Changes’’ that digit will tell you the aggressiveness of the human blood thirsty criminals. Same 

propaganda spreads around the world. For the first time in history was awarded ‘’Nobel Price for lying’’ that is 

a new category. 
 

Senator Brown says: we should penalize the polluters, the producers of CO2, not the consumers! In other 

words: if the producers of CO2 have to pay billions of dollars...two options: 1] they will go broke in 6 months = 

Australia becomes salmonella/typhoid capital of the world, without steady electricity for the fridges. That 

option is not an option. 2] they pass the extra cost to the consumers = flat rate tax. The one on the bottom pays 

same as millionaire. Same as we have being paying 38cents a litre of fuel, for pollution tax since the Democrats 

imposed it on everybody. Lefty’s supporters will suffer most. The spoils will go to few organizers, jetsetters, 

the ringleaders of the Organized Crime. The media moguls are pocketing big millions of dollars for misleading 

government ads. Plus to get those ads – they have interest and obligation to support the misleading propaganda 

and to silence the truth. Media mogul will pay same pollution ‘’flat rate tax’’ for his tin of baked beans as the 

pensioner. I hope Murdoch / Stokes / especially Fairfax chock on it. Those billions of dollars loot, that jar of 

honey will be given to the Swindler scientists, to share the honey to the mob. Every time some honey to 

somebody – they lick their fingers. Pink batts are good example how they are stopping the climate from 

changing. B] People burned in the Victorian bushfires after Rudd ratified the protocol. Here is just a very small 

examples how money is wasted for rewarding the cronies in the propaganda machine + to keep the global 

warming on the front pages, to create panic for the innocent:   

The only way the government to bankrupt the country with full employment is: to employ more 

people in the spending section, to kill jobs in the producing section. When the parasites 

overgrow the body  they are feeding on = not the body or the parasites have any future. We have 

the sea and the environment – we need some ecologists and marine biologists. Same as Americans have space 

program and cosmonauts. But if they had million cosmonauts as we have marine biologists/ecologist diplomas 

per capita = those cosmonauts would have started to steal people’s washing from the line. Instead, our marine 

biologists, ecologists and other environmental vermin press the governments, state and federal, to borrow 

money  + not to have enough to afford for doctors, nurses, police and teachers. Plus brainwashing and 

indoctrinating  the kids in the university that less CO2 = green = they graduate and become marine biologists, 

reporters, solicitors. The brainwashed solicitors will become judges. Think about then. Lies /Liars never bring 

any good to any nation. More CO2 = better and healthier coral. More CO2 better and more prosperous trees,  

crops.  CO2 was never ever so low in the atmosphere as it was few days before the industrial revolution. Not 

enough CO2 +H2O = vegetation suffers = no green.   

Fact 1:  when coral evolved and was most prolific, then was 2000% more CO2 

in the air and 4000% more CO2 in the seawater. Rain was washing the CO2 more 

into the sea than on land, because every continent was a desert = no rain.                                 

Fact 2:  at that time oxygen was less than 2% in the atmosphere, less than 0,2% in the seawater.                                  

Fact 3:  That made coral to be lousy CO2 collector.                                  

Fact 4:  coral collected at that time lots of CO2 and released oxygen as a free agent in the water / in the air  

for other critters to evolve. The limestone deposits on the land and in the water are from ex corals, shells.                              

Fact 5: the seawater is more alkaline now, than ever before.                                   
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Fact 6: they never tell how many ppm in the seawater are the soluble, alkaline basic elements and 

compounds as mineral salts + calcium + magnesium+ potassium + dead corals and dead shells in the sea.                                    
Fact 7: same soluble minerals get washed from the land and are increasing the alkalinity in the seawater every year                                  

Fact 8:  acidic water comes from all the rainforest creeks onto the Barrier Reef.                                 

Fact 9:  extra acidity is essential for the reef water to soften the pH.                                   
Fact 10:  extra alkalinity is much more harmful for the algae that are protecting the coral and are giving 

beautiful colours. (bleach is highly alkaloid compound – put some on a coral for experiment)=expose the lies!!!                                

Fact 11:  extra nitrogen is better for those algae, for any algae/seagrass in the sea.                                  

Fact 12:  no algae/seagrass = no herbivore critters - no herbivore = no carnivore fish.                                  

Fact 13:  because of the run-of water from the cities – oils and fats are preventing 

evaporation on the reef. Evaporation is cooling process. Oils and fats prevent the water to 

collect oxygen for the fish from the air, by splashing. Evaporation makes extra clouds to bring 

more coldness and oxygen to the seawater.  Less evaporation = less clouds.                               
Fact 14:  coral /sea-grass collect extra CO2  for better prosperity and releases the oxygen into the water to 

compensate for depletion of oxygen, because of oils and fats released from the lefty electorates on the beach.                               

Fact 15: calcium /nitrogen run-of from the sugar farms are beneficial for the reef. Marine biologists are 

detrimental for the reef. The politically bias media  are detrimental for the reef and for the humanity.                                
Fact 16: private media to get government’s ads –  must glorify the phony global warming and promote lies. That 

makes them almost as big part of the Organized Crime as ABC & SBS Pty Ltd. No balanced reporting = no freedom of 

speech. The Organized Crime made the media to be against freedom of speech. Nothing is more pathetic and destructive.                              

Fact 17: bleach, washing liquids, chlorine, ash, is bad for the coral + depletes the oxygen in waterways, to 

make the creeks and rivers inhospitable  for fish and any critter that needs oxygen.  

Fact 17: run-of stormwater in floods brings lots of ash +highly oxygenated freshwater, 

floats for weeks on the reef and destroys the coral, because coral cannot tolerate too much 

oxygen or ash in the water. The Green people are against building dams to regulate water flow. 

The more damages to the reef = more cash and power to the traitors = conflict of interest - exposed.   

  The   Swindler’s ‘’Mother of all lies = crimes’’                                              

Another of their regular proofs of global warming is: the ice is melting in Arctic Ocean. White 

ice reflects the sunlight – exposed water when ice melts will warm the planet...? conveniently 

disregard that water has mirror affect. 2: Conveniently disregard that for the 6 months of 

winter darkness, without ice as insulator – the water will collect that extreme coldness – the 

currents will spread it down to the Mexican Gulf – then to Mediterranean, Black and Baltic sea. 

All that water when gets colder, will expand and rise the sealevel by couple of meters; 

including the waters around Antarctic. Because seawater expands when gets colder, not 

warmer. But they will have their sea raising, including with a mini ice age or more. Those 

nuclear powered Ice Crusher Ships are not made to cut a 100m corridor. Those ships cost lots 

of cents and roubles to build and maintain. Including lots of diesel powered ice Crushers. 

Having fun crushing the protective shield for the water from the tremendous coldness is sick 

fun. So that the shonky scientists and ABC can have every evening new lies to dish to their 

Bulshit Consumers. (or to their Bulshit Addicts- if you will) ( would be fair if every individual Bulshit is labeled the 

number of calories /kilojoules… BS consumers, as the green supporters to be informed) 

1] When the ice crusher ships make corridors for the bias media and shonky scientists/ 

researchers to go around Arctic Ocean, or to get to Terra Firma on Antarctic – ice is brittle as 

glass. In rough sea million times more of that ice brakes in next few days = exposing extra 

water -to collect extra coldness- to cool the oceans extra and raise the sealevel. On many occasions 

ABC is showing sliced ice in the Antarctic’s waters with those ice crusher ships. They don’t tell that the ice has 

being vandalized for them and phony climatologists. They are presenting it as: extra ice is melting because of 

the nonexistent global warming (on minus -35⁰C???). When ice brakes naturally, doesn’t brake in a straight line 

for kilometers. B] ice melting naturally doesn’t look as sliced bar of  cheese with knife from the top to the 

bottom.  ABC &CBS are regularly misleading intentionally the nation = for the creation of the violent militant 

extremists that they refer as  ’’ Activists’’.  
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2] Ice demolished around Antarctic continent, to expose the waters prematurely to extra coldness. B] ice 

crushed in the beginning of winter, to let the Swindlers out, is even more devastating – because the newly 

created called: ‘’Crashed Ice’’ is damaged, not to protect from the most extreme coldness during  winter.  That 

extra coldwater the currents bring from the south, is decreasing the rainfall in Australia and southern part of 

Africa. That triggers chain reaction.  I.e.  less rain next year in Australia = even more dry heat created. To 

destroy the raw material created west of Australia; that belongs for creation of next winter’s ice around the 

coldest areas on the planet. Bigger chance to blame the CO2...? (if you are preparing the questions: why is this 

winter more rain in Australia, Indonesia? Why floods in India and Pakistan? A: that has everything to do with 

readjusting of the tectonic plates. It was big earthquakes because of sudden release of pressure between the 

tectonic plates. That opened lots of volcanoes +hot vents  on the bottom of the sea – currents distributed that 

heat = higher evaporation = more floods and rain. Those heat outlets on the bottom will disappear or shrink a 

lot because in the water = dry years will be back again. The spontaneous movements of the tectonic plates 

don’t  happen every year).   

           3] River Nile is to a trickle, river Danube supplies only half of the water in the sea than it did 50y ago. 

Less water contributed by those rivers = more water from the Mexican Gulf to top up the deficit = Arctic must 

supply that extra deficit by melting extra ice from below + by getting extra salty warmwater from North Pacific. 

b] Because Sahara is expanding gradually for the last 5 000 years = more evaporation from the Mediterranean 

sea every year increases. Was Sahara established and expanding because for the last 30 000years was too much 

use of electricity? Or because people were making big bushfires – Sahara turned into biggest desert?! 
Water and carbon don’t make deserts!!! Turning the 

land into desert without water makes more CO2! Thanks 

Flannery!...When the offenders know that the truth is exposed in my book; if not willingly, people will stop 

them from accomplishing their sick agenda. H2O+SO2+CO2 = make green. (must insert few sentences):: this 

year river Danube had good water flow, hopefully will ad some extra water to Black sea, to compensate for 

high evaporation. Is it enough to slow the currents that go from North Pacific to the Mediterranean system via 

Arctic and Mexican gulf, we will know soon. My prediction was and still is that: the increasing /speeding 

current, in combination with vandalizing the permanent ice over Arctic Ocean with Ice Crusher ships – water 

will increase coldness absorption, to create Arctic winter in Europe and USA as it did for the last two northern 

winters. Plus the same current will spread the extra coldness south in Atlantic = less evaporation = less raw 

material created for the following winter to replenish lost ice = chain reaction already has started. The bias 

reporters should go back to Arctic, last northern winter extra coldness didn’t put extra ice on 

Arctic’s waters – you are wrong to vacate Arctic and concentrate on Antarctic only now!  

 

You want proofs?: Because the Arctic’s water is getting colder with less shield of white ice for protection, 

radiates extra coldness as ripples south = intercepts the moisture and is dumping it as double amount of snow in 

Europe and USA for the last 2-3y. Arithmetic is reliable science: 5 years ago, Atlantic produced same amount 

of moisture in the air as the last year. 5 years ago that moisture above Atlantic created;  in Europe / USA  was 

making 0,5m of snow; the rest of the moisture was going north to replenish the ice over the Arctic’s waters. 

For last 2years – that extra Arctic’s coldness, in USA / Europe was making 1m of ice = no moisture was going 

north to replenish the Arctic’s’ ice. I have given it a name in my book: Ice Doughnut Affect. Same as in the last 

big Ice Age. I.e. no  ice on Arctic’s water /Alaska was permafrost, but hundreds of meters of thick ice south in 

Europe and north America. The chain reaction has started. Needs to be done everything opposite than what 

the Climate from Changing Stoppers’’ demand! Ice on the waters around Antarctic and on Arctic ocean is the 

most important to be protected from the Warmist’s vandalizing! It’s simple to understand: surface water 

below the ice is at -2⁰C. Temperature in the air above the ice is between -5⁰C to  minus -

70⁰C.  White ice is perfect insulator in-between – because is full of air in it. Less of that ice 

= water is not protected, but is exposed to direct temperature of -5⁰C to -70⁰C. The 

combination of that extra coldness absorbed in the water + the winter coldness in the air is 

making arctic winter in Europe and north America. The chain reaction started and the 

affect can only increase every year, if the global Warmist are not prevented of vandalizing 

that ice senselessly, in a hope to produce global warming without white ice ‘’as reflector’’. 

Same goes for the air around and above Antarctic is getting colder – that air is coming to 
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Australia, the extra colder water also.  Colder water = less evaporation = less rain in 

Australia = more dry heat produced to destroy more moisture in the air!!! Think!!! 
       Ice in the Arctic is disappearing for 4 different reasons, this was one of those 4. Nothing to do with CO2 

or phony warming!  Ice Crusher ships crisscross with corridors  same as cuttings on a large sheet of glass – the 

ruff seawater does the rest with the brittle ice. Exposing 1000km2 of water without ice as shield in Arctic  will 

trigger mini ice age gradually.  In mini or maxi ice age on the northern hemisphere – the extra 

coldness cools the waters in the sea = water expands + cools the air in the atmosphere. Colder 

air shrinks (nothing to do with any fear mongering, just laws of physics) when the air on 

northern hemisphere shrinks -  to avoid vacuum, big percentage of air from the southern 

hemisphere moves north = southern hemisphere with much less air = days become extreme hot, 

nights colder. Australia in flame, Amazon rainforest is on the southern hemisphere – rainforest 

cannot tolerate extreme between day and night temperatures = they think that will prove their 

climate change and it will; but when climate changes for that reason and global warming 

doesn’t’ come = the crime is grotesque, irreversible ‘’smoking gun’’. The Organized Crime will not 

be able to blame George Bush for the phony global warming – because people in  Europe/USA will fill the 

extra coldness on their skin. The lies from the media did work for the last two northern winters, to camouflage 

when people were dying from extra coldness, to promote simultaneously global warming,  their time is running 

out. Nobody can con most of the people all of the time.  

   

4] Sahara is constantly expanding, because of lack of water – not because of too much CO2 – that extra dry heat 

created - because of the spinning of the planet eastward - dry air goes west and destroys the humidity created in 

Atlantic, which suppose to replenish the ice in the Arctic Circle. The 4 big whammies that decrease the ice in 

the Arctic Ocean are disregarded by the misleading propaganda. I guaranty that the misleading and aggressive 

scaremongering will not work for much longer. Few days after Copenhagen conference, the Arctic coldness 

arrived to Europe – I instantly remembered my grandma’s saying: ‘’ the devil doesn’t have other work, 

but to help idiots to make fools of themselves.’’ Melting the ice in the Arctic Ocean can be prevented by 

human, for now. Otherwise is potential for nastier ice age than the big one that lasted for 12000 years. Same / 

carbon copy one ice age is impossible now, because Gibraltar Straits /Bosforous are opened for business this 

time. (The extensive text about the big Ice Age is in the book}. How and why was created (not because was 

carbon and methane levies introduced) – how and why it finished after 12 000years (not because was  

introduced more cars and extra electricity use, then) but real reasons, everything is in details.  The sea will rise 

much more than even the extremists are wishing for. The biggest climate changes for the last 65 million years. 

That is not a scaremongering, proven scientifically in details in the book, here and now.    

 

Needs urgently to stop the Ice Crushers from vandalizing the ice senselessly in Arctic and around Antarctic;  in 

a hope to produce global warming. 2: to encourage any country that has suitable areas to build dams and save 

extra water on the land = to produce less dry heat, to produce more raw material for rain / snow and for ice 

replenishment in winters on the polar caps. At the moment Pakistan is flooded. If some extra dams were built 

upstream – the floods would have being much smaller – they can produce electricity of those dams – Pakistan is 

dry land as Australia, with salinity problems. Saved water in extra dams would improve the climate – decrease 

salinity with more frequent rain and showers – less dry heat would be created in dry months to destroy moisture 

in the air over the Persian Gulf. Instead of dry heat, that saved extra water would have increased the raw 

material for the glaziers on the Himalayas. Unfortunately the Organized Crime is diverting attention of the 

world, to phony problems = so that the real problems can increase. If that flood was lower by one meter, 

because of extra dams to save water = lots of suffering and damages to crops would have being prevented. 

Same ringleaders will soon start demanding: give them more, you give them more, they are starving! They will 

be starving, because of the Multinational Kyoto Cult Organized Crime misleading propaganda. 

 

5] sea currents are like a conveyer belt. Because of the increasing Sahara = evaporation increases in 

Mediterranean sea = the deficit must come from North Pacific via Arctic and Mexican gulf. When all Arctic 

water is covered by ice – that current (conveyer belt cannot accumulate much coldness during the travel via 

Arctic. Because on the top, the white ice full of air as polystyrene is protecting the water from the unlimited 

winter coldness of minus -60-80⁰C. Vandalizing the ice in the hope that: without white ice as sun reflector = 

hopefully they can produce global warming – they are doing the opposite affect, because of their weird theories. 
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6] Therefore, the sea will rise much more than what is in their theology. Not because of the nonexistent global 

warming, but because seawater is getting colder. Will rise because the ice crusher ships are demolishing / 

vandalizing  the ice on the northern end southern polar caps; to bring more and more shonky experts and 

politically bias media. B] because by blaming the carbon, the real problems are not addressed; to increase 

humidity in the planet’s atmosphere – which can only be done by removing senator Bob Brown’s Water 

Embargo on Australia. For us to give example to the world what needs to be done – instead of; we being 

leaders in Environmental Lunacy and we are even proud of it. (they blame water vapor as global warming gas)  

  

7] When you learn how the things function on the polar caps, you will know even why more ice is disappearing 

from the Bering Sea side, but not from Greenland side. You will learn that the temperature doesn’t dictate the 

amount of ice on the polar caps – instead, the amount or raw material for ice, to renew itself. When you learn 

the amount of damages the protagonists are doing indirectly to that ice, you will be shocked. All under the 

banner of defending it.  In my book there is no: maybe... 90%posibility... can happen... it’s possible...some say...  

in 100 years from now. .. You will learn that I have proven them wrong 100% on everything, not 99%, but 

100%, now, not in 100y. You will learn why global warming is not possible – with real science / proofs.     

The book is written satirically because; if it wasn’t tragic what is happening, would have being funny. Plus 

science is boring to read, this book definitely is not boring. If I was exposing crimes about any other occasion – 

media person would have read it instantly. But if you are indoctrinated into: climate is changing around Dubbo 

and Toowoomba because of too much CO2, but is perfect climate around Kyoto city and Beijing...  They get 

plenty rain, their trees and grass are healthy – but not inland Australia...? When in few years is proven that is 

no global warming...the climate is changing here but not there. I think: if a media person is covering up a crime 

in progress, is bigger part of the crime than the ones that are committing it.       

They cannot predict next week’s temperature for Melbourne, but are adjusting like on Fujitsu 

what is going to be the temperature in a 100y on the whole planet...??? The time is against the 

propaganda, they know that; reason they are downscaling to 2⁰C increase in 100y, instead of 

by 5-6⁰C by 2060. Insult to human intelligence – fodder for the brainwashed extremist. Senator 

Brown 3 days after Copenhagen flop said that” they will try to keep it down to 1,5⁰C in 

100years...??! Because China and India didn’t sign on the doted line. If they did, no mater how 

much extra CO2 they will produce = warming didn’t happen because they signed? con, con. 

 If Bob Brown believed in warming; after they refused to sign; he would have stated that: -

‘’because they refuse to sign, instead of 5-6C⁰ warming; will get warmer by 10C⁰!’’ Instead he 

is lowering it gradually  down towards zero (for the bias media +their Green Zombies not to 

notice). Otherwise the Organized Crime wouldn’t be able to use warmings and coolings as a 

button on Jujitsu. Shame, shame! Senator Brown should be offered to be connected to a lie 

detector and to be asked the question: does he believe in global warming?’’ No, not in climate 

change, we know that climate is in constant change. But do they believe in global warming?!!    

                            The laws of physics say:  
Fact 1: in warming, the ocean’s water shrinks – in cooling,  water expands. 
Fact 2: because Gibraltar straight was closed during the big Ice Age and before = Mediterranean, Adriatic, 

Caspian, Black sea were only puddles of water during the big Ice Age – the rest of all their water was in the 

oceans = during the last big Ice Age seawater raised. The laws of physics make all their knowledge and 

presumptions wrong and back to front. 

Fact 3: white ice on Antarctic ocean and Arctic are reflecting some sunlight, same as the mirror affect of 

the exposed water only in summer long day on the polar caps. In the long winter night, in 

temperature of minus -60-80⁰C for many months, water accumulates tremendous 

amount of extra coldness without ice as shield. Start talking about that one, swindlers!!! 

Fact 4: that extra coldness as ripples intercepts the moisture = is depositing it as extra 

snow in Europe/USA = much less moisture left for replenishing the ice on Arctic’s waters. 
Fact 5: that extra coldness accumulated, the tides will take south to Mexican Gulf. But because is different 

temperature, it goes deep below the surface, to confuse the Apparatchiks. By cooling Atlantic’s water = less 

evaporation, as double whammy for next winter and next and next = accumulative negative affect.  
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Fact 6: intentionally vandalize as much as possible ice in Arctic and Antarctic oceans = for their; less ice as 

reflector of sunlight = hopefully global warming, is opposite than the reality, by the laws of physics. 
Fact 7: those double whammies will trigger a mini or maxi ice age – which is big climate change, not 

global warming or GLOBAL cooling. It will happen, because the Organized Crime are taking away people’s 

attention from the real problems, to deliver enforced climate change + by the ice crushers cutting the ice, so that 

the ruff water damages the rest = is all premeditated. Including the green senator Brown’s Water Embargo on 

Australia = more dry heat to destroy the moisture created in the surrounding waters around Australia. 

Fact 8: the sealevel will rise, because colder water expands. With colder 

water in the oceans = evaporation decreases = less rain on the land = 

climate change – nothing to do with the phony global warming or CO2. 

Fact 9: if you people support me to get the truth to the world – the honest people will stop the criminals on 

time + same as any criminal – when they are exposed = will not continue with damages,  same as turning the 

spotlight on criminals when robbing a bank. Many people only pretend to believe in global warming, because is 

trendy; because they don’t know about the damages in progress.  

Fact 10: the propaganda blindfolded the society that even when they see on TV; ships 

damaging the ice – no response. 
Fact 11: instead the Swindlers  are increasing the panic and wasting money to reward shonky science.    

      Fact 12: the aggressive Warmist propaganda made; Nobel Price for lying to be awarded. (that is a new 

category – ‘’Nobel Price for lying’’)  
The book is not for profit, but to cover the coast for printing, transport and postage, will cost you $ 15 bucks. If you 

can donate more than that, or you know somebody can afford and believes that the truth should be known to the world; 

any help will be appreciated. Be part of the history in exposing the scam. The world will talk about the scam exposure for 

the next 100y, join us, help us, be part of it.  

Download the text on many discs and give to friends. Keep one copy for when in near future judicial Commission is 

established, to get the biggest instigators in the phony GLOBAL warming scam to justice.  

Send a copy to individual ringleaders, organizers, promoters of the scam. Send with it a letter with your personal 

opinions. Registered mail, so you have proof that you did sent. Keep a copy of your letter also.  

Immediately, is the most important; contact as many people as you can and give them our internet contact, so that 

they can download themselves as soon as possible.  That would be tremendous help, they have being silencing me, the 

truth; but Warmist and the ‘’pretend Skeptics’’ cannot silence all of the honest people.  

 From the book you will learn how the things function on individual places, on individual polar cap, in the desert, on 

the mountain. Most important you will learn how the climate can be improved – especially in Australia, it is gone into 

desert, on the smallest continent, surrounded by the biggest mass of water on the planet. Then you will be able to see 

those  ‘’eminent’’ reporters, politicians, bureaucrats, scientists and academics that are constantly lying to  people, to see 

them in their real colour. Then you can understand the magnitude of the crime. You should collect also articles written in 

the daily papers. Keep the whole page, to have records of the name and date was printed.  Organize locally to print 

bumper-stickers with the formula:   {‘’EH=AE=ECI’’  (Extra heat= atmosphere expands=extra coldness intercepts }   

      Write to the newspaper’s editors and ask them: why they are silencing the truth from my book? If you 

have access to any minister’s electoral office, try to contact and inform him or her directly. Because the federal 

bureaucrats are a buffer between the people and the ministers. They will never inform minister of the truth,  

because if they tell them the truth = the bureaucrats would have incriminated themselves for telling only lies in 

the past. Anything you can contribute – you are doing it for the good of the planet and everything living on the 

planet. No lie ever lasted forever – we will win with the truth. Warmist and leading Skeptics 

are obsessed about CO2 that is only 330 ppm, but disregard the truth from 

me about the function of the other 998,999 ppm in the atmosphere oxygen 

and nitrogen in regulating the temperature to be same all the time. 
Warmist and leading Skeptics believe that the temperature in the planet’s atmosphere goes up and down as yo-

yo. They are all wrong. Warmist blame the Skeptics for denying that human can change the climate –leading 

Skeptics are proud of it. Truth: human can change the climate for better and for worse. With H2O ; but cannot 

produce global warming!!! 

     If you have any constructive suggestion that will speed-up exposing the truth, let us know.  I strongly 

recommend: you should immediately read the next text; to put at rest your doubt about the past  ‘’phony Global 

Warmings and Global coolings’’  in history;  and the ones that were happening millions of years ago. For a 
start, 98 was as warm as 97 and 2010. But the reason they declared it as the hottest year; was 

because was the year after the Kyoto conference = to scare the crap out of you. Second reason 
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98 was the hottest was because: when their colleagues in East Anglia and IPCC realized that 

they overdid it – 99 had to be colder. Otherwise, if they were adding every year as they did 

from 97 to 98, by the time they con every country = would have being getting warmer by 10 

degrees, without thermometers noticing any warming.  

 Atmosphere is not same as human body. I.e. when gets warmer under the 

armpits by half a degree= the whole body is warmer by that much. Atmosphere is 

completely opposite; when one part gets warmer = another part must get equally 

colder. That’s what the laws of physics do, by expanding oxygen + nitrogen in 

change of temperature. Determining warmth in the atmosphere, by monitoring 

on 6000 places is only proof that the Swindlers don’t know my formula / the 

process of self adjusting. Not knowing the most basic, or not wanting to know the 

laws of physics, but squandering billions, is double crime. 
 

 Fact 1: CO2 is shade cloth affect gas, not Greenhouse gas. Oxygen and nitrogen are Greenhouse gases 

Fact 2: water H2O exclusively controls the climate. With extra stormwater saved = climate can improve. 

      Fact 3: sealevel is raising when seawater gets colder, not warmer. More water on the land = less in the sea.  

      Fact 4: when the media is so shameless to scare you by distilled water from the cooling towers = tells 

everything about them. If global warming was truth, they wouldn’t have to use /tell lies as their proofs. 

       Fact 5: the media benefits from government’s and Green’s misleading advertising = cash for lies 

       Fact 6: silencing the truth by the media and bureaucrats is = assisting the biggest crimes ever. 

       Fact 7: CO2 geosequestration is for misleading + unnecessary expense + for shrinking the atmosphere . 

       Fact 8: converting the methane producing bacteria to inhibit it instead, is the biggest crime ever. 

       Fact 9: repossessing farmer’s water is for speedy deterioration of the climate and for less rain in future. 

Please read the following text, please inform everybody to download, we need your help and support.    

The country and the world needs your help urgently 

If you have any suggestion; how can we inform the nation and the 

world urgently, any constructive advice appreciated, please join us.   
 

         Kyoto Cult’s & leading Sceptic’s Mythologies buster   

People in the media, part of the academia and scientists that are involved in the Kyoto Cult Organized Crime 

are behaving as kindergarten teachers – turning fairytales as the real thing (including the prominent Skeptics). 

The bottom line is: the leading Skeptics have difficulty to understand that: 1: global warming or ice age on the 

whole planet cannot happen. 2: all the warmings and ice ages in the past were on part of the planet – the 

opposite part was accordingly opposite temperature, to fit the laws of physics. 3: the Sceptic’s ignorance that: if 

they clutter the past with lots and lots of phony Global Warmings… how can that prove that is not going to be 

global warming in 100years from now. Their ignorance only scares the honest people and politicians; on which 

those Skeptics believe that they have monopoly on them. 4: they know that: if you take away from them the 

knowledge about lots and lots of phony global warmings in the past and ice ages on the whole planet = they 

have nothing much left. Therefore, their ego is the first, second and third priority – the truth is not even last; but 

they are silencing actively the truth; same as the Alarmist do. The truth will be eventually somehow presented 

to the public, no matter how much both camps and the media are silencing the truth /facts/proofs. Those 

Skeptics that are running away from the truth, or are telling other honest people not to read what I have; will be 

seen as Trojan Swindlers in the honest camp. Avoiding the truth, because it doesn’t fit their antic theories – puts 

them morally in the same basket as the Swindlers in the Organized Crime.  My advice to them is: boys, going 

against the laws of physics is same as pissing or spiting against the wind. The laws of physics will win – you 

better pee on your ego now; than when is discovered that you have being against the truth, same as the 

Swindlers. Think about it boys, now. 

I keep repeating: ‘’in 100years’’. I better correct myself. If it’s 100years from the Kyoto Conference – that 

means in 86 years from now. Originally this text was posted on the net on 15/12/10010, but I am inserting extra 

lots of new sentences; today is 19/4/11. Therefore, it is good to start the Countdown now. Even though they 
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keep changing the versions regularly. 1]: Nuclear Winter for year 2000. 2]: global warming for 2035. 3]: 

Global Warming by 5-6⁰C by 2060. 4]: Global Warming by 5-6⁰C in 2100. (then China was producing CO2 as 

much as Australia. Now China produces as much as 12-13 Australias, nobody was able to predict that on the 

Kyoto Conference. Plus extra CO2 production by India, Brazil… 5]: now the prediction is to be warmer by 

1,5⁰C…?!?!?! They know that you people will forget in 100years to bring them to justice; but will be done 

much earlier than that ‘’don’t you worry about that’’. Keep the Countdown loud and clear. Of course with 

politically bias /corrupt media; even if you and the Swindlers are still alive in 100years – they can say that they 

made mistake by one zero. Same as they shifted for the glaziers in the Himalayas to melt instead of in 2030 to 

2300. What is one zero, nothing. They can ad another zero on 2100 to.  Because  the media is big part of the 

Organized Crime.  It appears to me that: unless the criminals in the media are exposed = disaster guarantied. 

Now, for the kids in the university and the public, I have the real proofs, facts; it’s time to confront them with; 

please justify!!! I am only one of you people, they can silence me, but they cannot silence all of the people 

interested in the truth. Most of what is below started with prof. Gerard Diamond, Al Gore and similar. In the 

beginning, the swindlers had problem to con the people: that the planet can get warmer – so they used lots of 

misleading data. After, when large number of people were already brainwashed in the phony global warming; 

not only the Anarchists, but the Skeptics found those phony proofs handy; to prove that warming can happen 

without /with extra CO2. Without realizing that: Global Warming and Climate Change are two completely 

different things. Reason now all the Swindlers and many Skeptics developed ‘’truth phobia’’ = would silence 

the truth, at any cost.  

The Swindlers where using big climate changes from the past, to con the people that those climate changes 

were Global warmings and coolings. Most leading Skeptics have fallen for their trick = end result is; 

unintentionally they are confusing the honest people = indirectly helping the Kyoto Cult. We need to clarify the 

confusion. It’s getting boring, every second day, honest Skeptics explaining to me for 20 minutes or more, 

about the dozen  ‘’Global Warmings and Ice ages’’ in the past. They were big climate changes, not Global 

warmings, boys. When is Ice Age on one part on the planet = the opposite end is more extreme heat. All the 

planet’s atmosphere cannot get warmer, or colder simultaneously. Night doesn’t mean global cooling; summer 

doesn’t mean global warming, winter is not cooling the whole planet. Temperature shifts for many different 

reasons, not only summer and winter – day and night. The big Ice Age for 12000 years is another one that ads 

to the confusion. Reason in my book I have given lots of proofs + large explanations, how and why the big Ice 

Age started + how and why it finished. For anything to happen, there is real reason or reasons. Simplistic 

approach is naïve and very unhelpful for the truth. My suggestion to the Skeptics is: please don’t tell the people 

anything that you wouldn’t believe, if somebody else was telling you something like that. The Anarchist are 

exploiting that, because you cannot scare professional Bullshitters with dignifying their Bulshit. On the other 

hand, those professional Bullshitters are scared from the truth as the Devil from the cross.  Therefore, if the 

Laws of Physics don’t approve of most of your hypothesis – it should tell you that those hypothesis are wrong. 

It’s possible… may happen… most probably less…  leave that crap to the Alarmists. Last 2 Januaries wasn’t 

global cooling; because people were freezing in Europe /USA. It wasn’t global warming, because of extra hot 

in Adelaide, Perth simultaneously. The ice age was same, only on much bigger scale. All is proven in the book. 

Physics say that: it’s not possible ice ages on both hemisphere simultaneously!!!   Please stick to Facts:   

        Myth no.1: 98 was the hottest year, they declared. In reality, the warmth units in the planet’s 

atmosphere were same as in 97, same as this year, same as 100y ago, and will be same in 100y from today. But 

for them 98 become the warmest for two reasons. Reason 1: because 98 was the year after the Kyoto 

conference = to scare the crap out of you. Reason 2:  after 98, the others, more prudent  

swindlers involved in IPCC / east Anglia, realized that: if they increase the temperature that 

much every year, by the time they brainwash the democratic west, the temperature will have to 

go up in 15-20y  by 12⁰C = many people will notice that is a lie. Therefore, by more prudent 

swindlers in that organization, the temperature for 99 and after was lowered. Those Swindlers in 

the nerve center are getting data from many places around the world. But because they are not interested in the 

truth, because they are concocting the lies, because without getting regular data from every cubic kilometer of 

air  = correct conclusion / result  is impossible = they disregard even the data they receive – because even if 

they wanted honest conclusion – by uneven distribution of places where data is collected = would be waste of 

time to use that data anyway. That data is only BS fodder for the ‘’pretend leading Skeptics’’ Heat and 

coldness shift constantly! Lucky Draw from the hat for individual year would be much more reliable – 

than not having twice as many temperature data collection places above the oceans than above land. 

Plus, on every 10m from the ground to the edge of the troposphere; for every 10 minutes, day and night. 
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The temperature changes latitude, longitude and altitude. If it wasn’t changing = the winds wouldn’t existed. 

I.e. when is more pollution (H2O, CO2) in the upper atmosphere = upper atmosphere gets 0,1 degree warmer, 

on the ground two degrees cooler – the laws of physics say so. Because is much more upper atmosphere. 

When the first 30-40m from the ground gets cooler by 2degrees = the rest of the 

atmosphere up gets warmer by 0,1degree – because is much more of it. When it 

gets warmer by 1⁰C  on the land = the air above the sea gets colder by 0,5 degrees. 

That’s why the winds exist, and are constantly trying to equalize. Horizontal and vertical 

winds. Yes, the vertical winds that birds and people with hang-gliders use. In more extreme climate areas, the 

vertical winds are stronger. Because it gets hotter during the day, without topsoil moisture, no water storages 

and no moisture in the air. The vertical winds are stronger = cools quickly at night. In mild climate. A] 

water storages/dams, lakes, takes much longer to warm up than sand and barren red clay 

(because of insufficient H2O+CO2). ]B topsoil moisture, if any; evaporates during the day = 

evaporation is cooling affect. C] H2O+CO2 in the atmosphere intercept part of the sunlight, 

where cooling is much more efficient = proportion in difference of temperature above the 

ground and upper atmosphere is less = vertical winds slow. Start using the laws of physics fellas!  

The self adjusting mechanism is brilliant. Whoever invented the laws of physics and this planet, 

had brains, you are insulting him with phony global warmings. Every atom of oxygen 

and nitrogen has a thermometer inside = to expand when warms up – to 

shrink when cools down, to previous temperature. If you know: what’s the 

temperature into the place where the atmosphere expands – compare with the temperature on the ground! Lets 

repeat: when are clouds up = upper atmosphere warmer – on the ground cooler. When is no H20+CO2 in upper 

atmosphere = on the ground hotter – upper atmosphere colder, because oxygen and nitrogen are transparent to 

the sunlight in the upper atmosphere = colder air up is heavier = drops down at night and pushes up faster the 

hot air from the ground, because hot air is not as heavy. In mild climate areas is opposite. Therefore, it proves 

why senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia is used + why repossessing farmer’s water by the Swindlers. 

Why new dams are not allowed to improve the climate and vegetation in Australia. 

The laws of physics say: when it gets hotter over land = above the oceans temperature gets colder. Even if 

the temperature above land where the activity is, gone fraction up – simultaneously the temperature above the 

sea is gone down by half of that (because of much larger area/volume). Help me to get the truth to the public 

how the self-adjusting mechanism works = you will be helping the idea of making involuntary euthanasia to 

the Kyoto Protocol and will stop the swindlers from concocting new lies. Because the Skeptics are honest 

people = you cannot win by using Liar’s lies. Imagine how the Skeptics look in the eyes of the Anarchist, when 

Skeptics say: 98 was the hottest, even though after the CO2 increased! The Anarchist invented the lie that 98 

was the hottest. Some semi-honest ringleaders would have spit the dummy after Copenhagen – for two months 

after, they were ready. Unfortunately the Skeptics continued with their proofs that 98 was the hottest = 

Anarchists realized that they don’t have mature opponents = they were not stupid to confess without genuine 

opponent’s proofs. Compare the monitoring places on the land, by the number of monitoring 

places above the oceans. Oceans represent twice as much atmosphere – is it twice as many 

monitoring places above water? Temperature on individual place changes every 10 minutes, 

do they have record for every 10 minutes; if not, why not?! That is a proof that they have never 

being interested in honest science and the truth.  

When the air over the land warms up, because of human activity = air above expands, up – 

intercepts extra appropriate coldness to equalize – unfortunately; because the planet spins fast 

eastwards = that extra coldness doesn’t drop over the same land, but somewhere west – 

somewhere west from land is always the sea = the air over the sea becomes colder, to balance. 

So, 98 wasn’t hotter or colder, Alarmists concocted the lie – Skeptics are using it as their proof. 

All those global warmings and coolings are anarchist’ created water pistols – as gifts to the 

Skeptics, to fight them with. Alarmists are laughing. It’s exactly the same as; when little Johnny 

was trying to teach his father how to make babies. Because Johnny learned from stories and 

pictures in books; that the stork is bringing the babies.  Only when Skeptics say: no, I’m not 
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climate change Denyer, I am a phony Global warming Denyer- climate is in constant change – 

can change for worse, can change for better also!  H20 changes the climate, not CO2! 
Alarmist’s smile goes… many of them have sleepless nights already. They know that; when the truth is known 

by the majority – they will loose authority/respect, because of fear that people will see them for what they really 

are… Instead of having minister for Climate change, we should have minister for Seasons Change; would make 

more sense. Or minister for sunrise and sunset…?!  

B] Prof. Steve Mann, Phil Johns from East Anglia, the chief instigators have being exposed as a shameless 

swindlers. The name of the building where they have being concocting their lies, is called ‘’Hubert Lamb 

Building’’ in the honor of another swindler prof. Hubert Lamb, was promoting in the 70’s and 80’s   ‘’Nuclear 

Winter for year 2000.’’  Anybody still believes in Nuclear Winter for year 2000? Or have you defrosted and 

forgotten about it. They think that you will forget the same about the phony global warming. That’s why they 

persist after Copenhagen only with Climate Change. Compare the amount of rip-offs and oppression now – it’s 

different. The crimes are growing by the day. The sooner we stop them, the better even for the ringleaders of 

the Cult.   

 It might make you a bit sick in the stomach, to see how the Nerve-center of all the phony Global Warming 

Crap, the IPCC operates. Already billions of dollars are spent in research of the non-existent Global Warming, 

billions more squandered around the world on the Climate from Changing Stoppers. Other people go to jail for 

$1000 bucks. That same prof. Pachoury, Steve Mann, Al Gore made themselves a name and lots of cash by 

coning the people. Hopefully I will stop getting lectures from honest people, Skeptics; about warmer and colder 

years on the WHOLE planet. Many places can get warmer = correct. But not the whole planet at the same 

time! That’s what the laws of physics say. If you don’t believe in the laws of physics, admit /declare it first, in 

writing. Some activist Skeptics here in the north are trying to silence me; same tactics as the Alarmist are using. 

One would have said that; they should be happy for me delivering real proofs, but not, they suffer from ‘’truth 

phobia’’ same as the Alarmist… When we get more names of those ‘’Skeptics, the closed parachutes’’ we will 

make a list of them and put them on the net. 

   Myth no. 2: The sea temperature on the planet increased since 1940. It’s their proof of global 

warming; must be because of extra CO2. They rely on the amount of CO2 produced for that, not on the 

temperature. By blaming CO2 for the anomaly, is not just shonky science, but a crime. Instead of looking for 

the real offender, they con the people for profits – instead of adopting my science and solving /preventing real 

problems. Think what happen in 1940 my friend. They have records for this one: since 1940 started to get 

warmer planet? They can prove that was warmer in 1970 than in 1940. It’s CO2 = start to panic – sign on the 

doted line! Was anything else happening in the 40’s??? How many ships and submarines sunk during the WW2 

sporadically around the planet’s oceans??? From the bottom of the sea, for many years they have being 

releasing diesel, engine oil,  marine grease... When that grease gets to the surface – spreads by the tides / 

currents; as a invisible film on the surface of the water and prevents evaporation – evaporation is cooling 

process for the water. Less evaporation = less rain, rain is cooling process. Oils and grease increased from 1945 

from the kitchens into the sea+ industrial oils. That is not suitable to be included in their data. 2. The cities have 

grown since 40’s – most of data is collected around those big cities.   

 So, the sunken ships during the WW2 sporadically around the planet’s waters were releasing from the bottom 

diesel, oil and grease for decades. Unlike sugar and salt, grease and oils don’t dissolve in water – stay on the 

surface. Those compounds are not compatible with seawater. They surface and spread in the thinnest possible 

cover on the surface of the water. That slowed evaporation = less evaporation = seawater gets warmer. Less 

evaporation = less H2O in the atmosphere. The litchis have being analyzing the data = global warming 

increasing since 1940! Or is it??? When is less water in the air = nights temperature goes down; but they will 

not tell you what doesn’t support the misleading propaganda. Not just prevents cooling of the ocean, the heat 

that accumulates from the sunlight; plus the heat the water receives from submarine volcanoes + the thermal 

heat released in the sea should not be ignored. Lots of surface area on the bottom of the oceans that receives 

thermal heat. Without those oils and grease – the water evaporates better and is cooling itself better. 2] By 

decrease of evaporation – rain brings less coldness from many kilometers up.     

2. By increase in population since 1945, plus improved economy = lots more lamb, pork, 

chicken fat, olive /canola oil +industrial oils gone into the sea = that spreads on the top of the 

water around the planet = less evaporation, as second whammy 3. With industrialization, lots 

more cars = lots more industrial oils end up on the top of the seawater = less evaporation = less 
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water in the air = warmer days. With the lunacy quadrupling by the Organized Crime, my truth 

was silenced that: when is oil on the surface of the seawater; water when splashing, collects less 

oxygen from the air = less oxygen in the seawater = less fish. Less evaporation = less rain, rain 

replenishes the seawater with oxygen + brings coldness and extra oxygen for the seawater from 

kilometers up. Less oxygen in the water = parts of the sea 
cannot sustain modern fish life for big part of the year. 

Instead, the Swindlers scientists from the Organized Crime are blaming the fishermen for 

depletion of fish = two birds with one stone. It’s time to start to call a spade a spade. 

Actually regarding that data, they mostly rely on the European and north American data, recorded for their big 

cities. Southeast corner of Australia actually would register opposite data since the WW1. When people 

returned from war – they started intensive agriculture = irrigation.  End of WW2 making dams and irrigation 

doubled = until 75 the climate was improving for the better in the southeastern corner of Australia. Nobody 

takes into account the contribution of irrigated water after evaporated, for the land. Farmer’s water after 

evaporates, the farmer doesn’t own it or has any control of it. That water benefited the surrounding trees   a. 

Through their leafs they absorb moisture from the air (if there is any moisture in the air) – so the trees don’t 

have to vacuum the last drop of water from the soil = no moisture left for really dry days and some to roll into 

the creeks. B] more humidity inland = attracts more clouds from the sea  (clouds avoid land where is no 

moisture). There is a real destructive reason for concocting the phrase: keep the water table 

deep down. No topsoil moisture = the clouds don’t go on the land. Keep the water 

table deep down = less and less rain = dry creeks and river, increased salinity. 
Examples for high salinity exist everywhere around the planet. No need to experiment. Low rainfall = high 

evaporation = salinity problems. Where is balance between rainfall and evaporation rate = no salinity problems. 

Why do you think the Swindlers intend to reposes farmer’s water, to drain it in the estuary lakes of Murray?!?!  

A: less topsoil moisture, less water in the air = less rainclouds will go inland. They are clever...  

No topsoil moisture, no water storages = less rain - less rain = more salinity.  Badmouthing the farmers, 

disregarding what is in my book… Not one of the shonky scientists has taken into account the farmer’s water 

for the climate. Q: what would have southeastern corner resembled now, if the Murray-Darling farmers didn’t 

contribute extra humidity in the air, to shield the water catchment areas for Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne 

from direct hit of dry hot air from the desert???  When time for ‘’truth and Reconciliation’’ comes; that kind of 

questions you will be asked, not what ABC’s swindlers are asking now.  Just for the record: lake Ayer was full 

for the first and last time since federation in 75. After 75, the farmers were not able to keep increasing humidity 

around Murray. On the rest of the continent has being gradually getting dryer for the last 25 000years and was 

continued to get slowly dryer, even after the federation. That deterioration on the rest of the continent 

regrouped after 1978 and is slowly deteriorating around Murray-Darling and all of southeast. Not the CO2!!! 

   Myth no. 3: there was Vineyards in England in medieval ages, their proof of former Global Warming 

on the whole planet. As it was getting colder for their mini ice age on the northern hemisphere, nature made 

another confusion for the Skeptics scientists. 1] They were growing vineyards in southern England. It was 

warmer climate than today – without factories and cars. The truth: you can grow vineyards today in the same 

place and will grow perfectly. But you will not get much crops for vino out of it. Vineyards don’t like damp soil 

and the worst is: the grapes don’t like rain when ripening. First shower splits the grapes, the second makes 

them to rot instead of ripening. 70km south, cross the channel in France are the best vineyards. They have 

dryer climate, nothing to do in 70km difference in global warming without CO2. So, they were growing in 

England vineyards, not to buy vino from France; they had some grapes to eat; when they realized that is 

uneconomical, they gave up. The land was better to be used for what is economical.  

If there is 50y war between England against France and Spain, English will start growing vineyards again. 

Not to bring on horseback grapes and vino from Italy. (That was before the steamships). Especially after 

Britain colonized lots of warm countries with cheap labor – they were not stupid to have vineyards in England. 

But for the shonky experts, in 12century the Poms produced wine = must have being warmer planet – because 

in the 18-19 sentry didn’t produce = must have being colder the WHOLE planet. What kind of science is that? 

They were not producing it because was coming from Rhodesia and south Africa for half price +much better 
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wine. In Australia we didn’t stop producing shirts and socks because of the phony global warming; but because 

is cheaper to be produced in Fiji and China. (previous sentence should stay as record – in 500y some shonky 

scientists not to use it as: in 2010 Australians stopped producing socks and shirts =proof of global warming).  

In Cornwall, Devon (England) the climate is on average a degree or two warmer/ milder than in Paris! In 

Austrian Alps is colder than in southern England – Austrians have perfect vineyards. Grapevine is very 

versatile, can grow in the tropics (if is not too wet) can also grow in very cold. Poms as experiment should plant 

some vineyard on some undulating area with good drainage, will grow better than in Italy (they will not have 

much to harvest, but rotting grapes – because of too wet climate is bad for that fruit)   

The truth: because was less ice covering the arctic’s water = colder water was going from there to Mexican 

Gulf and then to Baltic Sea = less humidity = England had less rain = better/ dryer climate for vineyards. (if 

the Organized Crime are allowed to continue to demolish the ice on the polar caps – will be better for vineyards 

in England – but disaster for most other things.) (somebody should point to the Organized Crime that: there was 

no potatoes in Ireland 1000 years ago, as some more proofs)  because the Desperadoes are running out of 

inspirations. Actually not: one swindler just announced that: they are going to study the bat-poo and compare it 

with bat-poo from 50 00y ago, to research for their phony global warming...? f@#$&  idiots!!! Then you people 

complain that is not enough money for police and nurses. As long as they keep the propaganda on the front 

pages = taxpayer’s money will be wasted on shonky researches for no stone unturned! What about if inside the 

bat-poo was written in capital letters: planet was warm same as today. Will they tell the truth? If they do – the 

other members of the Organized Crime (the Global Warming Industry)will get like a ton of bricks on them.            

Myth no. 4: Norwegian explorer was kayaking in 1883 towards the North Poll, he was able to go further 

north in kayak, where is now ice on Arctic Ocean. That is proof for them that  ‘’the WHOLE PLANET was 

warmer’’   The Norwegian explorer in 1883 was going in kayak above 82 degrees north = it must have being 

warmer! Wrong!!! A] on the northern and southern polar cap, the amount of ice doesn’t depend 

on the temperature; but on the amount of raw material for ice, to replenish itself every 

winter!!! Plus in Arctic Ocean the amount of ice depends on the speed/strength of the current that goes from 

north Pacific via Bering sea –Arctic Ocean (remember the Northwest Passage) – than via Labrador and 

Norwegian currents to the Mexican Gulf – than to Baltic, Mediterranean and Black sea. The evaporation in the 

Mediterranean, Adriatic and Black sea is very high – but not many river tributaries to compensate for deficit.  

As the Sahara was expanding – so was the evaporation increasing in the Mediterranean, since 

the Roman times– the current was increasing from north Pacific bringing more warm / salty 

water to Arctic Ocean – that was melting lots more ice. Capitan Cook was commissioned to 

map the Northwest Passage; if he didn’t run out of luck, he would have done it. That stronger 

current was melting more ice; (that’s why the Norwegian explorer was able to go further north). 

Then people did 2 things, to increase the ice in the Arctic ocean. 1: They opened Suez Canal. 
Some of the deficit water evaporated in the Mediterranean and Black Sea was compensated by water  started 

coming from the Red Sea into the Mediterranean. Especially in northern summer, when evaporation is higher – 

in northern summer, the solar and lunar gravity is puling extra water from Indian ocean via Red Sea into the 

Mediterranean. Small but positive accumulative  benefit every year since then. Think about all the benefits that 

did, and all the confusion to the original Warmist and to the contemporary active Skeptics theorist. Not theorist, 

but Copiers, they adopted all the crap from the original Warmist and Nuclear Winterist; then are trying to prove 

them wrong. Now, people as Ian Plimer /John Nethery are much bigger Warmist than the people you and I refer 

as Warmist. They are misleading the honest people and politicians that the whole planet’s temperature goes up 

and down. Because of those antics, millions of people are getting ripped-of. Who’s fault it is? 

That small percentage in benefit from Red sea via Suez is accumulative = less warm salty water was needed to 

go from north Pacific into the Arctic Ocean on the way to the Mexican Gulf – to Mediterranean every year 

since then. 2: lots of irrigation increased + new dams since the Norwegian explorer; in USA, Europe = extra 

raw material for renewal of the arctic’s ice in winter. Plenty dams were built to save water on the land. We 

cannot increase evaporation in the sea – but if extra water is saved on the land for use = all that water 

evaporates = extra H2O in the atmosphere = extra raw material for creation of extra ice to protect the seawater 

from the tremendous coldness on the polar caps!!!Therefore, in days of the Norwegian explorer, the air above 

the Arctic Ocean was colder, not warmer!!! Because more water was exposed to the tremendous unlimited 

coldness in the air above, water without ice as insulator, was absorbing extra coldness – the currents were 

spreading it south. Plus that extra coldness accumulated in the Arctic waters was radiating coldness south and 
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was freezing river Thames in London. The whole planet’s atmosphere was not colder; it was doing similar as 

the last two years in January. It was colder in Europe USA = to compensate for that, in Australia, south 

America was extra warmer. When you take in consideration that: ‘’the Norwegian kayaker’’ is big Sceptic’s 

proof , that the planet was warmer. They are not just all wrong, but they are back to front also. Furthermore 

how can that wrong proof help the Skeptics to  prove that will be no warming in 2100?!?! Those leading 

Skeptics cannot / don’t want to think that much. Egotism is sickness. Help me people to expose the proofs and 

facts, that might cure them of that sickness  

 This time is for different reason, that: the extremists in the media and the Organized Crime in the scientific 

community need lots of the arctic’s ice to be crushed by big ice crusher ships, so they can get further north for 

scaring people, for damaging the ice, because the desperate idiots believe that: without white ice to reflect the 

sunlight, hopefully they can produce small global warming. The laws of physics say completely the opposite. 

Plus now is only 2-3 years, so it hasn’t shown full affect. If they keep damaging the ice around Antarctic and in 

Arctic Ocean = they will produce much colder water in the oceans (with currents spreading that extra coldness 

accumulated = less evaporation in north Atlantic, Poms will be able to grow Wynyards). Plus the climate in the 

atmosphere will be more extreme; as the last two Januaries, only the affect will keep increasing. Tomorrow’s 

Explorers will be able to go further north than the Norwegian explorer. The crimes will increase tenfold. So, 

dear Skeptics, human can change the climate, but cannot produce global warming. The leading Skeptics 

are unintentionally helping the anarchist; to change the climate for worse… Time to learn that H2O changes 

climate, not CO2!!! Time for both shonky camps to learn that is no such a thing as global warming!!!   

 Lets put an end to that scaring the people that the phony global warming will melt the polar caps: follow the 

parallel from where is permanent ice on Greenland, straight line to Norway /Finland /Russia. You will see that 

on Greenland is a 1km thick permanent ice – in Norway is green summer pastures and potatoes farms. West 

from there; same distance from the north poll, in Russia is permafrost = no ice. What is the difference between 

those 3 places? The difference is: Greenland is wedged into north Atlantic, Norway is not /permafrost is even 

further away from available moisture. The moisture created in Atlantic to go to Arctic – goes over Greenland. 

Greenland is freeze-drying that moisture into ice for itself. 2. In winter, cold winds are coming from Arctic 

down to Asia Minor (Sirocco Winds, and coldness). To avoid vacuum – lots of moist air from Atlantic goes 

north towards North Poll via Greenland. When the Inuit and the Vikings had green pastures on Greenland; it 

was before Suez Canal was built. Therefore: more salty hotwater From Pacific was going via Bering sea into 

the Arctic ocean and was melting the ice. With much less ice over Arctic’s waters – it was absorbing extra 

coldness and was spreading it south to the Mexican Gulf, then to the Baltic sea = Atlantic was producing less 

evaporation = the English were growing vineyards /less moisture was for creation of ice on Greenland (similar 

as now in Norway). It was more green summer grass on southern Greenland, because was colder / dryer. Was 

less raw material for ice on Greenland. They are not just wrong, but are back to front on just about everything. 

 To suggest that: the phony global warming will melt the ice on Greenland or Antarctic is absurd. The 

currents are starting to bring colder water from North Poll to north Atlantic = decreases evaporation = less raw 

material for ice renewal on Greenland. Greenland’s ice is melted from the bottom constantly by the thermal 

heat, if less raw material for renewal the ice = less or no ice. If you draw a parallel from Greenland, where is a 

1km thick ice; east to Siberian permafrost – will see the temperature where the permafrost is colder than on 

Greenland, but no ice. Same distance from the North Poll and from the equator, but no ice on one place, on the 

other 1km thick ice – on same latitude in Norway and Finland is farms and pastures. If that is not enough proof 

to you that: the amount of ice on the polar caps doesn’t depend on the coldness, but on the amount of raw 

material for replenishing = my tiers are not going to help you much, you need a shrink! They con the people 

that the extra phony global warming will melt the ice on Antarctic!... there is permanent ice 2000km north in 

New Zealand and Patagonia, idiots!!! Antarctic is surrounded by water = will have ice. Unfortunately, by 

denying water to Australia = more dry heat is created – that destroys the humidity created in Indian and 

Southern oceans = less raw material to create enough ice for every winter in the waters around Antarctic ocean, 

that is tremendous crime. Hello senator Brown and prof. Tim Flannery!!! People go to jail for much lesser 

crimes! Think about that potato, both of you, stop worrying about other people’s children and their future!   

I have proven that there is no global warming, but to put them on the spot, lets presume a hypothetical global 

warming by 5⁰C. Experiment can be done at low cost. Data of daily temperature for a whole year on the 

hottest place on Antarctic already exist (that’s where their camps are). Add on every day on that temperature 

for a whole year + 5⁰C, on the top of that extra,  in a room of controlled environment . Step 2. Calculate how 

much the oceans would produced extra raw material for ice if it gets warmer by 5⁰C, and keep introducing it 

into that room = result would have being = Antarctic would have doubled its ice in short time. Com-on 
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CSIRO’s criminals of Antarctic Division, double or nothing’. Com-on traitors of humanity and everything 

living on the planet. Com-on criminals from the ABC’s Catalyst Show! That experiment would cost million 

times less and will be most reliable! 2]Average temperature for a year there is  minus -35⁰C, in your deep 

freezer is -16-18⁰C. If you put one bottle of water in your freezer, in another same size freezer put 5 bottles, in 

another 25 bottles. After 3 months those 3 freezers will have different amount of ice in – because you put 

different amount of raw material for ice in each freezer, not because of the coldness = case solved!!! By 

damaging the ice on Arctic ocean senselessly; River in London will start freezing again, Greenland will have 

lots of grass and less and les ice. But that will not be global warming, but much colder winters in Europe /USA.  

It would be same affect as closing Suez canal; because the Swindlers think that human cannot produce better 

climate. Human made Suez canal = better climate. Ice crusher ships made by human, for more extreme 

climate.  Making dams for more water on land = extra evaporated water = more ice on the polar caps.         

I don’t know exactly when Suez Canal was opened, but will be coinciding with the Norwegian kayaker’s trip. 

Give or take few years, for nature takes few years for things to improve or deteriorate after something unusual 

is introduced as Suez canal. So, that kayaker was experiencing colder trip, not warmer, boys. 

You have all fallen for prof. Gerard Diamond’s tricks. I think that he become Al Gore’s mentor, after Al left 

politics, to make himself lots of money from the Suckers. Don’t ever forget from now that: when water on the 

polar caps is without ice as shield = the water and the air above becomes colder. Before Suez was built and 

started contributing positively – the river Thames in Oxford stopped freezing. Before the exposed water in 

arctic accumulated and radiated south extra dry coldness. That extra coldness simultaneously made the southern 

hemisphere hotter, not colder; start using the laws of physics, boys! Without those laws is, crappy science.  

   Myth no. 5:  Sunspots on the surface on the sun doesn’t affect the climate on the earth.  I was told 

by couple of big Queensland’s Skeptics: in 1200’s was lots of sun activity! That created the big medieval age 

warming/cooling!  Without thinking that: for the first time good filter was made last year 2009, to see the 

surface of the sun. So, even if he personally was there in the 1200’s, he wouldn’t be able to look at the sun and 

record. But they know ‘’definitely’’ that it was sun activity…? If somebody was staring at the sun, to monitor at 

the medieval ages for sunspots / sun-flares; would have being blind after 3 minutes. How can blind person 

record on paper in details about sunspots / sun-flares?! Was that person reliable? Don’t you think that they have 

data from the dumbest person that lived at the medieval ages; to sacrifice his eyesight for some criminal 

organization in 20010? In other words: they concoct a theory – then collect evidence from thin air to attach to 

it. Nevertheless, they find something unusual – make up any Bulshit; because they know that you will not go 

800years back to check. The laws of physics boys, they are telling the truth. Those laws don’t tell lies. So 

seriously he stated that: yes, it was much warmer planet, they dug out some proof somewhere. They actually 

remains me of that cartoon show ,,the Road Runner’’. If the coyote needs some trap, gadget to catch the bird – 

he only stretches his arm out of the TV screen and instantly here it is ACME to assemble the gadget. It was 

warmer, because of the sun, it was colder planet because of the sun! Bulldung! The sun is not a yo-yo. Look at 

the size of the sun, takes many millions of years for the smallest change to happen. The sun is very boring 

place, boys!  

Those sunspots don’t last for 12 hours, then disappear for 12, and appear again after 24 hours. If they were 

affecting  the climate, the affect would be felt on same parallel / latitude round the globe; 

but is not. If the sun was guilty, the climate in Australian Great Sandy Desert would have being 

the same as in Amazon jungle. Sun doesn’t produce any Global warming. Atmosphere’s self 

adjusting mechanism can handle pretty big fluctuations with no problem. As soon as the sun’s 

radiation increases – oxygen and nitrogen expand accordingly – intercept extra coldness, to 

cancel that extra heat. It all works instantly. Please don’t blame the sun. Sun not guilty! Short 

fluctuation in the sun’s radiation is never problem for the earth’s atmosphere. The creator of 

this planet made oxygen and nitrogen to shrink and expand instantly when change of 

temperature - where the atmosphere expands when gets warmer, is minus -90⁰C. Plus has given 

lots of water in the ocean as a big shock absorber. It takes much more than 12 hours to change 

the temperature in the ocean’s water. Same increased or decreased sun flares affect Daintree 

rainforest as the desert inland. Those two places have completely different climates. WHY? 

Thailand, Vietnam, Burma are on same latitude as Queensland, same distance from the equator 

– same impact of the sun flares, but completely different climate = sun not guilty! Same sun, 
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same strength, same angle is inland Australia, Thailand, Brazil, Burma, Sahara, Arabian 

deserts. Think about it. If you are interested in the truth – you will analyze why is different 

climate between all those places = then you will know what is different, what controls the 

climate = how to improve Australian climate. Water controls the climate. Some places have 

natural topography to keep the rainwater = that attracts extra rain = better climate. Human can 

help nature to save stormwater. The Anarchists say: leave it as it is in nature. But they use human made 

products = dehydrating birds, trees and animals / climate, can use water from a dam. At least half a billion 

protected native birds and animal die from dehydration in Australia every year. For climate, dam or natural lake 

is exactly the same thing. Karoly, Garnaut and Flannery would be dead without human products. They are just 

traitors and compulsive, pathetic, shameless  Liars. We can improve the climate in Australia by saving extra 

stormwater, boys!!! Sunspots / sun-flares are useful for the Warmist – to feed BS the ‘’pretend Skeptics’’ so 

they can create ‘’backdoor exit’’ for the Warmist. When GLOBAL warming doesn’t happen – Warmist to say 

that: it didn’t happen because of sunspots / sun-flares… instead off discussing which leading Warmist – how 

long jail term will get, then…! Shame, shame shallow ‘’pretend Skeptics’’ 

 Myth no. 6: Mini Ice Age wasn’t  colder planet. River Thames in England was freezing in winter; 

because was less ice covering Arctic Ocean, before Suez canal wasn’t  opened. Exposed water without ice as 

shield /insulator was absorbing extra coldness = that extra coldness including with the winter coldness in the air 

on North Poll was radiating extra coldness south as ripples = the river was freezing and many extra problems 

from the extra coldness (as it was happening for the last 2-3 European winters). (the less ice cover for the 

arctic’s waters is from the ice crushers demolishing the ice, to take the members of the Organized Crime, bias 

reporters and shonky scientists.) when arctic water is not covered by sufficient ice, is 

‘’mirror copy affect’’  of the electric hotwater system that goes to your shower  – if 

the hotwater system is small = you don’t get much hotwater in the shower. But when is less ice 

as insulator for the water from the tremendous coldness above the Arctic ocean – extra coldness 

absorbed goes south by the currents, then new coldness is absorbed. Same as hotwater system; 

absorbs to the limit heat and stops absorbing – but if the currents are taking that coldwater away 

– exposed to the coldness without ice as shield = keeps absorbing extra coldness and is 

dispatching it far away to warmer water and is cooling it – therefore water on the polar caps 

without ice cover is the biggest treat to the climate + for sea rising. Not if is more ice on 

Antarctic continent and on Greenland, but the knowledge is completely opposite - thanks to the 

Swindlers with their ice crusher ships. Antarctic’s waters are doing the same. On the other hand, 

Antarctic /the Tera Firma cannot do that. Therefore, depends where the poll is; on land is different climate – in 

the sea creates different climate… for them that is ‘’Global Warmings and Global coolings. Wrong! 

Nevertheless, stating that: in the Mini Ice Age, the whole planet was colder is same as saying that the last 2 

European winters, the whole planet was colder – people in the Victorian bushfires will not agree with 

that.   

 During that mini ice age and the big one; only difference was: during the big ice age, ice over the Arctic 

ocean was not renewed at all; as some kind of ‘’permafrost affect over the Arctic Ocean’’ South was making 

much more ice; that extra ice south, and the extra accumulated coldness into the Arctic ocean was keeping the 

northern part of the northern hemisphere colder even during European summer), the air was colder/denser in the 

northern hemisphere; to avoid vacuum – lots of air was gone from the southern hemisphere north = less air on 

the southern hemisphere = extreme climate. Less evaporation in the waters south of the equator, more dry heat 

created on the land; extra heat was devastating the Australian vegetation, by extra heat to balance the extra 

coldness in the northern hemisphere. Laws of physics enables you as traveling in time. The Laws of physics 

say: because of shrinking of oxygen and nitrogen when they get colder – when the northern hemisphere gets 

colder, southern hemisphere gets hotter days – colder nights = bad for vegetation. Please note: in the Mini Ice 

Age, the coldness was bigger than for last two years; but even then wasn’t the whole year. It was only for 3-4 

months in a year – usually people remember and record the month of  unusual weather. Many months with 

normal weather /climate is forgotten and not recorded – because normal is boring.  

        Normal is boring. It’s much more to it. Even before the organized Crime was established, normal was 

boring. Therefore, for 100years, when researcher goes to do his research; if he finds normal /appropriate answer 

for any anomaly – he doesn’t get much financial support. He cannot package his concocted discovery to be sold 

in Woolworths – but he likes lots of cash to continue. When he goes to preach to the kids in the university; if he 
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say the way it is ‘’by the laws of physics’’ normal/boring happenings = he can say what he found, in 5-10 

minutes – nothing to say much, for the next 30 minutes in the class… But if he concocts monster / mysterious 

happenings = he gets the attention and undeserved respect from the students. He is cloning those students to be 

the same as him, only more idiots created. They become researchers and academics – they go by the book, 

written by the former idiot – if is in the book, must be correct..? The pyramid has being growing bigger and 

bigger. Not in engineering, medicine, in the shonky professions as climate, the searchers multiply faster than 

the cane toads – they are cannibalizing the research positions in the honest/essential professions. That needs 

more and more of taxpayer’s money. Politicians are responsible to the people. If the Swindler ‘’Researchers’’ 

concoct bigger lies – more panic in the society = the corrupt politicians get elected, they will impose more and 

more taxes, to support the Vermin. That vermin is climatologists, ecologists, marine biologists. You must 

believe them; because they are the ‘’experts’’ you are not! Well: ‘’I am not a bird either, therefore I cannot lay 

an egg, but I know when the egg is rotten! What they do is the most rotten ever. They used to scare the people 

in the past for rip-off by dragons and demons, but compare with what the contemporary Swindlers are doing. 

       Myth no. 7:  For example: the shonky scientists say that: during the Roman Empire was warmer 

climate on the whole planet. B] evidence: because for the captains of the Roman ships was fashionable to 

present themselves naked when arriving to the dock. What a science… No, it was not warmer – but was milder 

climate closer day and night temperatures.  A] around Mediterranean was milder climate; because was higher 

humidity. Reason for it was because Sahara, Arabian peninsula deserts had less strength than today = was 

destroying less humidity in the air – reason that was no big bushfires in Greece, Spain, as it is the case today. B] 

another reason why the ship’s Capitan was naked; lots of metal parts on his uniform – metal parts get very hot 

on the ship’s deck with no shade. Fact: was no enemy in the area, was no smart missiles to come suddenly from 

distance  = the captain was smart to take the hot uniform of.  C] they were taking portrait of the ship’s captain – 

he was able to afford a picture made of him – but not the peasants that 3 months after his picture was taken, 

they had double sheepskin coat on, shivering in winter.  D] it was before the Christianity imposed modesty.   

Q: what kind of science uses religion/fashion as proof of global warming? Conclusion: if paganism turning into 

Christianity can produce global cooling = contemporary western Reds, by putting green topcoat on, to 

camouflage their real colour, can produce global warming… 2:  shonky climatologists, here is another one: day 

before the industrial revolution, aboriginal people of Australia were walking naked = must have being global 

warming. Now with the industrial revolution pollution, they have cloths on = must be global cooling?!?! Only 

shonky climatologist can state that: evidence from a picture in Mediterranean – the whole planet was warmer. 

Milder means: the nights were warmer –it was just more humid = better for growing crops. We know that the 

laws of physics will not permit deviation. (but the Deviates are doing everything to deviate from the normal) 

Who was taking  temperature data in America, Australia, Oceania at that time,  prof Gerard Diamond  (the 

original Warmist and Tudor to Al Gore and prof. Ian Plimer, the new obsessive Warmist)??? The thermometer 

was invented in 1700’s, that is 1650years after Jesus. What kind of science is that, boys? That’s how it is when 

those scientists see a naked Roman captain on the ship in Mediterranean waters; and declare the whole planet’s 

temperature was warmer. Without a single thermometer around the planet. Is that honest science?  

When he or she categorically states that: because a Capitan was painted without cloths in the Mediterranean = 

must be, guarantied that the whole planet was warmer…??? Yes, agriculture increased during the Roman 

control of the known world. They spread more, and different varieties of plants. Ironically, it was less wars then 

before – the Romans stopped different tribes of constantly fighting with each other – made those warriors to 

work instead, and contribute. Fact B] the crop production in Europe increased by discovery of the American 

continents also. Corn, potato, pumpkin was not known before in Europe; and of course the humble tobacco. 

Producing corn and potatoes in Europe shouldn’t be a proof of warmer or colder planet. Same as with Roman’s 

movements – better and more varieties of crops was spread = humanity increased. Not because was warmer, but 

because they exchanged experiences /knowledge  how to produce more and different varieties crops.   

Myth no. 8: Dr. Karl from ABC was  comparing the temperature on the moon and the earth  is different 

(on  channel 10 show). ‘’Approximate temperature on the moon is(-14] on the earth (+15] because of the CO2 

cloud, he says. Same distance from the sun, but different temperature, because planet earth has CO2, the moon 

doesn’t. He was getting big applause from the audience for his ‘’scientific’’ discovery. So, carbon is guilty for 

the difference in the temperatures! Or is it? 1]: He conveniently overlooks that the dust on the moon cools in 

minutes after sundown, same as the CO2 on the planet. On the other hand, water in the sea does not cool down 

between sundown and sunrise to minus  -90⁰C. 2]: Between the unlimited coldness of minus - 90⁰C and the 

ground on the moon is one inch. On the earth between that unlimited coldness and the ground + the surface of 
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the sea is 30km of the best insulator, made from oxygen and nitrogen, transparent to the sunlight, so the 

sunlight can get to the ground, but not the unlimited coldness + H2O in the air.*  

3. If Dr. Karl prefers to live in the moon’s cooler climate, he should go to inland Australia, but he does not. 

Brainwashed audience is applauding him... Dust on the moon cools in one hour after sundown, as the dust in 

Australian deserts. If something retains warmth for more than 12 hours, that heat is accumulative (from 

sundown to dawn). Well, moon’s day and night is about 14 earth days each, but dust does not keep heat on the 

moon. 4. Point to him an experiment: take two woolen socks out of boiling water; pin one on your shirt to 

imitate the surface of the planet. The other (smaller) sock stick on a one meter long stick; hold the stick in your 

stretched arm and start spinning around yourself, fast; so that the second, the smaller sock imitates the orbit of 

the moon. On a very cold night, because the space the moon and earth are travelling through is -90°C below 

zero. Fact that the moon travels twice as fast than the earth in that unlimited coldness is conveniently 

overlooked as anything that does not fit the Con Job. Why is it so, Dr. Karl? I need to apologize to the quack, 

if both socks cool simultaneously. If the sock on the stick cools first, Dr. Karl should apologize to the nation for 

feeding them bullshit, to promote Kyoto Protocol’s sick, misleading propaganda.  4] one sock cool out the 

window of your car when travelling 50km. an hour, the other when travelling 100km. The moon travels twice 

as fast than the earth through that unlimited coldness.    

B . On the planet lots of nitrogen and oxygen, they are perfect insulators; but because they are transparent, 

they let through the sunlight that radiates heat. At the same time, they are shielding the planet from the cosmic 

coldness, where on the edge of the stratosphere is minus (-90°C). That same coldness on the moon is ankle high 

from the ground. Did Dr. Karl take the temperature on the moon at ankle high, to compare the difference in the 

temperature on the planet earth’s ankle deep in the stratosphere, or on the planet’s surface, where there is a 

many kilometers thick perfect insulator of O+N above as a real Greenhouse? Yes, carbon is not a greenhouse 

gas, oxygen and nitrogen are greenhouse gases!  Because CO2 intercepts big part of sun’s radiation high up; 

where cooling is much more effective. Oxygen and nitrogen are transparent to the sunlight, same as glass roof 

of a normal greenhouse. Then cooling of the warmed air on the ground is slowed by O+N as perfect insulators – 

same as glass roof on normal greenhouse slows cooling. Dr. Karl with brilliant intelligence, is stuck up to his 

ears in the cult’s bullshit. Farm needs cow-shit as the best fertilizer; his Mushrooms / Zombies / Urban Sheep / 

the Progressive Smarties get most prolific on bullshit.  Why is it so, JJJ, Dr. Karl? 

       C. No thermal heat on the moon to add to warming the water on the sea bottom, one kilometer deep down. If 

you dig 2km deep in the soil on the planet is +35 / 40° C. Same heat is constantly released in the bottom of the 

seawater. Heat in the deep seawater is accumulative, above the seawater is 50km of O+N, perfect insulators 

from the heavenly coldness. Warmth from the water takes many months to be released – most definitely not in 

less than 12 hours, between sundown and sunrise. On the moon, the surface is in direct contact with the 

coldness of minus -90⁰C. 2] On the moon if you go 100m deep in the soil, you will find temperature close to 

ultimate zero, Calvin. So, the difference in the earth soil and in lunar soil is about 270 degrees. Dr. Karl can 

point that difference of temperature is not only few degrees, but over 270 degrees difference between the moon 

and the earth’s soil (is it because of CO2 released by his biggest supporters by burning marijuana on the earth, 

but not on the moon? Tell us Dr. Karl) The earth has about 1,359 billion cubic kilometers of water. That water 

is constantly warmed from below by the thermal heat.  Warmed by the sunlight, but in same time protected by 

the oxygen and nitrogen from the coldness of minus -90⁰C. How much water is on the moon Dr. Karl? 

Nobody, nobody can accuse Dr. Karl of comparing apples with 

oranges, because he is comparing apples with a watermelon. 

Dr. Karl, with brilliant intelligence; why does he have to tell lies? If it was real global warming – you wouldn’t 

need lies as proofs.  Ask yourself: why all of them have to tell lies – to expose themselves to ridicule – if they 

had a single genuine proof of their Global Warming?!?!?!    Dr. Karl is a liar, liar, with the pants on fire! 
 

    Myth no. 9: them comparing Venus with earth. On earth average temperature is 14⁰C, on Venus is 

400⁰C –because of extra CO2 on Venus = start to panic! (they should start to charge carbon tax to women only, 

Venus represents women) 1] What other compounds on Venus are in the air / what are not, at 400⁰ C? 2] what 

happened to the function of O+N, which is 99% here in the earth’s atmosphere, but not on Venus? 3] Venus 

would be even hotter on the ground, if it was invisible oxygen and nitrogen for the sunlight 4] because of 

abundant CO2, on Venus the difference between the polar caps and the equator are less; upper atmosphere 

and the ground less difference. 5] Venus doesn’t have O+N to expand and intercept extra coldness when they 

get warmer! 6] Venus gets 15% extra radiation from the sun than the earth. That is because of the proximity. 
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Strength of radiation from the sun decreases the extra distance from Venus’ orbit to the earth’s orbit ( similar 

reason Mars get less strength of radiation than earth). Now the two important factors:  

1: simple geometry, only if my English was better… Here we go: looking from the earth, the moon and the 

sun look same size. If Venus had same size moon… looking from there, the sun would have appeared much 

bigger tan the hypothetical moon, the size of ours. In other words: because the sun is closer / bigger – 

aluminates 56% of the Venus surface (44% of the surface is dark / night), every minute of the year. On the 

earth only 50%, the other 50% is dark. A] both polar caps on Venus are permanent sunlight, plus on equatorial 

regions aluminates much larger surface, permanently – that is accumulative. On Venus 12% larger area is 

illuminated = 12% less area is night / darkness, than on the earth. Because is accumulative, multiply those 

12% per day, for a millennia =? To see the different affect, with an experiment: suspend a football on a string, 

in a very dark room. About a meter away, light 4 candles, to be apart of each other same as the diameter of the 

football.  Mark how much surface of the football the candles will illuminate… 50% illuminated, 50% shadow. 

Than spread the candles apart, to be apart double the radios of the football = will illuminate much more 

surface area of the football = less shadow! That BIG difference in affect of the sun to the earth, comparing to 

Venus.  

2: On Venus, day is longer than the year – earth spins very fast and the velocity it trusts constantly into the 

unlimited coldness, cools itself much more efficiently than Venus. Example: the diff-housing on your car 

travels same distance as the tread on your car tires; but the tread on your tires makes much more mileage. 

(tread on the tire represent earth’s speed orbiting – diff- housing represents the lazy Venus. Spinning into the 

unlimited coldness, tread of the tire would release much more heat. Another experiment: on two, one meter 

long sticks tide on the end same size shirts. Deep the shirts in boiling water, one stick with the shirt on the end 

spin around yourself ones in a minute – the other stick with the shirt on the end spin 365 times in a minute. End 

result: the shirt that is spanned faster – will release much more heat. In the space Venus and earth are spinning 

is much colder; than your backyard, where you are spinning the shirts.  Not taking the two factors above = not 

scientific, but good for misleading. They don’t compare apples with oranges, they can do better than that; they 

compare cats with birds, in cooling. 

3: another small factor that benefits Venus in extra warming… (Warmist can use it against the Skeptics, but 

I have to say it; proving that Warmist will never disclose what doesn’t suit their propaganda) When the sun is 

on the horizon look up. The sunlight that goes into the troposphere from the top of the trees / hills to the edge of 

the troposphere – goes trough the air – most of it goes out in space again. Not on Venus. CO2 there intercepts 

all the sunlight. Imagine you have parked your car in a dark street, with the doors open. The oncoming from the 

headlights, your car would make bigger shadow behind, than if the OPEN doors on your car were made of clear 

glass. The crown of Venus intercepts 99% of the sunlight, crown on earth, maybe 40% on a clear day.   

 Myth no. 10:  In western Siberia somewhere, the permafrost started melting and the soil is becoming too 

soft for the railway line. Railway line is sinking = big problems. Russians have to collect that mud from under 

the rail line and replace it with concrete. Ringleaders are using anything to prove that global warming is here 

and the thermometer is wrong. 1: did the phony Global Warming lost its compass, or?  2: If the snow cover 

increases for any reason = permafrost softens, because the snow protect the thermal heat from the extreme 

coldness in the air. 3. Russian toilets on the trains don’t have bottoms. Anything you drop into it - falls on the 

railway line. That’s why you’re not allowed to use those toilets when the train is in the station. But when the 

train moves from point A to point B, thousands of bottoms go on those toilets without bottoms. Anything that 

falls on the railway line decomposes, except the salts in it (sodium chloride = antifreeze).    

           B] railway line is sinking in the Russian permafrost; proof for their global warming!...  Or is it? Salt 

accumulates day after day, year after year and sinks into the permafrost… for the last 100 years on that railway 

line. Remember, permafrost is desert in cold country, not enough rain or melting snow to flush away the salt. If 

you calculate how much salt the surrounding towns and cities are consuming every year - salt accumulates in 

the soil from septic - permafrost gone in small patches. Human activity, sewage treatment goes in the soil and 

then salt is on the move slowly eating the ice in the ground. But for the Swindlers it’s easy to pin everything on 

their phony Global Warming. Cult members can piss sodium chloride without global warming, so can the local 

population, where the permafrost is. Mineral salts, ash accumulates, where there are no plants to consume it. I 

suggest to the western Reds (under green camouflage): if you intend to prevent that kind of global warming, 

you should demand Russian people not to put salt in their food. Or, because that melting of the permafrost 

is good for the Global Warming con industry; send them some money to drink more vodka on the trains (vodka 

is antifreeze). So you can con the suckers in the western countries, Botanical name (Urban Sheep) even easier.   

4] They were showing  a buckled railway lines (sideways) on TV as proof also. But the idiot with the TV 
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camera didn’t lift the camera higher – people not to see the eucalyptus trees around. That railway line was 

buckled from the heat somewhere in Australia – not from sinking in the permafrost. ( Russian railway has 

much, much wider rail gage than what the Swindlers on TV were showing.)       

      Myth no. 11:  now lets go into pre-recorded history. Wobbling of the planet does affect the climate. 

That is what especially I referred as: some places the climate changes for better, others for worse, can be 

encompassed. Prof. Milutin Milankovich in the 30’s  predicted the wobbling and he is correct. The only thing I 

disagree with him is: the planet never comes back to the previous position. In other words: North Poll was 

never before, where is now. There is big reason for it, which he didn’t take into account. (I was living for a year 

1km away from his observatory. I was in the pub where Milankovich was going for lunch and a drink, but that 

was 11years after he was dead; so, I wasn’t able to tell prof. Milankovich what I think)  I will tell you why the 

earth is not going back to the previous position, same angle to the sun...  in my next book. Anyway, when the 

planet get in different angle to the sun – doesn’t make warmer or colder atmosphere, but the equator shifts = 

some places get warmer, other places get colder. Same as when you are camping around a fire. You are 

warming your front – the back is colder – then you turn your back to the fire = your butt gets warmer, but 

simultaneously, your face gets colder. About wobbling of the planet, we can’t doo anything about, but about the 

H2O affect, we can do a lot, to improve the climate on the whole planet; especially where is extreme, as in 

Australia. Therefore: human cannot produce global warming, but can change the climate – for better and 

for worse.    
 

By many times of wobbling of the planet in the past 4 billion years, drastic climate changes did happen, that 

confuses the shonky experts that it was warmings and coolings of the planet every few months. What wobbling 

is: pretend that South Poll has moved to New Zealand, North Poll to New York. Then imagine where the 

equator would be. The sea-currents that were carrying warmwater to cold areas, start to bring coldwater; or 

opposite. Some currents start flowing in opposite directions, because evaporation becomes bigger on some 

opposite end – currents go in direction of where is high evaporation,  to compensate for the deficit of 

evaporated water; or goes in direction where rivers are absent, or not delivering sufficient water to compensate 

for evaporated water on that part. If you did imagine the North Poll to be in New York, or change it to be in 

Tokyo. It means that Alaska would be subtropical climate. That gives you appropriate explanation why in 

Alaska are found dinosaurs bones. Unfortunately, when the ignorant researchers discover dinosaurs bones in 

Alaska = dinosaurs were coldblooded critters with no feathers or wool = if coldblooded can live there – Alaska 

was hot = must have being warmer planet by 37⁰C. They don’t even think that if that is the case – Arabian 

peninsula would have being 108⁰C = that temperature would have Pasteurized/boiled everything. Instead there 

are the biggest oil and gas reserves = there was milder climate than any other place for growing best fauna and 

flora. Now is the opposite, because lack of H2O, nothing to do with CO2. 

 (I sent this text to a geologist west of Cairns. He sent me an email, criticizing me. And he added: you are 

talking about Ice Age, which ice age’’? Well, if I put another 20 ice ages, is that going to proof that is no global 

warming in 2100, but a narrow mined person thinks differently. Because he is a ‘’geologist’’.   In reality, if he 

was honest geologist, he would have known the accuracy in geology, but he thinks that I don’t know / he;  

obviously cons others. He was proofreading Ian Plimer’s book. Ian is not maybe into physics and chemistry, but 

the ‘’geologist’’ from Chillagoe, John Nethery should know at least some. I pointed to him that: he has 

approved in Ian’s book that methane is much more harmful to the atmosphere than CO2. That is not just 

wrong, but most destructive. Instead of replying, he tells to other people; to avoid/ignore my book/what I say. 

John is obviously suffering from ‘’truth phobia’’ same as the Warmist.  

Nevertheless, to make him happy; I will point other coolings, how was happening on different places on the 

planet, but never on the whole planet simultaneously, here it is: when was big gap between north and south 

America – lots more coldwater was coming to the Mexican gulf from arctic ocean – then all that water was 

going west into equatorial Pacific = would need too many pages to explain how many different climates was 

that doing to different places on the planet and why exactly. When was big gap in-between, was different 

affect, then when the gap was small, was completely opposite affect.  2]with movement of the tectonic plates 

and warbling of the planet, imagine: the south poll moves away from Antarctic, somewhere in the sea. The 

water if moving on the south poll, will absorb lots of extra coldness and was spreading it to warmer places. 

Now Antarctic as on the south poll doesn’t absorb lots of extra coldness, what coldness absorbs, most of it  

stays there. Water currents absorb extra coldness and as on conveyer belt is constantly spreading it and collects 

more. Not when is land. Antarctic as land, the coldness stays there. Same goes with the north poll. If it moves 

over Canada or eastern Russia = wouldn’t distribute that coldness efficiently, to absorb more. H2O boys, 

forget CO2. No matter where it gets ice age – somewhere on the opposite end on the planet gets warmer.  
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By creating ice age, big or small, the air above shrinks – that makes air from other place to get there. The other 

place has less air. On the moon is no air – that’s why the temperature gets from 105 degrees above zero, to 150 

below zero. Which means: on the earth, part of the hemisphere with less air – gets much more extreme 

temperature!!! Not colder the whole planet, boys. Some Skeptics are becoming more guilty for carbon tax and 

other destructions, than the Anarchists. Because the honest people on the street know that senator Brown is 

lying and is destructive person, but that is expected of him. Same as nobody blames the crocodile for eating 

people = Brown is got destructive Marxist genes. But when Skeptics are obsessed with Global warmings – 

honest people are confused, many believe the leading Sceptic’s crap. That’s the best Christmas present to the 

Warmist. People, please don’t rely on Plimer and his apostils to bring the truth and correct science. They use 

wrong, misleading data; created by the Alarmist – which makes the leading Skeptics bigger Warmist. Thy don’t 

have any honesty / dignity/ decency to admit that they were wrong. Instead, few of them here in the north are 

telling to sceptical people and demanding of them; not to read my book. They are scared of people to find out 

that they have being misleading them, because of ignorance. That makes them double conmen and traitors of 

humanity. Misinforming the people, is only in leading Warmist interest. Not in interest of their followers.  

In the email he is pointing to me that I am wrong, before reading anything I sent him. Ridiculing me that Jesus 

was saying that he knows the truth. Because I said that I have the truth/proofs. Lecturing me that the planet was 

warmer 6 000years ago by about 2degrees. Did he, John the geologist ever ask his ‘’closed parachute mind’’: 

how much the atmosphere would expand, if the whole atmosphere was warmer by 2⁰C? Where that air will 

expand, what is the temperature there? Of course not. One would say that; active Sceptic like him should be 

happy to be given solid proofs, so that he doesn’t have to work with fairytales. John Nethery the geologist: I 

know what you know, but you don’t know what I know = therefore I have unfair advantage on you. Even 

though I know what you know, I say that: you are wrong and destructive to the truth. ‘’Slightly warmer planet 

since 1850, the warmest year was 98’’. Those lies were concocted by the Alarmist; people that John Nethery 

pretend of proving wrong. Instead, he is the Devil’s advocate. Using Alarmist lies, to con / mislead the 

sceptical people. The truth will win, will take longer = makes John Nethery bigger part of the crime, than the 

Alarmist. John Nethery is just an obsessive Warmist con. He 

promotes more phony Global Warmings than the Alarmist.  

Probably you are familiar that: most of the data collection for the last 150y is from around the big cities. Those 

cities have being growing every year. Now is lots of traffic, black bitumen on the streets = that register warmer 

temperature. But the morons as Nethery should know that: when those cities become bigger, the air above 

warms; instead of 1000km3, expand and becomes 1050km3. Those extra 50km3 go up to the stratosphere; 

intercept constantly extra coldness – because of the fast spinning of the planet eastward; those 50km3 of extra 

cold air falls somewhere far west of those cities – somewhere west (usually above the oceans) is colder!!! Why 

is John Nethery the geologist for 45 years lying on behalf of the Alarmist; that the whole planet is warmer?!  I 

have no answer on that question, but is reason they prefer people not to read my book is: not to see that the truth 

is completely different. I would never say to anybody: avoid informations from any person. I suggest people to 

get every information and compare. Be the judge yourself. Because Nethery& Co  are restricting people to get 

the truth /facts from me = Plimer& Co have no credibility + is proof they don’t believe in what they are 

preaching + is proof that their ego is paramount, screw the interest of the nation. Shame, shame…!!! 

Not one believer in global warming stopped believing, because of prof. Plimer’s book – you get it John Nethery 

as proofreader? Instead of, lots of people asked themselves: is that what the Skeptics can come up with? How 

can they disprove one Warmist’ warming of the whole planet in 100y, with their dozens of phony GLOBAL 

warmings? By repeating /promoting  prof. Gerard Diamond’s lies. Temperature on the whole planet doesn’t go 

up and down as a yo-yo, boys! Grow up!!! Chillagoe is on this planet, but doesn’t represent the whole planet, 

John the geologist. Stop misleading the visitors to Chillagoe. If you cannot see the amount of water not far from 

there in floods, is in Mitchell River, but few months after, in Chillagoe and west is as on the moon climate. 

How much that water would have improved the climate; if big part of it was saved on the land? If you cannot 

see that the dry heat created around Chillagoe in dry, is threatening the Daintree rainforest not far to the east; 

you John Nethery from Chillagoe don’t know shit from clay about the climate!!!! Preaching to me about 

‘’multiple affects’’. Please leave the solar and galactic influence on the climate, to the horoscope people. Learn 

about the powerful self-adjusting mechanism of oxygen and nitrogen- to regulate the warmth to be the same, 

day and night, every year and millennia. Some real knowledge will prevent you of telling only Bulshit to the 

people! Get honest! Alarmist and lefty politicians are exploiting the ignorance of Warmist like you – to 

continue with their own bull. ‘’John the geologist’’ is flogging/promoting  Alarmist crap to his own followers. 
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Here is very good news to the other Plimer’s apostils:: oxygen and nitrogen can double in 

volume in a split second, if necessary. Because they are transparent to the sunlight – they 

will not intercept extra sunlight when they double in volume. But in less than one hour, 

they can intercept enough extra coldness, where they expand, (in 50 minutes) to make on 

the ground the temperature in equatorial regions Indonesia, Equator to be minus - 40⁰C 

below zero. More than twice as cold than in your deep freezer. Because the oxygen and 

nitrogen atoms expand when they get warmer; where they expand extra – intercept extra 

coldness – that makes those atoms to shrink a lot = become much heavier per volume, for 

speedy downfall = they fall down in minutes to the ground with that extra coldness. John 

Nethery  from Chillagoe, the Warmist are 10 steps ahead of you ‘’closed parachute brains’’ 

leading Skeptics; I am 100 steps ahead of the Warmist. I have to battle against the Warmist and 

politically bias media, because they are Swindlers. Why do I have to battle now against the egotistic 

Skeptics?! We want same outcome /same result. If I have to battle against you also – you will be seen on 

the end by the people; as bigger part of the crime than the professional Swindlers! Think about it, now.  

Milankovich has given it the name ‘’Wobbling’’.  I would just cal it: tilting of the planet = the polls change 

locations, equator changes location, for good. That caused mass extinction of some vegetation = food for 

herbivore animals – that affects the carnivore. On other places on the planet become more prolific, but different 

fauna and flora. The planet doesn’t tilt that big angle in 10 minutes (we would have fallen of the planet). It’s 

slow process = gives time for adaptation. But please notice: extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago had 

nothing to do with that. Real proofs what got read of the Dino is explained in details in my book. Any honest 

scientist interested to help his own research, the real reason that got read of dinosaurs, did other changes too. It 

was change for the better, done by the bacteria that produces methane = the oxygen level because of those 

bacteria quadrupled in few years = became better for the warm-blooded critters.  

Now CSIRO is genetically modifying those bacteria into superior bacteria, to inhibit methane = to reverse the 

oxygen level in the atmosphere to the time that was good for the coral and dinosaurs = but death to every warm 

blooded critter – thanks to clowns as John Nethery. Nevertheless, those things are big climate changes, not 

GLOBAL warmings and GLOBAL coolings. One area gets colder – another warmer.  Otherwise the genes for 

adaptation and diversification in everything living degenerates. With every gene the rule is: you use it or you 

lose it (if don’t use it – becomes junk gene). Most of the genes have become junk genes, but if the genes for 

adaptation and diversification turn into rubbish = the end of everything. Reason why the good lord created day 

and night, summer and winter, tilting of the planet, movement of the tectonic plates, changing directions of the 

sea currents;  is for keeping those genes alert and alive. If the minister for Stopping the Climate from Changing  

succeeds = he would be the first to stop the climate from changing for the last 4 billion years. Or, the title 

‘’Honorable’’ in-front of his name should be changed for something else. Any suggestions? * 

On the other hand, the sun is too big, changes don’t happen, the sun is very boring place. Sun not guilty!!! 

Radiation from the sun increases, yes; it only lasts for few days. Damages electronic gadgets – deposits more 

radiation on the surface of the planet = that produces  extra heat; all over the planet. Doesn’t increase heat in 

Simpson Desert, but avoid Brazil. But the self adjusting mechanism fixes that in a jiffy, so that the planet’s 

temperature stays the same. Because the self adjusting mechanism, O+N instantly expand into the unlimited 

coldness – intercept extra coldness – drop it down instantly – then O+N shrink instantly to the previous volume. 

In a jiffy John,  not in 6 000years. Anarchist don’t have any legitimate proof of global warming, because it 

doesn’t exist. They are succeeding, only because of clowns as John,  that con the ignorant /trustworthy.  

The amount of warmth units that were in the atmosphere last year – will be exactly the same 

next year. Can you imagine how much heat the sun will produce on the earth this whole year? 

All of it gone. Discharged into the heavens, not enough from that extra heat left to boil one 

chicken egg. Including the thermal heat released, including heat produced by human. All 

regulated by the expanding and shrinking of O+N. To talk about CO2 preventing cooling, is 

insult to the self adjusting mechanism and to human intelligence. It’s an insult to the Creator of 

this planet. EH>AE>ECI (extra heat > atmosphere expands > extra coldness intercepts) 

That’s what the Laws of Physics say = that’s what my formula says. Unless you abolish the 

laws of physics – you are scaring the people about a phony global warming. That’s what the 

Laws of Physics say, I am only repeating what the laws of physics say.. It’s up to you, if you 
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want to believe those Swindlers, or the Laws of Physics. The Laws of Physics are my Lord’s 

10 Commandments. You don’t brake those laws /commandments. You can only tell lies, that 

you did.*the Earth did swear to Haven; that is no such a thing as permanent lie on the earth. 

Lies have shallow roots = will get exposed to the daylight, sooner than you think. 

CO2 is only used for rip-off + taxpayer’s money 
laundering, by the lefty politicians – to their cronies!   

I am bragging about Mr. john Nethery, to be fair, here is the email from him, you be the judge:              
 

Author : John Nethery (IP: 60.231.153.113 , CPE-60-231-153-113.static.qld.bigpond.net.au) 

E-mail : nedex@bigpond.com 

URL :  

Whois : http://ws.arin.net/cgi-bin/whois.pl?queryinput=60.231.153.113 

Comment:  

Stefan, 

Thanks for sending me a copy of your book recently. I had a good browse through it - Enough to see that you are not 

interested in the multiple factors (e.g. orbital, solar, cosmic radiation, volcanism, global tectonics, ocean circulation) 

involved in climate change throughout Earth's history. In your covering letter in the second paragraph you bag Ian Plimer, 

who happens to be a very good friend. In fact I was one of the editors of his book "Heaven and Earth" and have studied 

climate change as a geologist for 45 years. You clearly misunderstand his writings, and seem to have no concept of the 

science of geology. You talk about the Big Ice Age. Which "Big Ice Age"? There have been many ice ages. Even in the 

last 500,000 years there have been 5 ice ages and 5 interglacial periods. We are currently in an Interglacial period with a 

peak temperature at around 6000 years ago of about 2 degrees higher than now. For the last 6000 years Earth has on 

average been in a gradual cooling phase, but with the normal ups and downs of natural systems. Since 1850 we have been 

in a slight warming trend, which is what the Climate Alarmists have seized on to blame the human race. There are clearly 

other factors in addition to water that control climate, and you are wrong in stating that Plimer discounts the effect of 

water on buffering climate, just like the other "greenhouse gases". 

I guess there is no point in my discussing this as you make your point in your opening paragraph of your letter: "I am the 

only one with the complete truth". Obviously you think you are Jesus Christ re-incarnated.                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The Warmist are for one global warming in a 100y. ‘’John the Warmist’’ is for lots and lots of 

Global Warmings in the past – to scare /mislead the honest people. He is telling same lies as the 

Alarmist; only he is deceiving the honest people. How can lots of phony warmings prove that is 

no warming in 100years? he doesn’t need to think that much. The propaganda is destroying 

other people’s lives; the idiot is only dignifying the propaganda. I hope the truth catches up with him.  

Answer: 1: no, you didn’t have  any browse – if you did, reply would have being nasty, but different. 1: orbital, 

solar, cosmic radiation influence, I leave to the horoscope people. If you know the power of self adjusting, by 

the oxygen and nitrogen; to be same warmth units in the planet’s atmosphere  every day and night of every 

year– you wouldn’t be writing as you do. But then again, you wouldn’t want to even learn that O+N regulate 

the temperature by expanding. Increasing the volume of the atmosphere, and shrinking. 2: volcanism, tectonic 

movement, ocean circulation is all over my work = you didn’t browse. Those factors change sea currents, 

climate, topography. But they don’t produce global warming. You people have big difficulty to separate the 

real climate changes from the phony global warmings = that’s why they refer to you as: ‘’Climate Change 

Deniers’’ even though you people do know and agree that climate was changing and is changing. 3: I bag Ian 

Plimer, because same as you; he is misleading a lot in his book, as for example that I have given to you, about 

methane, to separate phony global warmings of 98, 5BC from real climate changes. 4: I had respect for Ian, for 

standing against the massive misleading propaganda; but his different misleading will not correct the Warmist 

misleading. Actually Plimer and his apostils as you John, are bigger Warmist than the Alarmist. I am only 

wrong for referring to the Alarmists as Warmist; Ian’s warmings are more misleading, than what the other camp 

misleads. I waited one year Ian to take on board, at least the subject on methane. His ego is hearting millions of  

people = he is wrong, unconsidered snob. You, John, as proof-reader, obviously approved all the mistakes in 

Ian’s book. You as a geologist should know some physics and chemistry, but obviously you don’t know shit 

from clay about methane, warmings and climate. You need to study another 45 years, or, read what I sent you.  

http://bigpond.com/
http://ws.arin.net/cgi-bin/whois.pl?queryinput=60.231.153.113
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5: if you know geology ‘’John the Warmist’’  you should know at least that whatever you are lecturing to the 

ignorant about climate and the phony global warmings is all lies. You should apologise to those people, instead 

of instructing them to avoid reading what comes from me – because you are scared for them to know the truth 

and compare with your lies. You wouldn’t be doing that, if you believe in what you preach. I believe in my 

truth/facts – here are your antic theories about warmer and colder years, for people to compare.  May the truth 

win = we will both be winners, and everybody in the country. Only because you are ashamed of your antique  

theories – you are scared from my truth = same as ABC, is suffering from the same sickness. 6: ‘’John the 

Warmist’’ you have great difficulty to comprehend that: ice ages or global warming cannot happen on the 

whole planet simultaneously. All you need is; to learn from the people that you are telling lies to, for them to 

tell you that: oxygen and nitrogen expand when they get warmer for any reason. B: they expand into the 

unlimited coldness – intercept extra coldness instantly – that coldness falls in few minutes somewhere far away 

and creates colder area. The laws of physics and my formula say that: ‘’it is not possible the whole planet’s 

atmosphere to be warmer or colder for more than few minutes!!”  even on the moon, one half is hot, the other 

half is cold. If you learn that: oxygen and nitrogen are Greenhouse gases; H2O+CO2 are Shade-cloth affect 

gases – you wouldn’t be telling so many lies = which is very, very unhelpful to the truth; but the Greens are 

washing their hands and arse with your antics... So, you should consult the laws of physics – then you wouldn’t 

be asking ‘’which ice age’’ but ‘’where on the planet was the ice age?’’  It’s nothing wrong to be ignorant John, 

ignorant people learn. It’s everything wrong with Bigots like you – with no capacity to learn.    

6: the Alarmist are exploiting people like you ‘’John the Warmist’’ whoever told you that 6000y ago was 

the whole planet warmer by 2 degrees + since 1850 become warmer the whole planet’s atmosphere; made 

a fool out of you John. Only because of Warmist like you and Plimer – the Alarmist are prospering. Both 

of you are doing the dirty job for the Alarmist – coning the honest section of the society!!! The honest 

people you think that you have monopoly on, should shove your thermometers up your...  7: I am the only 

one with the truth John so-far, because I am the only one that uses the laws of physics. If you start using the 

laws of physics – you wouldn’t have being lying that 6000y ago was warmer planet by 2 degrees. You would 

have realized that today is same warmth units as in 1850 in the atmosphere – wouldn’t have being doing the 

Alarmist’s dirty job. You should stop helping the Alarmist, you should develop some honesty. Human can 

change the climate – but human cannot produce global warming. Stop lying to people, 

John; it’s not in your, or in people’s interest. Warmist like you are the best present to the 

Anarchist. If you want to prove that is no warming in a 100y, you are not Anarchist. Learn 

about the laws of physics, John.  ‘’EH>AE>ECI’’   With inaccuracy of plus/minus of 7⁰C, John is 

even telling lies to people that his brainstrusts can detect ‘’slight warming’’ for the last 150years’’ how much is 

that ‘’slight warming’’ John; 0,6 or 0,7⁰C. Inaccuracy of +/-7⁰C is now, with 6000 monitoring places – 150y 

was bigger inaccuracy. How can they compare one unknown with a bigger unknown? And state with 

confidence... That’s the kind of representatives you Sceptical people have. They are the Alarmist’s Trojan 

Skunks between the honest people. If he was presenting himself as Alarmist – you wouldn’t believe him, but as 

leading Sceptic, Ian’s proof-reader; that tells a lot about prof. Plimer.  

 Smart survivor, coral confuses the shonky geologist 
Regarding proliferation of corals/limestone around the planet is a bit more deceiving. Coral now loves tropical 

climate = when shonky researchers see limestone made from coral all around the planet = for the narrow mined 

researcher is; must have being warmer planet by 15⁰C the whole planet, to have corals growing everywhere in 
the past. It couldn’t be further from the truth. It was milder climate yes, because was much more CO2 as 
shade-cloth affect /sealing affect; was much less oxygen as free agent to lift the CO2 further up in the air 
during daytime. The free oxygen we have now, was 50% part of the CO2 molecules, 40% part of the water 
molecules. Was less than 10% of oxygen in the air – less than 0,5% oxygen in the water, (not as part of the 
H2O molecule). Actually, because coral predates the dinosaurs, coral evolved when in the air was less than 2% 

oxygen. Nevertheless, for nearly 140million years, coral evolved, was living and 
adopted to a minimal amount of oxygen – lots and lots of CO2. 
That’s how the coral likes it. At that time coral was prospering in warm and in very cold water. 

Because the bloody thing is like porcelain – doesn’t have any warm or cold blood (because blood is made from 
freshwater and when it gets too cold = the freshwater in the blood freezes). Coral doesn’t and never had that 
problem. If any moisture in it, it’s saltwater anyway – saltwater doesn’t freeze. Therefore, coral was 
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everywhere in the oceans, lots of it. Then the bacteria that produces methane evolved. In short time created 
lots of free oxygen from the water molecule and from the CO2 molecules, created the fossil fuel. (it is 
explained in details in my book; just to point few factors here): before the methane producing bacteria 
evolved, there was lots of vegetation. But it was rotted when dead, by the fungi. Trees were absorbing CO2 – 
when dead, the fungi were turning it back into CO2 = no extra free oxygen was created = almost zero 
progress. Except by coral /algae collecting CO2 and releasing free oxygen, that wasn’t much. The rapid 
increase of oxygen happened 65million years ago, by the evolvement of the methane producing bacteria. 
How can John Nethery understand and approve that; when he approved Plimer’s badmouthing the methane, 
same as the Alarmist do. Truth: Methane burning destroys oxygen; methane creation - produces oxygen. 

1]Then, by producing methane - sped up lots of production of free oxygen in a short time. Methane is heavier 
than oxygen and nitrogen on sealevel = methane sinks in the ground and stays there. 2] another bacteria 
evolved in the ground that was feeding on fresh methane – when those bacteria were dead, created the crude 
oil from their bodies = crude oil = more free oxygen in the air and in the water.   3] before the evolvement of 
the methane producing bacteria, lots of big tsunamis were burying lots of trees, but was not converting into 
coal. Because fungi and other bacteria were eating the buried logs. The methane producing bacteria evolved – 
was heating / fumigating and protecting those buried logs from the fungi /other bacteria – that’s when coal 
deposits was created. More coal = more free oxygen. Too much free oxygen and the changes it brought, killed 
the dinosaurs – but become perfect for critters with warm blood – they need lots of oxygen. The coral survives 
now in tropical shallow waters; because tropical shallow waters are always depleted of oxygen. No strong 
currents to bring highly oxygenized water. +*** 

2] coral reef; water circulation from the bottom to the top doesn’t happen, because those waters on the 
bottom, the temperature is always above +4⁰C. Coral is sheltering in those waters as refuges from lots of 
oxygen in the cold waters on the planet. Therefore: for coral the temperature of the water is irrelevant, 
because doesn’t have blood made of freshwater. But is now only in warm-waters, because those waters don’t 
have much oxygen in them, to destroy the algae that are protecting the coral and are giving him beautiful 
colours. Therefore: limestone =dead coral is not proof that was warmwater everywhere when coral was 
growing there. Prof. Plimer should tell you that: geologist mind is like a parachute – only works when is open. 
Hello ‘’John the Warmist’’ geologist   

Few days ago was a Swindler’s conference in Cairns, 400 snake oil salesmen. Mr. John Nethery the geologist, 
heroically tried to shorten their lifespan. In a letter to the editor,  he warned the people that: the marine 
experts on the conference will panic the people that; ‘’ coral will be dead in 30y. Coral will adopt to more 
carbon and warming’’. In next day’s paper was reply/ comment from the second biggest marine biologist 
conman in the country, from Brisbane university of Queensland ‘’Researcher’’ prof. Ove Hoegh-Guldberg. He 
stated: coral will survive, will not get extinct; but ask if the tour guides on the reef would like few corals to 
survive until they adopt’’ In other words, John cannot win an argument against the biggest Swindlers in the 
country. Just by insinuating that: 1] coral needs to adopt  to more CO2. 2] John is what they need as an 
opponent in front of the public. Reality/the truth: A]: there is no such a thing as Global Warmings. 2: For 
example: if you need 4 glasses of water for your good health; but you are getting one glass of water a day. 
Then somebody, gives you, or falls from the sky another glass of water; do you need to adopt to 2 glasses, 
when 4 glasses of water would be much better for you? For coral is better, now to be  2000 ppm, without any 
adaptation. Can you dig it John? Using the words: greenhouse gases, slight warmings, needs adaptation; 
makes you bigger scum /con, than the Alarmist. (Can you say on English: ‘’John the Warmist’’ is the scum’s scum? 

My English is very bad) 

End result: people know that for adaptation takes 1000 years. To their global warming + extra CO2 suppose to 
be in 86 years from now. Another truth: coral is not adoptable critter; didn’t adopt to lots of oxygen for the 
last 50 million years. Because when was most prolific – for 140 million years all the time was very, very low 
amount of free oxygen. Coral’s genes for adaptation have being obviously buggered during that boring long 

period of no changes. By the way, John did state that coral was prospering when it was 4000 
ppm  of CO2 – which is correct. Its all over my work, which means he agrees with me. But 
that comment about 4000ppm was ‘’conveniently’’ ignored by the second biggest marine 
biologist Swindler in the country, prof. Ove Hoegh-Guldberg. (the biggest is Will Stephen) Similar 

as John Nethery ignores the 1000 proofs/facts from me. In his email to me states that I don’t take in 
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consideration of movement of the tectonic plates. Even though is all over my work. Difference is: in my work 
says that: movement and buckling of the tectonic plates changes sea-currents and the climate, but doesn’t 
produce global warmings. John and Plimer have problem in separating those two phenomena, on the people’s 
expenses and detriment. Correction, one is phenomena, the other is a ‘’phenomenal lie.’’ No global warming! 

Bottom line is: insinuating/stating about global warming, or CO2 as a burden gas, that needs adaptation to it, 
is counterproductive to the truth. Insinuating that plants/coral need to adopt to extra CO2,  is gross 
misleading; but very complimentary to the misleading propaganda. Cairns post will print John’s comments, 
because are deceiving. John Nethery is complimenting the Swindlers = two Warmist arguing. One Warmist for 
the past, the other Warmist for 2100.  Very similar, but larger text in today’s paper: in large letters; one is for 
wind turbines, the other is against. 1: ‘’for wind energy’’ is the Clean Energy Council media manager Mark 
Betterton ( I wander who is robed for his pay packet, electricity users, any hint Suckers?). His ‘’opponent’’  is 
even bigger swindler, the Australian Environment Foundation director Max Rheese. Both of those gentleman 
are paid to be Swindlers; they push the same wheelbarrow, but in Cairns Post they are opponents in a debate, 
to present democracy…? Can only happen in Cairns Post and in North Korea this days – up yours, Holman.  

Both of them are into Climate Change, Climate Change. But on snicky way pretend to argue for different 
opinions. The conman Andrew Holman (the editor) will not let me ask those two Swindlers: 1: when did the 
climate stop changing, did the climate really started changing with the industrial revolution?!?! 2: do you want 
climate in which people and animals burn in bushfires, because is no moisture inland. 3: how much individual 
unit of those wind propellers cost (that they are arguing about) and how much electricity they really produce. 
4: if they lie that Australia will benefit from renewable energy; how come they import those stupid propellers 
that don’t turn constantly against the wind. Instead of building on the design as the farmer’s wind propeller; 
that have a tail, to direct them constantly against the wind?!?!?! Com on renewable energy Swindlers; biggest 
traitors of the nation /humanity. It’s same as  Warmist John Nethery arguing against the Alarmist. Two cheeks 
of a same arse. He is for lots of phony warmings in the past, to discredit his brainstrusts, the Warmist in 2100. 
Yes his brainstrusts; they concocted the phony warming since 1850, and that 98 was the warmest. Most of the 
other phony antic warmings have being created/falsified by the Swindlers in the Alarmist camp, anyway. They 
are all scared from my truth /from the laws of physics, same as John Nethery, the geologist for 45 years. 

Against the big army of Warmist Swindlers, me and John Nethery are against; to make it even more stupid, we 
are against each other… The Swindlers have ‘’media managers’’. John writes letter to the editor. The editor 
knows that talking about CO2 /adaptations =is  helping the Alarmists – alarmist are pressing the politicians to 
advertise in the media on taxpayer’s expense = John is the loser? What I am trying to say: only real solid 
proofs and large number of people to be informed, can save the victims from the bias media and from the 
Swindlers. I have the real proofs, John has outdated shonky theories. Most of his theories came from the 
Swindlers, anyway. We need to clear the desk of those shonky theories. Instead, Nethery and his friends in 
Cairns are advising the people not to read what I have and are ridiculing me. We need your support, people 
that are interested to see the end of the misleading propaganda. People like John are only giving oxygen to 
the Swindlers. That’s why I am inserting lots of text and blaming John. Otherwise, he is probably not a bad 
person, just he is barking up the same wrong tree as the Warmist. He is shooting himself and whoever 
believes him, in the foot. Actually, John is compulsive Warmist for the past, Warmist are for the year 2100. As 
two cheeks on a same arse – there must be some difference, but I can’t see it. Therefore, Plimer’s apostils are 
bigger Warmist than the Warmist for 2100. (another 86 years, keep remaining them; it’s not another 100y 
anymore; it was 100y from the Kyoto conference – that will give them some extra insomnia) 

 More CO2 is instantly better for the trees, crops and especially for the coral, John. Coral doesn’t need to 
adopt to more CO2. There is no global warming, John! 5BC and 1998 AD wasn’t warmer than 2010; but is 
same warm units, same temperature as it will be in 2100 !!! That’s what the laws of physics say, John.  Ego 
management can do wanders, John. That Swindler (prof Ove Hoegh-Guldberg from Brisbane university) 
conveniently ignored your truth that coral was prosperous in 4000 ppm of CO2. Same sleazy tactic as you are 
ignoring/ bag and ridiculing the truth from me, what doesn’t fit your ‘’outdated bulldung’’. Truth phobia is 
sickness, John. In the process, people are suffering, the Swindlers are walking all over you, even though those 
Swindlers need you, to wash their hands. Shall we call you ‘’the Swindler’s Palmolive-John’’? No, don’t let 
them use you on the most dirtiest places. (you are helping to keep clean Flannery’s & Brown’s arse) 
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Next time when John Nethery the geologist lie to tourist coming to Chillagoe about 2 degrees warmer 6000y 
ago, warmer since the industrial revolution started; he should admit to the tourist that: he is lying=helping the 
Warmist. He is lying, because he doesn’t know / doesn’t want to know; how oxygen and nitrogen regulate the 
temperature in the planet’s atmosphere. His twisted mind doesn’t want to learn that comparing CO2 -320 
ppm with nitrogen 780000 ppm  is big difference. They are not even his lies, not even Plimer’s, but Plimer 
collected mountain of lies/crap from professional Swindlers around the planet, deceives the honest people. 

Let me tell you something: atom bomb is made from 10kg of plutonium. That much plutonium you can put in 
one litre bottle. Pretend to fill one litre bottle with ball-bearings, or shotgun pellets. Well, plutonium is heavier 
than the lead in the shotgun pellets, but not much. When explode, can a one litre of shotgun pellets demolish 
all the buildings in a town? No! same with plutonium, when explodes, the plutonium doesn’t demolish all those 
concrete buildings – but the heated oxygen and nitrogen from the explosion is smashing all those concrete 

buildings. Because the expansion of oxygen and nitrogen is tremendous  and instant. Instant, John, instant, 

doesn’t wait 86y. That’s why CO2 is not a greenhouse gas – because cannot prevent oxygen and nitrogen in 
the atmosphere from expanding when they warm up!!! Try to understand that much John; the truth may be 
painful – but think about the victims, for a change. 1] Normal greenhouse building doesn’t expand when 
warms up – atmosphere does expand when warms up, instantly. 2] in a normal greenhouse, when air warms 
up, loses quantity –volume stays the same. When O+N in the atmosphere warm up, dirty cloud of CO2 cannot 
stop them expanding (O+N can demolish concrete walls when expanding, if they get warmer) Insinuating that 
CO2 is a Greenhouse gas is a destructive, shameless, misleading lie !!!! 

Even Plimer is questioning the accuracy of the thermometers in 19 century. But John Nethery is lying with full 
confidence that since the industrial revolution – the planet’s atmosphere is warmer. Even if they were 
accurate, who was collecting at that time the temperature on every 10m3 in Australia, South America, 
Oceania?!?! Plus, cannot ignore that on every 50m from the ground to the edge of the atmosphere is different 
temperature and changes all the time. On the Himalayas is Subtropical geographically, people lose fingers 
from frost bytes. Less than 9km altitude from sealevel, the water in the blood in the fingers freezes – ice 
expands – must chop of the fingers. But not every time is as cold… Look above your head, if John Nethery the 
geologist has somebody monitoring the temperature on every 100m?!?! Go on, you can see by binoculars for 
10km up and count on how many places the temperature is constantly monitored. Because it changes on 
different levels, every 10-15 minutes. Bottom line is: if somebody with confidence is saying that: one year was 
warmer than another; without anybody having even 000000000000000000000,1% of the data essential to 
know correctly; but is saying that it was colder or warmer planet’s atmosphere just before the industrial 
revolution, or any other year; that person has no credibility.  

Unfortunately, bigger liars always sound more convincing. To say that 6 000y ago was warmer by 2⁰C, is much 
more than pathetic, destructive. Today is monitored and data collected on only 6 000 places by IPCC (mostly 
on the land, mostly close to growing cities) winds are the best proof that temperature always shifts. If 
temperature stops changing – no more winds. Can you believe that: one whole year ever existed without any 
winds? Bottom line: it’s needed minimum 100 thermometers on every square kilometer of air, to monitor and 
record temperature for every 15 minutes and collect all that data. Otherwise, anybody saying that one year is 
warmer than another, is telling lies. Needs temperature to be taken every 15minutes on, on every 15m up, on 
999999999999999999999999999999999997  of places in the atmosphere. It’s taken now on only 6000 places,  
before the industrial revolution maybe on 20 places recorded; but for 6000y ago, on how many places the 
data was collected; John Nethery the geologist will tell us. Com-on John, one more lie. Tell us the accuracy of 
geology; was it on 17 October 3985BC warmer in Chillagoe, or on the 18 of October, same year? Did you say 
for 3PM, or for early morning? Was it same difference in change 130km west of Easter island on the same 
dates as in Chillagoe? Or, the temperature over there is irrelevant, because is on a different globe than 
Chillagoe?  If for 45 years in geology you didn’t discover that, why you mislead and brainwash the honest 
people, John?! Honest people should be told the truth, John! Doesn’t make your lies correct, if people don’t 
get the ‘’truth’’ from me.   

People of Australia, I didn’t insert John Nethery’s name to bag him, not even to inform him. Obviously, if he 
had any common sense, he would nave read my book first, before preaching his antics to me. At least he 
should have read this text that you are reading now (it was sent to him on a disc; all as it is – minus his name 
and comments about him/Plimer. I am inserting those things, for you people to judge and see that Plimer and 
his apostils don’t have any proofs, only lots of repackaged Alarmist’s lies. The best way to know if I am correct 
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is; to read what they have and compare with my work. Alarmist cannot have any solid proof, because is no 
such a thing as Global Warming of the whole planet. The only reason the Alarmist are succeeding, is because 
Plimer and his apostils are helping them, unintentionally. If you think that I have the proofs/facts; help me 
inform the people; because the Alarmist have Plimer and his own Warmist against us. Both of their camps are 
disregarding the laws of physics. We have the laws of physics on our side. Whatever the  laws of physics don’t 
approve of, is a lie. If the planet was getting many times warmer even for over 10⁰C, for the last 35million 
years, as they promote, wouldn’t be any helium now in the stratosphere, would have being lost. They have to 
learn that O+N are expanding when they warm up – where they expand is very, very cold. Then they should 
join us. The egotist as John that don’t join us – will be blamed for the damages done by the Alarmist. You 
people inform the sceptical people that are getting brainwashed by those Egotist, to read what is in this text/ 
on our website. Those people shouldn’t be denied the truth, same as ABC is denying the truth to their Green 
Smarties.  People that are presenting themselves as sceptic’s representatives, as Plimer and Nethery, are not 
different for the propaganda machine about global warming and climate change than Malcolm Turnbull, the 
conservative?  

2] If you believe that O+N expand now, when they warm up – they were expanding and shrinking accordingly 
to the temperature 150y ago and 6000y ago; exactly the same. Will expand the same in 86years  from now. 
Before 65 million years ago was a bit different. It was much less free oxygen to expand. But then again, it was 
much more CO2 in the atmosphere; which means, it was milder climate, cooler days – warmer nights. Plus too 
much CO2 can make a degree or more to be colder in equatorial regions – warmer in temperate climate. If you 
think that talking about lots of global warmings and lots of ice ages will prove that is no global warming in 
100y, you are wrong. If you think that saving extra stormwater in Australia by human, cannot improve the 
climate; your name must be Tim Flannery or John Nethery; or a Green Zombie. Trees will tell you if on a 
particular place is good or bad climate. See for yourself. Better place for trees is = better place for human and 
animals also. Trees between Chillagoe and Broome are screaming/dying for more water, to improve the 
climate. John the geologist didn’t learn that much for 45y. John  cannot see the Climate under his nose in 
Chillagoe now/ today, that is bad without water; he is talking about 150y and 6000y ago on the whole planet. 
People can save lots of stormwater in the area, to improve the climate/to Change the climate for the better, 
but is not allowed, because of Swindlers as Tim Flannery + D/H as John Nethery. (only until people are 
informed that: human can improve the climate).  

Ice is symbol for coldness in Chillagoe, but is symbol for warmth on the polar caps – ask the Eskimos, they are 
making homes/igloos from ice, to keep themselves warm. Because white ice is full of air as insulator. Same 
goes for water there, if is covered by more ice = warmer, not colder. 2]The Daintree rainforest survives only 
because is a big hill to protect it from the dry heat coming from Chillagoe. If the hill wasn’t there – would have 
being bad climate. In my book I gave as examples Tully and Mission Beach, east of Chillagoe – best climate, 
with Normanton and Kuramba west of Chillagoe – crappie climate. Same CO2 level, same latitude and altitude, 
same sun flares and angle to the sun. But completely different climate. That dry heat around Chillagoe and 
west can be minimized, John;  by human! Please people, don’t take me wrong, go and visit Chillagoe. There are 
beautiful caves with stalagmites. Just, when ‘’John the Warmist’’ start bulshiting about warmer planet now, or 
6000y ago, you will know what he is, truth deficient Alarmist servant.  

      Myth no.12: they find fossilized palm trees on Antarctic, plus in some Russian coalmines in the Arctic circle 

= must have being much warmer planet, to have palms /fern-trees growing on those latitudes! Wrong!!! It’s 

very important subject; lets again, completely clear the confusions they created: The polar caps and the equator,  

by tilting of the planet were not on those same latitudes as today. Russian coalmines and Antarctic were much 

closer to where the equator was at that time. Those so-called experts cannot comprehend that: if Antarctic 

was on the latitude that is today, and palms were growing there – in Indonesia the temperature 

would have being 105⁰C. Fact: water boils on 100⁰C. fact 2: every critter and plant has water 

in it = would have boiled in minutes. Which means: under their mythology, on equatorial 

regions would have being as on Venus. The oceans’ water would have boiled out.   
 

      Come to think of it, when Gondwanaland was falling apart and the continents were shifting away from each 

other = there was lots and lots of very active volcanoes on the bottom of the oceans – they were warming a lot 

the seawater, without any global warming, with subtropical temperatures on the polar caps that are now. Plus 

have in mind the individual movement of the tectonic plates! Instead of a tectonic plate, imagine: you as a 
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person move from Hobart to Darwin = you will have different cloths/cover on, same as different vegetation 

covers that land. That is not global warming if you go from Hobart to Darwin, is it? Than how can you believe 

in Swindler’s Crap? 2. If south poll was on Antarctic then, palms were growing = the planet’s 

atmosphere would have being so hot; the air would have expanded so much = big part would 

have gone outside the earth’s gravitational field and would have being lost. Instead as the 

best proof that never happened is a big layer of helium in the Stratosphere. Can you imagine the density of 

O+N above Antarctic; if you increase the temperature to grow palms = air would double the volume! Verdict:  

South poll was somewhere else at that time, not on Antarctic. Same rule applied to Alaska. 

 

 2] abnormally extreme warmer or colder temperature on a particular place or places can happen – but not for 

long periods. Reason is: as the proportion in the difference of temperature increases = so do the wind’s speed 

and strength increases.  Therefore: prime minister Mr. Rudd didn’t succeed to abolish the laws of physics and 

especially the winds, because of hostile senate. On some mysterious way,  those shonky experts talk as if the 

winds have being abolished before 30 – 100 million years ago... amazing, amazing.  He wasn’t able to abolish 

even contemporary winds, definitely he or ABC cannot abolish the winds retrospectively. See, I’m a Sceptic, 

but I’m not, and have never being sceptic about climate change.  I am not a Climate Change Denyer, I am a 

GLOBAL warming denier. If the Organized Crime is not stopped –bigger climate change already started than 

ever in recorded history. When Britain and Scandinavia start accumulating enough winter ice/coldness that 

persist throughout half of summer = not just people living there, but the whole world should blame ABC + 

BBC and the Apparatchiks which decided in Stockholm that prof. Pachoury and Al Gore should get 

Nobel Price for lying = to increase their lies with legitimacy, with their blessings. Prof. Pachoury made 

himself a name and millions, by lying around the planet that CO2 is bad.  My advice is:  

Instead, when prof. Pachoury goes back home in 

India; to tell the ladies: to keep their legs crossed.   

It’s not Australian’s fault that is another 30  million people extra in India every year.  
 

What Australian pays for electricity in one month, for same kilowatts of electricity; In India / China person 

pays less in one year. Electricity produced from Queensland’s coal.  Overpopulation will strip the vegetation as 

locust and change the climate. Not one from the Organized Crime talks about overpopulation. Not one of them 

gives credit to China for one child policy. Instead they are talking of bigger population than is now, because by 

bigger population, the same Anarchists can start anarchy easier. On the top of that, they demand organic food. 

Without fertilizer and no pesticide, the planet can support 2 billion people. But they don’t say how they will get 

read of the rest. Hitler got read of 50million people – many people say that Hitler was a naughty boy – they 

intend to starve 4.5 billion people. The opportunist doo-gooders with their worries and crocodile tiers. Not 

just prof. Pachoury, here is on ABC environmentalist doctor from India; she promotes, no genetically modified 

crops = farmers to work and feed and breed pest = bankruptcy. + Not to grow crops in areas that need high 

irrigation. Does she know that saving stormwater to irrigate dry areas = improves the climate on the whole 

planet??? No need for her to know, she doesn’t produce any food; doesn’t invest her time and money. She 

knows that: if she is peddling crap = she will get on ABS, BBC. If she tells the truth – she will be silenced by 

the Swindlers. Then they turn and say: India should be allowed to increase pollution, because of high 

population. Did any other country is asking them to increase India’s  population to 1,5 billion people? Is it 

Queenslander’s fault for the tremendous Indian population; why should he pays 1200% more for electricity?! 

With less population, Indian people would be much better of. Their economy is growing, but population 

also = bad for them, bad for the world. If anybody talks about zero increase in CO2 production, but not in zero 

population growth = is a liar, anarchist, Snake oil Merchant. Instead they talk about reducing CO2, but 

increasing population to 9 billion. They should be all labelled, their names on a list, to warn the world, same as 

from Al Qaeda. No Al Qaeda son-of a bitch can do damages to the world as 

much as: Al Gore, Pachoury, ABC &SBS Pty Ltd, BBC, deviate section of 

CSIRO + the rest of the members of the Kyoto Cult’s  Organized Crime. 
 

What I am saying is definitely not scaremongering, but real facts! At the moment they still think that: it was 

Arctic Winter in Europe and USA = must be much more ice on arctic’s water = keep quiet for some time about 

that place. Wrong!!! Wrong!!! The extra moisture as snow and blizzards  that dropped in Europe and USA, was 
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suppose to make new ice on Arctic, but one same thing cannot be on two places at the same time. Think Kyoto 

Cult Criminals; what vandalizing the polar ice over the water means (that can be minimized). If continue until 

the chain reaction cannot be stopped anymore... Just that the northern hemisphere will not experience global 

warming, but freezing. People that live close to BBC, ABC and Stockholm /Oslo  university will be giving 

them a call /visit. What the Organized Crime in the media and shonky experts are doing is 

‘’premeditated murder on a  massive scale’’  Damaging the ice on the waters on the polar caps 

in the hope that: ruff sea will demolish the rest = no white ice to reflect sunlight = hopefully can 

produce global warming, at least by 1,5⁰C. If ships start going from Pacific to Atlantic 

via Arctic – people will believe in GLOBAL warming. WRONG! I cannot strongly 

enough emphasize that sentence. To stop them vandalizing the ice is of world’s 

importance + modifying methane producing bacteria is of world’s importance.      
       

B] most urgent thing is: to stop the Swindlers  in CSIRO from modifying genetically the bacteria in placenta 

animal’s digestive systems that produces methane. Methane is essential to be produced; because of the 

depletion of oxygen in the atmosphere – only extra production of extra methane can minimize the depletion of 

oxygen. Creating Frankenstein superior bacteria to inhibit methane instead, will do more damages than what 

happened to life on the planet 250 million years ago Extinction.  My formulas can only prevent them. Yes, I 

have confidence in my truth and facts, I don’t want their theologies silenced. On the contrary, I prefer to be 

compared what is the truth, and never to be forgotten, or forgiven their theories. To be as example for many 

generations in future. Be part of exposing the scam, including exposing the deceiving, self-centred leading 

Skeptics.   
    

Myth no. 13: They  have proven with the ‘’Hockey Stick Theory’’ about the old tree rings that: the planet’s 

atmosphere has got warmer. Start panicking, what are you waiting for?! Then the Skeptics are trying to 

discredit the theory; because some other scientist translated different the interpretations of those rings... Q: If 

the sceptic complaining was expert in reading tree rings himself - can the tree be trusted? Reading tree rings 

sounds like a scientific job, but is just as shonky science as the rest of the proofs of global warming that doesn’t 

exist. The trees are big liars for legitimate reasons, boys. For example: A) if that tree was 10m away from a 

large rock exposed to the sunlight - reflecting sunlight to that tree for half of the tree's life, then the rock got 

covered by silt and mulch = it will register a different climate. B) if that tree had another bigger, older tree next 

to it, it was registering a different climate than after the next tree fell down. C) the storms were bringing good 

mulch and silt to that tree = mulch was keeping the moisture = fatter rings. Then the same storms eroded the 

soil a few meters away = started taking the mulch instead, became a gully as very efficient drainage = the tree 

started registering different climate again than the trees 5m away. If under one tree 0,5m in the ground is big 

rock = the tree was producing big rings, then because of that rock retarded growing. So that tree’s rings only 

tell history about itself and nothing more. Cannot tell even about the climate on that hill correctly, definitely not 

about the whole planet (stupid trees).  

             B] Farmer knows that; neighbour’s orchard is better next door than his. Even in his own orchard some 

trees are better than others, or become worse after sometime. Agronomists can say that 1001 things can affect 

individual tree, to start producing bigger rings or smaller than another tree 9m away. Even though the farmer is 

irrigating and fertilizing every tree in the orchard same – some trees are better than others. In nature there is no 

equality. Those two trees are too close to each other = smaller rings than that one over there that is more spaced 

= bigger rings. Instead of asking the agronomists about trees; the CBDEV (Central 

Business District Environmental Vermin) has the only say = everything is back to 

front = the ass should be able to tell the head few things when and what to be 
done; but when the arse controls the whole body = end result is, on the nose.  
 

 For the last 3000 years, the trees in south Asia have improved. Because with cultivation of rice. If you ask any 

tree in Australia for 3 wishes; every tree would have said loudly: please, please, please plant some rice paddies 

in the surrounding area!!! In Asia climate benefited, trees improved. In the same last 3000years, the climate and 

trees deteriorated dramatically in Australia, because of no irrigation and no rice paddies. So, which tree would 

you trust about the climate for those 3000 y? I wouldn’t trust any of them. They can’t even tell about the local 

climate; not about Global warmings and coolings. Just by using tree rings, it proves that those scientists operate  

from  the bottom of the septic tank = too much money and power – zero ethos.  
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Ask an agronomist how many different things can affect individual trees to record bigger/fatter rings, or 

skinnier rings. The swindlers ecologists use it as proof of their phony Global Warming for the whole planet. 

Unfortunately, nobody ask agronomists anymore, because they are for producing food and renewable fibber = 

that makes them evil…? But the rings on that tree, with the ‘’hockey stick tree rings theory’’ same as every 

other shonky theory is used by politicians to impose levies - to reward the cronies for promoting the misleading 

propaganda.  My expert advice to them is: all you Kyoto Cult Swindlers should shove that ‘’hockey stick tree 

ring theory’’  up your own rings! If you had legitimate proofs, you wouldn’t have had to use tree rings = 

shonky science. Squandering billions of dollars on shonky science is a crime against the state and the society. 

Apparently the Hockey Stick Theory has being disproved in America long time ago and is withdrawn as a 

proof. Check how many times after has been disproven in court of law, has being used by our beloved ABC as 

legitimate proof.  Hoping that you don’t know that has being disproven. Actually the criminal that concocted 

the tree ring theory, prof.  Mann is also in deep poo regarding the Climategate Emails in East Anglia. Students 

should avoid that university until is clear public apology and undertaking of: no more lies. Instead of trying to 

justify lies, by investigating themselves and by other swindlers - then blame others. 

You, as person interested in the truth, copy on CD this text and send to professors in the universities that 

preach: CO2+H2O in the air are global warming gases, less CO2 will stop the climate from changing. Then 

inform his /her students to download it also. Students to start asking those shonky academics: why they don’t 

take in consideration my facts (the Mitich’ facts and formulas)? Students are wasting the best years of their 

lives, their parents’ and taxpayers money – to be indoctrinated in baseless lies. When the truth is known, the 

brainwashing they get about climate, methane, CO2 will be not just useless, but a big draw-back for them. 

Support the truth, inform those students now, to download this text urgently. When students know the truth,  the 

Snake oil salesman professor cannot con /brainwash them... 

 Same goes for reporters in the media. Inform them that many people know the truth and the number is growing 

by the day. For example: today,  October 30 in Cairns Post; the reporter  Denise Carter has large article. 

Complaining that: emission reduction should be much more important than the economy and other stereotype 

garbage. In the middle of the text inserted is picture of  3 cooling towers. When she is informed that: people 

have being informed that from those cooling towers comes only distilled water. The readers of Cairns Post 

know that is used for fear mongering. When is she and the editor going to apologize to the 

readers for constant misinformations / lies? When TV viewers, readers of the newspapers and 

students in the universities are informed to read our truth = lies can become their shame, not 

tool for damaging the weather /climate, economy. The complete truth is shonky academics / 

scientists and politically bias media Achilles’ Hill. Be part of    ‘’the Resistance’’ = this text 

belongs to you too. Join us to bring the truth to the world, be part of history in exposing the 

crimes and bringing the sanity back. Ad your name to  ‘’the Resistance’’    
 

 2] If the planet’s atmosphere warms up by two degrees, the atmosphere will expand up by 0,5 kilometre! If it 

was warmed by 0,05 degree = atmosphere would have instantly expanded by 15m. Can you imagine how much 

extra coldness can be diverted down from that extra 15m? Would have equalized in a jiffy, not years. When 

warms up - it warms up the air on the ground, where the air density is the greatest. That expanded air from 

(+15) goes instantly into space of (-90).  No matter how much warmer it gets - appropriately will expand 100m 

or one kilometre. That one extra kilometre will intercept enough extra coldness in 3,5 seconds to equalize back 

to normal temperature – then atmosphere will shrinks to normal. That actually happens all the time. Air doesn’t 

wait to warm up by 2⁰C, or 5⁰C, to start expanding; O+N start expanding instantly when warm by 0,001⁰C 

 Presume that the extremist in the cult abolished the laws of physics, so the atmosphere doesn’t shrink for a 

whole day after. How many 3,5 seconds are in 24 hours? How much extra coldness can be redirected in one 

day? After 8hours,  that one extra kilometre of air would have intercepted and redirected enough extra 

coldness, to freeze all the freshwater in the rivers, lakes and the water inside the trees, even in the 

equatorial regions. In 10hours, in Ecuador the temperature would have been -59ºC, instead of +35ºC. I suggest 

to Skeptics, who believe what NASA says about warmer and colder years: you Skeptics should ask those 

NASA experts to go in the place where the atmosphere is expanding. To stay in the shade of the Space Shuttle 

for 15 minutes. I say in the shade, because a human is not transparent to the sunlight, oxygen and nitrogen 

expanding are transparent. I already challenged NASA in my book. They should know that: when cosmonaut 

gets outside to do some repair – he has reflective suit, not to burn from the sun’s radiation. But when he gets in 

the shade of the shuttle, or space station for one hour = they must pump tremendous amount of heat into his 

uniform via that life support hose. O+N, from which the atmosphere is made of are transparent to sun’s 
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radiation when they expand up, same effect as cosmonaut in the shade; but when O+N expand = O+N intercept 

and redirect down to the ground, lots of extra coldness. 

After one hour, their body temperature would have gone from + 37ºC to -95⁰C. That is getting colder by more 

than 100 degrees in 60 minutes. In one hour their body temperature would have being colder than the 

surrounding empty space. (Would have been good idea to take 10-20 Carbon Bashers,  for that experiment 

also. There is plenty shade under the shuttle. For them also to see the efficiency in cooling when air expands 

there, when it gets warmer on the ground). In the shade of the shuttle NASA!!! Until then, stop misleading the 

world! The temperature in the planet’s atmosphere has same amounts of warmth units, day and night, every 

months of the year and every year.   

Around Daintree rainforest is cooler, than around the Great Sandy desert – same latitude, same CO2 level, even 

same altitude. Q: in which of those places you think the tree rings would be thicker? Tell your answer to the 

shonky climatologists. Because they think that: hotter = thicker tree rings. The truth is: milder climate (more 

water storages in the area, more H2O in the air and topsoil = thicker tree rings.  Relying on tree rings for 

global warming is same as relying on the swindlers in ABC’s Catalyst show. Panic, panic! If a town drunk 

relies on tree rings – people would have ridiculed him; we have scientists and academics relying on tree rings 

for global warming and cooling. On the bases of that data, people have being ripped-of.  Few days ago the 

media informed us that: the scientists are analyzing  old  bat’s poo –to compare with fresh one and find proofs 

of previous global warmings in history and prehistory. They haven’t got a stone unturned, to keep fear alive.    

 

         Myth no. 14: Another one of their very reliable scientific research of previous global warmings is 

studying the stalagmites in caves. If is bigger layers of calcium = it was more rain = must have being warmer 

planet. No honest scientist would be relying on what the stalagmites and stalactites are saying. 1] amount of 

rainfall has nothing to do with any warming or GLOBAL cooling, but on change of sea-currents, colour of 

vegetation to attract or repel clouds and other factors. But not on global warming. 1] stalagmites are made 

from calcium – calcium is water soluble element. A] water run-of was bringing some calcium to deposit on the 

stalagmite. 2] then rainfall increased and made small gully 30m away and diverted the run-of. Even though the 

rainfall increased – the stalagmite recorded less rainfall. 3] even if wasn’t a gully made, only big log has fallen 

and diverted the water run-off. 4] because calcium is water soluble = it washed all the calcium from above = 

after that time, the stalagmite was getting less calcium, even though the rainfall didn’t change. 5] or a big tree 

has fallen upstream – the roots exposed extra calcium to be washed. 6] an elephant died 50y ago – his bones 

contributed water to bring extra calcium.  Therefore, stalagmites don’t tell about global warmings or coolings; 

they tell that lots of taxpayer’s cash is squandered, to make no stone unturned – to keep the fear alive - in a 

hope might be a chance for phony proof; or at least to keep the propaganda on the front page. Therefore: the 

stalagmites are not liars, but liars are damaging them for their shonky researches; to tell lies. 

CO2 is not their worry, but their tool for oppression and rip-off.  Senator Brown made himself a name by 

preventing hydro-electric dam to be built. Did Ross Garnaut ever calculated how much less CO2 would be, if 

that hydro dam was built? If the CO2 was their problem – the Ringleaders preaching about the phony warming 

would have supported hydro dams on Franklin river+ Millstream dam. Imagine how much coal would have 

being saved for future generations, if hydro dams were permitted by Bob Brown and his thugs. If the hydro dam 

in Tasmania was built =would have produced hips more electricity than all the wind propellers and solar panels. 

Compare the difference in the cost of production of electricity. Unfortunately other people are paying for it. 

Should be calculated how much electricity Franking river dam would have produced, how much coal is burned 

to produce that much electricity – that to be paid by Bob Brown and his thugs, as carbon levy + wasted coal that 

should have being kept for next generation. Next time when ABC, Bob Brown, Flannery, or Penny 

Wong say: to keep /save for future generations – try not to throw-up, if you can.  

So, it’s nothing wrong by saying to snobs not to waste electricity – but lying that less CO2 will stop the climate from 

changing + badmouthing methane production +geosequestration of CO2 are tremendous crimes. Here is some of my 

share how to reduce electricity consumption: 1. For example: coldwater goes trough electric hotwater system in 2m long 

pipe in coil form – on the other end comes hot enough hotwater to burn yourself, only 2metres pipe. Then that hotwater 

goes to the shower, laundry, kitchen via more than 10m pipes. Especially in winter around those pipes is very cold = the 

coldness is cooling the hotwater inside those pipes. If those pipes are insulated = you will need only half of the hotwater. 

There is a sponge in a shape of pipe, can clip over 0,5 inch of the copper pipe. I used it for the car air-conditioner, from 

the condenser to inside the car – made lots of difference. It’s cheap, and even children can clip it on the pipe from the 

hotwater system to the taps and shower. Plus can be used from those solar hot water systems to the tap. Insulate the pipes.   

 2]Another one for saving electricity: many people paint dark green or dark brown walls inside the house – need the lights 
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on at lunch time, to see inside. The darker colour wall is = much bigger light bulbs you need = lots of unnecessarily 

wasted electricity. That’s stupid / unnecessary. 3] on very hot days, 5m above your roof is 4-5⁰C colder, than in your 

bedroom/kitchen. If you install a 4inch PVC pipe from the highest point of your sealing; to stick up 5m above your roof – 

that pipe as chimney will take the hot /stagnant air from your house up. Fresh air from the green grass outside will get in. 

but than again, sprinkler inspector will penalize you for wanting green grass. Because the Green senator Brown wants the 

Australian stormwater to be drained into the sea during storms – so that he can be Green, dust in the yard, instead of green 

grass…Think about installing those vents. No mechanical parts, no electricity needed for it. Will do the same job as air-

conditioner, without the noise. On cold days, just close the vent.  

4] when you seat on the tip of Cape York /Qld; in front of your feet, the water from Indian ocean via Arafura sea goes 

into Pacific for 5 hours – gets calm for one hour – than in opposite direction from Pacific. Not far in distance is a small 

island. Between the tip and that island – there is more power in that water than Niagara Falls. Produced electricity from 

there can be connected to the main greed south, to supply the whole east coast of Australia. Can be used in Weipa, to 

produce aluminum. Boxide is transported now down south by ships. Ships walk on water, but drink lots of diesel. 

Produced on the spot where is mined, lots of advantages + real jobs for the indigenous people. Producing aluminum needs 

lots of electricity. See, I didn’t mention global warming or climate change to save electricity = no need to lie. When all 

people know the truth = always somebody from 20million people will come up with appropriate solution to real 

problems. If is based on lies = solutions become for destruction. Geosequestration of CO2 is perfect example what the 

mew breed of White Colour Criminals are doing. Modifying bacteria to inhibit methane is even bigger lunacy.  Denying 

stormwater to be saved on the land… Hello Tim Flannery, Garret and green senator Brown. 

 If anyone of you people has being traveling from Townsville to Broome or to Cape York – you have noticed 

this: people are traveling for many hundreds of kilometers, disregarding lots of dry creeks and rivers – they 

risk driver fatigue, just to reach to river or creek that has some water. Because around creek or river with 

permanent water has some moisture in the air, greener grass and trees, water to wash. In other words = better 

climate. The corrupt politicians should give some grants to honest scientist: to import a truckload of water 

from China or Japan – to take it inland around those dry creeks or river. To regularly sprinkle and give some 

water to the existing trees to drink. He will record that the trees and grass likes it, animals and birds like it, 

people stop on places with permanent water, because is better climate, irrelevant that CO2 level is same as on 

very dry creeks and hills. If is better climate for people in places with water = is better for birds, animals, grass 

and trees. That proves that the stormwater wasted into the sea is a crime against birds, animals, trees, bad for 

climate  and humanity. Calculate how many truckloads of Australian stormwater can be saved; if it wasn’t for 

the ideologically corrupt media,  politicians and criminally indoctrinated scientists and academics.  

Experiment like this will coast much less than the billions squandered on the organized crime around the world 

to con the nations that CO2 produces phony global warming, less CO2 will stop the climate from changing. 

Regular references by our politicians that: many African politicians are corrupt. What is legislating: extortion / 

carbon levy=flat rate tax  to reward the ringleaders of the organized Crime??? Scientists using taxpayer’s 

money to concoct lies about CO2 is changing the climate instead of H20 –should be made to compensate the 

taxpayer, with modest interest; then to start compensating for the damages to the weather/climate, because of  

their misleading. Because their Woo-Doo solutions for stopping the climate from changing are strictly for: rip-

off+ for oppression + to divert people’s attention away that water improves the climate = less water = climate 

deteriorates. River is only drainage for excessive amount of water. If natural topography didn’t make enough 

water storages for environment to have good climate =dams can do same job as natural lake for the climate! 

Rainforest is good for the climate, because when it rains – absorbs lots of water – is releasing it in the air to 

attract extra clouds from the sea. Dam, rice paddies do exactly the same thing. Hi senator Brown & Flannery!  

I have lots of questions for the swindlers scientists. Here is another couple, for you to have enough time to 

prepare answers for when ‘’the Truth and Reconciliation Investigation Commission starts: Q: farmer’s orchard 

are trees; why the farmer irrigates the orchard, instead of draining that water instantly into the sea during 

storms? Q: do the farmers close to the beach irrigate more, where is already humidity in the air, or in dryer 

areas = where the trees, crops and grass need irrigation. Q: why are the trees bigger and denser in areas with 

sufficient amount of moisture in the air, topsoil moisture and water storages Q: What is the contribution from 

the stormwater instantly drained into the sea, comparing with the farmer’s water when evaporates in the air, 

inland? Question especially for prof. Garnaut: as economist, did you calculate the contribution to the wealth of 

Australia for the last 100y by the cow &sheep? Food, export dollar, renewable fiber and leather. Minus that 

contribution + the extra money borrowed to import food + interest on the more borrowed money = ? Eat your 

vegetables and take your vitamins and minerals regularly Garnaut, you need to be in good health in front of 

justice commission. You too Flannery, Will Stephen and Karoly. As I said in my book: penalty for treason 

should be doubled - if possible, retrospective. 
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5] wetter means milder temperature, not warmer. Opposite than extreme. Dryer doesn’t mean colder or hotter 

planet, but big difference between day and night. Water is shock absorber. Compare the temperature on mid 

Pacific island, with absence of water around Coober Pedy. If we save more stormwater on the land  = milder, 

better  climate. Wetter means more ice, dryer means ice disappears, glaciers shrink = proves that senator 

Brown’s water embargo on Australia has global negative affect.  Glaciers on Greenland, Antarctic don’t 

shrink because is warmer, but because is less raw material, to renew their ice. How can temperature be so warm 

to melt ice on Antarctic, when is permanent ice thousands of kilometres north in New Zealand and Patagonia?! 

Commonsense never harm anybody boys, use some commonsense for a change. The laws of physics were same  

2 or 10 million years ago as today. Same laws of physics will be in 100years from now as today, or am I 

wrong?!?! Hello experts. Back to the drawing board, and stop lies /bulshiting to the kids in the university. The 

temperature in the planet’s atmosphere doesn’t go up and down like yo-yo. Warmth shifts from one place to 

another – and always will shift; no mater how much Carbon rip-off is imposed to the ignorant, brainwashed and 

innocent suckers. In industrial estate, or mechanic – it’s fixed or money back. Will you return the money, if the 

climate continues to change after the Grand Rip-of?  Are you ready for the 

appropriate penalties, if Global Warming doesn’t 

happen, but climate continues to change?!?! 

 Now with fast communication technology and fast electronic media is much easier to brainwash larger mass of 

people than ever before. 2. In ABC and CSIRO as national funded institutions should be legislated: three lies 

and you are out. 3. Academics intentionally lying to the kids in universities, should be treated same as 

paedophiles. Actually paedophile harms few victims. Those Global Warming Stopping  Swindlers are harming 

all of their students, plus via their students and via the politically bias media, they are harming the whole nation 

and the world. Please people, contact as soon as you can everybody you can; to download this text, and to visit 

again for more informations, soon. Telling the world that: less CO2 = the climate will stop changing, is a crime. 

Telling the world that less CO2 is better for the vegetation and coral, is gross misleading, shameless lies. 

Insinuating that: collecting carbon tax will stop the 

climate from changing is a gross crime. H2O changes the climate.    

In Australian climate, properties, forests, animals, birds die in ferocious bushfires. Lots of animals, birds, trees 

die because of dehydration. If is more stormwater saved in the tropical non-perennial creeks and rivers = they 

produce extra moisture in the air – instead of the dry heat produced now. That dry heat vacuums the moisture 

from the mulch and vegetation where still exist = preparing it for big bushfires. Everything organic can burn, 

but countries that have bushfires are the ones exposed to some deserts = not enough moisture in the air, in the 

topsoil and in the mulch. When fire is introduced – if there is any moisture in the mulch and in the topsoil – fire 

makes the water to evaporate – evaporation is refrigeration process = fire is cooling /killing itself = not 

ferocious = children can put that kind of fire of. People in the Victorian bushfires burned, not because is too 

much CO2 around Beijing, Kyoto and Detroit, but because that dry heat created in the other states was 

vacuuming the moisture in Victoria in the previous 11months and was preparing it for big fire. For the 

Desperado Traitors as Karoly and Will Stephen to go on ABC while the people were still sizzling in the fire, to 

blame the CO2 and the non-existent global warming. Them two are members of the multinational criminal 

organisation. There is not 90%,  but 99%  possibility  that: those fires in Victoria were started by few 

members of the Australian branch of the Multinational Organised Crime, to get the world’s attention 

away of the arctic’s winter that was happening at that same time in Europe and USA. The only 

beneficiaries of the Victorian fires were the Ringleaders of the Organized Crime; used for their propaganda. 

 Join me people and say it loud and clear: we want climate change!!! What do we want? We 

want climate change!!! When do we want it? NOW!!! We want climate change for better!!! 

When do we want it? NOW!!! Save more stormwater, to improve the climate!!! Abolish senator 

Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia! What do we want? We want climate change, urgently!!!  

Water prevents big bushfire. Extra CO2 doesn’t make big bushfires!  CO2 is fire retardant molecule, same as water. CO2 

is bi-product, not the cause of big bushfires.  People supporting Brown’s Water Embargo are guilty for every animal 
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and human life lost in the big bushfires = that is Premeditated Mass Murder. 

Hello ABC & SBS Pty Ltd and the deviate section of CSIRO.    

If you did believe in global warming and supported the extremists – now you see that is no such a thing as 

global warming. No need to support people that are preaching lies for personal interest. Please join us. The 

planet doesn’t need help, planet is made from rocks. But everything that lives on the planet needs protection 

from the extremist fanatics; needs H2O+CO2. We are most definitely not Climate Change Deniers. The reality 

is that: if the extremist proceed by what they are doing = the climate will change out of control in few years. 

We are for changing for better climate.  Once the people realise that water changes the weather/climate – we 

can improve Australian climate for much better – that improves indirectly the world’s climate.  Therefore, if 

you have being Sceptic on the other hand; start realising that human can change the climate, but cannot 

produce global warming. That removes the Anarchist’s  fig leaf. And sceptic’s bigots as ‘’John the Warmist’’ 

As soon as you start informing your friends of what is on our website; and anybody you 

can contact around the planet via internet, you are becoming member of ‘’the Resistance’’   

Nobody talks about the contribution of famer’s water for the environment. If that water was 

instantly drained in the sea = it would have being worse climate. The climate in Australia has 

being getting dryer for the last 25 000years and would have continued to get dryer; if it wasn’t 

for the farmer’s moisture, in topsoil and in the air + water storages. The ringleaders in the 

organised crime obviously know that by repossessing farmer’s water = the climate will 

deteriorate much faster. Paying 9 billion dollars to farmers for taking their water is a crime 

against the environment. With those money, working people can build 2000 small dams on the 

semi-dry creeks in the tropics = the climate would improve for better, in the whole country.  

Murray-Darling would get more often rain, evaporation /salinity would decrease.  Instead, by 

repossessing farmer’s water = evaporation on the land will increase = the rest of the farmers 

will be destroyed. How much the primary industry and the country is losing from the 

repossession of water from the producers; comparing with how much the Wentworth group of 

Concerned Swindlers are losing = you will find the answer. When the environment and climate 

deteriorate much faster; those ‘’Concerned Snake oil Salesmen from the Wentworth Group” 

will overcrowd the island of Majorca. What will the farmers do? Skills lost, bankruptcy, 

nervous breakdowns, foreign deficit increasing. Destroying the breadwinners to finance the 

Organised Crime will show its affect sooner than you think. We are already importing food 

from China. If Chinese drain their rice paddies and plant eucalyptus = their country 

would turn into desert, the glaciers on the Himalayas would disappear in 10years.   

Shonky science 2:  MINISTER PENNY WONG SINKS TO A NEW LOW ©              

One million dollars of taxpayer’s money was given in May 20010 by Penny Wong; scientist to stick a picket in 

the mud on Saibai island + to biff-up the local fear /propaganda. No, Saibai is not an island in a lake. It’s in 

same water that is of Sydney, New York; where the sealevel is monitored on 1000 places. Evenly 

distribution of gravity makes the water to rise or fall simultaneously on every sea on 

the planet. It’s for special reasons monitoring on Saibai Island in Torres Straights. 

       Reason 1: It’s an island in Torres Straights. As in every straight on the planet, the water is funneled 

from one ocean into another, via narrow straight. The water pressure blasts even granite rock. For example: 

Bass Straights separated Tasmania from Victoria for the last 10 000years. If the water was demolishing only 2m 

a year; Bass Straights would have being now only 20km wide, but the straight is wider! Have into account 

that: the currents on the latitude of Bass Straights need less mileage to go around the planet than the waters in 

the equatorial region as Saibai island = the pressure is greater in Torres Straights. Indonesian archipelago 

narrows the water from the Indian ocean as high-pressure hose onto the Torres Straights islands for 6 hours, 

then spreading into Pacific (the pull and push force). Then it turns the other way, every day and night. Anyway, 

the strength into Straights is 700-900% higher than of normal tide. New Guinea island and Cape York are 

narrowing/ concentrating the water = Saibai island is the target = getting blasted. Presume that: from Byron Bay 

to Port Moresby was no land west = the currents would be going east, then west. But because is lots of land in-
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between, all that water is squeezed via narrow straights, digging the islands in the straights. In physics known 

as: ,,the Venturi  Force’’. That’s where Saibai Island is – on the firing line.  As experiment: let the water-hose 

to run on the ground as normal water flow. Then with your finger block 70% of the opening of the hose = you 

will see the extra strength the water blasts. That scientist suppose not to know that; instead to fabricate and to 

scare the islanders and the nation that: the sea is rising from the phony global warming…! Scientist knows that: 

if he tells the truth = he will not get any funds from the honesty deficient politicians as Penny Wong.  

       Reason 2: Any soil disturbed on the island, the wind is blowing it into that strong current = goes into 

Pacific. Is not as in Cairns for example. Where the soil washed from the hills into the sea – goes back in front of 

Cairns mudflats. Reason 3: Saibai island is geographically positioned in regular cyclone and high tropical 

storms area. Soil is washed into the strong currents – no mountains to erode and compensate for the deficit. 

Reason 4: Australian tectonic plate is pushing New Guinea = New Guinea’s mountains are rising; to 

compensate for erosion. In the same time, those mountains are pushing back (reaction on action). That is 

another reason for Saibai to sink slowly. None of those reasons has being taken in consideration by the shonky 

scientists involved in the propaganda. Why not? A: because is taxpayer’s money paid to the traitors as reward, 

to keep the fear alive. Only organized Crime benefits – Penny Wong and those scientists are part of the same 

Organized Crime = Political corruption is rampant in Australia. If CEO of a private company was squandering 

company money for personal interest, that is detrimental for humanity – he would be made to pay the money 

back from his own pocket, why shouldn’t minister Penny Wong?  

         If people did know the real problems, they would plant prostrate grass as in Cairns backyards; to 

prevent soil erosion from strong winds and regular storms on every lowland island on the planet. But because 

the phony global warming suppose to be rising the sealevel...  because the essential molecule for life, CO2 is 

falsely blamed, no prevention can be implemented. Land in any straights on the planet are the worse place 

to monitor the sea rising, or falling. That’s where ,,The Honorable Senator Penny Wong’’ is wasting 

taxpayers money to con the nation (this is just a small example). When the strong currents and storms wash 

some soil; to make the people on the island to think that: seawater is up a bit, by next Monday, or next month 

will get up by few meters. To panic the ignorant people and children on the island, by using taxpayer’s cash. 

Those people and children, and their nerves are being used 

as a sacrificial lamb, for the misleading propaganda...        

Desperados as Penny Wong  cannot get a hint + don’t want the people to know that: CO2 is not global warming 

gas. 2. Water changes the climate – not CO2. Seawater rises when it gets colder – not warmer. Please Ms. 

Wong, don’t sink any lower,  you will step on Malcolm Turnbull’s head. That million dollars should be from 

ALP’s ABC’s and Turnbull’s accounts, not from the taxpayer’s! They benefit from the phony global warming 

misleading. What kind of twisted mind will spend a million dollars, to create hell in the tropical paradise for the 

inhabitants? They see the storm washes 0,5 inch of soil close to the beach = it is explained to them that: the sea 

is rising...? Today 0,5 inch, next Monday maybe 5metres... Penny Wong’s and Bob Brown’s Prophet  Mr. Al 

Gore predicted that the sea will rise by 15m. Makes the people to have sleepless nights, so that Wong and ABC 

&SBS can con the nation that; the sealevel is rising, because of the Phony Global Warming. But if they 

introduce Carbon rip-off, they will stop the sea from rising...? If you are a taxpayer = you are financing the con 

job for scaremongering. Those children on Saibai or any lowland island have never done any harm to you. Why 

are you financing to bring nightmares, nervous brakes in their tropical paradise? You shouldn’t be proud of it, 

shame, shame! Or did the Swindlers gave you any say in it? In laundering your money to the shonky scientists. 

Do you think that the million dollars will be given to honest scientist to report the truth?!?!  2] Julia promised 

that: 150 eminent people will be commissioned to debate about climate change taxes. Do you think that they 

will give half of those people to be Skeptics? No!!! It will be 150 shameless Swindlers, to keep the misleading 

propaganda on the front pages. On taxpayers expense to reward swindlers,  so that they can better con the 

taxpayer. When parasites outgrow the body they are feeding on; not the body, or the parasites have any future.  

Monitoring the sea rising on Saibai Island in Torres Strait is same as monitoring the sea rise by monitoring the 

water level in some farmer’s dam. Can you imagine a National Party minister giving a million dollars to a 

farmer; to monitor on his dam if the sealevel is rising or falling? The media would have being screaming. But 

when Penny Wong is giving a million of taxpayer’s dollars to a swindler, to pretend that water is digging the 

island because of the phony global warming = politically bias /corrupt media is advertising, promoting  the 

destructive propaganda.  When I informed them what the truth is = silence. Hello ‘’Cairns Post’’ conmen!                          
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                               Not just Saibai, Cairns will sink also 

1] to repeat the reasons again: For the last 15years, armies of shonky scientists and bias media Desperados 

have being going to Arctic’s  waters, to Greenland and Antarctic; to con the western society. Those nuclear 

powered Ice Crusher ships have being making corridors into the ice, to get them further north. B] they know 

that ice is brittle as glass. After those corridors are made, the ruff water brakes 1000 times more ice. That ice 

floats south in warmer water and melts = waters on the polar caps exposed to the direct coldness from the air. 

But that’s good for them, suits them. They know: Ice is white = reflects the sunlight, minus ice = global 

warming. Wrong, Camarads, wrong! Water reflects the sunlight as mirror affect also! To recognize the evil, you 

must know real science: that white ice is full of air as  polystyrene. Insulates the water in the winter 

darkness from the -60-70⁰C below zero temp. Minus ice as shield, the ocean’s water absorbs tremendous 

amount of extra coldness. That coldness as on conveyer belt,  the currents are spreading south to Mexican 

Gulf; then with the Gulf Stream to Baltic, Black, Adriatic and Mediterranean sea. All those waters are getting 

colder. Over 83% of those waters are below 4⁰C. Seawater below 5⁰C, when cools more = it expands a lot. 

Put a bottle of seawater at 4⁰C, in the freezer overnight = the bottle will explode. Those waters have being 

cooling for many years, not just overnight. Those waters are directly connected with the water of 

Saibai island, Bangladesh, Tuvalu and of Cairns... 

obviously, Penny Wong and the traitors bureaucrats know that, do you? Does the scientist commissioned to do 

the fear-mongering knows that, if not, why not?!?!:  

     2] Sahara is expanding = extra dry air created – more evaporation in the 

Mediterranean and Black Sea. The extra deficit of water will come by the currents 

from the Mexican Gulf – which siphons extra coldwater from the Arctic Ocean – 

which siphons extra warm/salty water from North Pacific. What the ice crusher sips 

don’t demolish, that extra salty warmwater will finish with the remaining ice 

covering the Arctic Ocean. With less and less ice as shield, will be absorbing lots 

of extra coldness. That extra coldness in 5-6 years, the currents will cool the water 

in Atlantic. With combination of Mediterranean, Antarctic Ocean water getting 

much colder = will rise the sealevel a lot. The protagonist will blame the carbon + 

the poor countries for not signing on the doted line...? The truth: The premeditated  

crime is made by the shonky Warmist and the bias media! (to insert a bit extra: A 

Russian nuclear ice crusher ship is taking spectators to the geographic north poll 

every second week. Because the ice moves clockwise – cannot use same corridor 

twice. As slices from a cake – those slices floats south = more and more water 

exposed to the unlimited coldness) 

    More damages to ice around Antarctic, will cool those waters. 1. That will 

decimate everything sheltering in winters below that ice. 2. Currents will bring that 

colder water north, to cool the waters north up to Capricorn = that will contribute a 

lot for rising the sealevel. 3.  Plus, less evaporation in those waters = less rain for 

Australia. 4. Plus some freak current will bring extra colder water to Barrier Reef = 

to make the water on the bottom of the reef to be below +4⁰C = that will make the 

water circulation from the bottom to the top efficient and put extra oxygen in the 

reef’s water = coral bleached. Who benefits if the coral gets bleached? Well, help us to 

inform the nation what the truth is, people will make the Organized Crime not to benefit, not even to succeed.  
 

 Humidity to start condensing, need CO2 molecules. CO2 is rainmaker.    
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If you take all of the swindlers in the media, to 2100 in time travel machine; they see that there is no such a 

thing as global warming – when they come back, they will still promote it. Because they don’t believe even 

now in the lies they are inventing and constantly repeating. I have proven that is no global warming – they 

promote climate change anyway, climate change or season change is not licence to destroy people’s lives, rip-

off. They stopped with global warming long time ago. Only the most ignorant of them + obsessive Warmist as 

Al Gore, prof. Flannery, Garnaut, Ian Plimer /John the Warmist, might still hope for some warming (at least by 

0,5⁰C, so they can save face). It narrows to: they all must continue to lie – to save face. Another salvation for 

them is: they hope to introduce more carbon rip-off, to justify why is no warming. They will not admit guilt 

voluntarily. The honest people will have to unite behind my formulas = the shameless manipulators are finish.                          

                  Political Hypocrisies and lunacy    (© Copyright protected 10/ 2010) 

  Hypocrisy no. 1: The unions are protesting against Anna Bligh selling the remaining state assets 

from Joh’s era. The union’s owners pretend that they don’t know the following: 1] the generous incentives for 

solar panels is not generosity but rip-off. 2. What’s the number of ecologists, marine biologists and other 

environmental vermin employed on taxpayer’s expense since Joh got the boot. 3]Their fat salaries and big 

expenses must be paid. 4]Anna and Beattie will not pay them from their own pockets. 5] Australia has the 

biggest number of ecologists, climatologists and marine biologists per capita on the planet. There are more of 

them in Australia than there are cane toads in Queensland and they are still multiplying faster than the toads. 

6]they are still coming out of the universities like from the sausage machine. 7] More doctors in those 

categories, than 5 other countries combined – reason why we don’t have enough medical doctors/nurses. 

Brainwashed vermin, ready to vacuum any taxpayer’s cash. They must be paid. If they were educated in some 

honest science – private sector would have being employing them.  

      Premier Anna is selling the railway and other assets, to pay the vermin for the next 18 months. After 

Anna will go, but not the vermin. When is no assets left to be sold – increasing taxes, other charges, levies and 

borrowing money. Because when the assets are sold and money squandered, cannot sell same assets again – but 

the vermin will continue to need to be paid; because they don’t have any decent education, to get a decent job. 

All they know is: carbon is bad for vegetation, no carbon = green, stormwater must be drained instantly into the 

sea, because the driest continent doesn’t need that water – Pacific doesn’t have enough water. Coral is made 

from carbon and always was – but in their scientific knowledge, carbon is bad for coral. Stupid coral and trees 

should learn to live without the evil carbon! During elections, owners of unions spend big millions – to support 

politicians that will employ lots of climate from changing Stoppers and other environmental vermin. 

They cost a lot – they destroy much more. 

When the parasites overgrow the body they are feeding on = there is no future for the body, or for the parasites. 

Education is essential for prosperity of the country. But wrong education can bankrupt the country faster than 

you think. When there is less students educated for the production sector than for spending sector – bankruptcy 

follows. Check how many students are getting educated to be engineers and agronomists; compare with 

students that are getting educated to be climatologists, ecologists, marine biologists, anthropologists and other 

vermin. They are cannibalizing the essential professions in the universities.  If my book is not taken in 

consideration in all universities – it’s for you people to inform the foreign countries that are sending students to 

Australian universities: to beware in which subjects they are enrolling their kids.  Education is essential for 

prosperity of the country.  When there is less students educated for the production sector than for spending 

sector – bankruptcy follows. Full employment, but in wrong professions = makes a country broke =anarchy. 

If medical doctors did what the ecologists, marine biologists doctors are doing, they would have being all in jail 

for malpractice. Because people can complain. Trees cannot complain for extra CO2 + extra H2O on the land to 

be saved during storms – trees and animals just go belly up without water on the land, or get burned in the 

intensive bushfires. Can you imagine if 90% of the vermin (protectors of the environment) were re-educated to 

get themselves honest jobs; and the millions spent on them to be used to build new dams, so that the climate can 

improve instead of deteriorating??? Because they can now only get a job for federal, state governments and city 

councils. Their brothers the economists tell us how much the federal government borrows – will have to be paid 

interest on those money for decades. But they don’t tell you how much money the state governments and big 

city councils are borrowing. How much is Australian private debt on the top of it. How much interest Australia 

pays for all the foreign deficit combine??!! They are telling you that: Japanese government borrows more than 

Australian government, but they don’t tell you that: Japanese government is borrowing money from their own 

banks, not from other foreign financiers as Australia is doing. On the end of a calendar year Australia has 

billions of tons less minerals and coal in the ground. Those tons are Australian assets, getting depleted. Which 

is not the case with the Japan’s, they are the biggest lenders via the world bank, Australia is the biggest 
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borrower on the planet per capita (after Iceland).  Hello Ross Garnaut! He suggests capping the number of 

cattle to be imposed in Australia, because cattle &sheep is export industry +prevents importing meat.  Farmers 

collect sunshine and CO2 from the atmosphere and are turning it into food, fiber and export dollar. Anna is 

selling assets and borrowing money –in the same time is repossessing farmer’s land and water, to please whom? 

 

Another example: recently was a black cockatoo on whole front page of Cairns Post. With statement: cockatoo 

or mining! I pointed to the new editor: that mining on Batavia station will take 3km2, the property is over 

500km2. Will have another 497km2 for the cockatoo. 2] if he gets a booklet about the black cockatoo, he will 

learn that the black cockatoo is on Jardin river, which is far north, not on Whenlock river, where the mine 

suppose to be. 3] there will never be Silicon Valley or Holden factory – that mine can provide jobs for the 

indigenous people. To learn skills and develop self-respect. No response from the good editor. On TV was lots 

of lies about that proposed mine. They were saying that: the mine will take water ‘’from the system.’’ The truth 

is: water taken from the river is water taken for the system. No matter what they do with the water, water 

evaporates = is for the system. That’s why the black cockatoo prefers on Jardin river, because is close to the tip 

of the cape = more moisture in the air and in the vegetation. 
 

   Years ago, before they built a concrete bridge, we had to use 44galon drums to get the car across the 

Whenlock in floods. In dry season, water in the river is to a trickle. If they build couple of small dams on her 

semi-dry creeks = the river would have permanent water and fish. Now in dry season, the amount of water can 

fit in 3inches pipe = that water cannot sustain any fish = more impact on the reef. Most of other rivers on the 

cape are completely dry for few months every year. B] the Sheppard’s family was contributing to the economy 

from that property at least $ 200 000 in beef production – after was taken from them, now they suggest that 

needs $300 000 to be paid for managers of the property every year.  

   What will a ‘’manager’’ manage on cattle property without cattle??? It was cattle property 

for over 100years, if it was destroyed = they wouldn’t be repossessing the land as ecologic 

asset. So, get some long skinny fishhook finger city punks into the bush, to get paid/rewarded  

just for being extremist. Ross Garnaut as economist will tell us: if the place produces export 

beef, $200 000 per year =for next 50y? Plus how much less interest on the borrowed money 

would have being, because of that contribution? I forgot, Ross cons the nation that cattle fart 

will change the climate. The UV around Whenlock can burn 10 billion times more methane 

in minutes. The only pollution in the area is lots of dust. Because is no moisture in dry season. 

Saving water on the creeks to improve the climate = river can have water to sustain fish. The 

surrounding areas become more hospitable for the black cockatoos and anything that depends 

on moisture in the air.  

                                                WILD RIVERS ACT 

The Aboriginal race of people in Australia are the only race that are not allowed to use their 

land and rainwater that falls on their land. For their prosperity and better health. Imagine if the 

Greens impose to the Germanic, Chinese, Arabs or any other race, not to be allowed to use their 

land and water from their rivers, for prosperity. Edi Mabo must be turning upside down in his 

grave. Aboriginal people started to realize that the Green People are ,,Indian Givers’’. Native 

Title to indigenous people, but the land was unofficially given to the Green Extremists instead. 

Most of those so-called Wild Rivers are dead for few months in a year; the rest are on the dead 

bed. In scorching dry sand in the riverbeds, nothing can survive. If nothing can survive on the 

bottom in the river, because is too dry; what can survive in the surrounding hills? During the 
floods, tremendous amount of water is flushed into the sea, because Pacific doesn’t have enough water? 

Because aboriginal people must please the Green extremists white fellas from the big city! 

If 40% of that senselessly wasted stormwater is saved on their land in the tropics; indigenous people can have 

aquaculture; to produce fresh healthy food for free. That water evaporates and the surrounding trees, grass 

benefits = the birds and animals benefit. Dry heat now produced, makes the clouds to go around the continent 

as cars around a traffic island. Increasing water storages = extra moisture on the land and in the air above – 

makes the clouds to go inland and bring more regular rain (as is the case in the countries where they save water 

during storms}= improving the climate. Where is moisture in the air – dust settles in minutes – instead of 

staying in the air and constantly going into indigenous children’s lungs. More moisture in dry = no dust. With 
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saved water, they can plant orchards = fresh fruit and vegetables. Instead of as now, they are paying more than 

double price than big city people, perishable goods to be delivered from thousands of miles away. 

If 5% of their land is not allowed the people to produce market gardens, the land is not theirs, their water is not 

theirs. Imagine if any other race of people are not allowed to use their land and their water. If stormwater is 

saved on the land = improves the climate. The extremists from big city are scared that: if water is saved during 

storms on the land – people will see that water improves the climate = they cannot con anymore, to blame the 

CO2. When diesel becomes too expensive and not regular available –  indigenous people on Cape York, 

Arnhemland, Kimberleys will be left in the dust clouds and forgotten. Orchard trees don’t grow overnight. You 

people, listen to Noel Pearson. Now is the time to think about the future. Unfortunately, the extremists and the 

politically bias media succeed to brainwash small number of indigenous people to go against their own interest; 

the ones that don’t think about the future. Time and climate changes, boys, listen to Noel. He loves you 1000 

times more than all the Green People &ABC together. Actually the Green People and ABC are doing 

everything possible to turn your lands into desert, so that they can have proofs; if there is no global warming – 

at least they changed the climate from bad to worse. Instead of drinking distilled water that falls from the sky – 

they demand stormwater to be drained instantly into the sea, so you have to drink bore water with heavy 

minerals in it. To destroy your kidneys and liver when still young. To keep you fully dependant, until they 

mortgage the country. By squandering money for the phony global warming, the government not to have in 

near future for welfare money. You have to think about then, now. When more stormwater is saved on the land 

= rainfall increases. More water, quality of the water improves=health improves. Quality and quantity of water 

go hand in hand. More rain = cleaner water – more bush tucker. 

When the green extremists refer as: ‘’water taken out of the system’’ is the biggest lie. 

Freshwater drained into the sea is; taking the water out of the system – saving it on 

the land is: keeping it in the system, on the driest continent on the planet. Saving 

water on indigenous lands during storms = introduces extra moisture in the air, for 

better vegetation in the tropics. Covering more surface areas with green grass and 

trees = to cover the exposed red and brown soil = less dry heat will go south to 

vacuum the moisture out of the vegetation, instead newly produced moisture in the 

air will go deep inland to minimize creation of dry heat = no more intensive bushfires.  

There is no bushfires around Kyoto city and Beijing, with 1000% more CO2. The bushfires are in 

Australia, with not enough CO2+H2O!!! Therefore, with saving stormwater in new dams, the indigenous 

people by the extra water on their lands can improve the climate even down south and save people, animals and 

trees, not  to be scorched in intensive bushfires. Will expose the damages done by the misleading extremist 

Kyoto Cult. Extra water = better climate, less water on the land, climate from bad to worse.  It’s not in 

indigenous interest the climate to keep deteriorating. It’s not in their interest the government to get bankrupt. If 

they improve the moisture on their land = much more bush tucker, plant some orchards. One day soon, when is 

not enough fuel for the world, when the thing hits the fen, even the big city aboriginal slickers can go back to 

Cape York, Arnhemland and Kimberleys. With improved climate, they can have something to rely on. With 

more water in creeks and rivers – life is different, than when is no fuel for the water pump, to get 

bore water from deep down. Where in the country is a dam or permanent water for the 

indigenous children to go for a swim, better quality drinking water – their lifespan is 

much longer, than where water is wasted into the sea during storms! 

The term: ,,Carbon Footprint’’ is designed for misleading and destruction. It’s time to start 

talking about ,,Carbon Fingerprinting’’ the beneficiaries of the extremist propagandist. To stop 

using Aboriginal people, land and water for deteriorating the climate. So that if they cannot 

produce the phony Global warming, at least to change the climate from bad to worse – by using 

the indigenous people as Sacrificial Lamb! ,,Climate Change’’ term was concocted as their 

,,Fig Leaf’’  to cover their shame, for lying about their phony Global Warming. The only 

pollution in the air on Cape York, Kimberleys is dust and when is bushfires; because of no 

enough moisture in dry season. Plus pollution from dust particles in the air for people’s lungs – 

because is not enough moisture in the air and water storages.   
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Reason why around settlements; where is permanent water for indigenous people, to go 

swimming and fishing = they have longer lifespan – than on places with no topsoil moisture 

and no humidity in the air. Aboriginal people should have longer lifespan than the white fellas. 

They don’t get melanoma, skin cancer and associated problems with the tropical and 

subtropical sun as the people of European origin. The indigenous people are made for this 

climate. Stormwater falling on their lands should be saved in new dams, to improve the 

climate on the whole continent. Water saved during storms, improves the vegetation, health of 

the people, improves the climate. More water saved on the land = the trees become denser, 

bigger, more prolific = more bush-tucker + extra new carbon sink. Green’s hypocrites 

exposed! When stormwater mixes next day with the seawater = as if never was any rain. 

Reason why Australia is the driest continent on the planet. The smallest continent, surrounded 

by the biggest water on the planet – it’s the driest; shame, shame politically bias media! 

The money squandered to prevent the non-existent global warming – if 10% is used to save extra stormwater = 

Australia can have the best climate = to become the new Garden of Eden. Stormwater saved on indigenous 

lands in Arnhemland, Kimberley and Cape York will improve the climate on the whole continent. Who is 

against that? The Climate from Changing Stoppers, the Green People. Their power of manipulation and control 

of aboriginal people is despicable. Can you imagine: aboriginal representatives demanding from the politicians 

not to give them basic human rights, not to be allowed to use the water that falls on their lands for aquaculture 

and growing orchards, fish – free fresh fruit for their kids and for export – just to please the Green extremists. 

Fruit is perishable. If fruit from Riverina can be exported to Asia – Cape York, Arnhemland and Kimberley are 

strategically much closer to Asia. (If the indigenous people become healthy and prosperous; they cannot be 

manipulated and exploited by the Green People), that’s where the Green’s /Flannery’s problems are. 

During any cyclone - by plane food has to be dropped to aboriginal settlements. When fuel becomes soon not 

regularly available, big cities will start facing tremendous problems  =  the indigenous people will be 

completely forgotten. Orchard trees don’t grow overnight. If on small tributaries of the rivers that are not 

perennial, water is saved = rivers will become permanent water. With permanent water – grass gets greener, 

dust settles quicker. Now when dust lifts in the air, stays up for hours = their children are stuffing, their young 

developing lungs with dust = if lungs don’t collect enough oxygen = everything in the body that depends on 

oxygen starts to degenerate = only the green extremists in the big city are benefiting; to blame others for 

aboriginal shorter lifespan. It will never be on their lands any silicon valleys or any factories – they have land 

and water as assets. If they are not allowed to use 10% of it = is their on paper only. The green extremist don’t 

want to see the indigenous as prosperous, because: if they became healthy and prosperous – the green 

extremists wouldn’t be able to use and exploit them.  

I have being over 25years on Cape York, many years as safari tour guide. I know the set-up, the climate 

deteriorating and very skilful exploitation of the aboriginal people by the white green extremists. Those 

extremists are skilful operators, skillfully exploiting the ignorant, aboriginal misfortunes. The Green extremists 

don’t think about their own future – definitely they cannot be sincere about the indigenous future. Nothing can 

be worse than to scorch the land when water is available. Too much water during storms – then no water for 

few months. No need rocket scientist brains to know that: saving when is too much for when is nothing = is 

good for the trees, for green grass, for birds and animals, for the local people and for the climate. Q: is it better 

climate where is permanent water or not??? Wild rivers, Bulshit! For many months of the year those rivers are 

dead rivers. Around real wild rivers, birds and animals don’t die from dehydration!!!  

Can you imagine the power Green People have over the aboriginal people? They organized few 

indigenous representatives to go to Canberra and demand from the politicians: not to give them 

the most basic human rights. No other race of people on the planet is not allowed to use their 

land and water in the river for their survival /health and prosperity. 

No need to make dam on dry rivers. Making small dams on their tributaries, those creeks that run only for 3-6 

months in a year = the rivers will become permanent. When there is no permanent water in the river = no fish. 

Become permanent = they have fresh fish = surrounding vegetation and climate improves. Places that today 

produce dry heat/dust on their lands – will start producing moisture, to fight the dry heat produced in central 

Australia. Because winds blow in every direction.  When blowing towards the center – better to bring moist air, 

instead of extra dry heat, to double the strength. That will make less evaporation around Murray-Darling water 
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catchments areas = that will bring extra rain and give the best laxative to Murray-Darling – to get the crap out 

into the sea + that excessive salt accumulated. If Murray catchments areas get extra rain + less evaporation – 

the farmers need to irrigate less + the trees will collect extra moisture from the air – instead of vacuuming every 

drop of moisture from the ground = Murray river plenty water. Don Henry and 1000 other swindlers that are 

circulating around suffering Murray as vultures around wounded animal will be the only losers. They are 

benefiting from river’s and working people’s misery. If the rainfall increases, climate starts improving; only 

those swindlers, traitors are the losers. They would have problems with fear mongering to scare and rip-off the 

people, if climate is improving.   

Yes people, imposing carbon levy to reward the International Organized Crime makes corrupt politicians. 

Laundering taxpayer’s money – on the pretence that less carbon will stop deteriorating the climate. Water 

controls the climate, not CO2!!! One of the biggest swindlers and traitors in the country are in the federal 

department for the environment and climate. They misinform the politicians, they are the buffer zone between 

the people and the ministers. Those ministers should give themselves a chance and hear directly from the 

opposite thinking people in their electorates when they travel. Who selects only swindlers /conmen  to work in 

those departments? Hello John Connor! That psycho makes more damage to Australia than 1000 Bin Laden can 

ever dream of. 

Fact 1: global warming is 100% lie. 
Fact 2: water controls the climate. Collecting carbon cash to stop the climate from changing is extortion money.    

Tim Flannery and Jon Doyle made a documentary, from Cairns to Brome. Going from one aboriginal 

settlement to next. Coning the native people that: saving stormwater on a dry land is bad. On the show an 

indigenous ranger was telling them: here on Kimberley, Fitzroy river in wet, the water is up to the bridge. Well. 

In dry season that river has only water in some pools. Another few big bushfires = will not be water even in 

those pools in dry; when water and moisture is most important for survival of the species + for improving the 

climate. They made the show, so that ABC can con the people in advance: if somebody suggests to save the 

fresh stormwater for improving the climate, the big city environmentalists to do; what before 20 years ago only 

some feral hippies were doing. To object saving stormwater during floods on the driest continent. Reason they 

lie that: Antarctic is the driest continent, but Australia the driest inhabited continent. Wrong!!! Australia is the 

driest continent, Antarctic is the wettest continent. Because Antarctic has brains. Freeze-drying any moisture 

that gets there and is keeping that water in the form of ice. Touch the ice in your freezer – you will feel that is 

wet.  In Australia the clouds are avoiding the land as cars around traffic island – because of too much  dry 

heat. Because the tremendous amount of stormwater is drained into the sea during storms – weeks after, no 

water on the land. Saving the water in form of ice on Antarctic can be improvised here by saving stormwater in 

new dams. That saved water can attract extra clouds from the sea. Water is like money – save money in the 

bank = brings dividends. If you throw money or water into the sea when you have them = is only smart for the 

Clever Country. No commonsense will say: drain the freshwater during storms; then nothing after, only bad 

climate. Unless you are a Kyoto Cult Swindler,  as Tim Flannery. Then desalinate that same water… 

Indigenous people have chance by using the stormwater on the land, to improve the climate on the whole 

country and be proud of it. The spirits of their ancestors to be proud of them. They should demand, themselves; 

lots of small dams to be built on every suitable place on the semi-dry creeks on their lands = the climate will 

start improving beyond any belief. Australia was the wettest continent, now is the driest. Those coal deposits 

are all made from gigantic tree-ferns. Tree-ferns don’t grow in semi-desert. We don’t need to make the country 

to be the wettest, just to double the rainfall, especially inland. Can be easily accomplished, by saving the 

tropical stormwater. Or, to obey what the Green People demand from them, and deteriorate the climate even 

more on Cape York, Kimberleys, Arnhemland. People from those settlements don’t travel much, but enough to 

know that: where is more water, green grass is better, better climate and lots of bush-tucker. Where is too dry 

– only dust and flies that breed on dead animals and dead birds, when dry season starts.   

Fact 1: water saved during storms in creeks and rivers = is water saved for 

the environment, no mater if is Cape York river, Murray-Darling, or any 

river on the continent. No matter if is for irrigation, mining or aquaculture. 

Fact 2: if more rivers are contributing to increase humidity on the land during dry season = 

better for every river, for every hill, better for improving the climate, better for the country. 
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Fact 3: if tropical rivers have small dams on their tributaries = that attracts extra rainclouds inland. That 

decreases dry heat, increases humidity. Winds will blow more moisture inland from those areas = decreases the 

dry heat inland. Less dry heat inland produced to vacuum the moisture from Murray-Darling water catechumen 

areas = more often rain there + decreases evaporation = less irrigation necessary, better for the vegetation, 

better for improving the climate.  

Fact 4: all rivers on the continent are one weather system. Moisture from extra water saved in the tropics 

will not go direct to Murray and Victoria, but will destroy part of the dry heat produced inland = less of that dry 

heat will go in every direction = less intensive bushfires in Victoria, WA and less dry heat will go west of 

Broome and Geraldton into Indian Ocean to destroy the moisture that belongs for creation of new ice around 

Antarctic. 

 Fact 5: that’s why the Wild Rivers Act and Flannery’s extremist lunacy  is designed, to keep destroying, 

not just Australian climate, but the climate in neighboring countries + around Antarctic, southern half of Africa   

Fact 6: rainclouds from the sea go inland if is moisture AND humidity inland. The more water is saved in 

storm season = more moisture inland = more clouds go inland, instead of dropping the rain in the sea/ beach.  

Fact 7: the more the propaganda machine promotes senator Brown’s, Flannery’s and Don Henry’s brutality, lies; the 

Water Embargo on Australia = obviously that the climate will deteriorate. That is important for them, bad for the climate. 

Fact 8: in Brazil, rain falls 5% of the beach and the sea in front, 95% falls on the land. In Australia 

rainclouds drop 10% of the water on the land, 90% in the sea. That big difference is: because the Organized 

Crime are against saving Australian water for improving the climate; they intend to take Murray river 

irrigator’s water for speedy deterioration of the climate even on those places where rains occasionally now. 

Decreasing water on the land = decreasing future rainfall = if more water is saved on the tropical rivers, 

Murray-Darling catchment areas will get extra and more regular rainfall + will lower evaporation – less salinity 

problems – more water, healthier river, less bushfires. Before the money is squandered and crimes 

accomplished around Murray-Darling, the organized Crime must be exposed. Please help us anyway you can. If 

the media wasn’t scared from the truth, million people would have known what you are reading now. If million 

people know the truth = the Organized Crime will melt as an iceberg in the tropics = crimes prevented – climate 

improving – vegetation green – instead of Bob Brown green – vegetation birds and animals dehydrating in 

Australia. Please inform everybody – be active member of The Resistance. 

                       STOP WINGING ABOUT THE ELECTRICITY PRICE RISE   
The expense for electricity, traditional production has not increased. Australia has abundant amount of 

coal. The price rise is to subsidies the imported solar panels /wind turbines and to reward the Global Warming 

Industry /Swindlers. Regularly are telling you on TV that electricity is ,,Free from the sun.’’  It’s time to learn 

that: is no such a thing as ,,free’’. If you install solar panels, you are indirectly stilling the money from your 

neighbors, that are not affected by the misleading propaganda. Those money don’t come from Peter Garret, Bob 

Brown and Penny Wong. The governments increase taxes, electricity bills, to squander money on useless 

expensive imported panels, for you to install them on your roof. Because they are imported = it goes on the top 

of the already $600 billion foreign deficit + to be paid interest for those panels for next 50years. We export 

cheap coal – to borrow money and buy solar panels from the polluters. Our trees are not getting enough CO2 

for good prosperity. If the solar panels were economical, the electricity producers + the Swindlers would have 

being producing/installing them without subsidies, instead of Suckers as Australian taxpayers/electricity users.  
Those TV ads that lie about electricity free from the sun are getting paid from the electricity bills, to 

subsidize the media moguls. Why is not in their interest to expose the truth? If you don’t pay the increasing 

electricity bills – they will cut of your electricity. You are paying for those TV ads as a party political 

propaganda. The less politicians have brains to solve real problems – the more they squander money as climate 

changing Stoppers. Here in Banania – the Smart State is the best example. Admission of stupidity. First carbon 

geosequestration plant in the world (never to be used); after the desalination plant and sewage for drinking 

filtration white elephants. Instead of building dams to save stormwater – they are repossessing farmers water, to 

drain into the Murray estuary in lake Alexandrina, Coorong… someday satires and comedies 

will be written about this, as people do now about Nero and Caligula. Farmer 

pays for the water – after evaporated, helps the vegetation and climate. Extremist thugs are repossessing the 

water by tax dollars to drain it into the sea for deteriorating the climate. Million proofs exist: clouds go 

where is topsoil moisture and moisture in the air. Clouds avoid dry land / dry air!!!The land is getting 

scorched, because is not enough humidity in the air and topsoil moisture, they reposes farmers water, even less 

humidity to be on the land = even less clouds to come inland in near future.   
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When installing those wind turbine; they always lie by saying that: those windmills 

,,can produce electricity for 10000 or 30 000 homes’’. They avoid to tell you that: 

they can produce the electricity, if it was cyclonic winds 365 days and nights a 

year. They never say how much they do produce electricity and they never say 

the coast of them, why? They are useless, very expensive gadgets for advertising 

the phony global warming + very efficient for killing birds. Also they are the most 

primitive design. The windmills that Australian farmers are using for pumping 

water from the ground are 3 000%more efficient. Because they have a tail that 

constantly directs the propellers against the wind, not those.  
 

For those, even if cyclonic winds change direction by only few degrees, they are next to useless. How many 

Australians believe that the winds are always from exactly same direction? The rest should never complain 

about the electricity getting more expensive.  Actually, also the media are paying much more for electricity bills 

than they should, but that is paid by the shareholders, not by the buttholes reporters employed in the media. 

You, electricity user are paying the bills for the ABC & SBS Pty Ltd. Plus everything you buy in the shop 

depends on electricity. Those propellers face the winds only by chance, not as farmer’s windmills for water 

pumping out of the ground. When the winds small change of direction, those white elephants will not produce 

electricity. But they produce panic from the essential CO2 as big billboards up there on the hills. 
 

 Instead of squandering billions of dollars, subsidizing those expensive imported solar panels 

for the big city; they should install in every indigenous and white small settlement. They will 

never be connected to the electricity greed. When fuel for electric generators become too 

expensive and not readily available – they can have electricity at least for 1-2 hours a day, to 

cool their refrigerators. Otherwise, those people will be dying from food poisoning in days... 
When the anarchy without regular fuel available starts – they will be the forgotten people. Subsidizing the 

panels in the leafy suburbs in the big city = is for advertising about the phony global warming, not for the good 

of the country. The panels get covered with leafs and bird poo. Advertising that panels stop the climate from 

changing is lie /destructive for the environment + misleading. Misleading advertising suppose to be illegal.   

 Because of the large amounts of coal in the country, Australian businesses can have that advantage, to compete 

on the world market. It’s same as if Eskimos were importing ice from Fiji = we import expensive inefficient 

solar panels. So, Australian families and businesses  must pay 1200% more per kilowatt for electricity, than 

business in China. Where the electricity is produced by coal transported from Australia. When our businesses 

shift overseas for that reason – stop winging! Instead, get yourself a mirror and spit on it every morning, if you 

are supporting the Warmist; if you support Julia & Brown’s lunacy. Have a heart for the people that are not 

supporting the Kyoto Cult, but have to be ripped-off, because of your stupidity. Tomorrow start asking the 

media to inform the nation: how much those solar panels and the Bird-killers coast to import + to install and 

maintenance, before they produce the first watt of electricity? + the interest on those money for next 50years, 

and how much on average they do produce electricity in a calendar year??? Not how much they can, but how 

much they do?! Same as: everyone of the Kyoto Cult members can eat a kilo of salt in a day;  but do they?  

  

If it was honest above board business, they would have told you already; but keep asking... Because those wind 

propellers don’t even turn fast enough to produce any electricity, when is strong wind; unless is exactly from 

the same direction wind all the time. Do you feel a bit better after reading some truth? If you want more truth, 

when you knock on the media’s doors, ask them: why they never tell to the public that: Australia pays up to 

25billion dollars a year for interest on the foreign deficit. How much those money would have helped, if it was 

spent for nurses, doctors, teachers and police. If those people were getting the money – would have spent the 

money in the country = extra employment, extra wealth. Instead it goes to countries that put money in the world 

bank and the international monetary funds, Saudi Arabia / China = next year we pay interest on the interest. 

Why we have to build even bigger foreign deficit, to buy solar panels junk and windmills for killing birds? All 

that junk the electricity produces, can be produced by burning some logs together with the coal, for electricity. 

Those logs now burn in a big bushfires, without few less logs burning of the roads= less intensive bushfires; is 

that bad? Unfortunately, the politicians promised lots of money to the extremist elite; for lying about the phony 

warming. ETS didn’t eventuate – if they don’t come up with money from other revenues, tobacco, electricity, 
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mining – many  from the Global Warming industry will start spiting the dummies. That is a nightmare for ABC 

&SBS (the Lefty’s Trumpets) + for Laurie Oakes, Paul Kelly, Michelle Grattan, Paul Bongiorno and the 

Swindlers in the bureaucracy, section of CSIRO.  

Selling the electricity generators in NSW by ALP is for two reasons: reason 1: every day larger number of 

people are employed by the governments, to stop the climate from changing…?! Those Swindlers must be paid; 

their fat salaries and expenses. When money is squandered – they need to be paid indefinite – cannot sell same 

assets twice. Reason 2: second reason is much more sinister. They know that; when carbon tax is imposed = 

electricity price will skyrocket. Is not just $20 for a ton of carbon; carbon price suppose to increase indefinite. 

Therefore, electricity price must keep increasing. If it was owned by the government = people will blame the 

government. They don’t want to be blamed for anything. If is in private hands, will be given open check – to 

increase the price at will. If they don’t increase; with billions of dollars penalties they must pay = will be no 

more electricity for the fridge and for the factory. The politically bias/corrupt media will not point that the price 

goes up, because of increasing penalty for carbon as loot for the Swindlers. But will be: those greedy electricity 

producers are ripping you of. The Extremist know how to put the blame on somebody else, always. 
 

 Applauding for importing those big white elephants – then complaining that is no enough beds and doctors in 

the hospitals. Somebody should find out: exactly how much Chinese family and factory pays per kilowatt of 

electricity – shifted and produced by Australian coal – compare how much you and Australian factory pays per 

kilowatt, to compete on the world market. Then tell the working people, what their union bosses support. Tell  

your local member and Julia the truth; so they can realize who is a Wrecker. Hello Julia, if not supporting Bob 

Brown’s lunacy is a Wrecker; what that makes the ones that are supporting him, as you and your ministers, for 

example???! Sorry Julia, I am not a Climate Change Denyer, I am a global warming denier. I know the truth!   

 

When any of the swindlers say: Australia will miss on benefits, if doesn’t impose carbon tax! 

Translated in honest language means: if carbon tax is not imposed, Global Warming is not 

coming = they will be exposed. But if is carbon rip-off, they can say that: warming didn’t come, 

because you let to be fleeced as a sheep. Did the climate stop changing by Rudd ratifying the Protocol? 

Those people in Victoria burned, after Rudd ratified the protocol. Did the climate stop changing with few 

billion bucks Pink batts? The Kiwis already introduced carbon rip-off +methane rip-of, maybe they stopped the 

climate from changing; but the Kiwis don’t want to tell us…? That would be the biggest miracle, because the 

climate was always changing since the beginning and always will. They were talking same as CSIRO, to save 

the planet from the cow &sheep’s fart. If they get read of the cow and the sheep same as many Australian 

traitors intend = they can save 2 planets and 4 moons.     

 In Australia they are puling even bigger trick. Swindlers declared that: they will not tax the farmer for carbon. 

B] they will pay the farmers for carbon capturing. Real reason is; to divide the city and country conservative 

voters. When they impose carbon tax – everything in the shop depends on carbon, fuel, electricity = the farmer 

will be paying just as well. Then when everybody else pays carbon tax – they plan to introduce methane tax – 

it’s ongoing agenda. When the big city conservative voter already pays carbon tax = definitely will not have 

reason to object against methane tax, or carbon tax on farmers. Farmers will be double losers. They already 

found some farmer’s representatives as Jock Laurie to be the Devil’s Advocates. With the best intention, the 

farmers to benefit from the loot money for promoting the misleading propaganda as the need of carbon 

capturing madness.  Everything that farmer produces; food and fiber is made by capturing CO2 from the air; 

but that is not recognized. Need to invest in some stupid gadgets + to destroy the orchard and cotton farm, to 

plant eucalyptus trees. Plants get their carbon from the air or from the soil. Burying CO2 in the ground, plants 

absorb it – bigger plant’s bio-mass After 6 months, from rotting plants CO2 is released back into the air; what is 

the benefit?! Beware farmers, that is a toxic carrot; do not invest anything for that toxic carrot,  it’s only 

promotion, for the misleading propaganda.  

By destroying the ice over the Arctic’s waters – Europe +USA will keep getting colder and colder winters = 

their people will eventually realize that is no global warming = CO2 /global warming will not be fashionable 

for much longer. Laws for ripping of the people will be abolished. Australian farmers will end up with 

eucalyptus trees on their farms… subsidy will stop.  The Devil’s Advocates will not be very proud people, for 

tricking the farmers. 300-500y ago was more eucalyptus trees in Australia than is possible to plant now; unless 

the houses are burned and replaced with eucalyptus trees; but 300y ago climate was changing and getting dryer. 

Hands up how many Australians know: how much one of those wind propellers  cost, to buy 

and install; before it produces the first kilowatt of electricity + interest for next 50years on the 
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borrowed money + maintenance of the unit??? How many people know? Com-on guys – you 

are paying for it. Before Kyoto Protocol, was never known people to buy something, without 

knowing the cost of it + how much the Swindlers intercept of those money?!?!?! See what 

happens to people when they are on constant diet on top quality Bulshit, and lots of it? Then they 

complain for Australians being too fat. Why is not on the label; how many calories their Bulshit contains?!?! 
 

Kiwis!!! Forests don’t produce oxygen, as the International Propaganda Machine promotes. Forests absorb 

CO2; same amount of CO2 they release in milligram every year from their rotting leafs, twigs, roots, logs. 

(otherwise forest would have exploded every 5y as atom bomb). Only producing extra methane releases new 

oxygen in the atmosphere from H2O+CO2 molecules. To compensate at least fraction of what oxygen is 

turned into water molecules, by burning natural gas and those big flames on the oil rigs. Those flames on oil 

rigs don’t look big from distance, but they are very big, lots of them, day and night every one of them is turning 

every 5 seconds 100m3 of oxygen from the atmosphere into water molecules. Less oxygen in the atmosphere 

= more extreme climate. Only producing as much as possible methane can repair at least small part of the 

damages done to the oxygen. We have people educated in chemistry, get them to help us, to correct the crime. 

Smoke them from under their rock. Australia has being educating  chickens and worms to study chemistry, 

instead of people. That’s why the organized Crime prefers burning natural gas = less oxygen in the air as 

insulator = more extreme climate. Only reason why methane from sheep and cattle is demonized by the 

psychopaths in the international Organized Crime. I am saying all this for the reason: if you academics and 

scientists educated in chemistry, physics  don’t start to support me, when the truth is eventually known – you 

will be declared as collaborators with the Organized Crime. Turning blind eye on the biggest ever criminals is a 

crime in itself. This is a final note: start to support me publicly, or when the truth is finally exposed, you will be 

treated by the law that applies to policemen assisting bank-robbers and murderers. My formula can only save 

everything that needs oxygen: CO2+2H2O = GRASS. GRASS + COW & SHEEP = CH2 +O4   

  

Methane (CH2) is heavier than air = it sinks deep in the ground = geosequestration of carbon without oxygen in 

it, opposite is the case in the most stupid CO2 geosequestration. That makes cow & sheep the most important 

animals on the planet. People in chemistry, support me, or be labeled as part of the crime. You are with us, or 

against the truth. Against the truth is for biggest ever destruction of the climate and everything living on the 

planet. You in chemistry and physics can understand my book better than any other person. Even though is 

written that everybody can understand. (Just got from Ergon Energy brochure, which says: the government’s 

‘’generous incentives’’ will give you $ 7200- for solar. That is not lefty politician’s money; not Turnbull’s 

money either. That is forcefully money taken from your neighbors, pensioners,  the low paid workers; part of it 

to give to you. The other part goes to electricity CEO’s as fat salaries and bonuses for misleading the nation that 

‘’less CO2 = green’’ + big to millions to media moguls; for the government’s misleading ads  + Copenhagen 

wasn’t complete flop. I.e. it was for selling those Danish propellers for killing birds to western corrupt 

politicians,  for billions of dollars. The ABC’s brainwashed Zombies will be the first not to be able to pay 

electricity bill, when they introduce some kind of ETS. Increasing prices is = flat rate tax, not because of 

increasing cost of production and distribution, but for rewarding the ringleaders and politically corrupt media 

for shamelessly promoting that: less CO2 will stop the climate from changing. The things in the ABC’s 

Zombie’s fridges will start going off first = natural selection will start again in Australia. So, stop winging 

about the electricity price going up. Especially if you vote for politicians controlled by the Swindlers in the 

Warmist industry.  
          Americans are winging that gasoline is gone up to $4 a gallon. We are paying $7 a gallon, in Europe even 

more. No, not because the Arabs are charging more to us for the crude oil, but rip-off by our government,  to 

pay the rewards / expenses for the Swindlers. Now they lie that 5 cents a litre of fuel extra ‘’flat rate tax’’ will 

save the planet…?! Do you know that: we have being paying 38cents per litre of fuel pollution ‘’flat rate tax’’ 

already for the last 8years? That is enough 5 cents for each planet in the solar system to be all saved by the 

Australian Urban Sheep. Well, Pluto has being declared as ‘’not a planet anymore’’ by the astronomers = 

therefore, we don’t have to pay another 5 cents, because we don’t need to save Pluto anymore. What do 

you think? Flat rate tax is: when the millionaire, expensive Swindler as Flannery, Karoly, Ross Garnaut  pays 

same tax in the shop for any product as a pensioner and low paid worker that supports the ALP’s politicians. 

For believing about the phony Global Warming – to rip-off for electricity, fuel and everything that depends on 

energy/fuel to be produced. Those supporters are approving of Julia and Bob Brown in the same bed, thanks to 

the Unions Owners /Representatives. How much compensation for those 38c a litre of fuel get compensated the 

Greens Smarty, the law paid ALP supporter and the pensioner? That tax was introduced by the former Greens 

called Australian Democrats. Everything in the shop is more expensive, because of those 38cents per litre. 
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         Fact 1: Australian trees, crops outside the big city are not getting enough CO2 now, for best prosperity. 

   Fact 2: that first fact is acknowledged by the semi-honest manipulators, when you put them on the spot.  

   Fact 3: electricity can be produced far outside the big city, where more CO2 is essential for improving 

the climate.  
   Fact 4: Australia can use the bad quality coal that is not worth exporting, and benefit the economy, the 

environment and the climate.  

   Fact 5: wood of the roads that burns in big bushfires can be used together with coal for producing 

electricity = big bushfires of the roads decrease strength + more coal left for next generations. 

   Fact 6: if government promotes + supports misleading advertizing that is illegal under the existing law; 

why they put in jail others for braking the law? Organized Crime for being above the law is a crime in itself.  

   Fact 7: with Australian coal, electricity in China for private use per kilowatt is less than 10%, than what 

Australians families and businesses are paying now. The Snake oil salesmen intend to increase it more.  

   Fact 8: Australian factory pays much more for electricity, than factory in China. Lefty politicians are 

chasing Australian jobs out – the union owners pay millions of dollars (not from their own pockets) those 

politicians to be reelected = to destroy Australian worker’s jobs. The same constantly brag about creating jobs 

    Fact 9: everything in the shop depends on electricity/diesel and other energy = flat rate tax. 

    Fact 10: if the wind turbines were economical = for politicians wouldn’t be necessary to rob the 

pensioners an people on low paid jobs, to subsidize those bird killers and the Snake oil Salesmen.  

     Fact 11: the fridge not to go off = you must pay any price for electricity = blackmail. Any extra 

extortion money collected from the non-believers in global warming – should be paid back to them, by the 

beneficiaries, only justice to be done and to prevent the organized crime of making much bigger crimes.                                          

      Fact 12: the criminals in CSIRO + ABC &SBS don’t want to investigate if Australian trees are getting 

enough CO2 for best prosperity = for avoiding to incriminate themselves. Hello Megan and Mark Scott!!! 

Robbing the poor to reward the Organized Crime is fashionable and lucrative business.  

                                                       Zero carbon emission  
Misleading lie no. 1: Mark Scot (ABC’s Managing Director) declared on his own  privately 

owned TV channel that: ‘’he will make ABC Carbon Neutral’’.   Do you think that he believes 

in what he was lying? In my book I stated that: ‘’the only way Mark Scott can turn the former 

National Broadcaster into carbon neutral is; if he turns ABC into XYZ.’’ And I stand by it. 

Mark, no mater how much you are silencing the truth; people are slowly learning that: 

emphasizing that CO2 is changing the climate is a big, unforgivable crime. CO2 doesn’t 

produce global warming; there is no such a thing as global warming. CO2 doesn’t change the 

climate, H2O exclusively changes /controls the weather /climate. ABC has being informed. 

    Misleading lie no. 2: green senator Milne declared that: ‘’she would like to see Australia with zero 

carbon emission”. I believe that she is sincere about that. Question is: does she know that: before James Cook 

arrival, the native people were cooking their food on fire and were producing CO2? They were not eating their 

meat and fish raw. With population planning to increase another few million for the next 15 years, if Australia 

cuts the CO2 only to 1990 level – in Australia will be anarchy. That’s what the Green Ringleaders are after – 

anarchy. It’s easy to blame the carbon now, when the supermarkets are full of food and cheap imported goods. 

But, when they destroy the farmer, dollar from overvalued goes to undervalued. When there is no money for 

pension, social support, for seat down money, no money for hospitals and police, no money to pay interest on 

the foreign deficit = anarchy guarantied - to make the Green’s Ringleaders happy. Their supporters will turn 

into massive organic compost, because they exhale CO2=is not zero CO2 emission. Come to think of it, all of 

you people in Australia still exhale CO2; shame, shame, ask senator Milne. Without government’s support = 

they will disappear in less than a year as Collateral Damage. Chinese worker will work for $10 a day and be 

happy; but when Australian worker is made to work for $15 a day... will the workers agree those money the 

government to take and give to the Green People? (Anarchist / oppressors are the most prosperous during 

anarchy). Senator Milne can con the Green Smarties that: the tractor and harvester will work on wind or solar 

power, easy; but she cannot con the tractor and the harvester – tractor and harvester have 

some intelligence this days, computer chips… 

  A] Lenin, Stalin and Trotsky used the anarchy from the WW1 to establish their own empire. In the 

beginning they used the marines to fight for them – when they established themselves – first they shot those 

marines. B] during the WW2 anarchy, Stalin doubled his empire. For the extreme Socialist / Reds (under green 

camouflage) the biggest enemy is: Common sense. Berlin Wall has fallen down when common sense prevailed. 
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The phony Greens will tumble down only when common sense and freedom of speech is reintroduced in 

Australia. Common sense says that: around Kyoto City and Beijing is 1000% more CO2 than around Coober 

Pedy and Birdsville – if CO2 was negative for the trees and climate, Coober Pedy would have had the best 

trees/climate. Why the coined lie: less CO2 = green, is still used to brainwash and rip-off the ignorant public? It 

has being proven that 700 ppm of CO2 is much better for the trees than 350 ppm. B. many green Ringleaders 

admit publicly, (when cornered) that: more CO2 is much better for the trees, grass and crops. It’s a fact. 

  C] 300 – 500 years ago, Australia had more eucalyptus trees than today, but the climate was getting from 

bad to worse. If every farmer in the country is destroyed and the farms planted with eucalyptus = the climate 

will keep deteriorating. They will find excuse that where the houses are – it was eucalyptus trees also =  only 

they can justify the unjustifiable – they have the microphones. 300 – 500 y ago was less cars on the roads in 

Australia,  even less electricity was used – but the climate was getting dryer and dryer. People, copy everything 

that is in my website available and keep it as court evidences, for when time for: Truth and Reconciliation 

comes. When the world realizes that is no global warming coming, but the climate in Australia is deteriorating, 

because of senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia... The traitors as Mark Scott, Tim Flannery, David 

Karoly, Ross Garnaut, John Connor, Will Stephen, Megan Clark and similar will have to be brought to justice, 

so never, ever such an Organized Crime to be able to destroy the future of the country.  

 Misleading lie no. 3: just before the election, News Limited representative from the States was in 

Cairns and declared that: they will make Cairns Post, Carbon Neutral. (most probably he was in other cities 

where their papers are printed,  with the same statement). In that article was a picture of beautiful corals – 

obviously to save the corals, with less CO2. You have learned from my articles and from my book (same 

articles and copies from my book was supplied to Cairns Post 2 editors + to their reporters long before that).  In 

my book is proven, says: ‘’coral,  as one of the most primitive of the living things; evolved and was most 

prosperous when all the carbon now trapped in trees, fossil fuel and limestone was in the air and in the 

seawater.  That made coral to be lousy carbon collector = needs much, much more CO2 than is getting now, for 

good prosperity. Algae that cover /protect the coral, evolved even before. 

Anyway, I said to myself: ‘’to make Cairns Post carbon neutral, is he going to restrict them using toilet 

paper?– paper is made from woodchip – from trees – under the traitor’s propaganda ‘’ cutting trees is: CO2 will 

destroy the planet, panic, panic, global warming – Climate Change!!!’’ How can they print newspapers, when 

on rainy days is no electricity from solar panels? It’s for you people to find out how big forest is chopped every 

year to print News Limited papers around the planet. Actually there is more crap in Cairns Post, Courier Mail, 

Adelaide Advertiser, than is crap on the toilet papers. Will their reporters fly on broomsticks to be Carbon 

Neutral, or on Persian carpets...? Same question apply to Mark Scott’s Bulshit merchants. If their personnel 

swap their vehicles for Mr. Fred Flintstone model cars... it can be done. Johan Guttenberg didn’t use 

electricity for his printing machine... it can be done.  Will they informs us, when? 

Telling the world that: less CO2 = the climate will stop changing, is a crime. Telling the world that less CO2 is 

better for the vegetation and coral, is gross misleading. Insinuating that: collecting carbon tax will stop the 

climate from changing is a crime/extortion. Unless they use those money to make big signs everywhere on 

which says: ,,stop climate from changing, please stop’’!!! Instead, they know that by those easy money – 

acres of space will be paid to the News limited and Fairfax, to advertise pink batts and to lie that: solar panels 

will lower the electricity bill. Pink batts, until damages repaired, altogether will cost 3billion dollars. B] 

Because was financed by borrowed money, with interest on those money for next 50years, will be 15billion 

dollars, plus. If that much money was not enough to buy brakes for stopping the climate from changing... How 

much they need??? They were completely faulty brakes for the climate, because HO2 changes climate, not 

CO2! It’s fixed or is for free, boys. Those billions should be paid back to the taxpayers from the pockets of Joe 

Hockey, Kevin Rudd, Malcolm Turnbull, Peter Garrett as filthy millionaires. The rest from News limited and 

from Fairfax for benefiting by telling lies. They can afford, the pensioner and others on the bottom cannot 

afford the constantly increasing prices of electricity and every product in the shop that depend on energy. The 

more they prolong with their lies – the more they cover up the truth that is in my book = the bigger the crimes 

grow. Q: how much Chinese factory pays per kilowatt of electricity produced by Australian coal – how much 

Australian factory and individual family pays per kilowatt of electricity? Q: why you and I don’t know? A: if it 

was something negative for Tony Abbott – they would have told you long time ago, and repeated it 1000 times.  

Isn’t that treason to lie to the public that: less CO2 = green? The more you are covering up the truth that is in 

my book,  all of you editors from Cairns to Melbourne have a copy = the deeper into crime you are getting 

yourself into = as in quick sand. Here in Queensland Ergon Energy is constantly advertising: use less energy to 

save the environment, to stop the climate from changing. They increase the price of electricity – to pay to 
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channel 9, SBS, channel  1O. That is laundering the extortion money.  If you can’t afford to pay for electricity 

– they cut it of. The difference in price per kilowatt in China and Australia is extortion money.  Reward to the 

media for supporting the misleading propaganda and for silencing the truth!!! Instead of saying: newspapers 

end up on the landfill; they produce methane – methane is heavier than air =sinks deep in the ground = carbon 

geosequestration without oxygen in it. Where the trees for newspapers are cut – new ones grow. Young trees 

absorb 1000% more CO2 than the old established. Grandma used to say: If you are doing something bad that 

you have to lie about, to cover up – you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place. Instead of proudly stating that: 

cutting trees for newspapers is not a sin, paper celluloid on the rubbish-tip  turns into methane = methane is the 

most important molecule to be produced as much as possible – to counteract for destruction of oxygen by 

burning natural gas! Plus when old trees get cut = new ones grow and absorb much more CO2 than the old 

buggers. No need to lie in Australia, News limited representative from USA. Fairfax Reporters in Australia are 

doing perfect job in lying.  

In nature, where the trees for paper grow, is always give and take. You need trees for paper – trees need extra 

water+CO2 =  you should not be supporting senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia. The land gives 

grass to cow, elephant – they fertilize the soil with the best organic fertilizer. The tree gives food and shelter for 

the birds – birds shit all over the tree and give the best fertilizer for the tree. So should Fairfax and News 

limited. Instead of, using trees for paper – but shitting on their readers, by supporting the extremists that: less 

CO2+H2O on the land suppose to be better for the trees. Con, con, shame, shame!!! We all need trees, trees 

need extra CO2 and water on the land. Take trees, but give them extra water on the land =fair exchange. If you 

don’t give them enough water+CO2, trees will burn in bushfires, land will turn into desert, just to support the 

extremists. Anybody silencing my book in the media, academia, bureaucracy is = promoting extremism. 

Pollution is big city problem, pollution outside the big city is food for the trees and crops.   

We must be fair. ‘’The Australian’’ belongs to News limited. They are the only paper in Australia that I know 

of, to have reporters that are allowed sometime to say negative about the Phony Global Warming. You see: for 

newspaper’s is big revenue to print ads that: pink mats will save the planet, solar panels are free from the sun... 

(they can say that: it’s even free from the moon, it’s free from Jupiter also; but those panels are not free to 

import them. On private TV actually they say:: install solar panels with the gigantic government incentives, 

because the electricity price is going up and up and up – but they don’t say that: electricity is going up as rip-

of, to cover for the gigantic incentives and for misleading advertising. It’s like chopping your hip of, to give 

part of it back to you as a stake. I say; part of it; because only part of the rip-off goes for that subsidy, big 

percentage goes for advertising, to con the nation. That’s what I am trying to say: advertising is their revenues – 

nothing wrong with it. But if newspaper or TV silences the truth = that is not cash for comment. Comment can 

be honest, comment can be informative. Cash for misleading propaganda and for silencing the truth is a 

gigantic crime.   Who is ordering/demanding from the bureaucracy truth to be silenced, misleading propaganda 

to be aggressively promoted for getting big millions of benefit from the: free from the sun, less CO2 = green, 

less CO2 less H2O on the land to stop the climate from changing...? engraving in people’s mind with constant 

repetition: ‘’low carbon economy’’ without pointing that: Latin American and African economies are ‘’low 

carbon economies’’   and avoid to ask the people; if they agree to that kind of economy; is a crime.        

 Misleading lie no. 4: to get the ignorant farmers on their side; the Organized Crime are promising 

them to pay for their irrigation licenses + to plant eucalyptus trees as’’ Carbon Sink’’.  

When many Murray-Darling farmers sell their water to be drained into the lakes in the estuary – less humidity 

will be created upstream = less rain will come in the future on the land, the dryer the air is = the more the 

clouds avoid that land and drop the rain in the sea.  b] that humidity created by the farmers around Murray-

Darling was buffer zone for the water-catchment areas for Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and all smaller towns 

in-between. More dry heat from the desert will be coming to those areas = day temperature up – nothing to do 

with any global warming – just artificially destroying the climate from bad to worse, air-conditioners full speed 

during warmer days – more electricity for heating during extra colder nights – more desalination plants – 

because clouds don’t go over the land with increasing dry heat. The farmers that don’t sell their water = will 

need to irrigate much more; because neighboring farms water was helping to keep humidity up inland. 

When part of the water is removed – is same as making one arm person = can do much less help.  Now, one 

farmer’s water when evaporates = is helping neighboring farms to have lower evaporation. With more dry heat 

= bigger evaporation on their farms. Even if they are given extra water (which they won’t) with extra irrigation 

/ evaporation on same land = salinity on the farm increases – faster climate deterioration. Thanks to ABC, Don 

Henry and senator Brown, as the biggest traitors of this country. Thanks to the whole International Organized 

Crime. Hello prof. Karoly, Dr. Megan Clarke, Flannery, Ross Garnaut, John Connor…!  
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2. Promising to give Carbon Sink money to the farmers is a very dirty trick. When they destroy their 

orchards to plant more eucalyptus = the climate will obviously deteriorate. Eucalyptus trees by producing 

arsenic made Australia the driest continent on the planet. The arsenic that kills the good/essential bacteria in 

the soil = soil less water absorption / retention during storms. Plus the leafs from orchards was feeding the 

good bacteria in the ground, to keep the soil healthy– eucalyptus trees produce highly flammable/toxic oil that 

kills the essential bacteria in the soil –nothing eats the dead eucalyptus leafs = accumulate and create bigger 

bushfires = the ash washes by storms into the waterways, to kill the fish, then into the sea. Even if the newly 

planted eucalyptus plantations don’t burn – when the nation realizes that: Australian atmosphere doesn’t have 

enough CO2 for best prosperity of our vegetation, will stop paying carbon rip-off= the 30 pieces of silver for 

the ignorant farmers removed. Nevertheless that’s where the trick is: even when is known to the world that 

carbon doesn’t produce global warming – those farmers that screwed their farms to plant eucalyptus, will still 

support the extremist cult for personal interests. That’s the dirty trick /carrot for many desperate farmers. That’s 

why, when they talk about the 30 pieces of silver – they don’t talk about the farmer’s methane. The Organized 

Crime knows that: fisherman catches fish with a worm, not by fry pan, fry pan is the end result, farmers.   

        The other day was on ABC, some oyster farms were getting poisoned. Instantly the biggest opportunist, 

senator Brown was there – to save the water and environment from poisons. It turned out to be poison from the 

young eucalyptus plantation. Because the young eucalyptus produces more potent poison. When you connect 

that: ABC and Bob Brown are for: plant native eucalyptus only; don’t plant trees with palatable leafs for the 

bacteria, to get the dead leafs in the ground – for improving the soil – only eucalyptus for bushfires… One litre 

of eucalyptus oil can kill an elephant – your child will drink a 44galon drum in his or her life, of that oil… How 

degrading was: to see instantly Bob Brown and ABC, hopefully to find to blame somebody for the toxin – 

instead it turned out that the concentration of toxin was thanks to them} By the way; the only imported trees in 

Australia for wood plantation is European pine tree. That tree has toxin in the leafs almost as bad as eucalyptus 

– is Pine-O-cleaning the essential bacteria in the soil. Likes big fires, also.  There is 

million other trees that contributes to the soil, to the climate, but not eucalyptus and long leafs pine plantations. 

So farmers, considering to sell your irrigation permits for money, or to plant eucalyptus trees on your orchard – 

you will enjoy your 30 pieces of silver as much as the fish enjoys fisherman’s worm. The trick they are offering 

money for destroying the productive farms and plant eucalyptus trees is for: to prove to the big city folk that: 

eucalyptus will stop the climate from changing > as genuine reason to prevent honest farmers from clearing the 

re-growth  scrub. Bob Brown and Hutton offering to help the farmers is same as serial rapist offering foreplay 

to a victim, before the next rape. The not so ‘’Honorable’’ Tony Windsor and Oakeshott just volunteered to be 

in Julia’s &Brown’s bed. To do senator Brown’s dirty job in the Lower House, as his two cheap roles of toilet 

paper. I suggest to people in their electorates: don’t shake hands with Tony Windsor and Oakeshott, for sanitary 

reasons. Them two will be stopping the non-existent global warming,  on the expense of their electorates and 

the whole country, just to do senator Brown’s dirty job in the Lower House…       

3. Before my book was printed, the printing company sent me 2 copies as sample. One of those copies 

instantly I sent December 2009 to the science reporter for ‘’Queensland Country Life’’ – Mathew Cawood, (he 

is from Armidale). The most appropriate person to warn and inform the farmers what is in my book. Instead of 

that, the swindler intensified with advertising/promoting why should farmers invest money in carbon 

geosequestration and other  Woo-Doo solutions.  After I realized that, I sent a copy to that paper’s Editor. I 

warned him that carbon levy is a con-job and the rest. Mathew Cawood soon after stated: maybe is not going to 

be government rewards for carbon geosequestration one day, but money will still be coming from private 

companies that pollute = from the (protection /extortion  money). Therefore farmers, you should not trust the 

Snake oil Salesman, even in your beloved newspaper.  

When you invest in those Pyramid Schemes, after, when the truth is known – you can blame the Queensland 

country life for tricking you to invest into hot air – but that will not compensate you – unless you join into class 

action. Because not only the swindler Mathew Cawood wasn’t interested in the truth when I informed him, but 

the editor didn’t do much about it after, to stop Cawood from coning you. While on the subject; those 

extortionists that collect money for carbon sinks and any other environmental problems, have adhesive /sticky 

fingers; they should be investigated: what percentage of the money goes for what they are soliciting it? One 

would have said: if he think that is a problem, he or she would put some money from their own pockets. Instead 

big part of the solicited money finishes into their pockets – they 

give only small percentage as advertisement for more tax-free cash from the taxpayers and from  doo-gooders / 

Suckers. Those do-gooders have lots of blood on their hands; by financing the thugs –to deny extra stormwater 
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to the land. So, with less moisture on the land = bigger bushfires – more animals, properties, trees burned in big 

bushfires, for scorching the land to get day temperature up – for the speedy,  enforced Climate Change.  

As environment and science reporter, Mathew Cawood wouldn’t had any problem to realize that all the proofs 

are in my book that; global warming is 100% lie, carbon doesn’t produce global warming, Australian 

environment needs more CO2 than is getting now for good prosperity,  water changes climate, and the rest. 

Farmers, please don’t forget that name: Mathew Cawood – environment and science reporter = swindler for 

bankrupting and destroying the bush. If you have being coned by him – get a copy of my book and take him to 

court for compensation; I will be your witness and send you a copy of the ‘’registered letter to him from 

December 2009. He cannot plead ignorance. Even IPCC report says: it’s possible, can happen, 90% possibility 

– in other wards: they are leaving backdoor exit. So, if any reporter was interested in the truth – should have 

read the other side opinion – to compare for himself. But when is fanatically rejected = he knows that he is 

gone too deep into crime so-far, better to continue. Without thinking that his crime quadruples by that attitude – 

because is on other people’s expense – it shouldn’t be. Get him to court of justice; where he must answer 

questions under oath. Same goes for few other reporters, including Daniel Bateman from Cairns Post  

  

        If you are honest reliable reporter / editor; wouldn’t you like to inform the nation and the world of the 

truth? To tell them that the most solid proofs exist, that is no global warming, CO2 doesn’t produce global 

warming; CO2 doesn’t change the climate. Water controls the climate, climate can change for better also. If is 

done everything opposite than what Don Henry, Flannery, Karoly demand.    Straggling farmers shouldn’t be 

wasting money, land and time; so that people as Cawood can save face.  Actually short term saving face and 

credibility is = crime growing, will backfire much more, after. Same goes for the bigot John Nethery /the 

geologist and his few friends; that prefer the truth to be silenced at any cost. John, seating on the truth and 

constipating – will stink much more, after… Dishing Bulshit to the honest people, is only helping the 

misleading propaganda. Misleading propaganda is harming those people – your constipating with the truth 

given to you - will backfire. Yes John Nethery, there is such a thing as truthful science. Start using the ‘’laws of 

physics’’ and you will see how wrong you are. Stop suffering from the same ‘’truth phobia’’ as the Warmist. 

Bias media is washing their hands with prof. Ian Plimer’s apostils. Think what that means. How can you 

discredit one phony Warmist Global Warming in 100years, with your dozens of phony Global Warmings in the 

past??? Wouldn’t make sense to an earthworm, but it does to this geologist. 

                                           Misleading lie no. 5: 

How much water is ‘’wasted’’ to produce one kg of meat or rice 

   To repeat again: if you ask any Australian tree for 3 wishes, every tree would have said: save stormwater 

on the land, use that water for irrigation, to produce extra water in the air, plant rice paddies in the surrounding 

area to improve the climate. Extra dams, lagoons, rice paddies = better, more prolific and healthier trees in the 

surrounding areas. Water storages are as shock absorbers – prevent extreme temperature between day and night. 

Less hot during the day – less cold during the night. The best for trees prosperity  - opposite is, for trees in big 

bushfires.  Water storages, rice paddies are magnet 

for attracting clouds from the sea onto the land  

Constant repetition by the Swindlers: ‘’to take the water from the irrigators for the environment.’’ Irrigators are 

in the environment, you idiots!!! After irrigated, water evaporates – the irrigator is not in control of that water 

in the air – it benefits the surrounding vegetation and for improving the climate. Confiscating farmer’s water, 

to drain into the lakes of Murray estuary – will not benefit there, because there is already humidity from the sea.    

      If stormwater is saved in the tropics, to produce extra humidity = to fight the dry heat produced in the 

centre = less dry heat to go to Murray-Darling = will increase the rainfall = that will contribute to Murray-

Darling, to have much more freshwater flowing down to the arse end of the country. Stormwater saved in the 

tropics will give to Murray river the best Laxative. The Swindlers are one step ahead of the society. They 

obviously know that the whole continent is one weather zone. They know that winds blow in every direction. 

They know that; if more moisture is created in Australian tropics = less dry heat will go to the southern states – 

less bushfires – lower evaporation with less dry heat – rainfall would increase inland instead of decreasing = 

salinity problem would disappear. Therefore, they introduced ‘’Wild Rivers Act’’ + ‘’keep the water table deep 

down con job’’. Thousands examples around the planet: where is topsoil moisture = frequent rains. Water table 

deep down = rain decreasing. The biggest freshwater lake is under Sahara sands – but that water deep down 

doesn’t attract extra rain. No rain = desert. Less rain, evaporation from land increases = salinity problems.  
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         Around those semidry rivers in the tropics, dry heat is created in dry season – because their water is 

flushed into the sea during short storm season. None of their tributaries are permanent, most of those rivers are 

not flowing in dry season, when extra moisture is most important for trees, birds and animals; to have some 

water for survival and to prevent further deterioration of Australian climate. Q: who are the only beneficiaries 

if the climate keeps deteriorating? Do you need 3 guesses? If you do = ABC did a good job on your brains.  

                You often hear the ABC talk back callers stating: ‘’I was on that river and on the banks there was lots 

of cow’s  poo,  how disgusting! (Behind him in the background few dogs are barking). When the dog goes to 

toilet, it does not use toilet paper, but wipes his arse off its owner’s pillow. Cow dung produces herbivore 

bacterium 100km or 1,000km away. We know that where there are more herbivore bacteria = less carnivore 

bacteria. Carnivore bacteria attack humans and multiply in meat bone and blood eating animals’ doo-doo’s. So, 

only one cat and a dog are more dangerous for humans, than all the sheep and cow’s poo on the planet 

combined. The cow and the irrigator did not succeed in saving the environment and improving the climate, 

because of the tremendous amount of hot /dry air created inland and in the tropics. With the help of the blue-

collar workers to build dams, wetlands and rice paddies – would be full success. Must remove senator Brown’s 

&Flannery’s Water Embargo on Australia, first. 

            Biologist should know that the cow dung is food for the essential bacteria in the soil, not the 

eucalyptus leaf. The environmentalists are buying the cow’s dung bacteria in capsules from the chemist for 

their good health. Soil with bacteria produces clean water, prevents erosion, soil retains moisture - brings extra 

rain. Bacteria takes the cow dung into the soil easier than standing dry grass that turns into ash in regular bush 

fires. Cow shreds the grass and serves it to the bacteria and to dung-beetle. Smell grass clippings  from the 

lawnmower when 5 days old in the corner of your backyard - smells exactly as cow dung. Methane levy should 

be introduced to every lawnmower in the city! Ecologists and some Biologists are the ones that brainwash the 

students and con the nation that Australian soil is nutrients deficient - so don’t do anything. The soil is nutrients 

deficient, because organic nutrients turn into ash, washed in the waterways, or ash blown by the wind in the sea.     

    After bushfire, when the first storm comes – take a bucket of water from the creek and let the ash settle 

on the bottom of the bucket = that ash is not good for the fish in the river. As cow dung, taken down to the roots 

of the trees by dung-beetle is = nutrients saved from the fire = no more nutrients deficient soil. Do the shonky 

ecologists, biologists think that planting eucalyptus trees will improve the soil? Eucalyptus trees deposit in the 

Australian soil more toxic arsenic /oil than 50 Exxon Valdez ships, every year. Don’t take me wrong, 

eucalyptus oil is perfect, I always carry a bottle in the medicine kit. Perfect organic disinfectant, when you cut 

yourself = it kills bacteria, prevents infections. Unfortunately, kills the essential bacteria in the soil also. Plus 

that disinfectant protect the dead leafs from the good bacteria = leafs accumulate, and wait for fire. Most of the 

Australian vegetation in the past didn’t like fires, eucalyptus did = he won. Cult’s demand is; plant strictly 

eucalyptus trees. Farmers that collect money to plant eucalyptus scrub on their land are indirectly used to justify 

why other farmers are not allowed to clear the regrowth on their land. Plus to justify why is good, Australia to 

import food instead producing it here. The biggest shame: China exports food to Australia. 2] many pesticides / 

herbicides that are illegal in Australia – are used in countries that export food to Australia. 3] Trees are same as 

people. I.e. most contribute, some do damages. Eucalyptus is the one that made Australia the driest continent, 

with biggest salinity problems. Should be put on the table for people to know everything correctly, warts and 

all. Then people should decide.  

 When a graduate gets a job on the gravy train, he continues the jihad against the Australian cow & sheep, 

because the World Bank has lots of money. Cow converts the grass into organic fertilizer, protein and cash. 

Collects the grass between the trees and fertilizes the tree roots with the best organic fertilizer. Moist soil is for 

better climate. Australian ecologist produces lots of bullshit, stands for dry soil (keep the water table deep 

down) remember? = Climate change for worse. The hippie from his welfare money buys organic food and pays 

double amount of money for scruffy food, because the organic fertilizer is not very efficient, where there is 

eucalyptus disinfectant oil for the beneficial bacteria in the water, for irrigation. At least the hippie is a patriotic 

person, considered. That cannot be said about the apparatchik referring to himself as an ecologist, biologist, 

climatologist. Otherwise, the people would have being informed that the cow dung is the best organic fertilizer. 

Gras needs cow & sheep, as much as cow & sheep need grass. Same bacteria that gets in the cow’s poo is in the 

rainforest floor mulch = produces the best drinking water. So, you graziers should be proud of your 

contributions, stop being apologetic! My advice to the big city folk: you have turned everything in Australia 

into Bulshit – accept the cowshit. Cowshit is definitely not Bulshit, but the best organic fertilizer. When  I 

explain to some Green People that: cow dung is the best organic fertilizer – the more intelligent of them say: 

yes, cow dung is best organic fertilizer, but as long as there are no cattle...! Cattle are their biggest problem. 

Because the meat eaters always make bar-be-que, when the wind blows towards the Green people’s residences. 

They hate the dead animals eaters, to enjoy themselves.  Q: what kind of psychopath will genetically modify 
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bacteria that produces methane, into bacteria that inhibits methane? To destroy the remaining oxygen in 

the air, just for hatred /mudslinging at the cow &sheep.  

 Somebody told the extreme vegetarian fanatics how many litres of water are needed to produce one kilo of 

meat and they keep repeating that on ABC radio / TV. Because the ABC is not going to tell them the truth, we 

will: draw a line from Brisbane to Perth 6,000km. North of that line almost nobody irrigates for cattle, except 

few dairy farmers (60% of the continent). The vegetation is much dryer. If they were allowed to save 

stormwater to irrigate, would have being more rain and humidity = climate improved. The Murray-Darling 

wouldn’t have had that much salinity problems or water shortage. Because now from the north and West dry air 

comes to dehydrate the land around the Murray River. Even though is sufficient rain there, if it did not have to 

fight against tremendous dry winds, it would have been perfect! Cows only use water to drink from the creek, 

few litres and deposits it 100m away = provides humidity. If that water had gone into the sea, there 

would be a few litres less for humidity. Water used for irrigating pastures evaporates and helps 

the forest and the climate. Cattle graze between the trees, no ploughed soil like for lentils 

production. Less beef and lamb = more impact on fish in the sea. Less renewable wool, cotton 

and leather = more synthetic, which comes from crude oil. The organized Crime know what they are 

doing – unfortunately the nation doesn’t know what the criminals are doing. Because the Swindlers have the 

microphones, taxpayer’s cash,  they own the taxpayer’s ABC & SBS + the deviate section in CSIRO.  

    So remember: When they state on the ABC; how many litres of water is used to produce a kilo of meat, 

please tell them: ZERO! Every drop of water the cow and the grass uses is still in the environment. Can the 

ABC personnel say that about themselves? Or about their, “converted’’? Would they eat the grass if the cow 

didn’t? Cow converts that grass into human food, otherwise grass goes in smoke/ash – then into the waterways. 

Is water what cow drinks wasted or what is used for irrigating the grass? If the cow’s dung was poison, it would 

have killed the cow; cow doesn’t eat poison eucalyptus leafs. Look in other places for poison. Cow dung is just 

shredded grass and served to the good bacteria; to take it into the ground, to save the organic nutrients from the 

bushfire and intensive UV. Good bacteria cannot take the whole straws in the ground. Hello D/H ecologist!  

Cow dung in the soil makes the soil healthy = burying carbon in the soil (Geosequestration of carbon). The 

only water wasted from the environment is; water piped to the city laundry and released into the sea. And water 

flushed into the sea, in the short wet season! Water in the river drained into the estuary is H2O. Water in the 

irrigation channels is H2O. Channel water after irrigation evaporates and stabilizes the climate. Trees absorb 

moisture from the air, water attracts rain inland, and brings the day temperature down, nights temp up. Less 

water in the air – dry heat speeds up evaporation of the moisture in the ground, from the trees. Grass and mulch 

become tinder dry and is preparing it for big bushfires.  Extra moisture in the air = dew, showers and other 

benefits, that cannot be said for water drained from the laundry into the sea, or drained from the river into the 

estuary. That water once in the sea, does not belong to the environment or the country. It becomes salty 

seawater, please recognize the difference. When Australian floodwater and nutrients goes into the sea, it only 

belongs to Bob Brown, Tim Flannery and Al Gore, for digging the lowland islands.  

Queensland’s cattle properties in the channel country are same latitude as the rainforest in Vietnam, Burma, 

Thailand; if they stopped irrigating and planted their rice paddies with eucalyptus trees – would have been same 

climate as in the channel country. How many litres of water does it take to produce one kilo of meat? ZERO! 

Only people desperate to drown the lowland islanders and climate change extreme fanatic vegetarians are 

worrying that the cow can destroy the water. Nobody can destroy one atom of anything or make one. Water is 

valuable when it’s in the environment /on the land, once is in the sea, especially from the driest continent… it’s 

as if it never rained = water wasted. Hello Flannery!... you didn’t succeed to con me, Flannery!!! Keep trying. 

Cow dung is portrayed around the rivers as filth. Wrong! It’s the best organic fertiliser, better than mulch in the 

rainforest, for producing fertile soil, that produces the cleanest water. No nutrients in the soil -increases erosion 

and the water from semi dead soil as in eucalyptus forest produces bad water. Think about the water coming out 

from people’s washing machines. Let’s see how many litres of water it takes to sustain one Envirodeviate in the 

bureaucracy, before he drinks even one glass of water. Working people pay for his air-conditioned office, 

sometime taxpayer’s car, other perks + fat salary + fat superannuation = over 3 million. Q: How many kilos of 

rice, woodchip and beef to make enough money so that he gets paid on time? B. That over 3 million dollars 

would have built 5-6 lakes on creeks that are not perennial, how much water can those lakes save every year for 

the environment and to improve the climate?  

Irrigation brings extra rain, eucalyptus trees do not, less humidity inland = less water for the big city and the 

quality of water deteriorates. Quality and quantity of water goes hand in hand, more water = better quality. 
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Trees still grow inland, except small scruffy spaced trees, because no water, rain and humidity. Breeding 

termites and makes extra salinity problems. Isn’t it that Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne are the biggest 

feedlots in the country? The Cult is doing everything to make them even bigger feedlots, by chasing the farmers 

of the land. Other animals get the water and nutrients from the environment and spread it around on the same 

area. Not the big city environmentalist. Not the CBD (Central Business District Wilderness Swindlers) 

The irrigator does not waste water, produces humidity where it counts, in the environment. Some water after 

irrigation evaporates, some sinks, but is still in the environment. Water evaporating in irrigation is benefitting 

the vegetation in the surrounding area and the climate. Water that evaporates from the farm after irrigation, is 

part of the earth's cooling process. No water in the desert to evaporate, to take the heat up from the ground in 

the hottest part of the day. Is it a better climate in the desert? No humidity and water storages in the desert - 

night temperature gets extremely cold. That kind of climate is not suitable for trees, or to attract extra rain. 

That’s why the Green People are trying to make on the eastern seaboard the same climate, for their enforced 

Climate Change. If you love trees, do everything opposite to what Australian phony environmentalists stand 

for. Water used by irrigators to drink, cook and wash, everything stays in the environment, even from the water 

tank. The cow does the same, wash from rain or drink, is still in the environment, producing humidity. The 

ABC’s boys have 2-3 showers a day, not to wash the dirt, sweat and dust, but so that he can smell pleasant as a 

whore. Then the same water from his shower goes into the sea, that is water stolen from the environment and 

wasted! The same ABC boys are best for preventing dams of being built in the tropics. They are Bob Brown’s 

&Flannery’s  mouthpiece. 

Removing big percentage of farmer’s water to the estuary of Murray river is going to speed up deterioration of 

climate. Plus the remaining farmers there with higher evaporation and less rain in future - will leave the land 

voluntarily.  With that buffer removed, the farmers and towns east of Murray to the coast will get more of that 

dry heat = less rain = chain reaction. You farmers, stop complaining and expecting ABC and Bob Brown to feel 

sorry for you. Screwing the primary industry is their lust /aphrodisiac. Their pathetically sadistic minds 

don’t work as farmer’s common sense.  Science is on your side farmers, but scientists are not. Most of people in 

the big city are supporting them, because of constant misleading. The only fear for ABC &SBS and the Green 

Thugs  is ‘’the truth’’. The more people you inform to download what is on our website = the more insomnia to 

ABC + senator Brown. Swindlers have conferences, comities and use the best brains how to destroy the 

production industry, then the farmers expect sympathy from the traitors of this country. Bulshit farmers, Bulshit 

It’s heartbreaking when listening to farmers telling that:  taking farmer’s water will devastate the farming 

community – in the same time the Organized Crime are petting themselves on the back for good success. When 

farmers get broke, cannot afford solicitor to defend them, when they take the water from one farmer = the next 

farm gets dryer. 100million dollars already spent on the criminal researchers for Murray-Darling – not one of 

them took in consideration what will happen with decreasing humidity in those areas.  They obviously 

know that; by decreasing moisture in the area = less rain will come = worse climate. Isn’t it, that’s what they 

are predicting?!?! More dry heat from inland towards the coast = more houses burned, more desalinated and 

filtered sewage water for the city = they create extra Zombies in the city, because they need their support for 

destructions. City people overall are good people, but ABC &SBS has the microphones; silencing the truth, day 

and night aggressive misleading propaganda… = 

Water stolen from the environment in pipes to the laundry and shower on the coast, then into the sea is wasted. 

Birds and animals have problem to drink water through the pipes. That’s why the environmentalists want the 

channels for irrigation in the Murray River area to be replaced with pipes; birds and animals can drink from a 

channel,  but not from pipes. Channel for irrigation inland is same as a river. If water from the channel 

evaporates, it adds to the humidity in the environment. If it was not from the evaporated water, the dry air 

would vacuum that moisture from the foliage of the trees / crops, to compensate. The percentage that sinks is 

still in the environment. If the self-proclaimed environmentalists want the water in pipes, they should put in 

pipes the water that is in the last 10km of Murray River, before the estuary. There is already humidity from the 

sea. Water in pipes = extra expense to the farmer (part of the Cult’s theology). Big city wastes water, farmer 

does not. In big city water comes in pipes, then from the laundry, showers back into pipes into the sea. Big city 

has lots of bitumen black streets, roofs, areas covered by concrete that produces extra dry heat. Those things 

were not there before the Europeans' arrival. Concentration is evil – irrigation is beneficial for the environment 

/ weather / climate! How many litres of water to produce one kilo of rice or beef? ZERO!!! They keep the water 

in the Australian environment. Unfortunately for the Green People, Australian environment is around the 

lowland Pacific islands and Bay of Bengal, for the Australian fresh stormwater. Simple arithmetic: less water 

on the land = more water in the sea. More water on the land = attracts extra rainclouds. Hello Australian 

Ecologists, Climatologists!!!   F@#$*  shameless deviates...! 
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Fact 1: rain clouds from the sea go to places where is water storages, topsoil moisture + moisture in the air. 

Fact 2: dry land, dry heat repels the clouds, prevent clouds of going inland.  
Fact 3: the farmer’s water that the anarchist intend to take from the farmers, comes from rain. 

Fact 4: when that water is drained in lake Alexandrina and Korong – will not improve the climate there, 

because there is moisture from the sea already. 

Fact 5: when is less water upstream in Murray-Darling = rain will decrease = the river and 

lakes in the estuary will not be better of. Farmer upstream irrigates when is hot and dry. 
 

Fact 6: when part of that buffer is removed, the dry heat created in the canter, will not 

go to Murray, see that is no moisture and turn back, instead will start drying extra the 

water catchment areas for Brisbane, Sydney and Victoria 

Fact 7: that will make bigger bushfires closer to where the big vote is. It will need more desalinated and 

filtered sewage water for those cities. Less food produced – the dollar from overvalued will go to undervalued = 

will be more flies in Brisbane Sydney and Melbourne than are flies now in Queensland’s outback. 

Fact 8: rice paddies are magnets for rainclouds. Less rice paddies = less rain comes in 

future. Less irrigated cotton and pastures on Murray-Darling = more dry heat from 

inland, even on Tony Windsor’s electorate... congratulation senator Brown. 

Fact 9: the only water wasted for rice production is what is in the rice bags. As dry product, is not much. 

The rest of the water used for production of rice is improving the climate inland. Attracts extra rain inland.  

Fact 10: the only water wasted for beef and lamb is the water in the meat. All water that is for 

irrigating pasture, stays in the environment. Trees, grass, soil and the climate benefit. 

Fact 11: the Anarchist obsessed with draining Australian water into the estuary is for speedy deteriorating 

the climate; for bankrupting the country. How much water is needed for kilo of rice or meat? ZERO!!! 

Fact 12: not one of the shonky experts calculated the benefits from farmer’s water to the environment for 

the last 100y. Not one of them can say what would have being the condition of the Reserve Bank today, without 

farmer’s contribution for the last 100years. 

Fact 13: not one of them calculated how the climate would have being around the capital cities now, 

without farmer’s water contribution for the last 100y as buffer zone for the dry heat from the centre. 

Fact 14:Australia has being getting dryer for the last 25000y. Capitan Cook didn’t stop the climate from 

deteriorating, it was the irrigators. Only extra water prevents the climate from deteriorating.  

Fact 15: real reason why the con economist Ross Garnaut doesn’t want to tell the public: how would have 

the Reserve bank looked like, without the farmer’s product for the last 100y, by capping the number of cattle...   

Fact 16: with less water upstream = rain will decrease = 

health of the river doesn’t improve that way, swindlers! 

Fact 18: with lass water and rain upstream = hotter/dryer = that is their favoured prediction for the climate!!    

Fact 19: after Murray, the second largest water catchment areas river is Mitchell river 

here in the north. No irrigation, but Mitchell river would prefer to have the health of 

Murray in dry season = irrigators don’t destroy the river, dry heat does. 

        Fact 20: if those $9billion bribe to farming community is spent to make small dams on the tributaries of 

tropical rivers = improves vegetation, climate, rainfall. The winds blow inland moist air = the dry heat produced 

inland - gets half of it destroyed = Murray will have more water than they need. Because of that dry heat now = 

not enough water in Murray. Anything that increases humidity inland – is improving the rainfall /climate. 

Fact 21: after water is repossessed, the river deteriorates, money gone = the traitors instigating for water 

repossession cannot compensate the victims. Will not be able to blame the carbon either – the whole truth will 

be known long before.  

Fact 22:if farmers start telling the students in the university what the swindlers academics are up to; they 

will straighten up. Those academics are playing Russian roulette with the Australian future = with their 

student’s future 
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2]Termites are the second biggest evil for destroying the soil and climate. They evolved when there was not 

much grass or trees. That made them to economize better than any other critter. In the tropics, the termites eat 

as much grass as all the grazing animals combined, native and introduced. Grazing animals shred the grass and 

all of it is served to the bacteria, to take it in the ground. As much grass is collected by the termites. They eat 

the grass, then they eat their own droppings, until is nothing left from that grass. From millions of tones of grass 

every year, the termites don’t produce one bucketful of compost in 100y. Grass takes nutrients from the soil, so 

is made by nature to replenish the soil with nutrients when dead, not by the termites.  

        I inserted this paragraph, because on radio there was an expert from the CSIRO, telling the nation how 

beneficial the termites are for the environment. She wants less cattle in the Northern Territory- so that she can 

have more termites. What has the great public institution as CSIRO been reduced to, at taxpayer’s expense, 

tragic… Employing scum of the scum in the deviate section. Grass and trees take the minerals and nutrients 

from the ground, when are dead – organic nutrients should go back in the ground. Not by termites or the big 

city feedlots for the Green People,  or big bushfires – it’s one way street.  Constant lies that: bushfires is good 

to release the nutrients…  is a sick lie. Ash is not nutrients, but only trace basic elements. The organic 

nutrients are burned in the fire! Most of Australian soil is alkaline – ash increases alkalinity even more. Ash 

dehydrates the soil = for bad climate. Ash +eucalyptus oil on the topsoil; water runs as of duck’s back. When 

floods arrive, soil doesn’t absorb/ retain moisture, no organic nutrients in the soil = soil doesn’t absorb and 

retain moisture = much bigger floods. On the other hand, as nutrients that comes from the cow into the ground 

– lowers the pH. Soil increases absorption and retention of water with cow’s nutrients, with ash is doing 

everything opposite.  Ecologists, stop telling lies!!!  Ash is bad for the guiles of the fish, bad for the coral. 

When is organic nutrients deposited on the coral by the floods – corals have their cleaners to eat those organic 

nutrients. Those cleaners don’t eat ash. For experiment: feed the shonky ecologists and marine biologists with 

ash for few months – that will help tremendously the environment, the reef and the climate.                                                                  

                                              GREAT  FEARS   

Days after Copenhagen, when the top ringleaders realized that China, India, Brazil don’t want to sign on the 

doted line – so that they can clime: global warming didn’t happen, because everybody signed. Of course, if 

they double or quadruple their CO2 production is irrelevant, their signatures were the only important. The 

ringleaders in the multinational Organized Crime were at the panic button. The egg on their face was too big. 

2. Days after Copenhagen, the Arctic winter started in Europe and USA (another big egg on their face). Instead 

of getting unprecedented power over the humanity + trillions of dollars – they were losing face, authority, 

respect, power = they were prepared (and still are) to do any sabotage, not to lose grip on the society. Well 

connected and financed, occupying most, and most responsible positions in the media; Kevin Rudd was only 

one of their collateral damage for dropping the ETS. People blame the faceless union leaders, for butchering 

Rudd, but they are wrong. Some day you will read in memoirs from apparatchiks how: the La-que-de-ta was 

prepared long before,  by ABC  and few big shots from the private media; the day Malcolm Turnbull changed 

his mind to re-contest his seat at the following election. Same people that urged Malcolm to stay in politics 

wrote the script for Rudd’s butchering. Rudd underestimated the power of the Global Warmist Mafia over the 

Australian society. The Climate from Changing Stoppers, in the media, especially ABC &SBS.    

   Suspect 2: day after Copenhagen flop, apart from lowering the temperature of the phony global 

warming from 5⁰C to 1,5⁰C; the swindlers  went into any direction they can think of, for Damage Control. 

Suddenly they found out that: coldwater from Arctic Ocean travels far south to New York, deep below the 

Atlantic’s surface...! That sudden discovery should have being known decades ago, it was known to me just by 

using common sense: water at 4⁰C is the heaviest. Water in front of Canada is warmer than  +4⁰C at the 

surface. South, in front of New York is 20 degrees plus. The water that comes from Arctic Ocean is very cold – 

slowly as it mixes with the warmer water south – becomes closer to  4⁰C, than the surface water = as heavier, 

must be deep down current, of course not on the surface. No need rocket science for that. But was discovered a 

week after Copenhagen, specially for damage control.  

 Suspect 3: few weeks after Copenhagen, a permanent  “Packed Ice’’ has bracken-of  Antarctic coast = that big 

iceberg was supposed to cool the waters north and to be as their justification why Global Warming is not 

happening.  Suspect: they had enough time after Copenhagen flop, to take enough TNT – drill /under the ice 

explosion creates instant big waves = brakes 1000km2 of ice prematurely, 91% probability, 99% possibility.  

(After, they succeed to continue with the sick propaganda, that iceberg was not needed also for justification, 

was conveniently forgotten) 

Suspect 4: to make people to forget about the last two years in January having Arctic winter in 

Europe and USA, recently 140 bushfires was started in Russia. Russian people know that: if 
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some evil is to be concocted for control and suffering of the people – is done by government. 

They cannot comprehend that: fanatic organization as the Kyoto Cult can doo much more 

damages. Therefore, their authorities should start looking for some western climate from 

changing Stoppers as arsonists in the area=they will have suspects with biggest ever motifs? 

140 fires don’t start simultaneous by coincidence – but to spread the firemen too tin = to have 

devastating fires for the western media cameras. Who is the beneficiary of those devastating 

fires? The Desperadoes from the Organized Crime motif is bigger than the planet itself. So 

many fires don’t start by itself when the world’s attention and TV cameras are there. Get your 

old KGB to look for western climate from changing Stoppers at that time were in the area - you 

will catch the arsonists. It’s 100% possibility, 99% probability. Chinese authorities should be 

warned also. The western ringleaders of the Kyoto Cult will do everything, to keep the 

misleading propaganda to continue. To get people’s attention away from the truth /reality. 

  Suspect 5: about one year before Copenhagen, was the first noticeable Arctic winter in 

Europe and USA. That was the biggest cold shower for the Organized Crime. Even ABC 

wasn’t able completely to silence that they are experiencing cooling instead of warming. To 

get world’s attention away from the deep freeze in January 2008 of USA and Europe, suddenly 

big bushfires in Victoria. Suspects /motifs: The minutes when lots of people were still sizzling 

in the Victorian fires – David Karoly and Will Stephen were on ABC scaring the nation of the 

phony global warming – was no mentioning of the arctic winter that was freezing USA Europe, 

with much higher CO2 content than on the southern hemisphere; which started again few 

days before. After Karoly finished, the other swindler from the criminal cult Will Stephen was 

explaining that: climate will change, it will get much dryer = the coral will suffer. Apart of all 

the Australian Marine Biologists and politically bias media; how many other Australians can 

believe that: where the corals are, will get dryer???! Hello, Will Stephen + Karoly;  to be attached to lie 

detector, who organized starting those fires. In who’s interest was to have very hot fires; to get the world’s 

media attention away from the arctic winter that was happening in Europe /USA at that time?!?! People, 

houses and animals were still burning, when those two were on ABC’s airwaves, to promote their warming.  

You will be surprised how many zombies they created, to believe anything what comes from ABC. (the 

election is over as I am writing this, the electorate of Mc Ewan, where people burned in those bushfires, is gone 

to ALP... What ABC &SBS can do to innocent people’s brains… I rest my case)... They had enough fanatic 

extremist zombies crated, to start those fires in Victoria, even without direct instruction from ABC or Karoly, 

Flannery, Will Stephen. On their own initiative, Zombies to get the world’s attention of the unusually big freeze 

that was on the northern hemisphere, probability and possibility 99,99%.  Imagine: in the fire, temperature goes 

over 200⁰C - the blood in animals and human is made from water – closer to the surface of the body that water 

instantly starts turning into steam = blisters, then most exposed parts start melting – in the same time those 

hardcore members of the Organized Crime are using the misfortunes / suffering of innocent people and animals, 

to scare the society from their Phony Global Warming on the ABC&SBS (Lefty’s Trumpets). Without 

mentioning that is freezing in Europe.  Prof. Karoly, Will Stephen, what is the definition for a psychopath? * 

2] Prof. David Karoly is adviser to the Victorian government. Victorian government policy is: 

no new dams, no saving extra stormwater. Calculate how much water was dropped from 

helicopters on that bushfire + the water blasted by the fireman. Then compare with the amount 

of stormwater was possible to be saved in new dams = to release all year around moisture in the 

air, to fight against the dry heat coming from inland = those fires wouldn’t have being 

devastating. Instead, people are planning to build nuclear shelters, to protect their families from 

the fires. (nuclear shelters were never used during the Cold War) = proof that the organized 

Crime is much more dangerous and devastating than war.  
 

3] On the Royal Commission about those fires, was decided: to cut the trees of the road, so 

people can be able to escape and save their lives, if not their houses, in the future… What kind 

of wisdom is that? Those fires were intensive, because the dry heat from inland was vacuuming 
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the moisture from Victorian vegetation for the previous 11 months. No recommendation to 

minimize creation of that dry heat. But, that dry heat most of the time, by the time comes over 

Victoria is a kilometer above the ground. On the other hand, the dry heat produced locally from 

the black bitumen on the streets and roads is vacuuming most efficiently the local moisture. 

Trees of the roads make shade over that black bitumen for big part of the day – less shade 

= more dry heat produced. Instead of planting some bushy trees of the roads and streets that 

produce palatable leafs for the good bacteria in the ground – the propaganda says: eucalyptus or 

nothing. Eucalyptus kills those bacteria that suppose to get the dead leafs and twigs/fuel in the 

ground, away from the fire. b] Eucalyptus doesn’t provide shade on the black bitumen streets 

and roads. Or, maybe those fires started, because is too much CO2 around Kyoto City/Detroit 

and Stuttgart? CO2 doesn’t start fire, CO2 + H2O are fire retardant!! Plant bushy 

trees of the roads and streets; trees that have palatable leafs 

for the good bacteria in the soil – half problem solved.   

 4] Australia spends billions on the military, to protect us from foreign enemies. On the other hand, our 

members of the Multinational Organized Crime are using every trick, to con the people why extra stormwater 

shouldn’t be saved on the land, to improve the climate = to decrease chances of intensive bushfires. I will not 

say how, because of Copycats, but for $5 bucks can be started 10 fires with delay, the arsonist to be 7 hours 

away by plane oversea, when the fire starts. Thanks to senator Brown, prof. Karoly, Tim Flannery and their 

water embargo on Australia. They are making Australia the most vulnerable country on the planet. As I said in 

my book: the military should install a sign on the tip of Cape York, on which says: ‘’potential enemy, please 

don’t attack us during the bushfire months; if you really have to, please leave your box of matches 

home!!! Because we have Green senator Brown, Tim Flannery and their own  privately owned 

ABC &  SBS, and lots of taxpayer’s cash to the private media; to promote the non-existent 

global warming, by minifying everything without water – for catastrophic bush-fires’. 

Because the winds blow in every direction; if the tropical stormwater is saved on the land, will improve the 

climate on the whole continent. The only negative is: with climate improving for the better = Ringleaders of the 

Organized Crime cannot scare and rip-off the people. Hello Ross Garnaut!  Same as in Russia, 140 fires didn’t 

start simultaneously without reason; the reason to spread the firemen – so they cannot control those so many 

fires that are needed for the international media cameras.  Reporters from the organized crime are interested 

when is devastating fires, lots of properties and human lives lost. To con that CO2 is doing it. That is 

‘’premeditated mass murder’’ CO2 is fire retardant, idiots! Compare the CO2 ppm,  around Kyoto city and 

Shanghai = no bushfires, with the CO2 ppm in Victoria. Plus compare the H2O content in their air, topsoil; 

with Australian H2O in the air and topsoil. Why you haven’t done that, shonky experts??? In Australia, the 

mulch on the ground becomes tinder-dry, because the Organized Crime needs Australian stormwater to be 

drained instantly into Pacific. In their opinion Pacific doesn’t have enough water. Even broken glass, discarded 

reading glasses can start a fire in tinder-dry mulch. Thanks ABC…! F@#& anarchist  psychopaths!!! Keep 

creating more extreme fanatics…   

  Another proof: mob of scientists from CSIRO Division of Antarctic Swindlers on a ship ,,researching’’ 

cutting corridors, smashing about 0,5m thick ice for many kilometers, to see what kind of critters are under the 

ice (on ABC, of course). Nobody from the ABC’s viewers can notice that they are committing crime by 

smashing senselessly that ice. One of the lowest criminals from ABC, on that ‘’scientific ship’’ is filming to 

inform the nation. Not one of them has to think that: those critters under the ice are sheltered by that ice that the 

idiots are senselessly, irresponsibly vandalizing. Above the ice in the air is very cold – the water below comes 

from the north much warmer, by the currents.  

Half a meter of ice you might think is not much insulation – but you would be wrong. Ice is full of static air 

as polystyrene = perfect insulator. On those shipping containers / freezers, the walls with polystyrene of 15cm 

are preventing the coldness not to get out on temperature of 38⁰C in the equatorial regions. Static air in ice of 

0,5m is enough insulator to prevent the coldness from the air of getting in the water below and decimate the 

living critters in the water. Without needing to think that people will notice the crime in progress – they are 

happy to show and justify how the taxpayer’s money are squandered to vandalize the ice... ABC can commit 

and show crimes in front of people’s eyes. If it happens that you are like me, to notice crimes – no worries, they 
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will silence you.  Because the scientists from the cult are doing it = must be good. If they are scientists – I must 

be the Pope of Rome. Those criminals are so dumb, (their motif for the crime ) hoping that: the more ice they 

smash = it will be less white ice to reflect the sunlight = hopefully global warming. Destroying the critters 

below, by making the water much colder is only the Desperadoes’  collateral damage.  2. The Desperadoes in 

ABC are prepared to do anything, the truth not to be known to the society. Especially after Copenhagen, their  

‘’Truth-Phobia’’ has doubled. They realized that: they still cannot control everybody’s’ brains; even by the 

most skilful lies. My book is shamelessly silenced. The lies ‘’climate critical’’ continues in other forms. 

Therefore copy this text, without any changes, keep it for record as legal document – all of you people who 

think that the truth should win, and never in future organized crime to be so destructive. To be known one day 

when time for the “Truth and reconciliation’’ comes. If I am silenced by them, the record to exist in the hands 

of thousands that: the truth was known, available to the media, politicians, bureaucracy. I have records as 

registered mail sent to ABC and the rest of the media, but needs as many as possible witnesses, so please, all of 

you keep records. Should be made that: never ever small elite, politically corrupt and politically bias media to 

control the politicians, the society, even the United Nation Administration. They have lots to lose, they will do 

anything, they know that if the truth is exposed; the top instigators/organizers may end up in jail instead. People 

that honestly believed them, will demand jail terms for the top ringleaders, not the innocent Skeptics. Abuse of 

trust makes people angry. Many people support the global warming crap, because they believe that is the truth. 

When the world realizes that: climate is changing, but there is no global warming = the crimes will be 1000 

times bigger than if they didn’t persist after Copenhagen. Crime shouldn’t pay! Interest of the country should 

be much more important than Joe Obrien’s Laurie Oakes’ and Chris Uhlman’s ego / lies. 

 If they and similar know that; lots of you keep records – they will learn mighty fast, against their will, what 

changes the climate. 2. What damages the environment, climate and the economy; by repeating constantly that 

CO2 changes climate. 3. They will be asked under oath: do they have any proof that the climate ever stopped 

changing, for the last 4 billion years? Because H2O exclusively controls the climate; why they are lying about 

the CO2? Anybody helping to expose the truth; is helping the country, is helping including those extremists in 

the organized crime. Because if the crimes persist and grow – they are not going to be better off on the end. If 

you keep this as records = it will be useless for the criminals to use bushfires tricks, braking ice on polar caps as 

tricks, or other sudden discoveries when global warming doesn’t eventuate – for justification. Climate 

continues to change, but no global warming = all crimes proven. They know the law much better than we 

do. Think about then, now boys. People are committing suicides, nervous brakes, bankruptcies, burned in big 

bushfires, drowning in floods, because of the misleading propaganda… Will not be able to say one day: colder 

water is coming from Arctic, sunspots, or big iceberg has bracken and prevented Global Warming, or similar 

crap. Everything is on record now, acknowledge the truth, or will face the truth unwillingly one day, soon. 

                               UNDERSTATEMENTS  OF  THE MILLENIA  
Understatement no 1: we haven’t explained enough about the Climate Change and carbon levy – that’s why 

some people still don’t believe...! That is the biggest understatement since Homo-erectus invented the language. 

Nothing, nothing was more talked about for the last 20y, than the Phony Global Warming. Try the truth for a 

change ABC!!! In other words, by that grotesque understatement, they are trying to justify for failing to 

brainwash everybody = need to be even more aggressive lies, on taxpayer’s expense. 2] the already 

brainwashed, not to open their eyes; for them to know that: ABC needs more victims and zombies. 3]  If 3% of 

the time they spend on the misleading, are spent to tell the truth = Kyoto protocol would have being dead and 

buried long time ago. Shame, shame traitors of this country and humanity!  

Understatement no 2: the Skeptics are getting lots of money from private companies. 

The amount of taxpayer’s money given to the scientists /academics in the Organized Crime to con the western 

democratic nations,  supersedes by thousand to one; if somebody gets few dollars from a private company, to 

get some truth to the public – suppose to be bad. The Green vermin gets thousand to one more from private 

companies also. What percentage sceptic academics get from taxpayer’s money to present the other side of the 

story??? What percentage of time the Skeptics get on what used to be National Broadcaster. If is not 50/50, the 

difference should be paid by Mark Scott, the rest of the extremist elite in ABC + by the beneficiaries of the 

misleading propaganda. Doctrine of separation of power between ABC& SBS  and political party 

should be reintroduced. The apparatchiks in ABC &SBS to be made to pay for promoting their own sick / 

destructive ideology, on taxpayer’s expense. Big Perestroika in ABC is needed urgently, to improve the climate 

in Australia. To save the nation and the climate from the International Organized Crime that are using Australia 

as sacrificial lamb. To scorch the rest of the vegetation in Australia as proof of their Climate Change for worse. 
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Understatement 3: people sprinkle the backyards during the hottest time of the day to waste water. Hello 

big city folk. You think that the extremist Organized Crime will make only the farmer’s life miserable. Wrong! 

When you sprinkle at the hottest time of the day = you are cooling the place for yourself, for your neighbors, 

for your town’s trees. Evaporation is cooling process. On the hottest time of the day, the dry heat is vacuuming 

the moisture from your lungs, from the suffering trees, from the grass, from the wooden houses and is preparing 

for big fires. CO2 is not harmful for you, but carbon monoxide (CO) is. Grass and trees absorb the CO, they 

love it – but only when is enough moisture in the air and in the ground. When the surrounding vegetation 

doesn’t have enough H2O in the air – they stop absorbing carbon- monoxide . When you sprinkle the yard 

during the hottest time = water evaporates –evaporation is cooling process. When water is evaporated, benefits 

the surrounding vegetation and much less chance for bushfires and house-fires. Because the sadistic cult prefer 

people to suffer = no sprinkling! CO as heavier than CO2, stays low in the city; gets inhaled by you and your 

growing children’s lungs. In the bloodstream the CO warms up and tries to become CO2, by absorbing the 

oxygen from the bloodstream = less oxygen for every organ that depend on oxygen, especially the brains and 

muscles as biggest users of oxygen. (heart is made from muscles). No sprinkling = no green grass = dust in the 

air. CO2 if inhaled, is harmless gas – you exhale it with the next breath. But dust is not a grass; when inhaled – 

gets wet and sticky inside the lungs and stays there. You are sacrificing  your children’s health, for the neo-

lefty sick ideology. Because senator Brown wants so. He, Penny Wong, Tim Flannery, ABC are deciding about 

the health of Australian children. Sprinkling the yard on the hottest time of the day is counteracting the dry 

heat created on bitumen streets, roofs… green grass absorbs CO +CO2+SO2, dead grass  doesn’t.   

During storm season is not allowed to save extra water on the land since 82, when Bob Brown’s Water 

Embargo on Australia was imposed. If you vote for senator Brown and his thugs, it’s fair to ask your children 

to spit on you. Because when farmers inland have enough water to irrigate = less dry heat comes towards the 

coastal areas for big bushfires. Victorian big bushfire wasn’t because is too much CO2 around Kyoto and 

Beijing, but because of senator Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia for over 27years. If is more stormwater 

saved on the continent = less dry heat created to go where is still vegetation, to vacuum the moisture for the 10 

months before, and prepare it for big bushfires. The extra dry heat created from bitumen, roofs and bricks in the 

big city can be counteracted with sprinkling – it’s better to build dams and save stormwater, than sprinkler 

inspectors. Sprinkler makes the grass green and the dust to settle on the ground. When is dry – dust in the air – 

then in your and your children’s lungs. The Swindlers are scaring you with CO2. Without telling you that: CO2 

is gas, you inhale it and then exhale it together with the large amount of CO2 discharged from your body, by 

burning energy. On the other hand, dust when gets in your lungs – gets wet and sticky = stays in your lungs.  

The ALP politicians are in senator Brown’s bed – so if you vote for them, buy yourself a mirror, to spit on it 

every morning + be fair to your children and ask them to spit on you. Stormwater drained instantly into the sea 

(because Pacific doesn’t have enough water) that water doesn’t contribute one molecule to extra H2O in the air. 

Every drop of water that farmer irrigates, or you sprinkle in the yard is converted into extra moisture in the air, 

to benefit the vegetation, to settle the dust, to attract extra clouds from the sea onto the land, for improving the 

climate. Hello Flannery! Hello Mark Scott, premeditated murder use to be a criminal offence – instead 

Flannery was Australian of the year. It tells everything about the traitors of this country that nominated him. 

David Karoly is adviser to the Victorian government. Their policy is: no saving stormwater, no dams! Can you 

imagine the extra big bushfires when they take 30% of the farmer’s water? Plus because of that, the rainfall on 

Murray-Darling catchment areas will decrease for another 20%. They will have their proof of fast climate 

change in Australia. Mortgaging the country even more, to import food, is the second benefit for the Anarchists.  

2. They con the people in the city to install water tanks for big bucks, to shrink the backyards. That water from 

the roofs covered in sooth from exhausts. When the water tank is half full – nursery for mosquitoes; when is ¼ 

full, for legionnaires disease. Compare the water catchment areas of big city filthy roofs, with the water 

catchments areas around the tropical rivers. The Organized Crime are experts for increasing the medical 

expenses. Experts for doubling the price for electricity even before ETS is introduced. The beneficiaries should 

be made to pay back those money to the Suckers. For people intending to install water tank and pump; you 

don’t have to go far in the bush, to see the good quality water wasted senselessly in the sea. Instead, just walk 

for 2 hours on a big city streets. After 2 hours, with white tissue paper wipe your face – you will see the black 

sooth on the paper. Then multiply the surface area of your face to the area of the roof on your house. Then 

multiply that by 24hours, then by 365 days = that’s how much more of it is on your roof; to use that water – so 

they can drain trillions of times more clean stormwater directly into the sea from the bush, where the air is 

clean. Because saved water in the bush improves the climate. Repossessing the farmer’s water is increasing the 

number of people in the big city = more sooth on your roof and in your lungs. They need your support to do   
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All the stormwater wasted, cannot be saved retrospectively... People burned in bushfires, animals, properties 

burned is premeditated mass murder.  That young lunatic in Port Arthur killed 30 people, compare what Scott 

and his apparatchiks in ABC &SBS are doing to the nation + Dr. Helen Clarke and deviate section of her 

CSIRO. Plus the number of animals, birds, properties scorched in ferocious bushfires. You burn few animals 

alive, you end up in gulag; why should they be above the law? Instead of saving extra water on the driest 

continent; they are all for confiscating farmer’s water. To increase the fires, to bring the fires closer to eastern 

capitals, where the big vote is. For speedy change of climate for much worse. They know that: if they stop 

keeping fear alive = some people will start to think for themselves. They know that  H2O, CO2 don’t make 

fires – those molecules are fire retardants. They know that: countries exposed to deserts have big bushfires, not 

countries with high CO2, H2O level in the air. Stopping the climate, or the seasons from changing is same as: 

for big money stopping the sun not to rise from east and to set on west.  Or they can prevent even bigger 

danger: the sun not to rise from north and set on south – to save polar caps not to become on the equator and 

melt all the ice on Arctic and Antarctic with carbon levies, and with repossessing farmer’s water.  Mark Scott 

promised to make ABC carbon neutral. If he doesn’t – to justify his salary, he gets paid 5 times more than the 

prime minister of the country. ABC has being established to bring some balance, if private media gang up 

against the nation’s interest. Instead, ABC is the leader of the pack, instigator in the whole conspiracy.   

       Bob Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia since 82, flooded many towns in January 

The reason for the big floods we had is because: no regular humidity and topsoil moisture inland to sustain the 

essential bacteria in the ground. When storms arrive – the soil is not water receptive and doesn’t retain water. 

Needs more moisture inland -  to sustain the good bacteria, that bacteria gets the mulch in the ground; mulch is 

like sponge, keeps half of the rainwater = no floods / no big bushfires. Without those bacteria, dry leafs and 

mulch stays on the ground and waits for a big bushfire. Thanks to senator Brown &Flannery’s water embargo 

on Australia. Many people were telling that; the dams Joh built to safeguard Brisbane, Ipswich from floods. 

That was thorn in Green’s eye. They had to prove that dam cannot prevent flood = Brisbane and Ipswich were 

used as sacrificial lamb. In the future: if your town or farm flood – look upstream – if there is suitable land for 

a dam; but there isn’t any dam; it’s Bob Brown’s Water Embargo on Australia did it.  

As you know, Wivenhoe dam was full to 197% capacity; the minute the big stormwater arrived from the ranges 

to the dam. Dam is considered full, when is water to the bottom of the floodgates = 100% full. When the flood 

arrives, the dam can comfortably take another 100%; as you can appreciate, the higher the water = the wider the 

dam is. If is any flood coming soon, if any water above the 100% is released, the floodgates opened. When the 

floodwater arrives, they know how long it takes water from the dam to get to Brisbane. B] they know when the 

high tides are. Engineers responsible, the minute the floodwater arrives, they close 2 gates, leave 3 gates open. 

The river can take extra floodwater without flooding. The water that suppose to reach Brisbane when is high 

tide – for those 4-5 hours they close 3 gates – let 2 gates opened. So that water is just below overflowing the 

Brisbane river banks. Closed gates are for scheming the critical amount from the floodwater, not to close all 

gates. When Brisbane was getting flooded, there was no rain downstream from the dam. If is king tide, for 

those few hours they should close 4 floodgates. That’s why they are called floodgates, to control the floodwater. 

With 2, sometime 3 gates closed – by the time the floodwater starts getting lower – the dam would be up to 

196% capacity. They did everything back to front.  

Instead, they accumulated to 197% capacity, to just before the floodwater arrived from the hills. In January, El 

Niña year – very wet year. Only 10 days before, Rockhampton was flooded, wasn’t any surprise. All 

calculative /premeditated. When the flood started, was 197% capacity full, by the time the floodwater started 

decreasing in Brisbane, the dam was full to 185% capacity. Was actually less water in the dam, when the 

floodwater decreased. Minister Stephen Robertson apparently said to the commission of enquiry that: they did 

ask him before the flood, to release some water, but 5% wouldn’t help much in his opinion; so he instructed 

them not to do it. Well 5% less water in the dam, wouldn’t have saved Brisbane = handy for the minister to 

wash his hands, not guilty. Well, I will help him even better; if they released 1,5%, would have helped even 

less. Question is: why is the commissioner allowing Robertson to muddy the water and the enquiry with 

number 5 or 6, or 7??? Should have being released the 97% that was over 100%. What is he talk about 5% and 

why?!?! Shouldn’t they be saying that: should be another smaller dam built upstream from Wivenhoe dam. 

More water in dry = climate improves, soil becomes more water receptive and retains more water in floods. 

Brisbane and Ipswich were used as sacrificial lamb. To prove to Australians that: dams cannot prevent floods – 

don’t ask for dams in future; because that irritates senator Brown and his thugs!!! Few years ago, same minister 

Robertson said here in the north: is not good to build dams, because the water evaporates from the dam and is 

wasted. No, it’s not wasted, minister. Evaporated water and the dam attract extra humidity and clouds from the 
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sea. Improves the climate. That improves topsoil absorption and retention water in the soil. He doesn’t  know, 

or doesn’t want the Urban Sheep to know the benefits from extra dam; the benefits of extra water evaporated on 

the land. If the dam gates were properly handled, wouldn’t flooded Brisbane and Ipswich, if few houses did 

flood, would have being very minimal. Soil water retention is not known, because the Australian ecologist are 

one of the top white cola criminals in the country. I wouldn’t fill sorry for people that voted ALP or Green on 

last election. Actually Anna Bligh is just a Bob Brown’s thug /executioner for Queensland. What about people 

flooded that don’t support the extremists. Even by normal storms many places get flooded, because the soil 

doesn’t absorb /retain water; and because is no dams on strategic places. Thanks to senator Brown. 

Does anybody mentions ‘’dams to be built’’? Right down to Victoria. They now have conservative government. 

Everybody is scared from the Green Thugs, to mention the word ‘’dam’’. Dams improve the climate. Dams 

provide humidity in the air = that decreases evaporation on the land = less intensive bushfires. Bottom line: 

everything is premeditated. No dams to save stormwater on the driest continent… Why is not on that 

commission of enquiry a hydrologist from oversea; that doesn’t have to be scared from the extremist in politics 

and bureaucracy, to talk, to inform the commissioner?!?!?  

Why dams save from floods oversea every year?!?!?! 

                                               The biggest lunacy ever: 
1] ignoring that oxygen and nitrogen control the temperature in the atmosphere; ignoring that they expand 

instantly when warmed up and shrink when cooled. Ignoring that those two gases are 998 999 ppm in the 

atmosphere, is destructive lunacy. That goes for the Alarmist and the Warmist, referred as ‘’Deniers’’. 

2] ignoring that water changes climate, is another lunacy. Millions of good examples exist around the planet. 

3] blaming the essential carbon for the phony global warming, to change the climate beyond recognition, is not 

just a lunacy, but a premeditated gigantic crime. 

4] brainwashing aggressively the kids in school and university that less CO2 will prevent worse climate, by 

denying the kids to know that CO2 doesn’t change climate = is devastating for the climate and for the 

humanity. 

5] crushing/vandalizing the ice on the polar waters by the Swindlers, is unprecedented lunacy! 

6] carbon geosequestration is for decreasing oxygen in the atmosphere, for fear 

mongering that the essential carbon is evil, for bankrupting the democratic west.  

7] genetically modifying the methane producing bacteria, into a superior bacteria that will 

inhibit methane in the digestive system, is the biggest crime ever, against every warm 

blooded critter on the planet. As a ‘’Biological Warfare’’ is a crime under the Geneva 

Convention. Now we need your help, to expose the lunacy.{Plimer is supporting their lies} 

8] Alarmist are for global warming in 100y. they are not fussy how much warming; they 

became very flexible. The leading Skeptics, as ‘’the phony obsessive Warmist’’ are for lots 

and lots of Global warmings  in the past, and a smaller one for 2100 of 0,5⁰C. Because of 

that misleading smaller  Global warming; the alarmist changed their giving up, are 

reintroducing their crap /demands.  We know that is no global warming and why not; 

because the laws of physics say so.{  EH>AE>ECI }We know that water changes climate. 

We know that CO2 doesn’t produce global warming /doesn’t change the climate;. Human 

can control water, therefore human can change the climate, for better and for worse. We 

are not sceptical; we know the truth. Join us, help us, instead of plagiarizing our data! We 

are not climate change deniers. We can prove that climate is changing; human can change 

the climate for better and for worse. We are Global Warming Deniers, non believers in their 

destructive Bulshit! 

Methane is the most beneficial for the atmosphere, to be produced of it as much as possible.   
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2H20+CO2 =grass / grass +cow = CH4 +O4 
The Alarmist and the obsessive Warmist are against methane. 
Both of their camps are trying to silence the truth; stand up for the truth and help us. Do not expect prof Plimer 

& Co to present real scientific truth /facts. They used lots of misleading data concocted by shonky scientists. 

Now they don’t have decency to acknowledge the facts; are persisting with the same misleading; because of 

ego problem. They relay on having monopoly on the honest people interested to see the end of the propaganda. 

Plimer &Co become the ‘’Devil’s Advocates’’ by misleading that is going to be ‘’Global Warming’’ of 0,5⁰C 

in 100y. By believing that their ego is more important than preventing vandalizing  of the ice that is covering 

the polar waters = puts them in worse category than the ones that are doing it. The truth is paramount; only real 

proofs can stop the misleading. Join us, help Australia to bring the truth to the world. Al Gore and Flannery are 

not an obstacle anymore, because all the solid proofs are against them. It’s the people that present themselves as 

their opponents – in same time are promoting their Alarmist’s lies. The only obstacle left are the egotistic bigots 

as ‘’John the Warmist’’ Nethery, they prefer the truth to be silenced; just not to loose control over the honest 

people. If they were honest people, they would have embraced the real proofs. For 2 years I waited for them to 

realize that their half truth is worse than the Alarmist’s lies. Now is up to you people, to judge for yourself. 

 If you think that I am using harsh words, think again; the amount of time, the amount of money is spent to 

con the western democracies about the completely phony Global Warming. Then take in consideration the 

carbon geosequestration, the modification of the bacteria that produces methane, into bacteria to inhibit 

methane, denying stormwater to be saved, for improving the climate – because they are desperate to produce 

worse climate, indoctrinating the kids in schools in lunacy, vandalizing the ice that covers the polar waters + 

all the other atrocities... I can substantiate everything. You tell me, what treatment /respect they deserve? What 

do you think prof. Ian Plimer & Co? The truth, please! Can you all justify one day when the truth wins; for 

being the only obstacle,?! This is not a game, to see who is going to win. This game is for preventing,  or 

producing catastrophes of magnitude never known to human. It is not a time for arrogance and ego… but to 

seek assistance from ‘’the laws of physics’’. Those laws of physics create and prevent catastrophes.  You can 

silence me, but you, and the Alarmist, cannot silence those laws. Disregarding those laws, will not abolish 

them… 

    Please visit us again soon, give us a call, we need every advice we can get; how to speed up informing 

the nation and the world. You people oversea, establish branches for  ‘’ the Resistance’’ in your 

respective countries. Keep in touch.                                                        

 

1}0+N in the atmosphere are transparent for the sunlight. The carbon atom in the CO2 molecule is not. 

Intercepts the sunlight and warms up the 2 oxygen atoms in the molecule of CO2. Those 2 oxygen atoms 

expand more than the surrounding atoms of oxygen and nitrogen = reason CO2 during the day goes high up. Up 

there intercepts more UV and infrared = less comes to the ground (dimming affect). In upper atmosphere, 

cooling is much more efficient = less heat goes to the ground. After sundown, loses the benefit of the sunlight; 

carbon in the CO2 molecule intercepts more coldness than O+N. CO2 falls to the ground at night, to feed the 

trees, grass and crops. Intercepts more heat during the day, intercepts extra coldness during the night. Those 

two factors cancel each other = zero warming affect. CO2 is not a Greenhouse affect gas, but ‘’shade-cloth 

affect’’.  CO2 intercepts 10 000% more UV in the upper atmosphere, than what ozone can. 

Clouds /humid air have lots of static electricity; carbon /CO2 is perfect electricity conductor, O+N are not = 

CO2 makes water condensation = CO2 is best rainmaker. 2] CO2 absorbs much more coldness in the upper 

atmosphere than O+N, reason CO2 is used to make dry ice instead of O+N. That extra coldness  and ability to 

absorb electricity, CO2 uses for condensation; to be essential for rainmaking. Without CO2 – humidity 

increases – but no rain. When is high humidity – evaporation decreases = much less rain. + (evaporation is 

cooling affect – less evaporation = less cooling of the seawater and on the ground) that’s why, where is a dam, 

topsoil moisture – is cooler during the day, than where water is absent. 

Unless the pH in the seawater gets below 7, water is not acidic. (pH7 is neutral = the best, doesn’t harm fish 

or coral!) Seawater is pH8,3. If it gets fraction down – is less alkaline, not acidic!!! All the carbon from 10 000 

planets equal to plane earth to be brought all the carbon here and dumped in the sea – the pH will not go below 

7,5pH. Seawater gets ruff, releases the excess CO2; same as when you shake a beer or champagne bottle. Yes, 

those bubbles coming out from beer, soda-water and champagne are CO2 bubbles. You wouldn’t like beer or 

champagne without bubbles = you are paying for the CO2, because CO2 is essential for life, odorless and tastes 

good. The biggest 3 Swindlers in Marine biology, professors Will Stephen, Charlie Vernon  and Ove Hoegh-
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Guldberg +Flannery, shouldn’t be allowed in university, to brainwash the kids. Shouldn’t be financed by 

taxpayer’s money, to con the nation!... Unfortunately, prof. Will Stephen is on the panel for 

paying ‘’flat rate carbon tax’’ 

Fact 1: Global warmings and Ice ages are localized phenomena; when part of the planet /one 

hemisphere experiences extra warming – other part simultaneously is colder. The WHOLE  

troposphere cannot get warmer / or colder, for more than few minutes. Laws of physics say! 

Fact 2: the power of self adjusting the temperature is infallible, controlled by O+N, not CO2 

FACT 3: nobody knows the temperature for last year in the troposphere –they pretend to know 

for 98, 150years ago, 1234AD, 5BC, 6000BC… when the society learns the truth – will be 

temperature charts up the ass shoving – unless the Swindlers can prove that they have correct 

data for every 10minutes, for every cubic kilometer of air in the troposphere. Lie breeds lies  

Fact 4: regular presence of water on land = better climate, less H2O on land = worse climate  

Fact 5: when is more water on land = healthier vegetation, more moisture in the air, milder 

climate / more raw material for replenishing ice on the polar caps /Himalaya, less bushfires, 

better crops, lower evaporation, less salinity problems. Swindlers are against extra dams. 

Fact 6: if 10% of the money the Swindlers are squandering are used for saving extra stormwater 

on the land in new dams – the climate would have improved on the whole planet. Demolishing 

the ice on the polar waters, preventing dams to be built, brainwashing the society, rip-off… 

Fact 7: blaming methane / CO2, for the phony global warming; confusing normal, constant 

climatic changes with the phony global warming = mother of all crimes! Pretend Skeptics as 

prof. Plimer are committing bigger crimes than the hardcore Warmist. Sceptical people that are 

interested the truth to be known / need to stand up for the truth; are deceived by Ian’s crap. It is 

expected from Al Gore, Flannery to tell lies; Plimer’s apostils are creating backdoor exits for 

the Warmist Swindler = double crime. Without backdoor exits – most of the Warmist that are 

not profiteering much; would have spit the dummy in days. Shame, shame Ian & John Nethery   
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Ignorance is not a crime, but avoiding / ignoring the 

real proofs / facts on this website is a double crime                                          
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